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Abstract
Understanding transcription regulation is a key issue in biology. There is much non­
coding sequence upstream of the human gene, a small proportion of which is regulatory. The 
aim of this project is to gain a better understanding of organisation, structure and function of 
this region via large-scale sequence studies.
The 10Kb 5’ upstream sequence has been analysed for changes at different positional 
sections along this stretch. There are four main categories of investigation:
1. Dinucleotide composition and representation.
2. Distance from randomness by comparing real and randomised sequences.
3. Sequence similarity using a pattern analysis.
4. Distribution and representation of regulatory motifs.
DNA generally avoids flexible dinucleotide steps. In the upstream sequence the DNA 
becomes even less flexible towards the start site of transcription. In contrast there is an increase 
in bistable steps in this direction. It is concluded that these structural changes including 
enhanced stiff and bistable steps are likely important in transcription regulatory regions.
The weak/strong (W/S) and purine/pyrimidine (R/Y) properties in the upstream 
sequence are different to each other and even opposing at times. For instance, the R/Y sequence 
becomes more distant from the random model towards the start site whereas the W/S becomes 
closer to it. Opposing sequence similarity trends are observed across the upstream sequence for 
R/Y and W/S. Also, the regulatory motif distribution and representation are very different 
depending on whether the sequence is viewed as R/Y or alternatively as W/S nucleotides. This 
is likely due to the different roles of these nucleotide properties within the upstream DNA and 
more specifically within regulatory regions.
These results may have important implications for the process of direct and indirect 
readout in protein-DNA binding. It is suggested that the R/Y sequence generally has a greater 
influence over indirect readout whereas the W/S sequence has more impact on direct readout. 
Furthermore it is proposed that avoidance of inappropriate (or promiscuous) regulatory protein 
binding to DNA occurs primarily via the R/Y sequence of the regulatory elements, i.e. via 
avoidance of indirect readout and the docking step of protein-DNA binding.
Therefore this study of DNA sequence has revealed changes in specific properties 
across the upstream region of the human gene from which have been drawn conclusions about 
its role in transcription regulation.
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1. General Background
Almost every cell in the human body contains a complete genome. Yet the cells of 
the eyes are very different to skin cells and muscles cells etc. How is it possible that the same 
set of genes give rise to different cell types? The answer to this lies with gene regulation. The 
human being starts off as a single cell. During development of this cell into the fully-grown 
human, certain genes are switched on and a subset is switched off. This process is finely tuned 
with levels of the protein products being carefully regulated in each cell.
The human genome project has provided a large amount of DNA sequence data, 
rhis data can be analysed using computational techniques. Only an estimated 1.1% of human 
genomic DNA is sequence that is spanned by exons (Venter et al, 2001). Therefore only a 
minority of genomic sequence actually codes for protein in the human. Since coding sequences 
represent the functional units of the genome which code for the building blocks of the cell, they 
have been the most widely studied via computational techniques. Regulation of gene expression 
is crucial to cell function; therefore the regions of the genome responsible for this regulation are 
also of great interest and importance.
The regulatory regions make up a proportion of the non-coding sequence of the gene 
and may be found therein. Bioinformatic techniques are extremely useful for gaining an 
understanding of these sequences since these methods can help derive biological meaning from 
this data. Understanding gene regulation and what causes the cell to choose to switch on a 
specific subset of genes at a particular time is essential to understanding cell biology, growth 
and development.
Regulation of gene expression is tlie means by which tlie cell controls tlie proteins 
that it makes. This includes the specific expression of a particular mRNA and the quantity/rate 
at which that protein is generated. The control or regulation may be generally divided into 
transcriptional and post-transcriptional. For the majorit>' of genes transcriptional control is the 
most important since this ensures that excess mRNAs are not synthesised. Only transcriptional 
regulation will be discussed flirther.
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1.1 Transcription Regulation
1.1.1 The 5* upstream regulatory region: Its structure and function
Particular locations of the 5' upstream region of a protein-coding gene are usually 
responsible for transcription regulation. The 5' upstream region contains the promoter (see 
figure 1.1) and also other regulatory sequences. The promoter is the most important determinant 
of transcription regulation. The upstream region and its overall structure and function will be 
described in tenns of three general regions; the core promoter, proximal promoter and the 
enhancer (or repressor).
The core promoter is the location at which the basal apparatus for transcription 
assembles. Transcription is initiated at this location together with the RNA polymerase II (PoIII) 
enzyme that synthesises mRNA. The proximal promoter contains binding sites for other (non- 
basal) transcriptions factors. These may be activators or repressors of transcription. Together the 
core promoter and proximal promoter form the region that is commonly referred to as the 
promoter. The enhancer possesses binding sites for transcription factors that act to enhance 
transcription. This element is typically further upstream than the proximal promoter and is 
therefore often physically distinct from it. These three regulatory regions their function, cross 
interactions and boundaries will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.
In general, the upstream regulatory DNA possesses information in the form of signals 
that are integrated and the sum of which produce an output. These signals constitute protein 
binding motifs of the DNA. The information is read' by the cell via proteins/transcription 
factors that bind to the DNA. This is true for the core promoter, proximal promoter and also the 
enhancer/repressor. The sum (or net effect) of these signals both within and between these 
regulatory elements in the upstream region of a gene determine the nature of the output, namely 
the mRNA product.
11
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of transcription regulation and the general structure of the 
upstream elements responsible.
In many cases the TATA box locates the start region. The TATA box binding protein and 
Polll bind the DNA followed by other basal transcription factors that make up the 
preinitiation complex. The TATA box combined with other upstream regulatory elements 
form the promoter. When bound by their transcription factors they either induce or 
inhibit transcription. An enhancer may be present further upstream that enhances the 
level of transcript formed. The enhancer is thought to function via factors that bind to it 
and then looping of the DNA causes interactions between these factors and the initiation 
complex. The looping of the DNA is indicated in the diagram by the red arrows.
1.1.2 The core promoter
The core promoter is defined as the minimal region of DNA that is capable of directing 
activator-independent, low-level transcription by Polll. Structural genes require several general 
(or basal) transcription factors for initiation of transcription (Reese, 2003). These together form 
the preinitiation complex (PIC) with Pol II. Some transcription factors bind directly to DNA in
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the promoter, whilst others bind to already bound proteins within the complex. The basal 
elements alone though are only capable of promoting initiation of transcription at a low level.
Basal transcription factors are utilised to locate RNA polymerase II in position for 
transcription to begin. The core promoter surrounds the transcription start site (TSS) and usually 
spans around 40bp upstream and downstream of the TSS. therefore it to pically spans SObp’s in 
total. The core promoter surrounds the TSS because the basal apparatus actually locates the TSS 
and it usually spans only SObp's since it constitutes the minimal machinery required to initiate 
transcription.
Polll is responsible for mRNA synthesis and also proofreading the nascent transcript. It 
is comprised of 12 subunits. Polll combines with five general transcription factors which 
recognise the core promoter (Conaway et el, 1997). These are TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF 
and TFIIH. The first general transcription factor to bind the core promoter is TFIID. This is a 
complex that is composed of the TATA-binding protein (TBP) in addition to some TBP- 
associated factors (TAFs). TBP binds to and distorts the DNA so that other proteins or 
complexes can subsequently bind.
The entire machinery composed of all these components is a giant complex of about 60 
proteins and a mass of 3 million Daltons. It forms the core of the transcription machinery at the 
core promoter and has the following functions; 1 Unwinding the DNA, 2. synthesising RNA, 
and 3. Rewinding the DNA.
Core promoter motifs on the DNA to which the general transcription factors bind arc 
not universal in that they are not located in every promoter within the genome. The core 
promoter may include the following elements; the TATA box, I nr, DPE, BRE, MTE. The 
majority of tliese elements interact with tlie transcription factor TFIID, altliough the interaction 
is in some cases with different subunits of the machinery. These elements will now be 
described.
TATA-box promoters
Tlie TATA-box is a core promoter element that initiates transcription. Its consensus 
sequence is TATAWAAR and is usually found 25-30bp upstream of the TSS in eukaryotes. 
'Die TA I A-box is bound by TBP, the TA'fA-binding protein subunit of the TFIID complex 
(Burley et al, 1996), although other proteins may also recognise the TATA-box. TBP though
13
seems to be the basal transcription factor that often identifies the start site of transcription. 
When TFIID binds the TATA box it nucleates the PIC formation that includes RNA Pol II.
A wide range of AT-rich sequences can actually function as a TATA-box. This is 
because TBP is likely to recognise the helix via sequence independent mechanisms (Kim et al, 
1993). Whilst the TATA-box is a relatively conserved motif of the core promoter elements, the 
consensus sequence is present only in an estimated 12% of human promoters (Bajic et al, 2004). 
This begs the obvious question; how is transcription initiated in TATA-Iess promoters? In some 
cases the inibator element Inr provides the answer.
The I nr region
Inr (YYANWYY) surrounds the TSS. It is recognised by the TAP I and TAF2 
subunits of TFDIl. Inr can initiate transcription in promoters lacking a TATA box (Smale et al, 
1990 and Kauftnann et al, 1994). Although it may also be present in some promoters that do 
contain a TATA-box. in which case they act in a combined fashion. Inr is found in 55% of 
human promoters.
Inr can identify the precise location of a TSS. Also, when present in the core 
promoter together with a TATA-box it assists and determines promoter strength. In other cases 
its functionality is analogous to that of a TATA box. Therefore a TATA or Inr motif is 
sulTicient for core promoter activity.
Within synthetic promoters Inr can operate either together with the TATA box or 
with Spl activation binding sites tliat are located upstream of tlie Inr. Also when liu is inserted 
downstream of a TATA box, the transcript level is several times higher than without it. This 
shows that Inr is capable of either initiating transcription and/or of elevating it. When Inr is 
relocated either nearer or closer to Spl, the TSS is also relocated together with the Inr.
Both Inr and to an extent the TATA box have fairly loose consensus sequences 
These motifs are frequently present within the genome. The question is; how can transcription 
initiation rely on tliese loose consensus sequences? One possible explanation is that location 
within the core promoter is essential for function. Furthermore, chromatin structure and the 
existence of other nearby elements on the DNA may be important for identifying these motifs.
Since core promoters may contain either or both the TATA box and Inr, or alternatively 
neither of these elements, it is possible to conclude that different elements may be utilised for
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transcription initiation and core activity. In some cases l AI A box and Inr seem 
interchangeable. What then is the purpose of initiating transcription and core promoter activity 
with different elements that may also be present in varying combinations?
1 he answer to this may be revealed to an extent by transcriptional repressors and 
activators. For instance, p53 and topiosomcrascl repress transcription from promoters with the 
TATA box but not from promoters with Inr (Aso et al, 1994). Also, activation domains, Spl 
stimulate Inr (but not TATA) promoters. Therefore it may be that the presence of different 
elements at the core promoter results in either resistance to particular repressors or to subjecbon 
to certain activators.
It may be useful to group genes according to the type of element present in their core 
promoter and to build networks according to resistance or subjection to specific 
repressors/activators. Although no clear functional connection has yet been discovered for 
TATA-box or Inr containing promoters, their interaction with and influence by the 
repressors,/acti\ators may provide important clues. Tliis type of analysis would lead to an 
improv ed understanding of core promoter function.
Other core promoter elements
The downstream promoter element (DPE; consensus RGWYV) also often plays a 
role in transcription initiation in 1 A l A-less promoters (Kadonaga et ai, 2002). DPE is also 
recognised by TFDIl, but luilike the other elements it is bound by the TAFl and TAF2 subiuiits 
of the protein. DPE usually functions together with Inr (Burke et al, 1996).
The motif ten element (MTE, consensus; CSARCSSAACGS) is found downstream 
of the TSS. It also functions together with Inr. It may function either in TAT.A-less or T.ATA- 
box containing promoters (I im et al, 2004) BRF (consensus SSRCGCC) occurs just upstream 
of the T.^TA-box and binds TFIIB. This element can either increase or repress transcription 
(Evans et al, 2001 ).
Finally. CpG islands also play a role in promoter activity and are found in about 
80% of human promoters. These promoters often lack a TATA-box and the mechanism of their 
activity IS not understood (Blake et al, 1990). C'pG island promoters are often associated with 
housekeeping genes (Carnici et ai, 2006). A study has been carried out to identify CpG’s in 
human promoters (Saxonov et al, 2006). This revealed that 72% of promoters were high in CpG 
and the remainder had a CpG content tliat is siinihu to that found genome-wide. More
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specifically this high level of CpG was located at the core promoter region. The difference 
between genes containing high level CpG core promoters and those with nonnal level CpG's is 
unknown. One possible explanation is that high CpG promoters are subject to regulation via 
méthylation of CpG’s, which is discussed later in this introduction
Each of the elements that have been described above may be found in some 
promoters but none occurs in all promoters. Instead the elements are present at varying 
combinations within the entire set of human promoters. This means that core promoter 
transcription regulation is diverse within the species. Core promoter activity can be influenced 
both by proximal promoter elements and also by enhancers. For example, the presence of either 
a TATA-box or DPE element in the core promoter can influence the interaction of that promoter 
with enhancers (Butler et al, 2001). 1 hese interactions may also be affected or induced by otlier 
promoter elements. The sum of these interactions may either activate or repress transcription 
and are likely to determine the rate of transcript synthesis.
1.L3 The proximal promoter
The proximal promoter extends upstream of the core promoter (and the initiation 
complex), usually up to around 300bp upstream of the TSS, however it may extend further, up 
to 2Kb upstream of the TSS. Transcription factors at the proximal promoter bind to specific 
sequence elements and it is thought that these transcnption factors bind any DNA that contains 
their target sequence. The proximal promoter contains regulatoiy motifs utilised by tissue- 
specific transcription factors. The upstream transcription factors bind to specific DNA sequence 
elements and influence tlie preinitiation complex in a way that is not entirely understood 
(Werner et al, 2005) causing it to be activated or suppressed. Therefore these transcription 
factors may be either activators or repressors, as is discussed below.
Since the core and proximal promoter together form the promoter, this resultant 
promoter may be view ed as a region that comprises of two different types of region, one for the 
polymerase enzyme with the basal apparatus and the second for other elements. These (core and 
proximal promoters) may be interrupted by spacer sequence or in some cases this division 
between the core and proximal regions may be less well defined.
In bacteria repressor proteins repress transcription by binding to a sequence that 
overlaps with the bacterial promoter, thereby inhibiting transcription. In contrast to tliis, in 
eukaryotes the chromosome structure itself may inhibit transcription in a general sense In
16
eukary otes it seems that activation of genes is more important than their repression, since the 
chromosomal structure (at least in part) acts to repress transcription.
For activators or repressors of transcription that interact directly with the PIC, there 
is a question as to how they are able to contact the core promoter often at long distances from it. 
Looping of the DNA is thought to permit this. This would involve two or more activators or 
repressors binding to the DNA and then to one another to form a loop (Rippe et al, 1995, 
Celniker et al, 2007).
Activators
So how do transcriptional activators operate? The different modes via which the 
activators may function are as follows: Firstly, they interact with DNA at specific sequences and 
also with general transcription factors at the core promoter. Many activators also interact with 
coactivators which do not bind DNA, but assist the activator. They often act in a tissue specific 
manner. Typically, they have a DNA-binding motif and also an activation domain (Ptashne et 
al, 1997). The activator protein may for example, aid the RNA polymerase enzyme and its 
auxiliary proteins to bind the promoter sequence (Wu et al. 2006) and therefore to increase PIC 
assembly (Li et al, 1999). This constitutes the recruitment model for gene activation
For example, in yeast Gal4 activates genes for galactose metabolism via binding of this 
activator to its DNA binding site upstream of the core promoter; it is thought that this protein 
helps to recruit the holoenzyme to the DNA. WTien other genes are modified so that their 
upstream region contains the Gal4 DNA-binding site, transcription does take place. Gal4 is also 
functional in higher eukaiyotes.
There is evidence that in Gal4 the DNA-binding region is separate from its activation 
region. This has been demonstrated by artificial PIC recruitment experiments (Ptashe et al, 
1997). Here a subunit of the activator is fused to a DNA-binding domain (which is bound it 
binding site) and is found to activate transcription.
These types of fusion protein direct PIC assembly and demonstrate the function of the 
activation domain of the Gal4 transcription activator. Further work (Bhaumik et al, 2004) with 
Gal4 has shown that the activator domain of Gal4 docs not act directly on the PIC, but rather 
that other proteins or complexes interact with Gal4 which in turn interact to recruit the PIC.
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A second mechanism of activator function is in promoting either initiation or 
elongation. This is presented as a second t>T?e of mechanism since it would be a process 
that happens after PIC assembly. A third is by recruiting chromatin modification. In this 
case the activator may help to recruit enzymes that can chemically modify the chromatin, for 
example by directing histone acety lases to the region of a specific gene (Edmondson et al, 
19%). Acetylases or methyl ases can reduce the tightness of packing of the DNA around genes 
allowing for gene activation in particular locations. Three classes of protein may be associated 
with the RNA polymerase holoenzyme, that are involved in chromatin remodelling. These are; 
1. Histone-modifying enzymes, 2. Chromatin binding proteins, 3. ATP-dependent nucleosome- 
remodelling proteins (Hamsey et al, 1998).
Despite this though, there is evidence to suggest that holoenzyme recruitment to the 
core promoter provides the capability to overcome any suppression to transcription that may be 
posed by nucleosomes. ITie implication being that chromatin remodelling is more of a general 
rather than specific fomi of tianscription repression.
For example, in yeast the at the PH05 promoter hi stones arc modified by transcription 
activation. This gene is activated by PH04, an activator with a DNA specific binding site at the 
PH05 proximal promoter. When this activating region is substituted for a yeast holoenzyme 
component, chromatin is remodelled and transcription occurs (Gaudreau et al, 1997). This 
suggests that only holoenzyme recruitment and not a gene specific activator is needed to 
remodel chromatin. This idea is indirectly strengthened by the observation that histone depletion 
results in the automatic transcription of many genes.
Repressors
Repressors may be divided into two categories; 1. Global and 2. Gene specific (Gaston 
et al, 2003). Global repression would result in down-regulation of all genes which are 
transcribed by Polll, since this type of repressor protein would modify a PIC component. 
Nucleosomes may also act as global repressors since they fonn chromatin at the promoter 
region.
Also, in eukaryotes méthylation appears to be connected to transcriptional control, with 
2-7% of cytosines arc methylated, mostly on CpG/GpC steps. Active genes arc relatively undcr- 
methylated, and méthylation at the promoter can prevent gene expression (Singal et al, 1997). 
Both Nucleosome modification and DNA méthylation present more large-scale repressors of 
rather than specific regulators of transcription.
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Gene specific repression refers to suppression of transcription of a particular gene or set 
of genes. I'his is achieved by either decreasing the presence of an activator at the promoter or 
alternatively by interacting with PIC components or in yet another manner by recruiting 
chromatin remodelling proteins
In general, repressors bind to the upstream DNA and help to regulate transcription 
either close to the proximal promoter or at a distance from it (Gray et al, 1996). I’his is referred 
to as ’long-range’ or short-range’ repression In short-range repression the repressor may block 
the function of DNA-bound activators in close proximity.
If the repressor acts at a distance, it may contact a PIC activator by looping the DNA in 
order to make long-range contacts. Also, within the upstream region of a given gene, the long- 
range repressor will cause the promoter to become resistant to all enhancers including long- 
range enhancers. Long-range repressors may also act more generally to silence an entire 
chromosomal locus.
Repression of transcription that takes place via the basal machinerv may occur via the 
following mechanisms. Repressors may either bind to or modify Polll or the general 
transcnption factors. This blocks binding to the core promoter. Repressors may disrupt TFIID 
binding to the TATA-box either by binding to TFIID or by binding to the TATA-box. 
Alternatively, they can inhibit general transcription factor interactions or block activators from 
interacting with the general transcription factors.
Examples of gene specific repressor proteins that bind to the DN.\ are; Eve (Austin et 
al, 1995) and MeCP2 (Lewis et al, 1992). Eve is a sequence specific DNA binding protein 
whereas MeCP2 is a methyl-CpG binding protein. Eve proteins aie thought to bind to low- 
affinity DNA-binding site around the T.ATA-box, thereby inhibiting TBP binding and 
disrupting PIC assembly.
Finally in the human positive regulatory elements are usually present at around 50-300 
bp upstreiun of the TSS, whereas negative elements are found at 500-1000 bp upstream of the 
TSS (Cooper et al, 2006). This is within the approximate proximal promoter region and may 
highlight a general division or boundary within the proximal promoter.
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1.1.4 The enhancer / enhanccosomc and the repressor /rcprcssosome
So far activators and repressors of transcription have been described and their likely 
approximate location within the proximal promoter has been indicated. Now the activity of 
activators and repressors will be discussed with respect to enhancer elements (and the 
enlianccosome) or repressor elements (and tlie repressosome).
The enhanceosome
hukaiyotic enhancers aie made up of multiple transcription activator protein DNA- 
binding sites that operate together in a synergistic manner (Merika et al. 2001 ). These activators 
are thought to interact either directly or indirectly via coactivators with the PIC. The 
enhanceosome may be defined as the combination of enhancer DNA together with activators 
and coactivators to form a nucleoproteiii complex.
Enhancers are often distant from the promoter (Sipos et al, 2005). The activity' of the 
promoter may be greatly increased by an enhancer. The enhancer is made up of a group of 
elements and is less fixed in space than promoter elements and can often function in either 
orientation (Tsai et al, 2000). It is unknown if all protein coding genes possess enhancers and 
also how many enhancers there may be in any given gene. Despite the fact that enhancers can 
function at vary ing locations, perhaps within the genome they have a tendency to be arranged in 
a particular way or clustered according to some unknown system?
An excellent example of enhanceosome is the human interferon-bet a gene (IFN-(5), 
wiiich is virus inducible (Panne, 2008). Transcription of lFN-{3 requires DNA binding and 
activation of the following transcription factors; ATE-2 / c-Jun, lRF-3. lRF-7 and NFicB (p50). 
The enhancer element in the promoter of IFN-() is 47-to-102 bp upstream of the TSS. The 
transcription factors/activators bind to this region to fomi an enhanceosome. These act 
synergistic all y and individual transcription factor binding at this enhancer element is not 
sufficient for gene acrivabon. The enhancer element contains four regulator)' domains that are 
able to interact with the coactivator CBP. Once this enhanceosome is assembled nucleosome 
acétylation and chromatin remodelling occur which provides access of TBP to the TATA box. 
Tran sen pb on acbvabon thereby occurs.
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The repressosome
In the same way that activators and coactivators together with an enhancer element can 
fomi an enhanceosome, repressor proteins together with a repressor element may fonn a 
repressosome (Courey et al, 2001). One example of long-range repression is seen with the 
drosophila Groucho protein. This is a corepressor that does not bind DNA directly forms part of 
a repressosome. This is thought to occur in the zen gene, which contains an upstream silencer or 
repressor region. This region contains multiple transcription factor binding sites including. 
Dorsal, Dead ringer and Capicua (may be an architectural factor). These are thought to act 
together when bound to the DNA repressor region and recruit Groucho. Groucho in turn blocks 
PIC formation at the core promoter.
1.1.5 Cross interactions and boundaries in the upstream region
Interactions between the upstream elements: Mediator
The pre-initiation complex interacts with various regulatory proteins An important 
example is the Mediator complex (Lewis et al, 2003). This has been found in yeast and 
mammals (Komberg, 2007) and is composed of approximately 20 subunits. Mediator interacts 
with activator proteins and also with Polll, acting as a mediator, hence its name. It is thought to 
be required for transcription and according to some opinions it is no less essential for 
transcription than PoIII.
Mediator may act as either a positive or negative regulator and its role is to transfer 
information from enhancers to the core promoter, thereby transferring information from 
activators or repressors to Polll. Mediator does not support basal transcriprion but instead it 
promotes activated transcription. At the same time Mediator may be considered as part of the 
PIC (pre-initiator complex) and it (or at least some of its subunits) is necessary for non-basal 
transcription of almost all genes (Conaway et al, 2005). The exact mechanism of Mediator 
activity has yet to be detennined.
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Boundaries between core promoter, proximal promoter and enhancer
The overall architecture of the upstream region is highly variable within the human 
genome and is a subject that requires much more investigation. The following is an outline of 
some of the issues that pertain to this area. When referring to core promoter, proximal promoter 
and enhancer (or repressor) elements physical, fimctional and conceptual boundaries may be 
considered. It is important to note that there are some grey areas. In other words, in reality the 
three regions act in unison and boundaries between the core promoter, proximal promoter and 
enhancer/repressor are not always clear.
It is the combination of interactions of the core promoter with the proximal promoter 
and the further (or sometimes very distant) upstream elements that result in gene activation and 
more specifically effective tissue specific transcription at the required level. The general 
principles may be described as follows;
• The core promoter is required for basal, low level transcription. It contains, locates and 
initiates the transcription machinery.
• The proximal promoter determines transcription in response to biological signals in a tissue 
and temporal specific manner.
• The enhancer and repressor are likely to determine the level or rate of transcript produced. It is 
possible that these elements serve to finely tune levels of transcript via the various binding 
motifs that it may contain. The functional difference between these elements and the proximal 
promoter are unknown.
One way to define the promoter (core and proximal together) is as a group of 
sequences or elements that are ordered in a particular way and are in a relatively fixed location 
witli respect to tlie TSS. Tliis type of definition excludes any distant enliancer or repressor 
region since it does not have to be fixed in its location in order to function.
Like promoters, enhancers are modular. There are elements that may be found in 
both. Ifiere have been certain elements found within proximal promoters that resemble those of 
enhancers in that they are able to fimction in either orientation and at varying distances from the 
start site (Huang et al, 2003). This is indicative of the grey area referred to above, regarding the 
distinction between the proximal promoter and enhancer. In a sense the enhancer (and repressor) 
can be viewed as being part of the promoter but at a distant location.
The next issue is that of actual physical boundaries and the sequence that occurs 
between the regulatory elements. Much of this DNA regulatory sequence is thought to be
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separated by spacer sequence. The possible function of these spacers is unknown although they 
may play a structural role and may be involved in packaging the DNA into chromatin.
The interspersed regulatory sequence with spacer sequence makes eukaryotic gene 
regulatory sequences difficult to identify. This observation begs the following question; What 
could be the possible benefits of regulatory sequences occurring so far upstream as is seen with 
distant enhancers or repressors, when presumably they could be placed closer to the promoter? 
Also, is the boundary and spacer between the promoter (or enhancer/repressor) elements and the 
intergenic spacer sequence defined by characteristic structures or sequences?
It has already been mentioned that the proximal promoter (at least in some cases) 
possesses a likely region for positive regulation as well as a potential region for negative 
regulation, fherefore what is the difference between the positive proximal enhancer and the 
other more distant upstream enhancer? Indeed in the literature there is reference on occasion to 
a proximal enhancer region'. The diffidence between the proximal enhancer region' and the 
non-proximal enhancer would ^pear to be in physical location or distance, since there are 
enhancers that are present up to many kilobases upstream of the TSS.
What then is the significance of this distance? This issue will only be addressed by 
further research into this field It may be for example, that in the eukaryotic upstream region of 
a given gene there are many (more than are presently identified) enhancer and repressor 
elements that are available for response to varying physiological/developmental signals. Their 
arrangement along the upstream region and relative distance from the promoter may be 
dependent upon their requirement to negate a response to a previous signal.
If basal transcription occurs at a very low level and also other mechanisms exist for 
gene silencing such as chromatin fonnation etc..., why are repressors necessary? This remains 
an unanswered question. However, in theory a repressor may be needed in order to counteract 
an activator so that a gene is conditionally switched. This would constitute an embedded 
process.
For example, a set of genes named SETA is switched on by an activator in response to a 
biological signal called signal!. Now a second related biological signal {signal2) is triggered. 
This signal 2 causes a subset of SETA (called SETA!) to be switched off. For this a repressor is 
required. Simultaneously the remainder o f genes within SETA (called subset SETA2) remain on. 
Tliis is because the repressor only acts on SETAE Tliis allows a subset of genes to be 
conditionally switched on or off. In order to validate this type of theoretical scheme or identify 
alternatives further research is required.
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1.1,6 Chromatin structure; influence on transcription
In eukaryotes, DNA becomes greatly compacted (by a factor of about ten thousand) 
to fonn clnomosomes. It may be tlial tliis chromosome compaction controls access of tlie RNA 
polymerase enzyme to the start site of genes (Dilworth et al, 2001, Chen et al, 2006). The 
nucleosome is therefore a general repressor of transcription activity. It has a general 'masking' 
effect on the DNA.
Conversely, transcriptionally active chromatin possesses an open structure. When 
transcription occurs tliere is a change in cliromatin structure at tlie promoter making the DNA 
temporarily available for the recruitment of proteins that make up the transcription machinery. 
The nucleosome is found to be absent from active promoters. This has been deduced from 
reduced densities of core histones at promoters of active genes (Lee et al, 2004) Transcription 
factors bind to both promoter and enhancer and these may recruit chromatin remodelling 
enzymes and histone-modifying enzymes which alter nucleosome positioning.
The HMG domain proteins are architectural proteins that are non-histone 
components of chromatin (Grosschedl et al, 1994). Some of these proteins contain many HMG 
domains that have low binding specificity for DNA whilst others have a single HMG domain 
that recognises specific DNA sequences. These are often sequences that possess unusual helical 
structures. HMG proteins are able to bend DNA and are thought to aid the formation of 
nucleoprotein complexes. It is within this context that they are thought to play a role in 
transcription where such complexes are involved in regulation.
A higlier level cliromatin structure exists wliich may be involved in gene regulation. 
DNA is tliought to fonn loops (different to the loops previously described) at regular intervals 
along the chromosome. These may be approximately fifty thousand base pairs in length. This 
would mean that each loop contains about fifty turns of 30Â fibre or 250 nucleosomes. The 
most direct evidence for these loops is seen in 'lampbrush' chromosomes of frogs or newts 
(Angelier et al, 1990). This is observed in cells that are in the process of becoming egg cells and 
are therefore producing much DNA. Microscopy studies show RNA polymerase packed along 
the loops. RNA polymerase is thought to travel around the loop. This looping of DNA may 
contribute greatly to how genes operate.
It is thought that these loops each contain a gene. If this is indeed true it would seem 
that this may be the cell's way of separating the genes into discrete units so that they should be 
recognised as such by the transcription machinery. Since it is known that transcription factors
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may regulate gene expression at very great distances from the TSS (by looping for example), 
what would prevent an enhancer from affecting the preinitiation complex of a neighbouring 
downstream gene? This large-scale looping would therefore provide a way of demarking 
individual genes preventing cross-interactions. Therefore all-in-all it is evident that the control 
of gene expression and in particular transcription is very complex in eukaryotes.
1.1.7 Networks of Gene Expression and Combinatorial Effects
An important question in biology is how the regulation of eukaryotic genes is 
networked. It is the partnership between the regulatory proteins and their DNA-binding motifs 
within different sets of promoters that is a key to understanding this issue. In the human genome 
there are an estimated 30,000 genes (Claverie, 2001); although there could be up to seventy 
thousand.
If each gene had its own unique activator/repressor, which would specifically bind to 
the DNA near the TSS, at least half of the genes would be required to code for regulatory 
proteins alone. Clearly this would seem to be unrealistic since it is inefficient and wasteful. In 
fact, about 7% of human genes are estimated to code for regulatory proteins (Brivanlou et al, 
2002). It may be possible that alternative splicing generates some added diversity for the 
transcription factor complement, although it is unlikely that this would be sufficient to cover the 
requirement for an individual transcription factor for each gene. Moreover, in reality there is far 
more than one transcription factor that binds to the proximal promoter region of any one gene.
Also, if each gene were controlled by a separate transcription factor, it would 
remove the possibility of groups or hierarchies of transcribed genes. Several (or many) genes 
are often required to operate together for a given biological process. Examples may include 
certain housekeeping functions such as the expression of histone proteins or alternatively 
proteins required for mitosis to occur. Therefore the regulation of genes is likely to be clustered 
in groups, according to the cell's particular requirement.
In the human (and other higher eukaryotes), transcription regulation relies on 
multiple biological signals. Different combinations of gene regulatory proteins are expressed in 
different cell types at specific times and therefore define the unique characteristics of each cell 
type. In order to finely tune transcription so that it is tissue specific and temporally and 
developmentally relevant, there is likely to be the potential for multiple activator/repressor to 
core promoter interaction within any one gene.
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Binding sites to these activators/repressors present in the upstream region of the gene 
would then act synergistically. In some cases the DNA-binding sites and the activator proteins 
that bind them would be present in the promoter of a large set of genes and in other cases they 
may be much more specialised. This binding site presence would depend upon the requirement 
of the activator/repressor in the target gene sef which in turn is dependent upon physiological 
or developmental processes.
It is likely therefore that sets of genes are expressed together. This is despite the fact 
that they are each expressed from individual promoters and may not be arranged as 
neighbouring genes. In fact in the human they are likely to be distant and even present on 
different chromosomes. There is also an added complication in that for a given biological 
process the levels o f required individual protein product may be unequal and utilised in tandem 
rather than all in one go. Therefore transcription factors may act loosely as members of a group. 
This would involve the existence of many 'modules' that result in the use of different 
combinations o f regulatory elements and the proteins that bind to them.
Response elements are promoter elements bound by an inducible transcription factor 
that identify genes that are under common regulation. An example of response element activity 
can be demonstrated with the human glucocorticoid receptor protein (Eriksson et al, 1995). 
During times of starvation this hormone is released in the body. It stimulates liver cells to 
increase glucose production from amino acids. The liver cell must increase the expression of a 
combination of different genes for this to h^pen. The combined expression relies on the 
binding of the glucocorticoid receptor complex to a regulatory site in the DNA of each gene and 
therefore regulates all of the required genes.
Each of tlie genes in such a co-regulated set contains its own regulatory region tliat in 
theory (although not necessarily) could possibly be involved in other pathways when under the 
influence of a different regulatory complex. This would mean that these genes or subset of them 
could be involved in more than one biochemical pathway and would therefore be regulated by 
different responses.
1.1.8 Transcription factors and their DNA binding sites
A very important issue in biology is the mechanism of transcription factor 
interaction with and recognition of DNA Tliis must be specific to an extent since tlie protein
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distinguishes its binding site across the whole chromosome, and acts on a particular stretch of 
DNA that pertains to the gene in question. This process is not well understood. The question of 
how transcription factors recognise binding sites and a potential recognition code has important 
implications for understanding gene regulation and also for drug development.
Protein-DNA binding interactions: docking and probing
Protein-DNA binding involves two phases which are known as docking and probing 
(Calladine et al, 2004). Docking is the overall fitting together of protein with DNA. Probing is 
the bonding between the protein and DNA at contact sites on a smaller scale. This detailed 
probing is successful only if there are specific binding sites on the DNA, which in turn depends 
on DNA sequence.
Firstly the amino acids fit together precisely in the protein particle in such a way that 
it must complement the surface of the DNA. Then both surfaces have to match with respect to 
the different hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts. During bond formations (between 
protein and DNA) energy is released, however in order for protein-DNA binding to occur an 
energy barrier must initially be overcome. The overall process must be energetically favourable 
for the protein-DNA complex to form Altogether, these protein-to-DNA bonds result in the 
specificity of the DNA sequence in preference to other multiple sequence stretches on the DNA 
to which the protein may be able to dock.
It is thought that on average about two-thirds of the contacts between protein and 
DNA are due to a close fit of their surfaces. Less than one-third is a result of direct hydrogen 
bonds (Luscombe et al, 2001, Ahmad et al, 2006). The direct recognition of amino acids via 
these hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) at the base-edges of the DNA is referred to as 'direct readout' 
The other type of recognition is called indirect readout' which results from the local twisting 
and curving of the DNA and involves most phosphate-backbone contacts. Indirect readout is the 
major contributor to protein-DNA binding, although conventionally it is not considered to be 
the major contributor to specificity of binding This will be discussed in the text that follows 
together with implications for a protein-DNA recognition code.
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DNA and its structural and chemical features
DNA has a negatively charged sugar-phosphate backbone and base-pairs that are 
exposed on its major and minor grooves. H-bond donors and acceptors exist on the on both of 
the grooves. This produces different potential H-bonding patterns for protein-DNA interactions. 
The result is that within different sequences there are variations in the potential H-bond 
donors/acceptors and this constitutes a chemical code.
Seeman et ai, 1976, attempted to deduce a code for the recognition of DNA by 
proteins via the availability of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors at the base edges of the 
DNA. They used these acceptor donor patterns to predict the likelihood of amino acid 
recognition of the bases. Whilst some of these interactions have turned out to be favourable 
there has not been identified a code that specifies a one-to-one amino acid base interaction.
This chemical code is superimposed upon overall helical structure that is also 
determined by the base sequence. It is these together that are ultimately recognised by 
transcription factors. For a more in depth discussion of the H-bonding donor/acceptor patterns 
see the introduction of chapter3 (section 3.1.2) and for details on structural properties o f the 
helix see the introduction of chapter2 (section 2.1).
Levels of specificity transcription factor binding to their DNA taruet sites
Whilst no universal rules (i.e. for all protein-DNA interactions across all 
transcription factor families) have yet been identified for amino-acid base specificities, certain 
interactions show relatively strong favourability (Luscombe et al, 2001 and Mandel-Gutffeund, 
1995). In general hydrogen bonds sliow more specificity of interaction between amino acid and 
base than do van der Waal's interactions.
The following hydrogen bond interactions are most favourable; (i) arginine, lysine, 
histidine and serine with guanine and (ii) asparagine and glutamine with adenine. Among Van 
der Waal's bonds; interactions of proline and phenylalanine with thymine and adenine were 
found to be relatively favourable. However, when considering which amino acid side-chains 
contact with bases in the protein-DNA complex, it quickly becomes apparent that the side- 
chains are often ambiguous in their interactions and that there is no coherent code.
Experiments by Luscombe et al, 2002 were carried out in order to investigate the 
specificity of transcription factor binding to their DNA target sequences. This was done by
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investigating the effect of amino acid mutations on binding and also by analysing whether 
amino acid residues that contact the DNA are more highly conserved than those that do not.
DNA-binding protein families may be grouped into three types according to their 
level of specificity for DNA sequences, i.e. according to their level of dependence of the base- 
sequence for binding to happen. These are as follows; (i) Non-specific families where binding 
does not occur at specific bases on the DNA. Four out of a total of twenty-one families studied 
fall into this category, (ii) Highly-specific families where contacts with DNA sequences are at 
similar bases, (iii) Multi-specific binding were contact with DNA is specific but different family 
members bind different bases.
The vast majority of the protein families (seventeen out of twenty-one) undergo 
specific binding with the DNA. Results show that in general within protein families, amino 
acids that contact bases are more highly conserved than those that do not and that within 
specific DNA-binding protein families there are more base contacts than in the non-specific 
families. Proteins also contact the DNA backbone and these interactions were foimd to be 
conserved in all the DNA-binding protein families.
DNA-binding sites for proteins are usually short and are on average 4-8bp's long, 
but may be up to 20bp's. Some of these bases within a consensus sequence will vary; often up 
to half of the bases. This means that effectively a protein may be capable of binding a range of 
different DNA sequences that are conserved only at some of the base pairs. The conserved bases 
on the DNA tend to be those that are involved in direct interactions with amino acid residues. 
This means that protein families that are ’non-specific' and do not form many direct contacts 
with the bases will tend to be capable of binding many more DNA sequences, hence their so- 
called non-specific’ nature.
The contribution of different tvpes of bonds to protein-DNA binding
In order to understand the mechanism of protein-DNA binding it is necessary to 
know the relative contributions of direct and indirect readout to this binding. Contacts between 
the protein and DNA that confer specificity are considered to be those that are formed between 
the amino acid residues and the base edges. Other contacts are less specific. The following is a 
breakdown of different types of bond formed at varying locations on the protein and DNA 
together with discussion of these issues.
Of the hydrogen bonds that are formed between amino acids and the DNA many 
more are fomied with the backbone (68%) than with the base edges (32%) (Luscombe et al,
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2001). For van der Waal's interactions, it is also the case that many more contacts occur with 
the backbone (78%) than base edges (22%). A similar relative proportion is observed for water 
mediated interactions; backbone (71%) and base edges (29%). Of the total protein-DNA 
contacts made (both with the DNA backbone and the base edges) the following relative 
proportions were found; H-bonds (20%), van der Waal's bonds (65%) and water-mediated 
contacts (15%).
This means that van der Waal's bonds constitute the majority (2/3) of protein-DNA 
interactions and for the most-part they are related to the overall docking of the protein to the 
DNA. This type of interaction to a large extent is likely to involve overall fit and stabilisation of 
protein to the DNA and is related to stereochemistry and the geometric properties of both 
particles. ITiis is related to the process of protein docking to the DNA. Therefore, although there 
are for example van der Waal's interactions that are considered direct since they exist between 
the amino acid resides and the base edges they are not necessarily 'direct' in the same sense as 
H-bonds. This is because the van der Waal's bonds do not form with the base-edges at locations 
that appear to constitute a potential bonding pattern as exists at the H-bonding donor/acceptor 
locations of the bases.
In a conventional sense direct readout is considered to be more sequence related 
since direct contacts are formed between the amino acids and base edges as opposed to indirect 
readout where contacts are formed between with the backbone. However, if bonds between 
amino acids and the phosphate backbone are dependent on geometry, then it may be that even 
these interactions are to an extent sequence specific. This is because the overall geometry of the 
helix is dependent on the base sequence and also protein (tertiary or quaternary) structure is 
ultimately dependent upon primary structure. The rules though that govern this 'geometric' 
sequence specificity may be different to those that govern conventional direct readout 
specificity.
Mandel-Gutfi’eund et al, 1995 carried out an analysis of all H-bonding interactions 
between regulatory proteins and their DNA binding sites. There are four types of possible H- 
bonds that can form between the protein and DNA and their distribution were as follows; (i) 
protein backbone and DNA-backbone (18%), (ii) protein backbone and DNA-base edge (1%), 
(iii) amino-acid side chain and DNA-backbone (51%), (iv) amino-acid side chain and DNA base 
edge (30%). Therefore of all possible H-bonding interactions between the protein and DNA, a 
minority (only 30%) can be considered truly direct', i.e. those between amino-acid side chains 
and DNA base edges. These are the interactions that are thought to play a key role in specific 
sequence recognition.
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Indirect interactions occur through the backbone and although in total the proportion 
of H-bonds formed are greater with the DNA backbone; these interactions are generally 
considered more indirect and are thought to have less influence on specific protein-DNA 
s^uence recognition. Instead they are thought to stabilise the protein-DNA complex. Also, it is 
for direct binding interactions, i.e. H-bonds between amino-acid side chains and the DNA base 
edges that the most significant interaction relationships were found. For example, guanine often 
is involved in such interactions and its H-bonding with arginine and lysine is statistically higher 
than the expectation (Mandel-Gutfreund et al, 1995). This type of relationship was also 
observed for H-bonding interactions with other amino-acid resides and base-edges. In contrast, 
indirect interactions appear less significant, i.e. more randomised.
Pabo et al, 2000 have studied geometric characteristics of protein-DNA complexes. 
This analysis was carried out in a manner that is independent of the actual identify of the base or 
amino acid. Instead spatial relationships were considered. This is advantageous since it allows 
position and orientation of the two particles with respect to each other to be considered which is 
useful for determining which contacts are likely to be made. In contrast, in an analysis of 
contacts alone these spatial or geometric relationships are omitted.
The results of this study showed that when similar protein motifs have similar amino 
acid to base interactions, the spatial or geometric relationships are conserved. When the same 
amino acid contacts different bases (for example within different locations in a complex) the 
geometric relationships are usually very different. This means that spatial factors can 
dramatically alter the bonds formed between amino acids and bases and may explain the 
ambiguity regarding observed amino acid-base contacts. Although within a given protein family 
there may be some characteristic contacts (see above) there is actually is a relatively high 
variation in the geometric arrangements within the same family.
This type analysis of protein-DNA interaction is one that pertains to protein docking 
to the DNA since it is this step in the interaction that relies on fit or geometry. It serves to 
highlight the importance of docking in protein-DNA recognition. This would be important for 
all protein families that bind DNA. However, for those protein families that are considered 'non­
specific' in their binding to DNA (see above) where binding does not occur at specific bases on 
the DNA and therefore they are capable of binding multiple DNA sequences, this factor of 
geometry may be a greater determinant of binding than protein families that are specific.
Both docking and probing-related interactions are likely to be sequence specific. 
Even docking is probably determined by some level of sequence specificity since it is related to 
geometry which is ultimately reflected by sequence. However, the sequence determinants for 
each are likely to be very different and are certainly not straight-forward. This means that the
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relationship between sequence and docking interactions is not necessarily the same as the 
relationship between sequence and probing interactions.
Different classes of transcription factor
Transcription factors contain DNA-binding sites which often possess globular 
domains that interact with DNA. This is the location on the protein that reads' the DNA and 
therefore its nature is of great importance for protein-DNA binding. There are though other 
locations of the protein which are also important for interactions with the DNA since they 
contact the phosphate backbone.
Transcription factors fall into different families depending on the way in which they 
interact with the DNA. This means that the 'reading' motif of proteins (as well as other contact 
sites) can be divided into categories or famihes. Therefore with regard to the recognition of 
DNA by the protein there are likely to be some general rules that pertain to all transcription 
factor binding and also some family-specific rules for binding.
There are different ways in which to classify protein folds that bind to DNA. Luscombe 
et al, 2001 subdivided transcription factors into thirty different classes and this subject of 
different types of protein fold have been reviewed by Garvie et al, 2001. It is usually a-helices 
or P-sheets of transcription factors that make contact with the DNA by penetrating the DNA 
grooves. The a-helix usually contacts the major groove although it may also make contact with 
the minor groove. Several examples of DNA binding folds will be briefly outlined and then the 
zinc finger transcription factor, Zif268 and its DNA binding site will be discussed in more 
detail.
The helix-tum-helix motif contains two a-helices with a bend between them, with 
the helix length varying amongst different members of this general class. One of the helices 
contacts the DNA by inserting into the major groove and forms contacts with the base edges. An 
example of the helix-tum-helix motif is found in the lambda-repressor. The basic region-leucine 
zipper and helix-loop-helix proteins are dimeric proteins. These two classes of transcription 
factor bind DNA in similar ways. Here the N-terminal region of the a-helices insert into the 
DNA. Examples include; E47 and MyoD.
Transcription factor a-helices can in some cases also contact the minor groove of 
the DNA. However, the DNA is bent or distorted, as for example is the case with PurR, the 
purine repressor dimer. The zinc finger family of transcription factors is the most prominent in 
the human. Here the DNA binding domain is comprised of a short a-helix, two anti-parallel P-
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sheets and a core Zn^ ion. Zinc fingers contact the DNA by inserting the a-helix into the major 
groove, p-sheets are able to form DNA-binding sites in some transcription factors, although 
their occurrence is relatively rare. Some bind the major groove whilst others bind the minor 
groove. TBP binds the minor groove of the DNA by inserting a 10-stranded P-sheet and causes 
a profound distortion of the DNA helix.
In eukaryotes there is are a far greater variety of transcription factor DNA binding 
motifs than in prokaryotes and therefore the eukaryote is enabled in more diverse ways of 
interacting with the DNA. The total complement of transcription factors constitute the main 
executers of the program that develops and maintains the organism, therefore the more complex 
the organism the greater the diversity of its transcription factors. Also, in eukaryotes the 
proteins that bind the DNA are often asymmetric as is their interaction with the DNA. In 
contrast in the prokaryotes transcription factors tend to be symmetric and dimerised. The reason 
for this difference between the prokaryotes and eukaryotes is unknown. However, the 
asymmetric transcription factors may constitute a higher level of variety of protein-DNA 
interaction.
Zif268 and its DNA binding site
So far the best information about specificity of transcription factor to DNA binding 
lies in X-ray crystal data, which has yielded structures of different protein-DNA complexes at 
near atomic resolution. One example; Zif268 will be given in order to illustrate the complexity 
of protein-DNA binding (Jamieson et al, 1994). This is a member of the zinc finger family of 
regulatory proteins (described above).
Zif268 binds to the DNA via three successive zinc fingers that are connected to each 
other by a flexible peptide linker. Each of these zinc fingers inserts an a-helix into the major 
groove of the DNA helix. These zinc fingers bind to a regulatory element within the DNA 
sequence and interact with specific bases (see figure 1.2). ITie amino acids make contact with 
bases in both strands of the DNA. In some cases only one base in the pair is contacted by the 
protein, whilst in other cases both bases in the pair have contacts with the protein. However, in 
the case of Zif268 the binding sites of neighbouring fingers overlap, with each of the bases in a 
base-pair interacting with a different zinc finger.
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Figure 1.2 Diagram of transcription factor binding site for Zif268
This is the regulatory motif to which Zif268 binds. The protein contains three zinc fingers. 
The amino acids side chains of these zinc fingers bind to the bases within the above-given 
sequence. Bases shaded in grey are those with which there is direct binding with the 
protein. The bases encircled in green, blue and orange each bind to a different one of the 
three zinc fingers. This binding pattern is complex, with different bases in the base-pair 
being bound by different zinc fingers of the protein.
From this example it is clear that protein-DNA recognition and binding is complex. 
Interactions between amino acid side chains and the bases or phosphate backbone may occur. 
Also, the pattern of interaction along the sequence of the DNA binding motif cannot be 
predicted according to sequence. For example, interactions may be with either of the bases in 
the base-pair, some bases may not be involved in direct bonding interactions, and interactions 
may be via hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic interactions.
Is there a recognition code?
The much sought-after 'recognition code' via which protein recognition of DNA 
occurs remains non-deciphered. Therefore how exactly a protein recognises and reads the DNA 
sequence and selects its target from many other potential sites is unknown. It has been found 
that in general the interactions of amino acids with base pairs are not of a 'one-to-one kind' 
nature. They seem to be context dependent in such a way that is very difficult to predict (Benos 
et al, 2002, Pabo et al, 2000). This in turn makes it difficult to predict the DNA regulatory 
elements, their arrangement and their potential to form networks of gene regulation of the type 
previously discussed. Zinc finger proteins however, have been found to contain some level of 
recognition code (Suzuki et al, 1994, Elrod-Erikson, 1998), although this is very limited.
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1.2 Sequence characteristics of the upstream relative to 
other genomic regions
Since the upstream region of the gene carries information for transcription factor 
binding by way of various structural elements and signals, this may be studied via the DNA 
sequence. Genomic DNA and more specifically the upstream region will now be introduced 
with respect to sequence features and a general outline will be presented as to the importance of 
DNA sequence and what may be learnt from it.
1.2.1 General sequence characteristics of genomic DNA
Genomic DNA has non-random sequence characteristics (Blaisdell et al, 1883, 
Karlin et al, 1993) and also possesses a pervasive and stable signature that varies from species 
to species (Karlin et al, 1997). These characteristics and the non-randomness of DNA sequences 
are discussed later on in this chapter and are also dealt with in depth in the introduction to 
chapter2. In summary though, general sequence characteristics of DNA may be described in 
terms of a tendency for certain periodicities and for the formation of particular motifs. These in 
turn are related to structural features; in that DNA has certain helical properties which are 
defined by sequence. Also, another level is the language-like property of the DNA that is 
generated by codes such as the triplet code because embedded within these is biochemical 
meaning.
DNA sequences in general possess a periodicity' that repeats itself every ten bases 
which is the approximate length per helical turn (Li et al, 2006). Superimposed upon this are 
additional features depending on tlie sequence type. For example, certain non-coding regions 
may possess short sequence stretches that are responsible for maintaining the coiled-coil 
structure of chromatin and nucleosome assembly. Also, the nucleosome core particle consists of 
a 146-base pair strand of DNA in association with a histone octamer.
This is an example of a tendency within the DNA to form certain motifs. This DNA 
motif is a location to which particular types o f protein (namely hi stones) bind. These motifs are 
likely to have characteristics that are either chemically and/or structurally compatible for histone 
interaction. Local DNA sequence affects helical structure which determines function, an issue 
that is dealt with in depth in chapter 2, section 2.1.
Superimposed upon the ’background’ genomic DNA sequence characteristics (such as 
helical periodicities) are additional sequence properties that are likely to define particular
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regions and distinguish between them. The following text provides a description of both these 
background characteristics and region specific characteristics.
1.2.2 The genome and its different structural and functional locations
The human genome may be divided into different parts or regions. These possess 
different functions, despite their close spatial proximity to one another and their sharing of 
borders or boundaries. Examples include coding and non-coding regions. A further subdivision 
within the non-coding category is intergenic and intronic regions. Therefore DNA may be said 
to have not only an inherent general structure, but also varying local structure depending on the 
region in question.
Since it is a general principle that function is dependent on structure which in turn is 
reflected in sequence, these different genomic locations are likely to possess characteristic 
sequence properties. This means that there is a tendency to form different 'words’ or motifs at 
varying functional locations. With regards to coding regions, these 'words' are the 64 different 
possible triplets, 61 coding for amino acids plus 3 stop codons. Since within the non-coding 
regions the actual words' are an unknown entity they may be regarded as a fi’ee parameter. 
Another way to view this is that there is tendency for the formation of different combinations of 
base sequence to occur in different regions of a chromosome.
1.2.3 Coding and non-coding sequences
The coding sequence possesses meaning that is ultimately contained within its protein 
product. In the coding sequence there is a bias for certain motifs since the sequence codes for 
protein and thereby reflects peptide motifs (Gao et al, 2005). Also, there are codon biases within 
these sequences (Karlin et al, 1994). This bias refers to the presence of certain nucleotides at 
particular codon positions and also nearest-neighbour tendencies. The authors hypothesize that 
one major influence on codon usage in the human is residue preferences in proteins and amino 
acid constraints.
The upstream non-coding sequence contains regulatory elements (core promoter, 
proximal promoter, enhancer etc. .) interspersed with so-called spacer sequence of varying 
length. The regulatory regions must be read' and recognised by proteins and therefore contain a
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distinct 'language' or 'code' that enables this to take place. This so-called language is also likely 
reflected within the DNA sequence.
It is also possible to think of the upstream sequence in terms of higher and lower 
functionality regions. Regions that apparently have no function would be of a lower level of 
functionality, such as the spacer sequence. These may be regarded as being less developed than 
higher level sequence such as the regulatory sequence. Therefore the spacer sequence may be 
regarded as the generic sequence which is less meaningful. This is a subject discussed in more 
detail in the introduction to chapter 4.
Genomic DNA contains repeats. In fact more than 50% of human genomic sequence 
constitutes repeats. In general the longer the life cycle of the organism the greater the repetitive 
content of its DNA. This has for many years been considered to be 'junk' DNA since it was 
thought to lack a function. However, alternative ideas have arisen regarding the possible 
functionality of repetitive DNA (Shapiro et al, 2005). From this view-point repeats are essential 
to the genome and play a role in formatting coding information and also in transmitting this 
during cell division. For the most part repetitive elements are composed of smaller sub­
components or motifs. This indicates some level of structural organisation.
The following are some examples of different repeat classes. Repeats are thought to 
influence nucleosome positioning for example VNTR elements, which are very flexible and are 
thought to have an affinity for nucleosomes. MARs or scaffold associated regions are another 
type of repeat. DNA transposons such as such as LTR-retroposons are thought to be associated 
with heterochromatin. Repeats involved in transcription and that may be located within 
promoters or enhancers or silencers include LINEs and SlNEs. A LINE element in an enhancer 
for instance may act as a transcription factor binding site. LINEs may also play a role in 
retarding transcript elongations.
1.2.4 Extracting information content from sequence to understand 
structure and function
Long-range correlations have been found in DNA sequences, Peng et al, 1995. The non- 
random characteristics of genomic DNA may be demonstrated by random walk or fractal 
models which can show these long-range correlations. A DNA walk can be represented 
graphically. The walk is incremented either up ( u(ij +1 ) or down ( u(i) -  -1 ) for each step, / 
of the walk. For instance, in the DNA sequence at position /, if there is a purine the walk is 
incremented up or alternately if there is a pyrimidine is incremented down In a correlated walk
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the direction each step is depended in the previous step implying 'memory', whereas in an 
uncorrelated walk it is independent.
Non-coding sequences have in fact been found to possess some statistical features that 
are shared with natural language. This is in the sense that long range correlations have been 
found in written language, since a random walk model can be applied to these. Long range- 
correlations have also been found in non-coding DNA. This reveals the potential presence of a 
language' in non-coding sequences. We see from this that it is possible to know in a general 
sense that sequence possesses non-random characteristics and that it contains meaning 
Deciphering this meaning is also possible via the use of sequence analysis techniques.
An important question regarding DNA sequences relates to why there is a four letter' 
alphabet and also why those letters possess their particular characteristics? This is an intriguing 
question since the letters posses both physical and chemical properties that probably relate 
directly to their biochemical role.
If we consider the properties of die nucleotides, they can generally be divided into 
two types; 1. purines/pyrirnidines 2. weak/strong. Purines and pyrimidines relate to geometry 
and structure. Sequence variation of these produced a variety of patterns that relate mosdy to 
DNA structure. Weak and strong base pairs have different numbers of hydrogen bonds between 
the bases that form the helix. However, more importantly, they contain different H-bond 
donor/acceptors (see chapterS, section 3.1.2) and therefore sequence variation of weak and 
strong bases produces different patterns for this chemical code. The 'information' content within 
nucleotides is encoded in both these H-bond donor/acceptor patterns and in purine/pyrimidine 
motifs.
Donaill, 2002 has described DNA sequences in terms of its information content and 
connected this with a parity code. In error-coding theory, a code for which all code-words have 
the same parity is considered to possess error-resistant properties. This type of code is called a 
parity code. H-bond donor/acceptor patterns can be expressed in binary notation and this is also 
true for purines/pyrimidines. Together these two-dimensions of information content give the 
nucleotide a 4-bit numerical representation. Code-word (nucleotide in this case) parity is either 
odd or even depending on whether the total number of I's in its binary representation is odd or 
alternately even If all the code-words or nucleotides have even parity, for example, the code 
itself (i.e. the nucleotide alphabet) is considered to be a parity code.
This is in fact the case for the nucleotide alphabet, which does have a parity code 
structure. The advantage of this, in theory, is in the number of features that have to be altered in
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order to change one code word to another. For a parity code more than one feature must be 
changed, making the nucleotide alphabet a robust code, from the coding-theory perspective.
Since the structure of the DNA helix and the chemical code (H-bond donors/acceptors) 
are recognised by transcription factors, if one wishes to study transcription factor-DNA binding 
it is relevant to study this process it in terms of these two types of nucleotide characteristics. 
Both of these DNA are determined by sequence and therefore it is useful to analyse the 
nucleotide sequence in terms of this information content. This informatic perspective regarding 
the sequence can then be related back to the structural and functional properties of a genomic 
location such as the upstream region.
1.3 A Brief Outline of Project Aims
In the human genome, the mechanisms of transcription regulation are complex. 
There are many unanswered questions about the upstream sequence, its organisation and 
function. The following are some examples of important and unresolved general biological 
issues regarding the upstream sequence of human genes;
1. Regulatory sequences may be found far upstream of the TSS in the human genome. The 
reason for this arrangement and the role of the spacer which can be made up of long sequence 
stretches is unknown.
2. It is unknown how far upstream the regulatory sequence spans. Included in this is the 
distinction between promoter and enhancer. The upstream boundaries for regulatory sequences 
beyond the promoter are unknown. The specific sequence and structural distinctions between 
regulatory and non-regulatory sequence remain undetermined.
3. Regulatory elements consist of short sequence motifs that may occur by chance in the 
genome sequence and are therefore difficult to identify and characterise. The mechanism via 
which inappropriate binding is avoided remains non-elucidated.
In order to begin to address these issues, different types sequence analysis 
methodologies may be employed. The aim of this project was to gain a better understanding of 
the sequence properties of the 5' upstream region of the human gene. Bioinformatic techniques 
were used in order to accomplish this. This project begins with a simple analysis of sequence 
and builds stepwise to a progressively more detailed and in-depth study of the upstream 
sequence. Two general strategies were utilised:
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i) An analysis of changes in sequence properties at different locations across the 5’ 
upstream region.
ii) A comparison of the 5’ upstream to other genomic regions.
Information about sequence properties provides a better understanding of how the 
cell utilises the upstream region to regulate gene expression. Comparing the 5' upstream with 
other genomic sequences allows for the deduction of features unique to the upstream. Common 
features between upstream, intronic and coding regions likely reflect features that are inherent to 
human DNA.
The differences between upstream sequence close to the TSS and sequence further 
upstream, i.e. the intergenic region were studied. Sequence trends across the 5' upstream region 
at different positional locations are likely to reflect changes in the organisation of the upstream 
and in local function. The 10Kb upstream sequence of each human gene was taken and divided 
into positional segments (ten equal 1Kb portions) or sliding windows. A comparative analysis 
of these individual sequence portions was then carried out in order to observe any changes 
across the upstream. Various analyses were performed which will be described in the sections 
that follow.
The aim was to build an overall picture of the structure and function of the 5' 
upstream region of the human gene in order to understand biology from the sequence. A global 
analysis was carried out across human genes in order to build an average' picture of the 
upstream region. Specific upstream elements or sequences were not of interest. Instead a typical 
or prototype situation was derived fi’om this large-scale study. This analysis was consolidated 
with existing knowledge in order to extend the understanding of this region of the genome.
All analyses in this entire project were carried out on human sequences from the NCBI 
database Once the upstream sequence was collected these datasets were reused throughout the 
project. Although the obtaining of these sequences has only been described in chapter2 the 
identical sequence datasets were subsequently reused later chapters; 3, 4 and 5. It is essential to 
read the chapter 2 methods section in order to understand the methods of the other chapters. 
Any programs written for dataset compilation and analysis were done so in the C programming 
language within the Linux environment.
There are four general parts or experimental categories to this project, each one 
containing its relevant subdivisions. A general outline of these categories may be described as 
follows:
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1. An analysis of dinucleotide sequence composition and representation:
Changes and differences in dinucleotide composition and representation were 
analysed. This had implications for structure, directionality and strand asymmetry. 
Dinucleotide content reflects structural properties of the DNA. Changes in dinucleotide 
compositional tendencies across the 10Kb upstream sequence of the gene therefore relate to 
structural differences. These structural properties and their alternations towards the TSS are 
likely associated with the role of this region in gene regulation. This is described in depth in 
the introduction and aims of chapter 2, section 2.1.
2. Distance from randomness by comparing real sequences to a random model:
This was carried out in order to obtain a general picture of any changes in structure 
and relative level of functionality across the upstream. If one sequence type is non-random 
relative to another, this implies differences in function. Changes in the overall non­
randomness of the upstream sequence were analysed across the 10Kb upstream sequence in 
order to see if there would be changes in functionality towards the TSS.
Furthermore the aim of this experiment was to analyse the relative non-random 
characteristics of purines/pyrirnidines and weak/strong sequence across the upstream region. 
The purines/pyrimidines property of the bases relates to structure and geometry of the DNA 
helix. In contrast the weak/strong property contains hydrogen bond donor/acceptor patterns 
and therefore carries a potential chemical code.
By separating out these characteristics, it becomes possible to study the sequence in 
terms of its information content. Therefore this was done in order to see whether one type of 
property was more important' than the other in the upstream sequence and if this would 
change towards the TSS.
The 10Kb upstream was therefore 'translated' or interpreted from the original ATCG 
sequence into; 1. Purines and pyrimidines (R/Y) sequence and into 2. Weak and strong 
(W/S) sequence. The term translation is not intended here in its biological context but rather 
as a conversion for instance of A/G into 'R' or C/T into 'Y' within the DNA sequence and 
has been used in this project to describe this type of sequence conversion.
The identical distance from randomness profile was applied for these two types of 
translation of the upstream sequence. It then became possible to see if there was a difference 
between the non-random profiles of these two translations. A more distant from randomness 
profile suggested a relative higher level of importance for that particular (translated) 
sequence property. This subject is described in detail in the introduction and aims of chapter
3. section 3.1.
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3. Sequence similarity using patterns analysis:
The different positional segments of the upstream (from the 5’-to-3' end) were tested for 
sequence similarity utilising common patterns. This was done in order to see if there is a 
change in sequence similarity across the 10 Kb upstream region. The general purpose of this 
experiment may be described in the form of a question. Across the (different positional 
locations of the) 10 Kb upstream sequences, is there a change in sequence similarity 
between all' human genes? Therefore this is a study of relative divergence/convergence of 
sequence The aim was therefore to extend the study of sequence, structure and function of 
the upstream. This experiment was carried out as a follow-up of the above distance from 
randomness profile of the upstream sequence. See chapter 4, section 4.1 for more details.
4. An analysis o f frie distribution and representation o f regulatory elements 
(mechanism of avoidance of inappropriate binding):
The distribution and representation of known regulatory transcription factor binding 
site (TFBS) motifs was analysed across the upstream sequence. This was done in order to 
gain a better understanding of the arrangement of regulatory sequences across the upstream. 
Of particular interest was the question of the mechanism via which inappropriate protein 
binding may be prevented. This by deduction would provide clues for the interaction and 
recognition of the TFBS by regulatory proteins.
The essence of this experiment was not to analyse TFBS motif occurrence in the 
upstream only in terms of the ATCG sequence but rather in terms of the R/Y and W/S 
translated sequences. This is because in the above-outlined experiments differences were 
discovered for these (R/Y and W/S) properties that have important implications for protein- 
DNA binding with respect to docking and probing. Therefore regarding the issue of 
avoidance of random binding of regulatory proteins to the DNA, this R/Y and W/S analysis 
for the representation of TFBS in the upstream sequence was essential. See chuter 5, 
section 5.1 for more details.
Each category of experiment was designed to follow a previous category. The later 
experiments were the consequence of interesting questions that were raised as a result of the 
initial analysis. The connection between the different types of experiment will therefore become 
apparent upon further reading and more detail will be given in each of the experimental 
chapters.
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2. A Dinucleotide Analysis of the 5* Upstream 
Region: Implications for Structure, Directionality 
and Strand Asymmetry
2.1 Introduction
The mechanisms of transcription regulation are complex. There are many 
unanswered questions about the human upstream sequence, its organization and function. The 
reason for the promoter, enhancer and spacer arrangement is unknown. Also, it is unknown how 
far regulatory sequence in the upstream spans and why. Included in this is the problem of 
distinction between promoter and enhancer. The upstream boundaries between regulatory 
element and spacer are also undefined.
2.1.1 Upstream sequence properties
In the genome there are sequences in very close proximity that possess very
different roles. A change in the sequence composition reflects a change in structure and
fimction. It is known that the upstream sequence containing the promoter is functionally
different in tliat it is dense witli regulatory sequences. The sequence furtlier upstream may
possess some regulatory sequence and also intergenic spacer. The way in which sequence, 
structure and function are connected across the upstream is relatively unknown.
Any given DNA sequence may be described for Bioinformatic purposes as a string 
that is made up of four letters that are put together in a particular order. Therefore each letter has 
a particular position within the string. This sequence string (in general terms) likely reflects an 
overall structure that is characteristic of DNA.
Nucleotide sequence reflects DNA structiu'e, function and organization within 
different parts of the genome. The structure (and therefore fimction) of proteins is coded for by 
the DNA sequence. This is inherent in the triplet code. There are similar motifs that are repeated 
in different coding regions, which result in similar local protein structures (Mrazek et al, 1992). 
These in turn affect function. This tendency for certain motif-types gives the coding sequence 
its characteristic properties. There are differences in base composition that occur across DNA
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sequences and have been shown to be related to factors such as codon composition (Karlin et al, 
19%) and direction of transcription (Larhammar et al, 1993).
Non-coding sequences should also possess characteristics (different to the coding 
sequences) that correlate with their purpose. Regulatory elements may make up modules and 
various combinations of element may be common to different groups of genes. These protein 
binding motifs may confer the sequence properties that are characteristic of the upstream. This 
includes sequence composition as well as other possible sequence properties. For example, it is 
known that within the promoter the CG content increases and AT decreases towards the TSS 
(Louie et al, 2003). This may be due to regulatory elements.
2,1.2 Why look at dinuclcotide motifs?
In looking at nucleotide composition alone their order (or sequence) is not 
considered. To do this, motifs may be utilized. The simplest motif is the dinucleotide. There are 
sixteen different possible dinucleotide motifs. Therefore the set of dinucleotides and their 
relative composition would be the simplest way of describing any DNA sequence.
DNA (either coding or non-coding sequence) is expected and indeed has been 
found to possess different properties to a random sequence (Blaisdell, 1983, Karlin et al, 1993). 
A set of random sequences contain no specific or common structure or function. Any similarity 
in sequence that they appear to possess would be due to chance. In real DNA sequences certain 
motifs may be over-represented whilst others are under-represented. This non-randoimiess of 
DNA sequences has been seen in long runs of nucleotides and also in dinucleotides (or 
doublets).
The set of dinucleotide representation profiles may be described as a genomic
signature (Karlin et al, 1995, Campbell et al, 1999). This shows how different the real sequence
is to a randomized equivalent sequence. The dinucleotide profiles may be used to compare
different sequence types, each one possessing its own unique signature. Compositional
heterogeneity between and within genomes is a recognized phenomenon (Burge et al, 1992,
Karlin et al, 1997). The dinucleotides possess non-random characteristics and their signature is
in fact remarkably stable within the majority of genomes. Heterogeneic features include;
tandem repeats and universal under-representation of the dinucleotides TpA and CpG in many
vertebrates. Low CpG frequency, for example, can be explained by méthylation, deamination
and mutation, which causes CpG to be converted to TpG or CpA (Sved et al, 1990).
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A change in dinucleotide representation across the upstream sequence would reveal 
a change in the importance or use of that dinucleotide. This suggests differences in structure and 
function. If the dinucleotide is over-represented in the sequence it is enhanced beyond the 
random expectation whilst considering the nucleotide composition. If the dinucleotide is under- 
represented, it is specifically suppressed. Therefore an 'effort' has been made, so-to-speak to 
change the randomly expected dinucleotide content. This has implications which will be 
presented.
Trinucleotides and tetra-nucleotides and indeed all short motifs are also 
representative of sequence, however the dinucleotide is the simplest motif and one for which 
structural features in the DNA are very well characterised. The dinucleotide also provides a very 
powerful yet simple sequence analysis tool and it is extremely stable providing the genomic 
signature described above. It is for this reason that the dinucleotide has been chosen for this 
study. Mononucleotides may be utilised to describe composition but do not provide a 
description of sequence and structure. Mononucleotide content for the sequence dataset utilised 
in this project is shown in the appendix A. I .
2.1.3 Structural implications
The location of any object in space may be defined by six measurements called 
Euler numbers. These include three co-ordinates and three angles. The location of dinucleotide 
steps in the double helix however may be sufficiently described by only three Euler numbers 
due to constraints placed on tliem by tlie sugar phosphate backbone. These are tlie roll, twist and 
slide angles. Each dinucleotide step adopts a different set of these angles due to different shape 
and charge of their bases (El Hassan et al, 1995, Packer et al, 2000). The overall effects are 
varying types of helix. Therefore base sequence influences the helical structure that is formed.
Since dinucleotides provide a basic description of sequence, they can also provide 
information about structure. The DNA helix may in theory exist in different forms, namely the 
A, B, and Z-forms. The sequence of nucleotides can define the conformation of the helix and 
these different potential forms of DNA.
B-DNA is thought to be the typical form of DNA. This type of structure minimises 
repulsive forces between the charged phosphate groups. B-DNA tends to have 10 base pairs per 
helical turn. In contrast to this, the A-form of DNA contains 11 bases per turn, and the helix is
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wider and flatter than the B-form. This is true for ideal A and B-forms. There are though also 
intermediate structures as has been observed by X-ray crystal diffraction (Ng et al, 2000, 
Banavali et al, 2005). A third alternative conformation is Z-form DNA. This produces a left- 
handed helix with 12 base-pairs per turn
There is known to be a link between DNA that possesses a high frequency of 
certain dinucleotides (or runs of that dinucleotide) and the tendency to adopt certain helical 
conformations (Hunter, 1993). For instance, the Z-from of DNA tends to be adopted by 
sequences that possess alternating purine and pyrimidine bases (Wang et al, 1985).
These different helical conformations are in turn associated with certain biological 
functions. For example, it is thought that particular segments of tlie DNA sequence may be 
converted from tlie B-fonii to tlie Z-fomi of tlie helix and tliat tliese have a role in regulating 
gene expression (Reich et al, 1993).
Structural features have been studied in and around TATA box regions and Inr 
regions (Fukue et al, 2004, Fukue et al, 2005) in the human and mouse. Such studies are 
important for imderstanding the mechanical aspects of protein-DNA recognition relating to 
transcription regulation. Factors like flexibility, rigidity and curvature may help to explain these 
protein-DNA interactions. Average flexibility profiles were shown using trinucleotide steps. 
Here it was foimd that within the upstream half of the TATA box or Inr, the sequence is more 
rigid than the downstream portion.
Research by Rozenberg et al, 1998 on the viral E2 regulatory protein and 
recognition of its target DNA has shown that dinucleotides may actually make up a structural 
recognition code. This emphasizes the importance of dinucleotides as the most basic structural 
entity in protein-DNA recognition. This recognition code would then be specified by hydrogen 
bonds and other interactions. Therefore analyzing changes in dinucleotides across the upstream 
sequence is useful for understanding general variations in structure.
It is known that in genomes in general there is a tendency for YpY and RpR 
dinucleotides (these contain either two purines or two pyrimidines) to be enhanced whereas 
there is a minimization of YpR and RpY (dinucleotides containing one purine and one 
pyrimidine) (Amano et al, 1997). This arrangement probably minimizes deviation from B-fonn 
DNA and maintains structural stability.
Pyrimidine-purine steps are relatively flexible. This means that they are able to
adopt two conformations and also intermediary conformations (el Hassan et al, 1995), i.e.
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conformations between the A-form and the B-form of the DNA. Also pyrimidine-purine 
sequences have reduced stability due to reduced base-to-base overlap. Therefore the energy 
needed to unwind the helix (in which these steps are present at a high proportion) is lower than 
in other sequences. YpY and RpR steps are in contrast rigid. For example, AA/TT is a rigid 
step, which can only adopt a narrow range conformation (El Hassan et al, 1995, El Hassan et al, 
1996) tending to adopt the B-form of DNA.
Another important structural issue is that most DNA sequences only possess a 
small intrinsic curvature when in solution. However, when in contact with a protein they can 
often adopt highly curved sh^>es in order to bend around a protein. This capability is indeed due 
to helix flexibility. The flexibility in turn is related to the flexible dinucleotide steps.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that nucleosomes and regulatoiy proteins 
induce different types of bending of the DNA molecule (El Hassan et al, 1998). The bending 
induced by regulatory proteins appears to be much more pronounced. This ability to bend may 
tlierefore represent a recognition system which distinguislies regulatory proteins and 
nucleosomes. Tltis difference may be reflected in different types of bending properties of 
sequence that is responsible for transcription regulation.
Dinucleotides that are composed of two strong bases; CpG, GpC, CpC and GpG 
(or SpS), fall into a unique category regarding the roll and twist angles and resultant DNA 
structures. A ’strong’ base refers to the potential capability to form 3 H-bonds in a base pair. SpS 
is a bistable step so it is able to adopt two extreme conformations (El Hassan et al, 1995). These 
dinucleotides are able to adopt either high slide or low slide conformations but without 
intermediates. If the sequence consists entirely of SpS steps, this can result in either of two 
extreme structure the A-form or B-form of DNA but not intermediate structures.
The focus here is the observation of general and more large-scale changes across 
the upstream sequence. Therefore a sliding-window approach for sequence feature changes was 
utilized. Dinucleotides were considered since this is the simplest motif for which structural 
properties have been studied. Also, the dinucleotide is thought to be important for 
considerations of protein-DNA interaction.
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2.1.4 Sequence orientation and strand asymmetry
An additional feature of the DNA sequence is that it possesses directionality or a 
specific orientation. DNA is read by the transcription machinery in a particular (3' to 5’) 
orientation and the mRNA is synthesised from the 5' to 3' end. This confers directionality upon 
the sequence. Coding sequence for example, is expected to be very highly direction specific 
since it contains protein structure information Parts of the 5’ upstream (and intergenic) 
sequence of genes may also possess directionality since they contain protein-binding elements.
This directionality may also be regarded as another type of non-random 
characteristic of the DNA. This is because a fully randomized sequence contains equal 
proportions of dinucleotide directional pairs; XpY and YpX. In a region containing a high 
density of protein-binding motifs, the directionality is expected to be high. This property of 
directionality also implies a possible mutation bias whereby for example, the formation XpY is 
favoured over YpX.
Another different (albeit related) feature of the sequence is strand asymmetry . This 
has been found in many bacterial genomes (Mrazek et al, 1998) and also in eukaryotes (Niu et 
al, 2003). Different mechanisms have been proposed for this asymmetry. The first is associated 
with replication and repair on the leading and lagging strands. The second relates to 
transcription and transcription coupled repair during which there may be mutation biases and 
deamination events on the coding sequence strand. A third may be due to codon usage.
Work by Louie et al, 2003, has shown that in the human promoter region, just 
proximal to the TSS, there is a skew of T versus A and C versus G, which is due to biases 
between the sense and anti-sense strands. This suggests strand asynunetry at this location. Both 
strand asymmetry and directionality may change across the 5' upstream sequence depending on 
the relative location.
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2.1.5 The effect of repeats
Repeat sequences could potentially alter dinucleotide composition and 
representation. This is because repeats have a tendency to form certain motifs that are present 
many times. Therefore they may feature certain dinucleotides more than others. An added 
complication is that the density of repeats could vary in different genomic regions 
(Rajendrakumar et al, 2007).
By filtering out the repeats it is possible to see their effect on the upstream 
sequence. Often repeat fractions are filtered out by default in sequence analysis experiments 
such as these. However, repeats are an integral part of the DNA. Within the upstream they may 
play a structural role and may even be involved in the process of regulation (Iglesias et al, 2004, 
Iyer et al, 1995). The problem with removing them is that a potentially important component of 
the upstream sequence is removed. For instance, a significant over-representation of 
transcription factor binding sites has been found in repeat sequences in the human genome 
(Stepanova et al, 2005) as well as in the repeat free fraction. Therefore the effects of repeats on 
the dinucleotide properties of tlie sequence are sliown.
Repeats constitute a large proportion of the DNA (around 50%). They have 
different characteristics to non-repeat regions that are likely to affect sequence compositions and 
possibly dinucleotides. It is standard practice in sequence analysis experiments to filter out 
repeats. Other filters were not applied (for example MARS/SARS) since these sequences were 
not of specific interest in this project and it is not standard practice to filter these out.
2.1.6 Aims and experimental design
The aim was to build a picture of the sequence and obtain insights into the structure 
and function of the 10 Kb 5' upstream region of human genes via a study of dinucleotide 
composition and representation. These would reveal information about structural tendencies, 
strand asymmetry and sequence orientation.
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Analysis of the upstream region
The differences between upstream sequence that occurs close to the TSS and 
sequence that is more distant were studied. Sequence trends across the 5' upstream region in 
different positional locations are likely to reflect differences in the organization of sequence and 
therefore relate to structural and functional changes. This would provide a better understanding 
of how the cell utilizes the upstream region to regulate gene expression.
It has already been mentioned that the 10 Kb upstream sequence possesses 
regulatory elements and spacer, etc... that are likely organized in specific ways. Also, there are 
presumably boimdaries where these different functional luiits' occur. Therefore changes across 
the different positional locations of the upstream sequence were analyzed in order to see 
potential changes and boundaries.
A global analysis of the upstream sequence of numerous human genes was carried 
out, i.e. across all the known genes. No distinction was made between different gene/promoter 
types since the intention was to study only general trends and build an average gene picture. 
Both repeat-containing and repeat-free fractions were utilized. This enabled the effect of repeats 
to be observed.
Only the sense strand was used for the analysis because gene regions were of 
interest and the information being obtained was of a directional nature, since transcription 
occurs in the downstream orientation. Also, strand bias may important for transcription and 
protein binding to the DNA. This is generally in line with the method used by Louie et al, 2003, 
whereby only one strand was used for the upstream sequence analysis of mononucleotides and 
other sequence properties. Sequence was therefore taken in the 5' to 3' orientation.
The upstream sequences were also subjected to filtering so as to refine the dataset. 
This involved eliminating the upstream sequences of mRNAs derived from hypothetical 
proteins or predicted mRNAs. There are clearly arguments for and against this type of filtering 
that was designed to remove predicted or unverified gene sequences. On the one hand there is a 
loss of data whilst on the other hand a more accurate or refined dataset was yielded.
For all measurements average values were taken across the entire dataset of human 
genes. Ihis averaging served to increase the signal relative to noise and helped to display an 
overall picture or trend across this 10 Kb upstream sequence. I.e. providing an 'average gene' 
result.
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The 10 Kb sequence upstream of the TSS was analysed for dinucleotide 
composition as ten separate 1 Kb sliding-window segments. Also, the 2 Kb upstream of the TSS 
was analysed as 250base segments. An important issue is whether the use of such small 
sequence segments is accurate enough or appropriate for a dinucleotide analysis. The 
dinucleotide profile may be noisy when small sequence segments are used. In fact in past 
experiments it was mostly large sequence stretches (50 Kb) of genomic regions that were used 
as samples (Karlin et al, 1997, Burge et al, 1992). However, experiments by Jemigan et al, 
2002, showed that dinucleotide relative abundance profiles and the genomic signature are stable 
at much smaller interv als, even as small as 125 bases.
Dinucleotide composition and the dinucleotide odds ratio
The dinucleotide representation is a value that can be used to assess dinucleotide 
contrasts whilst taking into consideration the mononucleotide composition of the sequence. This 
describes the proportion of each dinucleotide, above or below the random expectation. 
Dinucleotide representation was calculated by using an odds ratio. The odds ratio can also be 
referred to as the single-strand dinucleotide relative abundance ratio (Karlin et al, 1995).
Odds ratio: pxy = fxy / fxfy
fx is the frequency of the nucleotide X within the sequence and fxy is the 
frequency of the dinucleotide XpY within the sequence. The result obtained from a frequency 
/count of nucleotides (and dinucleotides) is then multiplied by n (where n = length of sequence) 
in order to standardise the odds ratio. Alternatively the odds ratio may be calculated directly 
from nucleotide (and dinucleotide) proportions, pxy »  1 indicates over-representation of the 
dinucleotides, whereas pxy «  1 indicates under-representation. In a random sequence (i.e. a 
shuffled sequence) the pxy values for all the dinucleotides approach 1. 0 .
The odds ratios of the sixteen dinucleotides form dinucleotide relative abundance 
profiles, whose difference from 1, provide a measure of deviation from randomness It has been 
determined (Karlin et al, 1998) that for a random sequence the pxy values have the following 
relationship; the deviation from 1 is approximately 1/Vn. For n ~ 1000, | pxy -1| =0.031.
Dinucleotide relative abundance profiles are highly stable for bulk DNA. It is 
thought that the reason for this may be the existence of genome-wide factors. Examples include 
the replication and repair machinery, mutational tendencies and stmctural tendencies of 
genomic DNA. The dinucleotide relative abundance profiles show a departure from
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randomness of genomic DNA sequences and collectively form a genomic signature. Therefore 
this has been used a means to study compositional differences between organisms (Karlin et al, 
1995). Compositional differences have also been analysed in this way within organisms (Karlin 
et al, 1997), such as the comparison between mitochondrial and nuclear genomes. Also similar 
studies were carried out (Gentles et al, 2001) for human genome chromosomes 21 and 22 bulk 
DNA. Here it was found that the difference between these chromosomes was similar to the 
differences within the chromosomes.
Comparisons have been made (Karlin et al, 1994) for relative abundance 
differences between di-, tri- and tetra-nucleotides. There is actually a high correlation between 
these. This means that DNA structural/conformational arrangements are primarily dependent 
upon dinucleotide steps (Breslauer et al, 1986). This is one reason for the use of dinucleotides 
and not tri- and tetra- nucleotides in this study. Also, as already explained, the structural 
tendencies of dinucleotide steps have been well characterised. Compositional changes across the 
10 Kb upstream sequence were analysed by using dinucleotide compositions and the odds ratio. 
Die aim was to assess overall structural tendencies and tlieir changes across tlie upstream 
sequence of tlie human gene.
Measuring strand asvmmetrv and sequence orientation
In theory if nucleotide substitutions occur symmetrically in both DNA strands the 
probability of a nucleotide transition event would have a strand symmetric relationship because 
of Watson-Crick base pairing. If in one strand the nucleotide A is substituted for G with 
probability P a g  and in the other strand with probability Q a g ,  the following relationship would 
be true if there is in fact strand symmetry; P a g  ^  Q a g ,  P a g  ^  P t c  and Q a g  =  Q r c  This 
relationship may also be extended to dinucleotides.
The aim of this experiment was to extend the work carried out by Louie et al, 2003 
in analysing strand asymmetry in the upstream region of the human gene. However, here the 
analysis is extended to one of dinucleotides. If there is strand symmetry, the frequency of the 
following dinucleotides is expected; ApA -  fpl', ApC = GpT, ApG = CpT, TpC = GpA, TpG -  
CpA, CpC -  GpG In this experiment these dinucleotides are referred to as asymmetric pairs.
Strand asymmetry may be measured in the DNA sequence, within any given strand 
in terms of (C-G)/(C+G) and also (A-T)/(A+T), (Mrazek et al, 1998, Lobry, 1996). This
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describes the skew of mononucleotide frequencies in the sequence. For dinucleotides this 
frequency skew is also given by (Shioiri et al, 2001);
Skew of dinucleotide frequencies for asymmetric pairs:
(fxy -  fx’y') / (fxy + fir’y*)
This is similar to the mononucleotide index. In this expression, X'Y’ are symbols 
for the inverted complementary dinucleotide of XpY. The dinucleotides odds ratio that accounts 
for strand asymmetry in the DNA sequences is given by (Burge et al, 1992):
Skew of dinucleotide odds ratios for asymmetric pairs:
2(fxy + fx'y’) /  ((fx + fy') (fy + fx’))
There are six dinucleotide directional pairs; ApT and TpA, ApC and CpA, TpC and 
CpT, TpG and GpT, CpG and GpC, ApG and GpA. This set of directional pairs together, and 
the skew in their frequencies in a single strand describe a tendency within the DNA sequence 
for the presence of one dinucleotide in the pair over the otlier. The expressions for skew in 
dinucleotide frequencies and odds ratios are as follows: In these expressions fxy refers to the 
frequency of the dinucleotide XpY and fyx to the frequency of its directional opposite YpX.
Skew of dinucleotide frequencies for directional pairs:
(fxy -  fyx) / (fxy + fyx)
Skew of dinucleotide odds ratios for directional pairs:
(fxy + fyx) / 2 (fx fy)
The aim was to determine changes in strand asymmetry and sequence orientation 
specifically with respect to dinucleotides across the 10 Kb upstream sequence. This was carried 
out utilising the expressions given above.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Obtaining sequences from the human genome database
The DNA sequences for this project were obtained from the NCBI human genome 
database, build 35. Tlie primary region of interest was tlie 10 Kb 5’ upstream sequence of 
protein coding genes. As well as this region, sequences from the first exon, the first intron and 
also the genome-wide sequence were used in tlie analysis. By the tenu genome-wide is meant 
tlie sequence obtained from tlie entire human genomic DNA content, i.e. from all of tlie contigs.
The upstream sequence dataset
The upstream sequence of the gene was taken to begin at the TSS; just one 
nucleotide upstream of it. This sequence therefore excluded the proposed start site. 10 Kb of the 
5’ upstream sequence of each gene was taken utilizing the contig annotations from the set of 
human genome NCBI files. The resultant dataset was then filtered in order to remove 
duplication and any poor quality data, thereby ensuring a maximum level of accuracy. The 
location of each mRNA sequence was checked against the human genome contig. utilizing the 
annotations file. Following this, an all-against-all search for these mRNA locations was made, 
lliis means that an mRNA location was checked against all other mRNAs. If there was any 
overlap of the mRNA or its upstream sequence with that of another mRNA, one of the mRNAs 
would be eliminated from the final dataset. Also, the annotations were utilized to determine 
whether the mRNA sequence was on the forward or reverse strand and the upstream sequence 
was extracted accordingly. The obtaining of the mRNA dataset was carried out using the 
program Upstream LOCATE (See appendix E. 1 for more infomiation).
The sequences were then subjected to a further level of filtering so as to refine the 
final dataset. This involved eliminating the sequences that were derived from hypothetical 
proteins or predicted mRNA s. The total number of mRNA sequences was 28,162 from the 
build 35 human genome NCBI file; ma.fa. Word searches were carried out on the annotations 
for these mRNA sequences and any sequences that were hypothetical were removed from the 
final dataset. See appendix E.2 for more details.
The number of mRNA sequences remaining post-filtering of the annotations file 
was 18,832. Additional sequences were then eliminated due to poor quality (mns of n’s or 
imidentified bases), leaving a final dataset of 18,725 mRNA s. For the final dataset of (post-
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filtering) 18,725 mRNA’s, 10 Kb of upstream sequence was extracted. This 10 Kb sequence 
was then sub-divided into ten 1 Kb non-overlapping portions. From the 5’ to the 3’ end, these
were labeled; upstream!0, upstream9, upstreamS, upstream?, upstreamô and upstream!.
The dataset named upstream! is therefore closest and just adjacent to the TSS. A second 
upstream dataset was also compiled. This was 2 Kb in length just upstream of the TSS and was 
subdivided into eight 250 base sequence portions. This second dataset was formed since the 
most prominent dinucleotide changes occurred over the 2 Kb region upstream of the TSS.
The first exon, first intron and the genome-wide sequence
Samples of the first intron and the first exon of genes were extracted from the 
genome database. This was done using the NCBI annotations files for each of the contigs as was 
carried out for the upstream sequences. From the dataset of exonl sequences another dataset 
was then derived which, comprised of only the coding sequence excluding the 5’ UTR. Intron 
and exon sequences less tlian 100 bases in lengtli were excluded.
Genome-wide sequence was also taken for the analyses. Genomic DNA sequence 
was from all contigs of all the chromosomes from NCBI human genome build 35. Tliese were 
sampled by taking sequence from only one strand of tlie strands, tlie one given in tlie contig file. 
This of course does not correspond to any particular chromosomal strand, so that no distinction 
has been made between chromosomal strands.
The repeat masked dataset
Datasets of repeat masked upstream sequences were generated for each of the ten 1 
Kb upstream sequence segments {upstream!-to-upstream!0) described above. The NCBI 
masked human genome sequence files for build 35 were utilized. These are human genome 
sequences that have been masked for all known human repeats by Repeat Masker 
{WWW. repeatmasker. org)
From this pre-masked genomic DNA sequence, the 10 Kb upstream sequence was
extracted exactly as was done for the unmasked dataset (above). I.e. the identical set of 18,725
mRNAs was utilized and the upstream sequence taken for this dataset from the masked genome
sequence files. The 10 Kb sequence was then sub-divided into ten 1 Kb sequence portions as
before. Tliis time tliougli if more tlian 90% of each of tlie 1 Kb upstream sequence fragments
was masked, that particular fragment was eliminated from the final dataset.
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2.2.2 Dinucleotide Composition
Dinucleotide proportions were taken for each of the ten 1 Kb upstream datasets; 
upstream 1-to-upstreamW, and also for intron 1, exonl, coding 1 and the entire genomic DNA 
sequence. There are a total of sixteen different possible dinucleotides; ApA, ApT, ApC, ApG, 
TpA, TpT, TpC, TpG, CpA, CpT, CpC, CpG, GpA, GpT, GpC and GpG, Each of these 
dinucleotides was determined stepwise along the sequence from the 5’ to the 3’ along the 
transcribed strand.
For any given sequence dataset, such as upstream I, an average (median) 
dinucleotide proportion measure was taken for each individual dinucleotide across the entire 
dataset of 18,725 DNA fragments. Tliis averaging for each dinucleotide proportion across tlie 
entire dataset was carried out for each of tlie ten upstream datasets, for exonl, coding! and 
intron!. For the genome-wide sequence, each dinucleotide proportion was worked out for each 
human chromosome individually and the result for that dinucleotide was then averaged across 
all the chromosomes.
T-tests (two-tailed at the 5% level of significance) were carried out for each 
dinucleotide proportion in adjacent location sets, i.e. upstream! compared with upstream2, 
upstream2 compared with upstreamS etc... This means for example, that the proportion of a 
dinucleotide XpY in 18,725 fragments of upstream! would be compared with the equivalent in 
upstream2. Each of these datasets contains sequence fragments that are physically proximal to 
one another. This analysis would determine at which locations along the 10 Kb upstream 
(divided into 1 Kb portions) changes in dinucleotide composition occur.
2.2.3 Dinucleotide representation
Calculation of the odds ratio
The dinucleotide representation of each of the sixteen dinucleotides was carried out
individually for each of the ten upstream datasets; upstream!-to-upstream!0, intron!, exon! and
coding! and also for the whole genome. This was done using the odds ratio; pxy = fxy/fxfy.
Within each upstream dataset, e g , upstream!, odds ratio values were calculated for each
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individual 1 Kb sequence fragment taking into consideration its specific nucleotide and 
dinucleotide proportions. The odds ratio results were then averaged (using the median) over the 
entire dataset of 18,725 sequence fragments.
For the genome-wide sequence, die nucleotide and dinucleotide proportions were 
taken across all the contigs of each individual chromosome. E.g. the frequency of dinucleotide 
XpY and nucleotides X and Y were found in the entire sequence of chromosome 1. The odds 
ratio could then be worked out. This odds ratio was then found for XpY in all the human 
chromosomes and an average (mean) value was calculated for the odds raito of XpY across all 
the chromosomes, thereby giving an odds ratio value for XpY in the ‘entire’ human genome. A 
program was written called DINIIC COMP that obtained; mononucleotide frequencies, 
mononucleotide proportions, dinucleotide frequencies, dinucleotide proportions and then 
calculated the odds ratio for each upstream sequence in the set of 18,725. Also, some basic 
descriptive statistics were calculated by the same program. See appendix E.3 for more details.
A statistical analysis of real versus random dinucleotide proportions
T-tests were carried out (two-tailed at tlie 5% level of significance) to determine 
whether there is a significant difference between the dinucleotide proportions of a real dataset of 
upstream sequences, such as upstream 1 and its equivalent random (or shuffled) dataset of 
identical mononucleotide proportions. These random proportions were the theoretical 
proportions for the random upstream sequence. This was done for each dinucleotide within each 
upstream segment. For example. The actual proportion of the dinucleotide, XpY in each of the
18,725 sequence fragments of upstream 1 was taken. This was then compared with the 
theoretical proportion of XpY in the equivalent random set of these 18,725 sequence fragments. 
These real versus random statistical tests for dinucleotide proportions were carried out for each 
of the upstream sequence segments; upstream 1-to-upstream 10.
2.2.4 Sequence directionality and strand asymmetry
Skew of dinucleotide frequencies for asvnuiietric pairs
For tlie six asyiimietric pairs; ApA and TpT, ApC and GpT, ApG and CpT, TpC 
and GpA, TpG and CpA, CpC and GpG, the skew of dinucleotide frequency was worked out
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using the following expression; (ficy-fx’y’) / (fxy+fic’y’). This expression was utilized to work 
out the skew for each of the 18,725 1 Kb sequence fragments for upstream I. The result for the 
skew of dinucleotide frequency was then averaged out (using the median) over this entire 
dataset of 18,725 sequences. The same procedure was then repeated for upstream2-to- 
upstreamlO. Statistical tests were then carried out to compare the frequency of each 
asymmetric dinucleotide pair. These were paired t-tests, two-tailed at the 5% level of 
significance.
Skew of dinucleotide odds ratios for asymmetric pairs
The skew of odds ratio was then measured for each of the six asymmetric pairs 
using the following expression; 2(fxy+fx’y’) / ((fx-t-fy’)(fy+fx’)). This expression was utilized 
to work out the odds ratio skew for each of the 18,725 1 Kb sequence fragments for upstream 1. 
The result was then averaged out (using the median) over this entire dataset of 18,725 
sequences. Tlie same procedure was tlien repeated for upstreani2-to-upstreaml0.
Skew of dinucleotide frequencies for directional pairs
For the six directional pairs; ApT and TpA, ApC and CpA, TpC and CpT, TpG 
and GpT, CpG and GpC, ApG and GpA, the skew of dinucleotide frequency was worked out 
using the following expression; (fxy-fyx) / (Ixy+fyx). This expression was utilized to work out 
the skew for each of the 18,725 1 Kb sequence fragments for upstream!. The result for the skew 
of dinucleotide frequency was thai averaged out (using the median) over this entire dataset of
18,725 sequences. The same procedure was then repeated for upstream2-to-upstreaml0.
Statistical tests were then carried out to compare the frequency of each 
dinucleotide pair. These were paired t-tests, two-tailed at the 5% level of significance. For 
instance the frequency of XpY was compared with YpX for the 18,725 1 Kb sequence 
fragments of upstream!. This same test was then repeated for upstream2-to-upstream!0.
Skew of dinucleotide odds ratios for directional pairs
The skew of odds ratio was then measured for each of the six directional pairs
using the following expression; (fxy+fyx) / 2fxfy. This expression was utilized to work out the
odds ratio skew for each of the 18,725 1 Kb sequence fragments for upstream!. The result was
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then averaged out (using the median) over this entire dataset of 18,725 sequences. The same 
procedure was then repeated for upstream2-to-upstreaml0.
2.2.5 The effect of Repeats
The level of repeat masking and hence the proportion of repeat sequence was 
worked out for each of the different upstream positional segments; upstreaml-to-upstream 10. 
First o f all the proportion of masked nucleotide was worked out for each of the 18,725 1 Kb 
sequence fragments of the upstream! region individually. This proportion of masked nucleotide 
was averaged (median) over the entire dataset of 18,725 sequence fragments, giving an average 
value for extent of repeat masked sequence within the upstream! region. This procedure was 
then repeated for each of the upstream2-to-upstream! 0 datasets, enabling the proportion of 
relative masking across the 10 Kb upstream segments to be seen.
In order to see the effects of repeats on dinucleotide proportion and representation 
the experiments described above were carried out again, this time utilizing the equivalent repeat 
masked upstream sequence dataset. However, some important differences must be noted. If in 
any single 1 Kb upstream fragment more than 90% of the nucleotides were masked for repeats 
that particular fragment was eliminated. Due to the repeat masking of each of the 18,725 1 Kb 
sequence fragments, tlie remaining uiunasked number of nucleotides varied for each fragment. 
Nucleotide composition was therefore measured as a proportion of the total number of 
unmasked nucleotides.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Dinucleotide composition
Specific dinudflotides: an increase or decrease in proportion across the upstream
The trends in dinucleotide compositional changes across the upstream can be 
divided into four general categories (see figure 2.1). These dinucleotide composition changes 
occur mainly across the 4Kb sequence upstream of the TSS. However, here only the 2Kb 
sequence is shown because the most prominent changes are in this region. For full 10Kb results 
and plots see Appendix A.3.
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Figure 2.1: Graphs showing changes in dinucleotide proportions across the 2 Kb upstream 
sequence.
These are divided into four categories depending on the observed change across the 
upstream sequence and nucleotide content.
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There is a gradual change in the proportion o f certain dinucleotides. There is a decrease in 
the proportion of dinucleotides comprising o f two weak (hydrogen-bonding) bases; ApA, 
ApT, TpA and TpT towards the TSS and an increase in dinucleotides with two strong 
(hydrogen bonding) bases; CpC, CpG, GpC and GpG.
Also, there is a slight decrease in proportion of ApC, TpG, CpA and GpT towards the 
TSS, consisting of one purine and one pyrimidine base.
The most marked differences in dinucleotide composition across the upstream 
sequence are seen for the following; ApA, ApT, TpA, TpT, CpC, CpG, GpC and GpG. There is 
a decrease in the proportion of dinucleotides comprising of two weak (hydrogen bonding) bases 
towards the TSS and an increase in dinucleotides with two strong (hydrogen bonding) bases. 
Tliis result is in line witli tlie general increase in C and G mononucleotide content, and a 
decrease in A and T content towards the TSS (Louie et al, 2003).
Other dinucleotides that show a decrease (albeit less pronounced) in their 
proportion towards the TSS are; ApC, TpG, CpA and GpT. These are all dinucleotides that 
contain one purine and one pyrimidine. Dinucleotides that show no visible change in proportion 
across the upstream sequence are ApG, CpT, GpA and TpC. These all contain either two 
purines or two pyrimidines. Therefore changes in dinucleotide compositon across the upstream 
follow a pattern since they may be grouped into different types depending on compositional 
change which coincides with base content of the dinucleotides.
General dinucleotide trends across the 5* upstream
Changes in dinucleotide composition are generally seen to occur witliin the 4Kb 
sequence just upstream of tlie TSS. Furtliemiore, t-tests comparing tlie dinucleotide content of 
adjacent 1Kb upstream segment datasets (across the 10Kb upstream) revealed the following; 
Between upstream 1 and upstream!, tlie majority of the dinucleotides (15/16) are significantly 
different between tlie two datasets. Tliis is also true between upstream! and upstreamS where 
12/16 dinucleotides are significantly different (see table 2.1).
There are some, (although a minority of) dinucleotides that are significantly 
different between upstreamS and upstream^, only 5/16 dinucleotides. Most of the further 
upstream datasets show no change in dinucleotide content. A notable exception is the upstream? 
and upstreamS comparison for ApA and also CpC, for which these datasets were found to be
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significantly different. The reason for this is unknown. See also ANOVA results for this data 
(Appendix A.4).
^X^Dataset pairs 
dinucleotides
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ApA 0.6503 0.1889 0.0176 0.9294 0.9265 0.0409 0.4690 0.0000 0.0000
ApT 0.7083 0.2995 0.2474 0.8341 0.6237 0.5772 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
ApC 0.0976 0.6111 0.9255 0.6585 0.1285 0.9203 0.9768 0.5980 0.0000
ApG 0.9259 0.3326 0.8987 0.7919 0.8385 0.7894 0.8619 0.0822 0.0007
TpA 0.5010 0.2411 0.3513 0.8788 0.6384 0.8979 0.0158 0.0000 0.0000
TpT 0.3158 0.8087 0.9240 0.8508 0.4598 0.8163 0.7897 0.0000 0.0000
TpC 0.8512 0.3910 0.0524 0.5937 0.9056 0.2671 0.5334 0.9836 0.0002
TpG 0.7675 0.9189 0.1544 0.4756 0.4950 0.9061 0.3351 0.0000 0.0000
CpA 0.0532 0.4493 0.5556 0.9806 0.3686 0.6098 0.0108 0.0000 0.0000
CpT 0.7636 0.7894 0.0836 0.8589 0.5233 0.4140 0.0614 0.0203 0.0000
CpC 0.8260 0.8194 0.0369 0.6516 0.5355 0.1557 0.1278 0.0000 0.0000
CpG 0.9997 0.4747 0.1861 0.9275 0.8572 0.7439 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
GpA 0.9191 0.8898 0.3140 0.9896 0.8503 0.5129 0.8155 0.0181 0.1674
GpT 0.7225 0.6018 0.2345 0.7094 0.9198 0.1412 0.9199 0.1314 0.0000
GpC 0.9575 0.3348 0.1747 0.6382 0.3852 0.8020 0.0202 0.0000 0.0000
GpG 0.9938 0.6212 0.5195 0.7075 0.9505 0.2384 0.1195 0.0000 0.0000
Table 2.1: Statistical Testing: Comparison of dinucleotide composition of adjacent 
upstream segments:
The following is a summary table of the dinucleotide t-test P-values of adjacent upstream 
segments, each 1Kb apart. Nine dataset comparisons are shown across the 10Kb sequence. 
The result for each pair of adjacent upstream datasets is shown, for instance, upstream 1 is 
compared with upstream2^ upstream2 with upstreamS  ^ etc... for each of the sixteen 
dinucleotides. P values highlighted in red show those datasets pairs found to be 
significantly different for a particular dinucleotide.
This table also provides a visual depiction of changes in dinucleotide proportions that 
occur across the 10Kb upstream.
The result above suggests a potential boundary at around the 3-4Kb upstream 
location regarding dinucleotide composition changes. Beyond the 4 Kb region upstream of the 
TSS, very few changes in dinucleotide composition occur, with respect to the 1Kb sequence 
segments. ITie result also shows that boundaries of dinucleotide change vary depending on the 
particular dinucleotide and this probably relates to structural features which will be discussed.
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2.3.2 Dinucleotide representation
In general, across the upstream sequence, if a particular dinucleotide is over­
represented it remains over-represented throughout the sequence (see figure 2.2). The changes 
across the upstream are not so dramatic that a huge shift occurs from under- to over­
representation.
The following dinucleotides are under-represented; CpG, TpA, ApC, GpT, and 
ApT. The following dinucleotides are over-represented; ApA, ApG, TpT, TpG, CpA, CpT, 
CpC, GpG. Under-represented dinucleotides are those that have been specifically suppressed 
since they are present at a proportion that is lower than expected given the base composition of 
the sequence, llie  opposite is true for over-represented dinucleotides.
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Figure 2.2: Graphs showing changes in dinucleotide representation (odds ratio: pxy) 
across the 2Kb upstream sequence.
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A distance from randomness value above 1.0 implies an over-represented or enhanced 
dinucleotide; a value below 1.0 indicates an under represented or suppressed dinucleotide. 
A value of 1.0 means a dinucleotide is present at ttie randomly expected leveL The 
random expectation is shown as a red line.
There are four general different possible changes that may occur across the sequence 
regarding dinucleotide representation, hence the division of results into four graphs.
O f the dinucleotides that are under-represented some become more suppressed towards 
the TSS. These include ApT, ApC, TpA and GpT, all of which contain one purine base 
and one pyrimidine. Others may become less suppressed in the sequence, in diis case only 
CpG.
Of those dinucleotides that are over-represented, some become more enhanced towards 
the TSS; ApA, TpT, ApG, CpT. These contain either two purine or two pyrimidine bases. 
Others may become less enhanced; TpG, CpA, CpC, and GpG.
Enhanced or suppressed dinucleotides
Within the ten 1Kb datasets of upstream sequence segments {upstream 1-Xo- 
upstream 10), the composition of the above-given thirteen dinucleotides were found to be 
significantly different to tlie random expected values for these datasets. This was according to t- 
test results (see appendix A.6).
Only three dinucleotides (out of sixteen), TpC, GpA and GpC were found to occur at 
the random level in almost all of the ten upstream datasets, upstream 1-to-upstreamlO. Also, see 
figure 2.2 where it is evident that these three dinucleotides appear to be closest to the random 
level (which is a value of 1.0 for the odds ratio).
CpG is the most suppressed and is by far the most distant from randomness of all 
the dinucleotides. TpA is also imder-represented. The relatively low abundance of CpG and 
TpA seen in this work fits well with their general under-representation in most prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic genomes (Karlin et al, 1997). The main issue is that all under-represented 
dinucleotides in the upstream are composed of a purine and a pyrimidine, whilst most of those 
that are over-represented are composed of either two purines or two pyrimidines.
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Changes in dinucleotide representation across the upstream sequence
Superimposed on the general baseline o f dinucleotide over- or under-representation 
were some changes across the 10Kb upstream, with some dinucleotides becoming more (or less) 
over-represented and others becoming more (or less) under-represented. These changes were as 
follows. The dinucleotides; ApT, ApC, TpA and GpT become more under-represented towards 
the TSS. Interestingly these are each composed of one purine base and one pyrimidine base. In 
contrast to this, ApA, ApG, TpT and CpT become more over-represented. These are all 
composed of either purine only or pyrimidine only bases. All of the above dinucleotides are 
therefore ones that become more distant from the random expectation in the direction of the 
TSS. These observations and this specific shift imply that there is an importance in the changed 
representation of purines and pyrimidines across the 5' upstream.
The following are dinucleotides that become closer to the random model towards 
the TSS CpG becomes less under-represented. TpG, CpA, CpC, and GpG become less over­
represented. Tlie steepest difference across tlie 2Kb upstream region is for CpG, tlien CpA and 
TpG for the odds ratio. Tliis means tliat tliese dinucleotides display tlie most dramatic change in 
representation across the 2Kb upstream sequence (this is also true for the 10Kb upstream 
sequence).
2.3.3 Sequence directionaiitv and strand asvmmetrv
Skew in directional pair composition and representation
All dinucleotide directional pairs were found to be signifianctly different (t-tests 
5% level) across all the 10Kb upstream datasets, with respect to their composition. Changes in 
the directional pairs occur over the 5Kb sequence upstream of the TSS.
Whilst there is skew in composition between all the dinucleotide directional pairs 
(of at least 10%), the actual level of this skew does not change much across the sequence for 
most of these pairs. See figure 2.3 for changes across the 2Kb upstream sequence. The notable 
exception is the CpG/GpC pair which possesses a high level skew (1.5-2Kb upstream the skew 
is around 65%) which is greatly diminished towards the TSS to around 20%). This means that 
in general sequence directionality decreases towards the TSS.
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Figure 2.3: Graphs of skew in sequence directionality across the 2Kb upstream sequence. 
2.3a. Dinucleotide composition is shown.
Directionality exists throughout the 2Kb sequence for all the dinucleotides since there is a 
skew in composition (non-zero values) of at least approximately +/-0.1 (10%). However 
for most of the directional pairs this directionality does not change over the 2Kb sequnece. 
The only exception is the CpG/GpC pair.
2.3b. Dinucleotide representation (the odds ratio) is shown. All the dinucleotide pairs 
possess a skew in their representation across the upstream. Changes in the level of skew 
occur for only some of the dinucleotide pairs across the upstream sequence.
For these same directional pairs there is a skew in odds ratio values throughout the 
upstream. TpC/CpT and ApG/GpA (which are complementary) show little change in this skew 
across the upstream. ApC/CpA and TpG/GpT (which are complementary) show slight increased 
skew in the 1Kb sequence towards the TSS. The most prominent changes though across the 
upstream occur for CpG/GpC for which there is a much reduced level of skew towards the TSS. 
In contrast, ApTyTpA has an increased level of odds ratio skew in the TSS direction.
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Skew in asvnmietric pair composition and representation
Results show that there is a signifiant difference (t-tests 5% level of signifiance) 
between the datasets of some of the asymmetric dinucleotide pairs. Across the upstream 
sequence there is a general but non-specific increase in the number of significantly different 
pairs (see table 2.2). For example, in the 1Kb sequence dataset closest to the TSS; five out of six 
asymmetric pairs are signifiantly different to eachother. 10Kb upstream, only one out of five of 
these pairs is signifiantly different. This suggests that in general sequence asymmetry increases 
towards the TSS.
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ApA/TpT 0.932 0.165 0.003 0.641 0.451 0.916 0.070 0.019 0.101 0.000
ApCASpT 0.083 0.957 0.415 0.056 0.049 0.509 0.493 0.552 0.807 0.001
ApGA p^T 0.870 0.607 0.922 0.081 0.094 0.038 0.002 0.000 0.333 0.000
TpC/GpA 0.301 0.330 0.117 0.405 0.211 0.131 0.003 0.001 0.180 0.004
TpG/CpA 0.011 0.571 0.248 0.514 0.191 0.922 0.501 0.034 0.601 0.427
CpC/GpG 0.247 0.397 0.632 0.104 0.653 0.733 0.980 0.990 0.093 0.024
Table 2.2: Summary table of significance tests for difference between asymmetric 
dinucleotide pairs.
Results are given for the 1Kb datasets spanning 10Kb of sequence upstream of the TSS. t- 
test P values are shown and highlighted in red for asymmetric pairs that are significantly 
different at a particular upstream location.
This table shows that there is a general increase in strand asymmetry in the 10Kb 
sequence towards the TSS.
The result for changes in skew of asymmetric dinucleotide pairs is less clear. Here 
the difference between asymmetric pair composition is variable across the upstream sequence 
(see figure 2.4a). Although in general there appears to be an increase in the difference between 
asymmetric pairs towards the TSS. This is true both for the 10Kb upstream sequence and 2Kb 
sequence
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Most of the aymmetric pairs display a skew in their odds ratio values of around 
between 10-20%, depending on the dinucleotide pair (see figure 2.4b). TpC/GpA is the only 
exception since it possesses very little skew. However, there appears to be no clear change 
across the upstream in this value for all the dinucleotide asymmetric pairs. Hence there appears 
to be some increase in strand asymmetry towards the TSS with respect to dinucleotide 
composdon. However, whilst there is dinucleotide representation strand asymmetry, it does not 
appear to change across the upstream.
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Figure 2.4: Graphs showing changes in strand asymmetry across the 2Kb upstream 
sequence.
2.4a. This shows the skew in asymmetric dinucleotide pair composition. Whilst there is a 
wide variation and fluctuation in this value across the sequence, there appears to be a 
general increase in skew of these asymmetric paris towards the TSS.
2.4b. This shows the skew in the odds ratio for asymmetric dinucleotide pairs.
2.3.4 Comparison of the upstream with other genomic regions
In general dinucleotides that are under-represented are under-represented in all the 
different genomic regions (see figure 2.5). The same is true regarding over-representation.
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These profiles are likely the result of the necessity for stable DNA helical structure. Also in 
general (but not always) the dinucleotide distance firom profile for the non-coding sequences is 
similar (i.e. upstream and intronic) whereas the exonl and codingl sequences are very different 
to the non-coding sequences. This is to be expected since similar sequence types are likely to 
have similar structural features. This may be because superimposed upon a baseline structural 
requirement for genomic DNA in general there is tendency for specific sequence types to 
possess their own characteristic sequence motifs related to their particular function.
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Figure 2.5: The representation of each dinucleotide (odds ratio: pxy -1) in different 
genomic regions.
The first exon {exonl), the coding sequence of exonl {codingl), the first intron {intron 1) 
and upstreaml and upstrcamlO and the whole genome sequence are shown. A 
representation value of zero is the random expectation. A value above zero indicated over­
representation and a value below zero under-representation.
The most under-represented dinucleotide in the three-sequence types is CpG. Other 
under represented dinucleotides include: TpA, ApT, ApC, GpT. The following 
dinucleotides are over-represented in all three-sequence types: ApG, TpG, CpA, CpT, 
CpC.
These results show that whilst there is a wide-spread tendency for specific 
dinucleotides to be either over-/under-represented, the different types of genomic DNA
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sequence possess variation in representation values for the individual dinucleotides. The 
structural and functional differences of the different genomic regions are likely reflected in 
varying dinucleotide sequence properties.
2.3.5 Thft effect of repeats
Changes in tlie extent of repeal masking across the 10Kb upstream sequence
Repeat sequences become less frequent in the upstream towards the TSS. From 
upstream5-to-upstreaml in the downstream direction the repeat masking becomes increasingly 
reduced from around 50% to 25% of the sequence in upstreaml (see figure 2.6 and for full 
results see appendix A.7). Although there are differences between the repeat masked and 
unmasked datasets, the overall sequence compositional trends across the 10Kb upstream were 
found to be the same. Therefore it was found that the changes in dinucleotide composition in the 
upstream sequence toward the TSS are not due to the presence of repeats.
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Figure 2.6: The extent of repeat masking across the 10Kb upstream sequence.
Graph of percentage (average) of repeat masked nucleotides for each of the 1Kb positional 
segments; upstream I-to-upstream 10. Repeat masking is greatly reduced in the TSS
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direction. From upstream5~to-upstreaml in the downstream direction the extent of the 
masking is reduced increasingly from over 50% to 25%.
The influence of repeat sequences on dinucleotide content varies depending on the 
location of the upstream sequence. See figure 2.7 for ratios of unmasked to repeat masked 
sequences of dinucleotide composition in; the 1Kb sequences immediately upstream of the TSS 
{upstreaml) and also 10Kb upstream {upstreamlO) of the TSS. The most dramatic difference in 
dinucleotide composition was CpG in upstreamlO. The repeats in this region cause an increase 
in the CpG content by over 40% (in the unmasked sequence the proportion CpG was 0.0110 and 
in the repeat masked sequence it is 0.0078).
0.25 -
UpstreamlO
upstreaml
Figure 2.7: Graph showing contribution of repeats to dinucleotide content in two extreme 
upstream datasets; upstreamlO and upstreaml.
On the y axis is a shown ratio of dinucleotide content in unmasked sequence to the 
dinucleotide content in the equivalent masked sequence. I.e. pxy(unmasked)/pxy(masked) 
where pxy is the proportion of the dinucleotide XpY. The results reveal the contribution of 
repeats to the overall dinucleotide content of the sequence. A positive value indicates a 
positive contribution of the repeat sequences for that particular dinucleotide. For example, 
in upstreamlO repeat sequences elevate the CpG content by approximately 0.4 (40%). A 
negative value shows that the repeat sequences diminish the content of that particular 
dinucleotide.
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In fact a marked contrast may be observed between the contribution of repeats 
within upstreaml and upstreamlO. In upstreamlO the repeats elevate CpG, GpC, GpG and CpC 
levels, the dinucleotides containing two strong bases and diminish TpA, ApT, ApA and TpT, 
the dinucleotides containing two weak bases. For upstreaml the opposite is true. The repeats 
cause an elevation of the dinucleotide containing two weak bases and a diminishing of 
dinucleotides with two strong bases. Therefore the composition of the repeat fraction likely 
changes over the 10Kb sequence. Furthermore the repeats counter or oppose the change in 
sequence (dinucleotide) composition across the upstream towards the TSS. This result has also 
been confirmed by mononucleotide content of the same regions for unmasked and repeat 
masked sequences (see appendix A. 8 and appendix A.9).
Ihe difference between masked and unmasked sequences with respect to 
dinucleotide representation is that the repeat masked sequences are usually more distant from 
randomness than the unmasked equivalent (see appendix A. 12 for full set of dinucleotide odds 
ratio results). This is the case in all the upstream positional segments. This result suggests that 
the repeats make the sequence more random.
Although there is a slight difference in the dinucleotide sequence composition and 
representation values between the masked and unmasked sequence, the overall trends for 
sequence composition across the lOkb upstream remain unchanged. Also, the relative 
composition and representation values between the dinucleotides remain the same. For example, 
CpG has a relative low representation compared to all the other dinucleotides in every location 
and this is also true for both the repeat -masked and unmasked sequences. This is the case for all 
the dinucleotides. The trends for sequence directionality and asymmetry across the upstream 
also remain the same for the masked and unmasked sequences.
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2.4 Conclusions & Discussion
2.4.1 Structural implications
Changes in dinucleotide composition across the upstream sequence imply 
structural differences and changes in representation indicate a specific (non-random) tendency 
for certain structures. What do the observed dinucleotide changes across the upstream actually 
mean in terms of helix conformation and its role in the cell?
The observed suppression of RpY and YpR (dinucleotides containing a purine and a 
pyrimidine) in the entire 10Kb upstream sequence means that flexible DNA is generally 
avoided and reduced stability is avoided. Tliis suppression of flexibility becomes even more 
accentuated towards the TSS. The reason may be a requirement for even greater precision or 
specificity of structure, i.e. without the multiple possible helical forms afforded by flexible 
DNA. Since this region (towards the TSS) is read by the transcription machinery, a role which 
involves specific protein recognition and binding, liigli structural flexibility may be 
disadvantageous. In contrast, there may be an advantage for the further upstream intergenic 
sequence to possess a relatively higher degree of flexibility. This may for example allow for the 
DNA to be more readily formed into chromatin (Calladine et al, 1986).
It is possible to conclude from the results, that the bistable step SpS (a dinucleotide 
containing two strong' hydrogen bonding bases) is generally suppressed in the upstream. This 
suppression is alleviated in the TSS direction and SpS composition is greatly increased. Why 
would bistability be relatively increased towards the TSS? What role could this play in gene 
regulation? In order to understand this bistability, the situation must be considered in 
conjunction with other known characteristics. Namely, that flexibility of the DNA is generally 
more suppressed, stifftiess enhanced, and its bistability less suppressed (or relatively increased) 
towards the TSS.
It may be that flexible DNA allows for an increased propensity for certain types of 
protein-DNA interactions (Feuerstein et al, 1990). For example, it is thought that flexible DNA 
can more easily bind histones. Reducing the flexibility of DNA and introducing more rigid 
DNA may reduce tliis type of interaction. However, tlie observed results show tliat towards tlie 
TSS flexibility is further suppressed and rigidity further enhanced. Yet the protein-DNA 
interaction must still occur.
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If the DNA were more rigid though how would the proteins involved in gene 
regulation bind to it? The answer to this may be the increased bistability that has been obser\ ed 
in this experiment. In this case the DNA still possesses manoeuvrability so that it can adjust 
itself to the protein (by altering its conformation in order to bind to it) but this adjustment may 
be far more limited and does not include multiple intermediary conformations as is 
characteristic of flexible DNA. Therefore this structural characteristic of the DNA may be more 
specifically discriminatory for regulatory protein binding.
The double helix has the potential to curve in three-dimensions, a feature that is 
important for its interaction with proteins. Roll angles can determine the potential of the helix to 
bend in this way. The overall level of curvature though depends on the sum and nature the roll 
angles of each of the DNA steps along the length of a particular stretch. Of course, there are 
many different possibilities here.
One example would be interspersed very high roll steps (SpS) with low roll steps 
(ApA), tlie higli roll ones occurring at every ten bases. Tliis would potentially produce a 
curvature of around forty-five degrees per turn. Tliis type of sequence is fomied mostly of rigid 
steps. However, since SpS is able to adopt the wide ranging extreme (either high or low) roll 
angles this sequence has the capability of curvature despite its rigidity. It is tliis type of structure 
tliat may be important for tlie regulatory protein interaction witli DNA.
Often DNA is seen (in X-ray studies) to bend around the regulatory protein. Whilst 
general flexibility seems to be avoided in the DNA (and even more so towards the TSS), 
bistable steps are enhanced. This may serve to favour curvature whilst maintaining rigidity. 
Research by Schatz et al, 1997, on TBP binding to different elements shows that intrinsic DNA 
curvature and not just flexibility is important for recognition of the DNA by the protein.
In summary, the results of the this work suggest the following; Since flexible DNA 
is avoided and stiff structure is enhanced towards the TSS, these sequence characteristics may 
be necessary for gene regulation and could suppress gene activation. I'he bistable step adds 
another dimension to the picture. Perhaps then suppressing flexible DNA reduces general 
protein binding, whilst enhancing bistable DNA permits specific regulatory protein binding. 
This structural change would therefore affect the way in which proteins bind to the helix.
Also, it is specifically the purine/pyrimidine property of the sequence that becomes
less random towards the TSS. I.e. dinucleotides containing one purine and one pyrimidine
become more distant from randomness according to the odds ratio. This feature may be
attributed to the importance of purines and pyrimidines in determining DNA structure. It
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follows therefore that the structural aspect becomes increasingly important in the TSS direction, 
likely because of regulatory sequences. It may also be the case that this change in 
purine/pyrimidine dinucleotide representation is important for maintaining sequence stability 
whilst permitting for other necessary changes in sequence composition.
In general, across the upstream sequence, if  a particular dinucleotide is over­
represented it remains over-represented throughout the 10Kb sequence. The changes across the 
upstream are not so dramatic that a huge shift occurs from under- to over-representation.
The balance of dinucleotides is important for maintaining helical structure. It would seem 
therefore that while there is some variation across the sequence, there is also an overall 
maintenance of structural stability. Within this general structure there can be some variation that 
allows for structural and functional specifications in different locations of the DNA.
2.4.2. Sequence directionality and strand asymmetry
It has been shown that the upstream possesses directional bias throughout the 
sequence studied. This is with respect to all the dinucleotide directional pairs. All six directional 
pairs were present at significantly different proportions to each otlier in tlie upstream sequence 
and all possessed a skew in composition.
Tlie decreased directionality property of tlie upstream sequence towards tlie TSS 
seems counter-intuitive. This is because the process of transcription is clearly highly directional 
and requires protein-DNA binding events that are orientation specific. Therefore the sequence 
would be expected to become more directionally biased towards the TSS due to the high density 
of protein binding motifs in this region.
It is clear that XpY and YpX are structurally different. These two motifs would 
therefore be recognised differently by proteins. This is different to the rotational symmetry of 
sequences that may occur on the different DNA strands, i.e. strand asymmetry. In contrast, 
differences between the directional pairs (XpY and YpX) in a sequence imply biases in 
sequence asscmly and/or mutation.
General (or baseline) differences in the representation of directional pairs may be 
due in part to tendancies of DNA sequence formation or assembly that go beyond the initial 
nucleotide mix' or sequence composition. This may be expiaied as a specific 5' or 3' nearest 
neighbour preference.
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Superimosed upon this baseline tendency, may be some mutation events generating 
a bias. For instance, in the upstream sequence (and in genomic DNA in general) the 
dinucleotide CpG is present at a lower level and is much more suppressed than GpC. 
Suppression of CpG is thought to be due to méthylation and deamination, which causes the 
mutation of CpG to either TpG or CpA. TpG and CpA occur at a higher than random 
expectation (whilst CpG occurs at a lower than expected frequency) in the genomic regions 
analysed. This particular mutation is very common in the DNA of many organisms. The 
increase in CpG proportion towards the TSS and its decreased suppression may be due to its 
requirement for regulation and due to the avoidance of this mutation.
One possible explanation for the under-representation of TpA is its presence as a 
part of regulatory motifs such as the TATA box. TpA becomes more suppressed in the 
downstream direction. Its suppression would therefore help to prevent the inappropriate binding 
of regulatory proteins to the DNA.
Tlie difference in representation between CpG and GpC is by far tlie higliest of all 
the directional pairs. Changes in directionality across the upstream sequence occur between 
CpG and GpC, ApC and CpA, TpG and GpT. Therefore the overall reduction in directionality 
towards tlie TSS may be due to a relative alleviation of mutation events in tliis direction, and 
more specficially an alleviation of the CpG to TpG or CpA mutation.
SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) are thought to show the consequences of 
base substitution events. These base substitutions are seen to be increased in the promoter 
region towards the TSS (Guo et al, 2005). Both transversions and transitions increase which is 
surprising since this region is regarded as highly conserved. The results of CpG transitions are 
not specifically given though for these SNP data. The odds ratio results in contrast to this 
suggest that there is a decrease in this type of mutation towards the TSS with respect to CpG 
and its methylation/deamination products. This is also considered the most common and 
widespread type of transition substitution. Therefore the two types of analysis seem not to be in 
agreement. For a full discussion on the odds ratio and how this may relate to substitution event 
in the upstream see appendix A. 13).
Although the directionality of the upstream sequence decreases towards the TSS, 
the sequence nevertheless possesses a directional bias throughout indicating a general non- 
randoimiess in this regard. There are varying structural directional tendencies within the entire 
upstream sequence studied. Tliis applies for all tlie dinucleotide pairs. Towards tlie TSS tliere is
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a change in this structural bias as can be seen as the skew in dinucleotide odds ratio between 
XpY and YpX, for some dinucleotides.
Strand asymmetry was seen to increase with respect to some of the dinucleotides 
towards the TSS. Increased asymmetry of the strands towards the TSS with respect to 
dinucleotide representation cannot be attributed to biased tendencies of nucleotide assembly 
which form nearest neighbour biases. This is because in theory the tendency to form certain 
dinucleotides would be identical on both strands. Instead other factors may be used to explain 
the asymmetry.
In the upstream region transcription coupled repair is not involved since the 
sequence is not transcribed (Teng et al, 2000). In this region nucleotide excision repair is 
thought to occur via a different mechanism. This is thought to be different to global repair since 
in yeast the global repair protein is not required in the upstream. Ifie authors speculate that there 
is a repair pathway that is a transition between global repair and transcription coupled repair. 
This transitory pathway or mechanism of repair may contribute to the strand asymmetry towards 
the TSS observed in this experiment.
The asymmetry of the two strands close to the TSS may be related to transcription 
and to the regulatory motifs in the DNA sequence. This may result in an increased level of 
strand recognition by regulatory proteins for transcription so that transcription would occur in 
the correction rotational orientation. At the promoter rotational orientation is important for the 
direction of transcription. In contrast, the enhancer may be able to function in either orientation. 
Furthermore, certain protein binding motifs on the DNA sequence may possibly be the cause of 
this asymmetry, although this is unknown at present. Therefore it is possible to conclude that the 
DNA sequence close to the TSS may require strand asymmetry as a means of ensuring that 
transcription occurs in the correct rotational orientation.
Regarding the bias in structural tendencies between the strands the story is quite 
different. The enhancement or suppression of dinucleotides as can be seen via the odds ratio 
skew since this shows that for all the dinucleotide pairs (with only one exception) asymmetry 
exists in the upstream sequence. However, the level of this skew does not change across the 
upstream sequence, fhis means that whilst there are different structural tendencies in the two 
strands, these tendencies remain similar throughout the region.
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2.4.3 Any evidence of boundaries?
This analysis has shown that the sequence compositional features of the 10Kb upstream 
sequence remain the same for most of this region with the exception of the 4Kb sequence just 
upstream of the TSS, over which significant changes in dinucleotide composition are observed. 
Across this 4Kb sequence, varying trends are seen that likely reflect structural and/or functional 
changes. This approximate location may represent a boundary region (or the upper limit) for 
regulatory sequences, either including or excluding the enhancer elements which, may occur 
very far upstream.
The fact that dinucleotide sequence composition changes occur mostly within this 4Kb 
upstream sequence is useful information since it reveals that this region is different to the 
further upstream, which is more homogenous for the dinucleotides. Therefore this region 
probably represents a boundary within the average gene. The 4Kb region of change likely 
includes the promoter which is usually present at up to 2Kb. However, this sequence probably 
spans beyond the promoter and may include other regulatory sequences.
For researchers looking for regulatory sequences in the upstream of human genes, for 
example, as the result o f microarray experiments that suggest common gene groupings, this 
information would be useful. The reason being that it provides a reference point for how far 
upstream regulatory sequence searches may be carried out.
2.4.4 The effect of repeats
The reason that repeats become increasingly less frequent towards the TSS region is 
unknown. In order to understand this it is necessary to consider two issues. The first is regarding 
the possible functions of repeat sequences in the genome. The second is how repeats may be 
generated in the genomic DNA.
Repeats are thought to be essential for genome function and in the human comprise
in total more than 50% of the genomic DNA sequence (Shapiro et al, 2005). One possible role
involves the formation of nucleoprotein complexes. Repeat sequences may form boundaries for
heterochromatin domains and constitute a significant proportion of matrix attachment regions.
fhis is suggestive of a structural role for these regions of the genome. Additionally, repeats may
be involved in transcription regulation. One example of this is observed with the transcription of
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a human collagen gene which, is enhanced by dinucleotide repeats (Akai et al, 1999). Also, 
repeats may even become constituents o f protein coding regions. Therefore the notion that these 
sequences are non-functional has been partially refuted by these examples of their specific roles 
within the genome. However, the situation is more complex due to different repeat-types.
Another interesting feature of the repeat sequences is that some (in the human and 
also in other eukaryotic genomes) are thought to form non-B DNA structures in vitro 
(Brahmachari et al, 1995, Tripathi et al, 1991). For example, (TG/CA)n repeats which are 
widespread and may play a role in nucleosome organization. In fact, (TG/CA)n and (CT/AG)n 
are capable of adopting a left handed Z-conformation and may be able to form triple-helical 
structures
A general decrease in repeat sequence density over the 5kb region towards the TSS 
may be due to a decreased need for them in this direction. This may be the result of a relative 
increase in regulatory protein binding motif density over this 5Kb region. In the same instance 
tliere may be a decreased presence of repeat-associated matrix attacluneiit regions in tlie TSS 
direction tliereby resulting in a reduction of repeats.
Within the 1Kb sequence spaiuiing 5-6Kb upstream of the TSS, repeats in total were 
present at tlie 50% level, whereas in tlie 1Kb inmiediately upstream of tlie TSS tliey were 
present at the 25% level. Therefore whilst the density is greatly lowered repeats still are present 
and prominent. In this work only the general repeat density was measured but the type of repeat 
sequence was not accounted for. So it may be that whilst a majority of repeats are reduced 
towards the TSS, certain types may be increased. These differences in repeat types would be the 
subject of further investigation and may correlate with the specific roles attributed to different 
repeat types. This however goes beyond the scope of this project since repeats are not the main 
subject of interest. They are only of interest insofar as they may collectively alter the observed 
trends across the upstream.
The change in repeat sequence density over the 5Kb sequence and the unchanging 
repeat density further upstream implies and further supports the presence of a boundary around 
this location. In general the promoter is present at up to 2Kb upstream of the I SS. Therefore 
this boundary at around 5Kb where change begins towards the TSS, likely indicates the 
presence of regulatory regions beyond the promoter
There are different types of repeat ranging from the simple tandem repeat to Alu
repeats which contain the highest copy number in the human genome. Simple tandem repeats
are thought to have arisen from slippage replication. The decrease in repeat sequence density
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over the 5 Kb may also or alternatively be indicative of a change in the replication/repair 
mechanism in this region. However, this seems an unlikely or incomplete explanation for the 
dramatic change in repeat density, since simple tandem repeats constitute only part of the repeat 
type repertoire
A third factor that may be considered in accounting for the reduced repeat density is 
that this may correlate with the GC content of the upstream sequence which, increases over this 
region in the TSS direction. Repeat sequences also occur at a lower level in coding sequences 
which are GC -rich.
Repeats were seen to influence the GC content of the sequence in a counterintuitive 
manner across the upstream. The repeat fraction actually causes the strong (SpS) dinucleotides 
to increase further upstream and the weak (WpW) dinucleotides to decrease in this direction. In 
the event that the composition of the repeats would change across the upstream region, the 
expectation is for the change to occur in sink with the rest of the sequence and not in direct 
opposition. The reason for this is unknown, but it does imply a different design and role for the 
repeat regions. This may be a means via which certain repeats are distinguished against the 
background sequence across the different locations of the upstream.
Repeat sequences (or tlieir elimination) had some effect on dinucleotide 
composition and representation. They changed the composition of dinucleotides; however 
relative values remained the same. Most importantly repeats did not alter the general 
dinucleotide trends across the upstream sequence. This may seem surprising since the repeats 
constitute a large proportion of the sequence and this proportion is greatly diminished over the 
5 Kb sequence upstream of the TSS.
Regarding the dinucleotide odds ratio, filtering out repeat sequences made the 
profile less random, although this was not true for all dinucleotides. This makes sense in light of 
what is already known about repeats and overall sequence functionality. Repeats are relatively 
simple sequences with what seems to be a lower level functionality in many cases. Therefore it 
is expected that their increased presence should confer more random-like characteristics on the 
sequence. Having said this, relative dinucleotide odds ratio values were not dramatically 
altered, which highlights the stability of dinucleotide relative abundance profile even with 
respect to repeats.
Determination of the significance of repeats in the human has become an important 
focus in genome sequence studies. In this work repeat fractions were not initially eliminated 
from tlie upstream sequence. Instead tlie upstieam sequence was considered witli and without
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repeats. In conclusion, whilst repeat sequences had a slight effect on dinucleotide sequence 
features they did not alter the overall trends and changes seen across the upstream region of the 
human gene.
2.4.5 Limitations of the dataset and the experiments
The upstream sequence dataset
In the first place tlie results obtained in tliese experiments depend on tlie quality of tlie 
sequence data and database annotation. The human genome has been extensively sequenced and 
there is a large data set of genes allowing for a large sample size, although the real gene number 
remains unknown. Gene prediction algorithms have been largely unsuccessful and the problems 
include; knowing where the gene begins, identifying the TSS and determining exon/intron 
boundaries.
This situation is further complicated by the existence of alternative splicing and also 
alternative start sites in mammalian genes (Tran et al, 2002, Yamashita et al, 2006). Therefore 
when mining the human genome for the 5' upstream, intronic and exonic sequences there is an 
unknown margin of error. An attempt was made to limit this error-margin though by utilising 
sequences derived from known or verified gene sequences. Also, it is possible that the 10Kb 5' 
upstream sequence in some cases may coincide within an unidentified upstream gene.
An important limitation is that it is unknown how far upstream the cDNA’s in the 
genome actually extend. I.e. the exact location of all the 5’ termini has not been accurately 
identified. In this project the 5' upstream sequence was taken to begin at the TSS. Tlierefore it 
may be tliat a proportion of tlie upstream sequence used in tliis project contains some 5’UTR or 
tliat tlie TSS was taken to be furtlier upstream tlian tlie true start site.
To determine the extent of this problem, an oligo-capping method has been developed 
(Suzuki et al, 2002) to obtain full-length cDNA’s for the human. The resulting sequences were 
then compared with entries in the RefSeq database The authors estimate that 34% of sequences 
should be extended towards the 5’end. On average the extension was 83 bases. This describes 
the possible margin of error.
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Although this is a limitation, it is unlikely to dramatically shift dinucleotide changes 
observed in this work. Even if the 250 base sequence closest to the TSS would be excluded 
from the analysis, the compositional changes observed would still apply, since they were 
observed over a far larger region. This uncertainty regarding the TSS, though does introduce 
inaccurac).
The dinucleotide representation (odds ratios)
Although the 1Kb (and 250 base) sliding windows may not be accurately fixed across 
the dataset of genes and there may be frame shifts in position due to reasons of inaccuracy that 
have already been discussed. Therefore the positional location with respect to the TSS is not 
entirely accurate and homogenous across the dataset. Also, there may be considerable variation 
across the different genes with respect to positional aspects of sequence, for example the 
promoter is not found in a fixed place in all genes. However, in all likelihood the promoter will 
occur witliin a certain range (of positional location) witliin tlie upstream.
Also, the length of the sequence segments of 1Kb (and 250 base) was of course 
arbitrary, and there would be many different ways to design such an experiment. Veiy specific 
regions (such as tlie TATA box and flanking sequences etc...) witliin tlie upstream have not 
been considered rather the results are only a view of general changes over the 2Kb and 10Kb 
regions of the upstream. Therefore changes in local sequence and structure are unknown and not 
taken into account here. It is important to remember that the results for changing trends in 
sequence composition across the upstream are average results within each dataset and are only 
intended to represent an average' situation.
Dinucleotides and structure
It has been assumed that an increase in a particular dinucleotide correlates with an 
increase in the associated structural features of the DNA. Whilst structures of DNA possessing 
certain dinucleotides have been ascertained via X-crystallography, the overall structure of any 
given region of DNA depends on specific sequence ratlier tlian tlie dinucleotide composition. 
Tlierefore tlie structural trends described here are only general changes and are not relating to 
specific DNA structure, which is far more complex. Furthermore the odds ratio or 
representation of a dinucleotide and any structural tendency described relates only to a 
'tendency' and not to an actual structure.
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Repeat masking
The masking used here did not necessarily account for all human repeats. The 
subject of repeat sequences in human DNA is complicated and there may be unknown repeat 
sequences that were unaccounted for in this analysis. The conclusions drawn must therefore 
bear this in mind.
Why were repeats not filtered out in the first place? The repeat sequences are an 
integral part of the DNA. Within the upstream they may play a structural role and may be 
involved in the process of regulation (Iglesias et al, 2004, Iyer et al, 1995). The problem with 
removing them is that a potentially important component of the upstream sequence is removed. 
Although often the assumption is that repeats are superfluous material and they are often filtered 
out in such experiments, this may not be the case. Removing then may lead to a loss of valuable 
information. For example, a significant over-representation of transcription factor binding sites 
has been found in both repeat-containing and repeat-filtered sequences of mammalian genomes 
(Stepanova et al, 2005). In the same instance, it is important to know the effect they have on the 
upstream sequence and in the context of these experiments how they may affect changes in 
sequence trends across the upstream.
2.4.6 The overall message and questions that arise
In summary this work so far, has identified changes in dinucleotide sequence 
composition and representation across the upstream sequence of the human gene which, reflect 
structural and functional features of tliis region. An approximate boundary region for wliich 
dinucleotide changes were no longer seen was located. The boundary idea was further supported 
by a similar observation for repeat density changes.
Structural changes were observed including decreased flexibility and suppression of 
flexible dinucleotides towards the TSS. Also, bistable dinucleotide composition was greatly 
increased towards the TSS. This dual alteration in dinucleotide composition and representation 
is likely important for transcription regulation.
Sequence directionality exists across the entire 10Kb upstream sequence with respect to 
dinucleotides. This is probably very much related to the directional nature of the sequence
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because of nearest neighbour nucleotide tendencies and mutational tendencies. More 
specifically in the upstream sequence the directional nature may be related to transcription and 
protein interaction. Counter to this idea, the directionality is decreased towards the TSS, 
possibly due to an alleviation of transition mutations. However, there is a discrepancy between 
this result and SNP data. This issue remains unresolved.
Dinucleotide compositional asymmetry generally increases across the 10Kb upstream 
towards the TSS. The result of this would be increased strand recognition by regulatory proteins 
for transcription that would be a possible determinant of the correct direction for transcription.
Finally, repeat sequences were found not to alter the changes or trends in dinucleotide 
composition and representation across the upstream. Their density though is greatly decreased 
towards the TSS and their composition is different to their siuroimding sequence. This implies 
location specific roles for repeats within the upstream and some level of independence of 
composition and structure
In eukaryotes DNA sequences in close proximity on tlie molecule can have very 
different roles. Therefore the changes seen in and across the 10Kb 5' upstream sequence of the 
gene are to be expected. Changes or fluctuations in local sequence and structure are not 
considered here. Ratlier, tliis metliod served tlie purpose of investigating general dinucleotide 
trends along the region. Also, the gene sequence datasets were not divided into those containing 
different promoter types, etc... This may be subject of further work.
Several paths may be followed in order to continue this work. Examples include a more 
detailed analysis o f dinucleotides and larger motif similarities to clarify the 4-5Kb upstream 
boundary region. Regarding repeat sequences there is much scope for investigation. An analysis 
including a division into different repeat-types and their changes in density and composition 
across the upstream may be carried out as a means to understanding their role in this region of 
the genome.
Furthermore separate datasets of genes may be taken with different promoter types in 
order to make boundary comparisons. Differences in dinucleotide composition and 
representation between regulatory and spacer sequence within the promoter and also enhancer 
elements may be studied.
This chapter has shown some simple trends or changes across the upstream sequence of 
the human gene. Although several different areas of further work have been outlined above, the 
next step of investigation involves a specific area which has been highlighted here. The
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upstream sequence was shown to possess non-random characteristics with respect to 
dinucleotides. These trends were then be subdivided according to the purine-pyrimidine or 
weak-strong content of the dinucleotides. In the experiments that follow the overall R/Y and 
W/S non-random features of the sequence and any changes that occur across the upstream in 
this regard will be studied.
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3. Distance from Randomness of the Upstream 
Region of the Human Gene: 
The Real Sequence versus the Random Model
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter dinucleotide changes were observed across the 5’ upstream 
sequence of the human gene. The composition and representation of individual dinucleotides 
was analysed, fhis revealed information about structure, directionality and strand asymmetry. 
In this chapter the overall distance from randomness of the upstream (and other genomic 
regions) is analysed. In other words, the real sequence is compared in its entirety to a 
randomised sequence model. This measure shows in a general sense the non-random nature of 
the genomic DNA and how this varies along sequences in close proximity.
One of the observations was that weak and strong properties change across the 
upstream. This was in particular regarding dinucleotide composition. Also, purine and 
pyrimidine features changed for dinucleotide representation. In this chapter, these specific 
features of the sequence are the subject o f further investigation.
3.1.1 Random and non-random sequences: levels of functionality
It has already been discussed that randomised sequences contain no common 
specific structure or function. Therefore if  DNA sequence properties were analysed, they would 
be expected to possess different properties to randomised sequences of equivalent composition 
(Blaisdell, 1983).
The set of dinucleotide representation profiles may be described as a genomic 
signature since this profile describes how different the sequence is to randomness and may be 
used to compare different sequence types, each one possessing its own unique signature.
The under- or over- representation o f dinucleotides and the resultant genomic signature 
that takes into account tlie set of all possible dinucleotides is determined via two different 
mechanisms (Karlin et al, 1998). In general significant under- or over-representation of motifs
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in the DNA are indicative of functional elements. These may be the result of either context 
dependent mutation or a selection for structural features of the DNA.
Meaning of the sequence being relatively distant or close to randomness
A change in a dinucleotide from a random score to a less random score would imply 
an altered use for that dinucleotide across the upstream. If a dinucleotide is relatively more 
distant from the random model intuitively its significance seems greater in the sequence. This 
significance may be due to either its relative enhancement or suppression, i.e. its relative 
absence or presence is of importance.
In theory, if the sequence is very close to randomness with respect to all the sixteen 
dinucleotides, it may be regarded as a close to random sequence. This implies a relatively lower 
level of fimctionality. Relative changes in distance from randomness across the 10Kb upstream 
sequence (and other genomic regions) would provide information about differences in sequence 
'design'.
The expected results are that all real DNA sequences would be non-random When 
cross-comparing different types of sequence, the expectation is for non-coding sequences to be 
closer to the random expectation than coding sequences since coding sequences are considered 
highly fiuictional as they code for proteins and contain the information for protein motifs. 
Across the 10Kb upstream the sequences closer to the TSS (since they contain the promoter and 
regulatory elements) are expected to be more distant from randomness than the further upstream 
sequence.
3.1.2 Division into two categories; Purines and pyrimidines versus 
weak and strong hydrogen bonding bases
Subdivisions into different base properties
The four different bases of the DNA molecule each possess their own 
properties. Adenine contains a two-ring structure and has tlie potential to fonn two hydrogen 
bonds. Tliymine contains one-ring structure and also has the potential to fonn two hydrogen
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bonds in the base pair. Cytosine has one-ring and the potential for three hydrogen bonds. 
Guanine has two-rings and forms three hydrogen bonds. Therefore within the bases there are 
two different categories of property that define the difference or variation between them.
This apparently simple variation is of great importance for the role of DNA in the 
cell. For example, the genetic code relies on the inherent differences between the bases (which 
the cell machinery is able to recognise) in order to form that chemical code. Also when proteins 
bind to the DNA (as occurs for transcription) the protein must be able to recognise the 
difference and distinguish between the bases in order to make the binding specific and 
meaningful. Therefore these two properties can be regarded as generating the 'combination' of 
the four bases, each one being unique and recognisable by the cell. It is obvious that this ring 
structure and hydrogen-bonding also explains the logic behind the standard base pairing.
The bases may be described within two separate categories; as weak (A and T) and 
strong (C and G) bases. A weak' hydrogen bonding base is capable of forming two hydrogen 
bonds in the base-pair whereas a 'strong' base forms three hydrogen bonds. Alternatively, they 
may be described as purines (A and G) or pyrimidines (C and T). These are two different ways 
to group the base, which means that in theory the sequence may be viewed as comprising either 
of; 1. purine (R) and pyrimidine (Y) bases or alternatively as 2. weak (W) and strong (S) bases. 
The properties of these two categories will be discussed.
The effect of hydrogen bonding on melting temperature of DNA
The weak/strong base sequence of the DNA determines its melting point which, may 
change at different locations on the molecule. This is due to the two hydrogen bonds that exist 
between tlie A-T base pair and tlie tliree hydrogen bonds between tlie C-G base pair. Die higlier 
the content of strong bases the higher the melting temperature. AT rich regions constitute the 
classical DNA unwinding motif. Over-representation of weak (AT-rich) long tracts has been 
found (Shomer et al, 1999) in bacteria as well as their tendency to unwind, thereby suggesting a 
role in promoter function
Hydrogen bonding patterns between amino acid and DNA base-pairs for protein-DNA binding
Potential hydrogen bonding patterns within the base-pairs of the DNA is essential 
for direct readout by regulatory proteins. The base pairs possess different patterns of hydrogen 
bond acceptors and donors that potentially fonn bonds with the amino acid side chains (Seeman 
et al, 1976) (see figure 3.1). These patterns may constitute a recognition code that is dependent
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upon the DNA sequence. Furthermore the major and minor grooves of the helix are different in 
their potential to form hydrogen bonds with amino acids.
The way in which the amino acids probe the specific base-pair sequence is 
unknown. Although the location of H-bond donors and acceptors are known in the base-pairs, 
the recognition pattern for this direct readout by the amino acids remains undetermined. 
However, it is still possible to discuss the potential patterns of H-bond donors and acceptors 
within the base-pairs (Hoglund et al, 2004).
Major Groove Major Groove
Minor Groove Minor Groove
Figure 3.1: Diagram of recognition patterns for hydrogen bond donors and acceptors in 
the base-pairs (based on diagram by Hoglund et al, 2004).
These patterns are shown for the major and minor grooves of B-DNA.
H-bond acceptors are shown by green arrows and donors are shown by yellow arrows.
In the minor groove it is only possible to distinguish a C-G base-pair from a T-A base pair 
via these H-bonding patterns. In the major groove it appears possible to distinguish all 
four bases.
The major groove G-C base-pair possesses the following pattern for potential H- 
bond formation from the G; a hydrogen bond acceptor followed by a second acceptor, and 
hydrogen bond donor. When the base pair begins with a C, this pattern is reversed in relative 
orientation. The A-T base-pair has the following recognition code starting from A; a hydrogen 
bond acceptor, a donor, and another acceptor. Here though when the base-pair begins with T the 
order of the pattern is the same as when it begins with an A. Within a sequence these can create 
a pattern for recognition by the protein via H-bonding.
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The minor groove possesses a simpler recognition code. For G-C base pairs the 
pattern is as follows; a hydrogen bond acceptor, a hydrogen bond donor and another hydrogen 
bond acceptor For A-T base-pairs there are two hydrogen bond acceptors. These minor groove 
patterns appear identical in either orientation. This means that within the minor groove of the 
DNA sequence the weak/strong sequence is the determinant of potential hydrogen bonding 
patterns, whereas the purine/pyrimidine sequence does not determine this pattern.
The purine/pyrimidine sequence is a greater determinant of DNA structure
From the results of chapter 2 it was concluded that it is specifically the 
purine/pyrimidine property o f the sequence that becomes less random towards the TSS. This 
feature can be attributed to the importance of purines and pyrimidines in determining DNA 
structure, since this the purine/pyrimidine sequence determines relative stifihess versus 
flexibility. This has been concluded fi"om chapter2 in conjunction will experiments carried out 
by El Hassan et al, 1995. It follows therefore that the structural aspect of the sequence becomes 
increasingly important in the TSS direction, likely because of regulatory regions.
Analysing the upstream in terms of these properties
An analysis of DNA in terms o f the two different sub-divisions of base property, 
namely; purines/pyTimidines (R/Y) and weak/strong (W/S) bases may provide a better 
understanding of the role of the four bases in accordance with these divisions of their properties. 
The question is; how important across different locations of the 10Kb upstream region is the 
hydrogen bonding capacity of tlie bases, which is characteristic of tlie weak/strong sequence? 
Alternately, how important is size and ring structure that is characteristic of purines/pyrimidines 
and their resultant effects on DNA structure? These questions can only be addressed in a 
relative sense, i.e. one upstream location (close to the TSS) compared with another or the 
upstream sequence compared with the coding sequence etc...
Another way to look at this is to pose the following hypothetical question; to what 
extent is the choice of base in the DNA sequence dependent on whether it is a purine or 
pyrimidine, versus a weak or a strong base? It must be that both the structure and potential to 
form hydrogen bonds is important for their role the DNA sequence. To what extent is each of 
these important, and in which context? In the upstream, it is of interest to find out to what extent 
the choice of base is dependent upon these factors and how these may change across the 
different positional upstream locations.
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3.1.3 Aims and experimental design
The upstream sequence and its purine/pvrimidine and weak/strong translations
This analysis of purines/pyrimidines and weak/strong bases was carried out due to the 
observation (in the previous experiments, chapter!) of subdivisions in the frequency and 
representation of dinucleotides into these two separate categories. The next step was to work out 
distance from randomness utilising the genomic signature (described below) in a sequence that 
was regarded only as a purine and pyrimidine entity. This was then repeated for weak and 
strong bases and a cross comparison made Changes in sequence properties analysed across 
segments of the 10Kb upstream sequence of the human gene as was done in chapter!.
In order to analyse these (purine/pyrimidine versus weak/strong) nucleotide properties 
separately, the ATCG upstream sequence was translated into two different but equivalent 
sequences. The first was a purine/pyrimidine (R/Y) sequence and the second was a weak/strong 
(W/S) sequence. This resulted in two separate translated sequences which were treated as 
separate entities for analyses (see figure 3.!). This was done so that the relative importance of 
these two subdivisions of nucleotide properties could be assessed individually.
ATCGATCGATCG irwaiaiitms
The original ATCG sequence
RYYRRYYRRYYR
The R/Y sequence
wwsswwsswwss
The fV/S sequence
Figure 3,2: Diagram depicting that in all analysis of this chapter the original (real) ATCG 
sequence was translated into two equivalent sequences.
The first sequence translation was for purines and pyrimidines, so that; (i) A and G were 
converted to R and (ii) C and T were converted to Y. This sequence was then referred to 
as the R/Y sequence.
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The second sequence translation was for weak and bases, so that; (i) A and T were 
converted to W and (ii) C and G were converted to S. This sequence was referred to as the 
W/S sequence.
These translations permit a single sequence to be analysed for two separate categories of 
base property.
The genomic signature
A measure of distance between two sequences either within or across organisms has 
been referred to as the average absolute dinucleotide relative abundance difference (Karlin et al, 
1996, Karlin et al, 1997). I his has been used to cross compare different genomic signatures and 
is calculated is as follows;
Average absolute dinucleotide relative abundance difference:
0 ( f , g ) =  1/16 L lp(f)-p(g)  I
In this equation, f  is one sequence type whereas g is another. For example, f  may be 
a human sequence whereas g a mouse sequence. p(f) is the odds ratio value for a dinucleotide 
for one sequence type. p(g) is the odds ratio for the same dinucleotide within the second 
sequence type. The sum here extends over all sixteen possible dinucleotides. See section 2.1.6 
for details of the odds ratio.
In this project, sequence changes across the ten different positional datasets 
{upstream I-to-upstream 10) of upstream region were of interest. Since changing trends in the 
genome signature were of the essence rather than cross comparison of pairs of individual 
segments, tlie following calculation was used for tlie different regions and tlie results plotted so 
that changes could be seen;
Distance from randomness: 1/16 E | p-1 |
The sum here extends over all sixteen dinucleotides. Therefore this calculation is the 
average of odds ratio values for all sixteen possible dinucleotides for a particular sequence. 
Also, this calculation does in fact compare two types of sequence. However, instead of 
companng two real genomic DNA sequences, a real sequence is compared with its random 
equivalent, since the theoretical odds ratio value for the random sequence is 1.0 (Karlin et al, 
1998). Therefore this value may also be regarded as an average deviation of dinucleotides from 
the expectation for a random sequence of equivalent mononucleotide proportions.
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This calculation has been referred to as the total distance from randomness' of the 
sequence in this project. The further this value is from zero, the further away the value is from 
the random (or shuffled) sequence. This pemntted each of the upstream datasets {upstream 1-Xo- 
upstreamlO) to be seen relative to its random expectation. This total distance from randonmess 
value was calculated for each of the ten upstream datasets of sequence, for intronl, exonl, 
coding 1 and also for the whole genome.
Adaptation of genomic signature of R/Y and W/S sequence translations
The dinucleotide proportions, odds ratios and genomic signature calculations were 
then carried out for R/Y and W/S upstream sequences datasets as described above for the 
original (ATCG) datasets. This time though the dinucleotides were changed accordingly. 
Therefore, for the purine/pyrimidine datasets, the dinucleotides would be; RpR, RpY, YpR and 
YpY, i.e. four possible dinucleotides instead of sixteen. For the weak/string dataset the 
dinucleotides were; WpW, WpS, SpW and SpS. Therefore the distance from randomness 
calculation was as follows;
Distance from randomness: 1/4 22 | p-1 |
The sum here extends over all four possible dinucleotides.
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3.2 Methods
The DNA sequences for this project were obtained from the NCBI human genome 
database, build 35. The lOkb 5’ upstream sequence of the gene was utilised. Also, sequences 
from the first exon, the first intron and also the genome-wide sequence were used in the 
analysis. These human genomic DNA sequences were identical to those used in chapter 2 (see 
methods section 2.2.1 for details). As in chapter 2, The 10Kb upstream sequence sub-divided 
into ten 1Kb non-overlapping portions; upstream 10-to- upstreaml. The dataset named 
upstream 1 being just adjacent to the TSS.
3.2.1 The genomic signature: distance from randomness
Within each upstream dataset, e.g., upstreaml, distance from randomness values 
(1/16 L I p-1 I ) were calculated for each individual 1Kb sequence fragment taking into 
consideration its specific nucleotide and dinucleotide composition. Distance from randomness 
results were then averaged (using the median) over the entire dataset of 18,725 sequence 
fi’agments. The same was carried out for each of the ten upstream datasets; upstreaml-to- 
upstreamlO, intronl, exonl and coding! and also for the whole genome.
For the genome-wide sequence, the distance from randomness values were taken across 
all the contigs in of each individual chromosome. E.g. the frequency of dinucleotide XpY and 
nucleotides X and Y were found in the entire sequence o f chromosome 1. The odds ratio could 
then be worked out and then the distance from randomness calculation could be made. A mean 
value was calculated for distance from randomness across all the chromosomes
3.2.2 The R/V sequence translation versus the W/S translation
llie genomic DNA sequences include all upstream datasets; upstream 10-to- upstreaml,
first exon, the first intron and also the genome-wide sequence were subjected to two separate
translations. The first is the translation of the original ATCG sequence to a purine/pyrimidine
(R/Y) sequence and the second is the translation of the original sequence into a weak/strong
(W/S) sequence. This yielded two sequence datasets in addition to the original ATCG dataset
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for the genomic DNA sequences. Distance from randomness values (1/4 L | p-1 | ) were 
worked out for these two (R/Y and W/S) sequence translations in the same way as described 
above for the original sequences.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Relative distance from randomness across the upstream sequence
The results show that the 5' upstream sequence becomes closer to randomness towards 
the TSS (see figure 3.3). The distance from randomness score remains fairly constant for 7Kb of 
the sequence; upstream 10-to-upstream3 distance from randomness is between 0.189-0.190. 
This value then decreases to 0.169 in upstreaml. Therefore this change occurs across the 3Kb 
sequence closest to the start site. This result is unexpected since this region has a high density of 
regulatory elements and may therefore be considered a more highly functional region.
The result for the other genomic regions was also unexpected, with the intronic 
sequence {intronl distance from randomness; 0.193) being the most distant from randomness. 
Also, the difference between the upstreaml and upstreamIO (therefore the change across the 
10Kb upstream) is greater than the difference between the upstreaml and coding] with respect 
to these values (see figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.3: Distance from randomness (1/16 E | p-1 | ) graph for the 10Kb upstream 
sequence.
This graph shows that the 5’ upstream sequence becomes closer to randomness towards 
the TSS. The distance from randomness value remains fairly constant for 7Kh of the 
sequence {upstreamlf)-to-upstream3) and then decreases for the x3 (IKh) sliding-windows
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closest TSS (upstream3-to-upstreaml). A value of zero for distance from randomness* is 
equivalent to the random model.
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Figure 3.4: Distance from randomness (1/16 22 ( p-1 | ) graph for different genomic 
regions.
The result for the other genomic regions was also unexpected, with the intronic sequence 
being most distant from randomness. The exonl region also is surprisingly close to the 
random expectation, although codingl which excludes the UTR is much higher. A value of 
zero for 'distance from randomness' is equivalent to the random model.
Another anomaly is that these exonic and coding sequences are so different to each 
other. The only way to explain this is that the UTR has made the exon sequence much closer to 
the random model. Also the distance from randomness value for the whole genome is very 
similar to that of upstreamIO and also the coding sequence. The expected result was for the 
coding sequence to be more distant from randomness than the non-coding sequence. Although 
these results are unexpected they are interesting in that the region closest to the TSS spears 
unique as seen in previous results. This is true insofar as the sequence possesses different non- 
random properties to the further upstream sequence. Changes that occur across a stretch of 
sequence are probably related to varying structure and function.
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3.3.2 Distance from Randomness:
Sequences viewed as purincs/pvrimidines versus weak/strong
In the previous section the results showed a decrease in distance from randomness of 
the sequence the TSS direction; a counter-intuitive result. In this section the results presented 
are for distance from randomness values, but this time viewing the sequences as either; 1 
Purines and pyrimidine (with four possible dinucleotides, RpR, RpY, YpR and YpY), 2. Weak 
and strong bases (dinucleotides, SpS, SpW, WpS and WpW). Hence this divides the bases 
(within the DNA sequences) into two separate classes.
When the upstream sequence is viewed as consisting of purines and pyrimidines it is 
evident that the sequence becomes more distant from randorruiess towards the TSS. The 
opposite is true when the sequence is viewed as consisting of weak and strong residues. In this 
case (W/S) the upstream sequence becomes closer to randomness towards the TSS (see figure 
3.5). Therefore the R/Y and W/S dinucleotide distance from randomness values display 
opposing (or reciprocal-like) change across the upstream sequence.
In general, when tlie different genomic sequences are viewed as consisting of 
purines and pyrimidines, the non-coding DNA is more distant from randomness than coding 
DNA (see figure 3.6). Distance from randomness values for the non-coding are as follows; 
upstreaml0=0.\22, upstreamJ=0.\34, and intron 1=0.\4S. The entire genomic DNA which is 
mostly non-coding has a value of 0.118. The coding DNA have the following distance from 
randomness values; coding 1=0.103 and exon 1=0.118.
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Figure 3.5: Distance from randomness (R/Y and W/S) in the upstream sequence.
The results are shown for the two subdivisions of the four nucleotides into i). Purines and 
pyrimidines, ii) Weak and strong hases.
The results show that the distance from randomness values remain about constant from 
the upstreamlO-to-upstreamS segment datasets for both R/V and W/S. Between upstreamS 
and upstreaml there is an increase in distance from randomness with respect to R/Y, and a 
decrease with respect to W/S.
t herefore the #t/Y and W/S arrangement within the sequence show opposite distance from 
randomness trends towards the start site region.
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Figure 3.6: Distance from randomness for the different genomic (R/Y and W/S) sequences. 
The profile shows the average distance from randomness of the different genomic 
sequences, including; upstreamlO^ upstreamlf codingl (the first exon excluding the ÜTR) 
exonl and the whole genome.
From the R/Y perspective non-coding DNA is more distant from randomness than coding 
DNA. For W/S the coding DNA is more distant from randomness than the non-coding 
DNA. In this sense R/Y and W/S display opposing qualities.
Within non-coding DNA, R/Y sequences are much more distant from randomness than the 
W/S sequences.
This shows that there is a division of distance from randomness when comparing the R/Y 
and W/S equivalent sequences, depending on whether the sequences are coding or non­
coding.
When the sequences are viewed as weak and strong bases the opposite is true; the 
coding DNA is more distant from randomness than the non-coding DNA. Distance from 
randomness values for the non-coding are as follows; upstream 10^.061, upstreamJ^.032, and 
iwfron7=0.068. The whole genome =0.044. The coding DNA have the following distance from 
randomness values; codingl=Q.\33 and exon/=0.110. In this sense R/Y and W/S possess 
opposite trends regarding coding and non-coding DNA sequences. Also, within non-coding 
DNA, the R/Y sequence is much more distant from randomness than the W/S sequence.
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In contrast, within the coding sequences this gap is comparatively smaller. In exonl 
R/Y is only slightly higher than W/S with respect to distance from randomness. In coding! 
which excludes the UTR tlie situation is reversed witli W/S value being higher than R/Y. Tliis is 
probably due to codingl (which is the sequence from the first exon that excludes the UTR) 
possessing less non-coding DNA due to the exclusion of UTR. The genome-wide sequence 
whilst it contains coding regions the majority o f its sequence is non-coding. The distance from 
randomness values for entire genome sequence is similar to that of the other non-coding DNA, 
both for the R/Y and W/S data.
In general these results show that there is a division of distance from randomness 
values when comparing the R/Y and W/S equivalent sequences. I.e. in the same genomic DNA, 
distance from randomness values vary depending on whether the sequence is viewed as purines 
and pyrimidines or alternatively as weak and strong bases. The W/S profile is similar to that of 
the original (A/T/C/G) dataset.
All of the distance from randomness trends viewed so far across the upstream 
region are for sequences that are unmasked for repeats. In the repeat-free sequence trends of 
dinucleotide distance from randomness are the same as for repeat-containing sequence. This is 
true for the R/Y, W/S and original (ATCG) sequence. The essential difference between repeat 
masked and unmasked sequences is that repeats make the sequence more random. For a full 
comparison of masked and unmasked data see appendix B.l and B.2. These results are not 
presented here since there is no difference in the overall trends across the lOkb upstream 
sequence.
3.3.3 Representation of the individual R/Y dinucleotides
As already seen the R/Y upstream sequence becomes more distant from randomness 
towards the start site of transcription. Also, each of the four possible dinucleotides individually 
becomes more distant from randomness (see figure 3.7). RpR and YpY are over-represented 
throughout the 10Kb upstream, and they become more over-represented towards the TSS. In 
contrast, YpR and RpY are both under-represented throughout the 10Kb sequence, and they 
become more under-represented.
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Figure 3.7: Distance from randomness charts for individual R/Y dinucleotides across the 
upstream
These graphs and da ta-ta hie are a breakdown of the distance from randomness value 
across the 10Kb upstream. Here the representation values are given for each of the four 
possible dinucleotides; RpR, RpY, YpR and YpY. The value for a random sequence would 
be zero, to which the odds ratio values may be compared. The results show that the 
sequence becomes less random for each of the four dinucleotides towards the TSS.
The dinucleotides RpR and YpY are over-represented throughout the upstream sequence 
and become more over represented toward the TSS. RpY and YpR are under represented 
throughout the upstream and become more under-represented in the downstream 
direction.
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3.3,4 Representation of the individual W/S dinucteotides
The distance from randomness values of all four possible dinucleotides, WpW, 
WpS, SpS, and SpW, show that each one of these becomes closer to randomness towards the 
start site. WpW and SpS are under-represented and become less under-represented towards the 
start site. WpS and SpW are over-represented and become less over-represented (see figure 3.8). 
Also for dinucleotide frequencies show that WpW, WpS and SpW become decreased towards 
the TSS. In contrast to this, SpS increases in frequency in the downstream direction.
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Figure 3.8: Distance from randomness charts for individual W/S dinucleotides 
across the upstream
These graphs and data-table are a breakdown of the distance from randomness value 
across the 10Kb upstream W/S sequence. The results show that the sequence becomes 
closer to the random model for each of the four dinucleotides towards the TSS.
The dinucleotides WpS and SpW are over represented throughout the 10Kb upstream 
sequence and become less over-represented toward the start site. SpS and WpW are 
under represented throughout the upstream and become less under-represented.
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Repeat free upstream sequences display similar trends for R/Y and W/S dinucleotide 
composition and distance from randomness as those seen for the unmasked sequences. For a 
comparison of equivalent repeat masked and unmasked dinucleotide composition across the 
upstream sequence see appendix B.3 and appendix B.4. For a comparison of dinucleotide 
representation see appendix B.5 and £q>pendix B.6.
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3.4 Conclusions & Discussion
3.4.1 Meaning of differences across the ATCG sequence
What does the change in distance from randomness actually mean for the upstream 
sequence, its structure and function? In theory a set o f sequences that have a particular function 
should be more distant from randomness than sequences that do not possess function, due to a 
need for specific motifs.
Presumably in a highly functional sequence such as the coding region which 
possesses its own language, the arrangement of bases would be biased towards a sequence that 
makes sense. This bias would make it less random than a sequence that possesses no language at 
all. So the more highly functional the sequence, the greater the distance from randomness is 
expected to be.
This result (for the original ATCG upstream sequence) is tlierefore unexpected since 
it becomes more random approaching the TSS. This region has a higher density of regulatory 
sequence and so is considered more highly functional than the further upstream sequence. Since 
this region probably possesses a more specific language, this should be reflected in the distance 
from randomness. Also the very high distance from randomness of inlronl (much higher than 
exonJ and codingl) sequence is difficult to explain for the same reason.
3.4.2 Difference in distance from randomness for R/Y and W/S
General Meaning of the results in terms of structure and fiinction
In order to make sense of these results it is useful to consider what is known about 
the function of the different portions of the upstream and the other genomic regions studied 
here Indeed the aim is to better understand structure and function by analysing the sequence. 
The structure of the upstream DNA is of interest as is the way in which the cell reads and 
interprets this region through protein-DNA interactions.
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When converting or translating the base sequence of the DNA into purines and 
pyrimidines (or weak and strong bases), the idea is to see their relative and comparative roles 
within the sequence and at different locations. Regarding regulatory regions it is interesting to 
find out whether the cell prefers to read or interpret the DNA sequence as purines and 
pyrimidines (or weak and strong). Also how does this vary across the sequence?
The four bases o f the DNA are each unique, but this uniqueness may be viewed as 
being the result of overlapping properties. It could be that these two classes of the base 
properties have differing levels of significance within the DNA This would depend on role and 
location of the sequence within the chromosome.
It may be, for example, that in the upstream regulatory regions (and protein-binding 
motifs), the base property o f ring structure is more important than the property of hydrogen 
bonding capability in the double helix, or vice versa. It is seen in the results that W/S and R/Y 
show varying distance from randomness profiles to each otiier within identical DNA sequences.
In intapreting these results, an assumption is made that a greatw distance from 
randomness confers a relatively greater level o f importance for a particular class of base 
property. Therefore, if the DNA sequence becomes more distant from randomness, the 
arrangement of those residues is taken to be more significant in that region. For example, coding 
sequence in general is expected to be more distant from randomness than non-coding. This 
expected difference though is seen only for W/S but not with R/Y.
The distance from randomness values suggest that the arrangement of R/Y 
dinucleotides is of a relatively greater importance in the non-coding sequences than in the 
coding sequences. Also, within the non-coding regions, the R/Y sequences possess a higher 
distance from randomness than the equivalent W/S sequences. Why would this be? It could be 
that the R/Y arrangement is more important in these non-coding sequences due to a requirement 
for certain DNA helical structures and/or formation of chromatin and the binding of proteins 
e.g. for regulation. This may be the case because the R/Y arrangement has more of an effect on 
DNA structure than does W/S.
In contrast, the W/S sequence looks to be more important within the context of 
coding DNA than it is in non-coding DNA. In the coding sequence the gap between distance 
from randomness values of W/S and R/Y is greatly reduced in comparison to the non-coding 
sequence. Also W/S is more distant from randomness than R/Y in the coding sequences. This is 
the only genomic region (of those studied) where this is the case and is probably generally 
indicative of coding DNA.
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This result is in line with work (Almirantis et al, 1997) on the clustered structure of 
purines and pyrimidines. They have shown that coding sequences present a close to random 
purine or pyrimidine distribution and in contrast non-coding sequences are not homogenous in 
this respect. Even very early work showed that the purine/pyrimidine versus weak/strong 
properties of coding and non-coding sequences are different (Blaisdell, 1983). The differences 
were seen in runs of monomers.
Why would the W/S arrangement be more important than R/Y in the coding 
sequence? This question is difficult to answer. It may have something to do with the way in 
which the genetic code operates. The arrangement of codons in the coding sequence is such that 
first, second and third bases in the sequence are of vaiying importance (Karlin et al, 1996). 
Also, it is known that codon choices are biased.
Clearly each base is important when the triplet code is read and interpreted during 
protein synthesis. However, it may be (for some unknown reason) that for this process the 
specific arrangement or order of W/S bases takes precedence. For instance one important factor 
may be that the third base in the codon determines the specific amino acid via selection of a 
weak/strong base rather than the purine/pyrimidine. Also, it may be that within the coding 
region the R/Y (dinucleotide) sequence arrangement is of a lesser importance because structural 
properties are of lesser consequence here (relative to the non-coding region).
Following the same line o f logic; within the non-coding sequences the arrangement 
of R/Y is of greater significance than it is within coding sequences. It may be that within the 
non-coding sequences, and particularly close to the TSS (containing the promoter) and the 
intron sequence analysed here, there is some inherent property in the sequence that utilises R/Y 
to a greater extent. This may be in the form of the general structure of DNA. The specific way 
in which these purines and pyrimidines and their arrangement is significant is unknown.
R/Y and W/S differences in the upstream: could this be due to regulatory DNA?
The upstream 1 region being the most distant from randomness (with respect to R/Y) 
than further upstream segments suggests the increased significance of the R/Y arrangement in 
this region. Since this location contains more regulatory elements, it seems likely that 
differences observed between this region and the further upstream are due to these sequences. 
Alternatively, perhaps the R/Y residue arrangement is significant in the flanking regions of the 
regulatory sequences rather than in regulatory sequences themselves. Also, even if this effect is
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not due specifically to regulatoiy protein binding motifs, flanking regions may also be important 
for regulation.
If indeed the R/Y arrangement is of relatively greater importance (and the W/S 
arrangement of lesser importance) in regulatory sequences than in non-regulatory sequences of 
the upstream, in what way would this be so? Since proteins bind to regulatory motifs it is 
reasonable to consider that this may be related to protein-DNA interactions.
The possible role of the R/Y and W/S arrangement in protein-DNA interactions
Research by Luscombe et al, 2001 has clarified the relative contributions of the 
different types of amino-acid with DNA interaction to the overall process of protein-DNA 
recognition. They found that 2/3 of protein-DNA interactions involved Van der Waals bonds. 
1/6 were hydrogen bonds and 1/6 were water-mediated contacts. Of all of these types of 
interaction 2/3 were bonds with the sugar-phosphate backbone. These do not seem to be directly 
related to the base sequence of the DNA and therefore were deemed to be associated with 
indirect readout due to DNA structure.
From this description Van der Waals interactions are very important. However, the 
authors also explain that whilst these contacts contribute to almost 75% of the protein-DNA 
complex, they relate mostly to random docking interactions between the protein and DNA and 
are used to stabilise the complex.
For docking of the protein, which is the initial step, structure and conformation are 
essential for the general fit of protein and DNA. This may be said to be associated with indirect 
readout. However, it seems that Van der Waals interactions are mostly involved with docking. 
Probing on the other hand involves direct amino acid base contact. This means that regulatory 
sequences must accommodate for both steps to allow for correct protein-DNA interactions.
Could it then be that the R/Y base arrangement of the DNA is more important for 
the process of docking, whereas the W/S arrangement is more important for probing? Docking 
interactions are the more significant since this is the major contributor to protein-to-DNA 
binding. This may be reflected in the DNA sequence, in that the R/Y distance from randomness 
is increasingly higher than that of W/S in the TSS direction. In particular in the upstream 
(location closest to the TSS) the distance from randomness value for R/Y is more than four 
times higher than for W/S.
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In what way and why would the R/Y sequence be more associated with docking and 
W/S more associated with probing? R/Y steps have a greater effect on DNA structure than W/S 
steps. In contrast to this, it could be that the potential for direct readout between protein side 
chains and the DNA is more dependent upon the W/S sequence.
Work by Lamoureux et al, 2004, has suggested that an amino acid side chain 
recognises two consecutive base-pairs in the DNA binding element. The 3' base they suggest is 
recognised via direct readout whereas the 5’ base is recognised through indirect readout. For 
indirect readout it is the purine-pyrimidine step and its level of flexibility that aids recognition. 
This provides support for the idea that dinucleotides are important in protein-DNA recognition 
and more specifically that their purine/pyrimidine content may determine indirect readout.
It has been explained that the majority of protein-DNA interactions occur via 
indirect readout. Certain bases and base-pairs are involved in this readout. It may be the case 
that fewer base-pairs are involved in the direct readout process than in in d ir^  readout. If the 
R/Y sequence has a greatCT effect on indirect readout and the W/S sequence on direct readout, 
this would explain why distance from randomness values are greater for R/Y than W/S. i.e. If 
fewer bases are involved in a specific process then overall a greater proportion would follow the 
random sequence profile. Also, it may be that for direct readout nearest neighbour effects are 
less important.
R/Y is more distant from randomness than W/S in the entire upstream sequence
It is important to note that the R/Y arrangement is more distant from randomness 
than the W/S throughout the entire 10Kb upstream and not only close to the TSS. Distance from 
randomness values for R/Y are approximately xl .8 higher within upstream3-to-upsireamlO than 
for W/S. This gap simply widens in the downstream direction. This suggests that in general (in 
the 10Kb upstream) the R/Y base arrangement is more important than W/S and this can not be 
solely attributed to regulatory regions. This is also true for other non-coding regions, namely the 
intron.
Early experiments by Zhurkin, 1983, showed tliat the alignment of nucleosomes on 
DNA followed a periodicity whereby RpY and YpR occur at intervals of five to six base pairs. 
This periodicity may be an example o f the importance of the ordering of purines and 
pyrimidines within the sequence. The non-coding DNA may generally play more of a structural 
role within tlie chromosome. This explanation would be in line with the idea that the R/Y 
sequence is a greater determinant of structure.
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3.4.3 The influence of individual R/Y and W/S steps on DNA structure
The effect of specific R/Y steps on DNA structure and possible role in regulatory DNA
Now the questions that remain are; Why particularly are RpR and YpY over­
represented, whilst RpY and YpR under-represented? Also why do they become increasingly 
over-represented (RpR and YpY) or increasingly under-represented (RpY and YpR) towards the 
TSS? Whilst this issue was mentioned in the results shown in chapter 2, it may now be assessed 
iteratively and in more depth in light o f the results and conclusions so far. Also here the 
sequence is viewed only as purines and pyrimidines.
The general under-representation o f RpY and YpR in the entire upstream sequence (and 
the other genomic regions) is due to the need to avoid or at least suppress structural instability. 
Perhaps an even greater precision or specificity of structure (i.e. without multiple possible 
forms) is required towards the TSS due to the requirement to be read by the transcription 
machinery, a role which involves protein recognition and binding. Therefore further RpY and 
YpR suppression, and increased YpY and RpR enhancement may be important for regulatory 
sequences. If so, this observed balance may be needed for successful protein docking. This is 
because successful docking requires the correct structural propensity and the R/Y sequence of 
the DNA is a determinant of the relative rigidity/flexibility of the helix.
But why ^ecifically are RpY and YpR more suppressed, and YpY and RpR more 
enhanced towards the start site region? What kind of dinucleotide steps do these generate and 
how may this specifically relate to protein docking? One example is that alternating purines and 
pyrimidines can form Z-DNA (Tiesman et al, 1990). It is tliouglit that tlie conversion of B-DNA 
to Z-DNA may act as a genetic switch in regulation of gene expression (Sheridan et al, 2001).
It has been shown (Yagil, 2006) that DNA tracts composed of homo-purines or 
homo-pyrimidines are over-represented in various eukaryotic promoters including in the human. 
These would be composed of RpR/YpY dinucleotides. Their over-representation therefore 
supports the results seen in this project.
The decrease in RpY and YpR composition and their increased suppression towards 
the TSS shows a possible avoidance of the left handed Z-DNA. However, a poly(GC) sequence 
can also produce this Z-DNA structure Also the other RY steps are increasingly suppressed 
towards the TSS, GpC is present at the random level but its frequency is increased towards the 
start site. Therefore there is a possibility that this dinucleotide would be responsible for Z-DNA 
formation within this location.
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Dinucleotide steps and DNA structure
Dinucleotide step stacking data (El Hassan et al, 1996) show that weak dinucleotides 
can produce a wide variety of DNA structures. These include; rigid A-form DNA (ApT), 
flexible A/B form (TpA), and rigid B-form (ApA and TpT). The data produced for these base 
stacking experiments in fact suggest that steps that contain only weak bases do not produce a 
particular class of DNA structure. Instead these steps produce structures that are more 
dependent on whether the constituent bases are purines or pyrimidines. This observation is also 
true for dinucleotides that are composed of one weak base and one strong base.
However dinucleotides that are composed of two strong bases (SpS) do fall into a 
class of their own regarding the roll and twist angles they produce and the resultant DNA 
structure if present repeatedly This is because SpS is a bistable step so it is able to adopt two 
extreme (either high-slide or low-slide, but not intermediate) conformations. This affects the 
DNA structure.
It may be that flexible DNA allows for an increased capability of protein-DNA 
interaction (Feuerstein et al, 1990). For example, it is thought that flexible DNA can more easily 
bind histones. Reducing the flexibility of DNA and introducing more rigid DNA may reduce 
this type of protein binding in the upstream.
If the DNA were more rigid though how would the proteins involved in gene 
regulation bind the DNA? The answer to this may be increased bistability of the dinucleotide 
steps. In this case the DNA still possesses manoeuvrability so that it can adjust itself to the 
protein (by altering its conformation) but this adjustment may be far more limited and does not 
include multiple intermediary conformations as is characteristic of flexible DNA. This may be 
more discriminatory for protein binding. Perhaps then suppressing flexible DNA reduces 
general protein binding, whilst enhancing bistable DNA still permits specific regulatory protein 
binding.
When the upstream is regarded as a W/S sequence, there is a clear trend for the 
dinucleotide representation towards the TSS. SpS and WpW are less suppressed and WpS and 
SpW less enhanced. Whilst SpS has been discussed, the reason for this observation with the 
other dinucleotides is unknown. In the following sections though, the possible role of the W/S 
sequence in probing is expanded.
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3.4.4 The relative effect of R/Y and W/S on direct readout
Distinguishing of base-pairs within the major and minor grooves
The H-bonding donor and acceptor patterns of the base-pairs may help to explain the 
way in which direct readout of the DNA sequences occurs. A view of tliese patterns within the 
context of the DNA sequence may provide a simple (albeit incomplete) picture for how DNA 
sequences may be distinguished. This is despite the fact that the readout mechanism is 
unknown.
Within the major groove each base-pair (C-G, G-C, T-A and A-T) seems to possess 
a unique H-bonding pattern This is due to the asymmetry of the location of donors and 
acceptors since the purine bases in the base-pair contain two locations for potential H-bonding. 
In contrast, in the minor groove only C-G and A-T base-pairs may be distinguished from one 
another. Therefore C-G and G-C are not differentiated. This is also the case with A-T and T-A.
Purine/pvrimidine dinucleotides and weak/strong dinucleotide steps
It has been proposed in this project that the W/S sequence may be more important 
for direct readout than the R/Y sequence in protein-DNA binding. H-bonding between the 
protein and bases of the DNA sequence is essential for direct readout. Therefore H-bonding 
recognition patterns will be discussed in terms of W/S and R/Y dinucleotide steps and a 
comparison will be made.
Since the dinucleotide is the simplest motif in the DNA sequence, an analysis of 
these H-bonding patterns for dinucleotides illustrates the potential for the recognition code in 
the DNA sequence context. Furthermore it may be that dinucleotide steps are in and of 
themselves important for protein-DNA binding.
The question is; do W/S dinucleotides form a H-bonding recognition code within 
dinucleotide steps? Alternatively, is the recognition pattern for H-bonding distinguished through 
the purines and pyrimidines in the dinucleotide steps?
The minor groove will be discussed first since its base-pair H-bonding patterns are
simpler. Here the H-bonding pattern of potential donors and acceptors are distinguished and
determined via the W/S property of the bases and therefore it follows that the W/S (dinucleotide
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steps) sequence determines the H-bonding patterns. R/Y bases are not distinguished. 
Accordingly, for the minor groove the W/S sequence determines to a greater extent direct 
readout.
The situation in the major groove is very different and requires further discussion. 
As already explained, here the purine and pyrimidine bases in the base-pair are distinguished for 
their H-bonding patterns.
Effectively though, the purine-pyrimidine distinguishing factor in the base-pairs is 
different for the A-T/ T-A base-pairs and the C-G / G-C base pairs. This is true in the following 
respect; the pattern of H-bond acceptors and donor are distinguished between A-T and T-A due 
to their relative distance from the phosphate backbone. In contrast, the C-G and G-C base-pairs 
are distinguished from each other due to this factor and also due to the asymmetry o f the 
donor/acceptor pattern. This difference may be important for recognition.
Thwe are important unanswered questions regarding the H-bond recognition pattern. 
For example, is the pattCTn read out along the base-pair affected by the location of donors and 
acceptors relative the phosphate backbone or is it just the order of donors and acceptors, or 
both? If both factors are important, then in the major groove the four base-pairs are all 
distinguished from one another. If only the acceptor/donor order is important and not the 
distance from the phosphate backbone, only the C-G and G-C base-pair are distinguishable from 
one another.
Another issue is that o f roll, twist and slide values and their effect on the 
donor/acceptor recognition pattern. These vary along the different base steps of the helix. They 
also vary depending on the bending and twisting of the helix. If the recognition occurs along 
dinucleotides or over longer sequence stretches these variations may affect the readout pattern, 
since there is a shift in the location of base-pairs relative to one another.
If however, the H-bonding pattern were recognised by amino acids over the 
sequence in a stable manner, it seems unlikely that roll, twist and slide should greatly affect this 
type of recognition, i.e. the direct readout. This means that there would be some leeway 
regarding relative locations of the donors and acceptors in the recognition pattern across the 
dinucleotide step. In the same instance it may be that the location of the donors and acceptors 
relative to the phosphate backbone is of a lesser importance, fhese are unknown factors at 
present in the process of recognition o f the base-pairs by amino acids.
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Conclusion for potential recognition patterns
In conclusion, the minor groove recognition pattern is distinguished by the W/S 
property of the bases. This would therefore be true also across the dinucleotide step and indeed 
over longer sequence stretches. In the major groove the recognition pattern appears to be 
distinguished both via the R/Y and W/S sequence. This distinguishing of the base-pairs is less 
clear though in the major groove for the reasons given. However, even given this potential 
uncertainty, the C-G base-pair is distinguished from the G-C base-pair even with respect to the 
order of donors and acceptors. At present though the H-bond donor and acceptor patterns do not 
provide sufficient information for the process and patterns of H-bond recognition during direct 
readout.
3.4.5 Limitations o f the dataset and the experiments
The change in dinucleotide composition and representation across the upstream 
sequence imply alterations in structure. The interpretation regarding structural changes across 
the upstream was qualitative and was based on work done on base-pair steps roU and slide 
angles (El Hassan et al, 1996). These angles were observed in crystallised DNA oligomers. The 
data is reliable in this sense (since it is high resolution X-ray crystal data) but may not be the 
exact in vivo situation. There has been some controversy as to whether the flexible or bistable 
structures can be adopted in vivo (Ringrose et al, 1999). Also, the interpretation was qualitative 
rather than quantitative and based on general averaged out results over 1000 base and 250 base 
windows rather than short local sequences. The limitations for this experiment regarding 
genomic sequence data collection and the use of the genomic signature are identical to those of 
the previous chapter.
3.4.6 The overall message and questions that arise
The distance from randomness experiment revealed a change in this (non-random) 
property across the 10Kb upstream sequence of the human gene. However, the observed results 
were not as expected since more highly functional sequences such as coding regions were closer 
to the random model and the sequence became closer to randomness in the downstream 
direction towards tlie start site. Tliis was witli respect to tlie original (ATCG) sequence.
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In this project different sections of proximal sequences were analysed and a gradual 
change was seen in the genomic signature. Conclusions were based on an assumption that the 
more distant from randonuiess the region, tlie more highly functional it is. However, tliis 
assumption is problematic and the results have proven not so simple. If one region is more 
distant from randomness than another, this may not necessarily mean that it is more highly 
functional. In fact, the R/Y and W/S translations o f tlie original ATCG sequence revealed tliat 
the distance from randomness trends were opposing towards the TSS, since the R/Y sequence 
became more distance from randomness whereas the W/S sequence became closer to 
randomness.
One of the conclusions drawn was that the R/Y sequence may be relatively more 
important closer to tlie 1SS tlian in tlie further upstream portions, if  tliis were tlie case, the 
expectation would be for the R/Y sequence to be relatively conserved. However, there is a 
problem with this idea. SNP data show that transversion substitutions are much more common 
in the promotor sequence than anywhere else (Guo et al, 2005). If the RyY"^  sequence 
arrangement would be more important in upstream! (than further upstream), why would 
trans\'ersions be more common in this promotor containing region? This is an important 
unanswered question. It is clear however, that there is a change across the upstream sequence in 
this genomic signature.
It is important to remember that the R/Y sequence is more distant from randomness 
than W/S across the entire 10Kb upstream. This implies that the R/Y sequence and its 
dinucleotides have a more profound effect in the upstream than the W/S sequence regardless of 
the position from the TSS. I his general diff^ence is probably due to the R/Y sequence having 
a greater influence on DNA structure and greater emphasis of structure in this region. The 
results suggest tliat tlie R/Y and W/S sequences do in fact possess different relative levels of 
importance in the different genomic regions. The specific nature of these differences though is 
more difficult to ascertain.
It has been proposed that these results were due to differences in the relative role of 
the W/S sequence and the R/Y sequence in determining DNA structure This in regulatory 
regions may mean that the R/Y and W/S arrangement influence the processes of protein docking 
and probing in different ways. The suggestion of the different relative importance of the W/S 
and R/Y sequences in docking and probing has not been proven and this issue raises many 
questions, some of which are addressed in the later expenments of this project.
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Conclusions for Protein-DNA Interactions
Based on the analysis caixied out, the following issues may be considered;
• The R/Y  sequence (of dinucleotides) has a greater influence over helical structure than 
the W/S sequence.
• The SpS dinucleotide is exceptional since it generates bistability,
• The W/S arrangement of bases (in dinucleotide steps) are a greater determinant of H- 
bonding patterns than the R/Y arrangement. This is true for the minor groove and may 
also be partially true for tlie major groove.
The results show that the R/T sequence is more distant from randomness than the 
W/S sequence and that this gap widens towards the TSS. Also, flexible steps are suppressed and 
stiff steps enhanced in this direction, these being determined by the R T  dinuclcotidc sequence. 
The sequence influences structural features to a greater extent than the W/S sequence. 
Indirect readout constitutes the majorit}' o f the protein-DNA interaction, and relies on suitable 
structural features of DNA for this to happen. DNA structure may therefore become more 
important towards the TSS in the location of regulatory sequences
These observations have led to the suggestion that the R/Y sequence (of 
dinucleotides) likely affects the ability of proteins to dock onto the DNA and the process of 
indirect readout to a greater extent than the W/S sequence. It has also been proposed that the 
W/S sequence affects direct readout to a greater extent. This is supported by the H-bonding 
pallenis wilhiii dinucleolide sleps llial aie distinguished by llieii W/S aiiangemenl williin tlie 
minor groove.
SpS dinucleotides are exceptional in that they specifically affect structure. This set 
of dinucleotides is very prevalent in regulatory regions. It is these unique combined properties 
that probably make them key dinucleotides within regulatory sequence. In conclusion the W/S 
sequence is likely to be a greater determinant of direct readout and the R/Y sequence a greater 
determinant of indirect readout with the exception of the SpS dinucleotides for which there are 
overlapping properties.
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4. Upstream Sequence Similarity using a 
Patterns Analysis
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Sequence similarity and levels o f functionality
Mechanisms for generating sequence divergence or convergence
Across different types o f sequence or alternatively across a particular genomic region, 
DNA sequences may become increasingly divergent or convergent depending on two possible 
factors. These two mechanisms of sequence divergence/convergence are as follows;
1. Specific and similar ty pes of substitution event.
2. Selection for particular structural or functional features.
The density of SNP's in the human genome is higher in coding regions than in non­
coding regions (Subramanian et al, 2003, Cargill et al, 1999). Why would this be if coding 
sequences are in theory more highly conserved? Also, more SNPs are found in promoter regions 
than further upstream (Guo et al, 2005). SNP data which reflect substitution events suggest 
whether sequences are relatively convergent or divergent. These SNP results suggest, for 
example, that the promoter region is more divergent than the sequence found further upstream. 
This is counter-intuitive since the promoter (across many genes in any one organism) contains 
sequences tlial posses coimnon fealures. For example, the TATA box and also oilier regulatory 
elements.
DNA has an inherent tendency to assemble in a particular way so as to form a 
stable structure. The assembly of the DNA double helix may result in a non-random sequence. 
ITus has been the subject of discussion in chapter 3. Addibonally, different sequence types, such 
as coding and non-coding DNA may have a tendency to select for specialised structural motifs. 
If specialised helical structures are specifically required, for example for transcription 
regulabon, regions such as the promoter may display and increase in sequence convergence 
when compared to DNA that is further upstream.
The reality in terms of the sequenee properties of human DNA is probably a 
combination of these two factors conjoined, namely mutation events and a tendency to select for 
required structural features. Specified function (or higher level functionality) of the sequence
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adds an additional level of complexity and a possible added deviation from the random model 
that was discussed chapter 3. This higher level functionality is likely to also result in changes in 
relative convergence or divergence of DNA sequence across different genomic locations such as 
the region close to the TSS and the further upstream sequence.
It has been evident from the sequence composition experiments of chapter 2 that 
compositional changes occur across the upstream sequence of the human gene. Also, dramatic 
compositional differences exist between the sequence of the promoter and the coding DNA. 
Therefore it is true to say that sequence properties change according to positional location in the 
genomic DNA, and this in turn depends on gene structure.
When nucleotide composition changes as it does across tlie upstream region of tlie 
human gene, a comparison of sequence similarity between the positional segments is expected 
to yield differences that correlate with those compositional changes. The greater the 
compositional differences between two locations, the lower the expected sequence similarity 
between them.
Changes in the level of sequence ’functionality' across the 10Kb upstream sequence
The issue o f functional domains in the human genome has been the subject of the 
hNC'ODb Project (Bimey et al, 2ÜÜ7; HNCODH Hroject Consortium). These are considered to 
be greater than gene-sized' functional domains. They were found to comprise 1% of the human 
genome and constitute a variety of functional domains. It has also been shown that ENCODE 
regions can be sub-divided into extended domains witli coimnon chaiacteristies (see Tlmnnan el 
al, 2007).
Conserved non-coding sequences are thought to correlate to locations of functional 
elements important for gene regulation (Hardison, 2000). If this is the case, it is expected that 
these conserved regions should be dense in regions of the genome such as the promoter and 
enhancer
Regions within genomic DNA that contain functional domain and particularly locations 
with a high density of these may be said to be regions of high 'functionality'. In the upstream 
(or intergenic) region of the gene, for example, this would be locations containing regulatory 
elements as opposed to regions of low complexity or sequences containing a high density of 
repeats.
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Intuitively a more highly functional region that contains the promoter and regulatory 
sequences would possess a higher sequenee similarity across the set of human genes than 
regions of so-called lower functionality. Tlie sequence motifs responsible for regulation would 
in theory confer a greater sequence similarity due to control modules and similarity of function.
Regulatory proteins bind to the 5’ upstream region of genes via the recognition of 
specific sequence motifs. A regulatory protein may be involved in controlling the expression of 
more than one gene. These genes are then likely to be fiinctionally associated. Gene clusters 
may operate in eukaryotes via the use of similar motifs upstream of different genes. Response 
elements identify genes that are under common regulation. A set of 5' upstream regulatory 
regions of different genes may contain similar sequence elements or motifs and differing 
combinations of motifs depending on the role of tliose genes. These can confer similarity 
between the upstream sequences of different human genes. These relative similarities in 
sequence would be dependent upon specific genomic location.
4.1.2 Relationship between sequence similarity and distance from 
randomness
The experiments of this chapter were designed as a continuation and follow-up of 
the distance from randomness experiments (of the previous chapter) wherein changes were seen 
across the 5’ upstream sequence It was also therefore of interest to compare sequence similarity 
across the upstream with the results for distance from randomness. In other words; what would 
the relationship be between changes in distance from randomness, sequence similarity trends 
and location (or functionality)?
Changes in sequence similarity across a genomic DNA region like the upstream are 
related to changes in distance from randomness across the same region. If a set of such 
sequences becomes more random in a particular direction, their level of similarity is expected to 
decrease. This is because increased randomness implies decreased functional association as is 
the case for decreased similarity
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4.1,3 The use of patterns in determining sequence similarity
There are different ways in which to test sequence similarity. Alignment is a very 
good method. However, this works well for a small number of sequences that possess high 
levels of similarity. In this case, there was a very large dataset (18,725) of upstream sequences, 
and therefore pattern similarity was a more appropriate method.
I  he problem of comparing large sequence sets
Why were common patterns used and not some other method such as sequence 
alignment? Sequence alignment is an obvious method for looking at sequence similarities. 
However, for large sets o f data which need to be cross compared this method is too sensitive 
and less practical than a pattern comparison. This is because the alignment of sequences reveals 
only global similarities.
If for example, sequences are more distantly related, alignment is not very effective and 
such similarities are more likely to be picked up in a patterns search. This is because sequences 
that possess lower levels of similarity may possess relatively small common sequence stretches. 
In addition to this, these common sequences may not occur in a linear order. Pattern discovery 
or comparison tools therefore provide a simple, more effective and less time consuming (less 
computationally expensive) alternative.
The problem of cross-comparing multiple large sequence datasets
When comparing large sets of sequences to one another a system must be devised that is 
effective and a sampling technique should be employed that reflects the sequence sets. This is 
the essence of the problem: There is a set of 18,725 sequences; each is 1Kb in length, which is 
to be compared with four other sets of similar size. This amounts to a large quantity of 
sequence. This task would be computationally intensive and there is also the issue of effectively 
quantifying the data in a meaningful way. The advantages of using short patterns have already 
been highlighted. Also, specific patterns are not of interest, but rather the general pattern profile 
so that the sequence datasets may be compared in a relative sense.
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4.1.4 The R /\  and W/S translated DNA sequence
In chapters results revealed that the upstream sequence becomes more distant from 
randomness towards the TSS, only when the sequence is viewed form the R/Y perspective, i.e. 
the R/Y translated upstream sequence. In contrast, for W/S translation (and also for tlie original 
ATCG sequence), the upstream sequence is closer to the random model toward the TSS. 
Thereby, R/Y translated sequence displayed the opposite trend across the 5' upstream to W/S 
translation (and the original ATCG sequence).
In the case of the 1 OKb upstream region of the human gene analysed in the previous 
chapter tlie sequence displayed opposing distance from randonuiess trends depending on 
whether it would viewed as an R/Y translation or alternatively as a W/S translation. The reason 
for this (extensiv ely discussed) was concluded to be due to an increased importance of structural 
features (stiffness versus flexibility) of the helix, which are primarily detennined by the R/ Y 
sequence. If the sequence similarity within the set o f human upstream sequences is measured 
across separate 1 Kb segments, it may be that the R Y  and W,^ S translated sequences would also 
display opposing trends towards the TSS.
4.1.5 Aims and experimental design
Large-scale comparisons of sequence similarities across the different 5' (I Kb) 
upstream sequence segments were carried out. This was done both within each of the upstream 
sliding windows and between Lliein. Since in tlie previous expeiiinents, changes in nucleotide 
composition and representation were observed across the upstream, the next step was to analyse 
more specific sequence changes. This would be the next step to understanding the trends 
observed in the non-random characteristics seen across the upstream and how this may relate to 
functionality^ The comparison of R Y  and W/S trends (i.e. for RY - and W/S-translated 
upstream sequences) was also carried through to this chapter since differences in these 
sequences were observed for distance form randomness.
For the sequence similarity experiments, instead of analysing 10Kb of the upstream 
sequence (as with the sequence composition expenments) only 5Kb was analysed. Ihis is 
because in the previous experiments (chapter 3) distance from randomness changes were seen 
up to 5 Kb upstream of the start site of transcription which, as already explained above is a 
related phenomenon.
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Sequence similarity within different upstream locations
The changing ùends in sequence similarity across the 5* upstream region would be 
useful for understanding the relationship between sequence divergence, functionality, and 
regulatory regions. In this experiment, the similarity of the set upstream sequences was studied 
to see if there would be any change from the 5'-end to the 3'-end. In other words, for the entire 
dataset (18,725) of genes, the sequence similarity was analysed within each of the different 
upstream positional segments (see figure 4.1).
The promoter region is dense with regulatory sequence and may be considered to be 
more highly functional than sequence that is fiuther upstream (other than enhancers). This 
probably means that tliere is a bias towards the existence of certain motifs that are important for 
the process of transcription regulation. It is therefore relevant to find out whether this region has 
a greater sequence similarity within the set of different upstream sequences than the region that 
is further upstream.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram describing an experiment for the large-scale comparison of sequences 
within the different upstream positional locations.
For each of five IKh non-overlapping segments of the upstream region large-scale 
sequence comparisons were carried ouL For example, for the upstream segment closest to
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A e start site, A e entire dataset of 1Kb sequence strands was Aken. A pattern matching 
program was then used to find common patterns occurring withm A e entire dataset.
This procedure was repeated for each o f A e oA er four IKh upstream segments. Then any 
changes in sequence similarity (wiAin each daAset) could he seen across the 5* upstream.
The expected result for this experiment would be that the positional segment closest 
to the TSS would contain the highest level of sequence similarity and that this similarity would 
decrease towards Ae intergemc region. This is because Ae start site region usually contams the 
promoter and possesses the highest density o f regulatory motifs within Ae upstream. It is also 
Aought to be Ae most higlily functional sequence, as previously explained. Therefore Ae 
expectation is that Ae upstream becomes relatively convergent towards the TSS across Ae set 
of genes, so Aat sequence homogeneity would mcrease between adjacent segments fuiAer 
upstream.
Patterns analysis and the Teiresias Algorithm
Pattern comparison techniques have been used in order to compare large sequence sets 
(Roytberg et al, 1992) and also for comparing boA functionally related and distantly related 
sequences (SmiA et al, 1990 PNAS, Suyama et al, 1995). The tool used for Ais sequence 
similanty analysis was the I eiresias IBM algorithm (Kigoutsos et al, 1998).
Teiresias is a pattern finAng algorithm Aat operates in two phases. It was Ae scanning 
phase of Teiiesias was used here. TTie general sequence siniilaiily was measured via pallenis 
similarity or number of common patterns. This level of similarity was of mterest rather Aan the 
actual (or specific) pattern sequences.
In Ais experiment pattern similarities were tested separately for ten, fifteen, and twenty 
base patterns These are arbitrary pattern lengths T he range of lengths though was chosen to 
ensure that the results would encompass different lengths of short pattern and would accurately 
reflect sequence similarities on a large-scale, i.e. for large upstream sequence datasets of 18.725 
1 Kb fragments.
The output of Ac Teiresias program shows each pattern that is present m two or more of 
Ae upstream sequences. Each pattern is shown with its total number of occurrences in the entire 
dataset and Ae number of upstieam sequences in which Aat pattern is found to be present.
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# Teiresias Output Sample:
Column 1 Colunm2 Colunm3
2748 2230 GCTGGGATTACAGGCATCGT
1450 1000 GCCTCCCAAAGTGCTCTCCC
911 901 AAAGTGCTGGGATTAGGATA
580 560 CCTCCCAAAGTGCTGATCGT
181 135 CAAAGTGCTGGGATTCGCGC
10 10 CCAAAGTGCTGGGATCGATC
2 2 ATATCGATCTCCTAAATCGTA
First Column: Total number of times this pattern occurs in the set of input sequences 
Second Colunm: Number of separate sequences in which this pattern occurred 
Third Column: The pattern/motif sequence.
For the results the data from the second column was utilised. The number of 
sequences containing a particular pattern was used here rather than the total number of 
occurrences of that pattern. The reason for this was twofold. Firstly, a cross comparison of the 
whole set of upstream sequences was of interest rather than the total occurrence of a particular 
pattern. Secondly, it was favourable to avoid patterns that would be repeated, possibly many 
times in a small number of sequences, that would skew the results and make it ^pear as if the 
pattern was present in a large number of the upstream input sequences.
Needless to say, a large number of patterns would be common to any two upstream 
sequences, whereas a smaller number o f pallenis would be presenl say in one hundred upslream 
sequence fragments. Tlie results would tlien sliow tlie conmion pattern occurrence witliin tlie 
entire dataset of 18,725 upstream sequences.
Sequence similarity between different upstream locations
The main issue that this section aims to address is regarding the relative uniqueness 
of the upstream sliding windows, i his expenment was designed to ascertain whether the 
different locations of the upstream sequence possess different sequence motifs and therefore 
unique types of sequence.
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A cross-comparison of each of the upstream positional segments was made with all 
of the other segments for sequence similarity. This was carried out by taking short patterns or 
motifs that are present in the 1Kb sequence adjacent to the TSS and finding their frequency and 
representation in the other upstream segments (see figure 4.2). This was done to see the 
difference between this region and the other upstream locations.
5 KJ) UPSTREAM EXONl INTRON 1
Matches Tested Within Other 
Upstream Regions
V Sample
Patterns
Taken
\
ATCGCGACCC 
CGTAGCGAGG 
- CGTGCGGGCA 
TGCGTGCCGA 
ACCCACTAGG
Figure 4.2; Diagram describing an experiment for the large-scale comparison of sequences 
across the different upstream locations.
The aim was to cross-compare the different 1Kb segments from the 5 -to-3* end, in order 
to find out if each is unique, to what extent and how this relative uniqueness changes.
This was done by taking a sample of patterns from one location (for example, that closest 
to the start site) and comparing its frequency and representation with the other locations. 
This procedure was repeated for all the segments. The final picture enabled for a view of 
changes in sequence similarities and differences from one end of the upstream sequence to 
the other.
It was expected that there would be increased pattern uniqueness in the TSS 
direction. This is because towards the start site region there are boundaries such as the promoter 
and also the upstream sequence likely possesses sequences of lower complexity and lower 
functionality. Therefore die patterns were expected to be uniquely represented widiin diat (neai 
TSS) region. In other words, unique sequence features were expected closest to the start site due
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to its role in gene regulation. It was expected that the further upstream the sequence being 
analysed the lower its level of uniqueness relative to surrounding sequences.
This process and its reasoning will now be explained. The patterns were divided 
across different occurrence groups. There are many different (for example, ten base) patterns 
tliat occur in only two (1Kb) upstream sequence fragments (out of tlie entire dataset of 18,725). 
However, only very few occur in one hundred of the upstream sequences.
Patterns had to be sampled from each of the upstream segment datasets, since it 
would have been impossible to carry out a global patterns analysis. This would have been 
extremely CPU intensive. A completely random sampling method of the patterns would have 
resulted in tlie sample set consisting of patterns tliat do not occui in many of tlie upstream 
sequences and are therefore rare in the entire dataset. This would not be an accurate reflection of 
that particular dataset of upstream sequences. On the other hand patterns that occur in a large 
number of the upstream sequences are smaller in number and would produce a very small and 
narrow sample set.
In order to avoid these issues, the patterns were divided into groups that occur 
within varying proportions of the upstream dataset o f sequences. This was done to ensure that 
different types of motif would be sampled ranging from those that occur verv' frequently in the 
dataset to those that occur less frequently. This provided a variety of patterns that would reflect 
the entire dataset. Patterns were randomly sampled from each of these ranges or groups, 
resulting in a pseudo-randomised sampling method.
As well as the frequency of patterns, their representation was also worked out for 
each dataset. The lepresentatioii o f tlie pattern was considered to be tlie ratio of actual pattern 
matches as a proportion of the theoretically expected matches and may be considered 
comparable to the odds ratio calculation for dinucleotides (see section 2.1.6, chapter 2).
The representation (p%) of pattemy is given as follows: p% R% / E%, where R% is the 
real observ ed proportion o f pattemy in the upstream sequence dataset and Ex is the random 
expect proportion, given the nucleotide composition o f the pattern. The expected proportion (Ep) 
of a pattemy in the upstream sequence is given by: E^  = (Pa) • (Pr) • (pc) (Pg) where 
p is the nucleotide proportion for the upstream sev]uences and n is the nucleotide frequency m 
pattemy (Xue et al, 2004). 1 his calculates the expected proportion of a pattern in a single- 
stranded DNA sequence.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 The upstream dataset
The DNA sequences for this project were obtained from the NCBI human genome 
database, build 35. The iOkb 5’ upstream sequence of the gene was utilised. These human 
upstream DNA sequences were identical to those used in chapter2 (see methods section 
2 2 1 for details) Five of the 1Kb upstream portions were used for the experiments described 
here; upstream I-to-ups(ream5, thereby spanning a length of 5 Kb in total immediately upstream 
of the TSS
4.2.2 Sequence similarity within difYcrcnt upstream locations
In this experiment the sequence similarity within the different upstream positional 
segments was tested by finding common sequence patterns within each of the individual 
upstream datasets; upstreaml-Xo-upstream5. For example, common patterns were determined 
between the 18.725 1Kb sequence fragments of the upstream! dataset. This would enable a 
view of changes in sequence similarity and relative divergence (or convergence) across the 5Kb 
upstream sequence.
The Patterns analysis and the Teiiesias Alaoiitlun
In this experiment pattern similarities were tested separately for ten, fifteen, and 
twent}' base patterns. The scanning phase Teiresias, the IBM pattern finding algorithm was 
utilised to find common patterns separately within each of the positional upstream datasets; 
upstream 1 -Xo-upstream5 Teiresias scans the input set of sequences S, and finds patterns with 
support of at least K. ITiis is the minimum number of common patterns that will be returned 
The elementary pattern is one that is a <L, W> pattern and contains exactly L residues.
In order to clarify how the experiment was carried out it is useful to use an example. 
For the upstream! dataset of 1Kb sequences, tested for twenty base patterns the following 
parameters were used; The input set of sequences S= 18,725. The minimum support K=2. In 
other words any patterns occurring in a minimum of 2 out of the dataset (of 18,725 1Kb)
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upstream sequence fragments would be considered. The pattern length was fixed at 20, therefore 
L=20 and W=20.
The experimental output
The output of Teiresias showed each pattern that was present in two or more of the
18,725 1Kb upstream sequences for a particular dataset, such as upstream!. The output was 
then sorted to give the total number of common patterns present in ,v number of upstream
sequences. I.e. the munber of dift'erent shared patterns present in (% = 2,3,4,5,6, etc )
upstream sequences out of tlie total dataset which was tested (18,725 upstream sequences). The 
results would then show the common pattern occurrence within the entire dataset.
Logarithmic plots were produced for these results, separately for upstream], 
upstream2 upstreamS, upstream4 and upstreamS, i.e. the five datasets that were considered. 
This allowed for the relative intra-dataset pattern similarity' to be examined. If a dataset 
possessed more common or similar patterns (a higher level of pattern similarity^) than another 
dataset, this dataset was considered to possess a higher level of sequence similarity. These 
relative levels of pattern similarity were determined by considering the gradient and y-intercept 
values for each of the five plots.
Similar analvsis carried out for R/Y -translated and W/S -translated upstream sequences
lliis coimnon pallenis study for each of tlie upsLieam 1Kb segments was also canied 
out on identical upstream sequence datasets that were translated into; (i) R/IT -translated 
sequences and (ii) W/S -translated sequences. The common patterns analysis was done in the 
same way using the Teiresias program, but this time only twenty base common patterns were 
searched.
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4.2.3 Sequence similarity between the different upstream locations
In tliis experiment, the sequence similarity across tlie different upstream 
positional segments was tested by cross-comparing patterns derived from a particular region and 
finding matches in all other locations. Sample patterns from each of the sequence segment 
groups {upstream 1 ~to-upstreani5) were taken. The occurrence and representation of each pattern 
was then tested within that dataset and then also within each of the other positional datasets. 
This allowed for an all-against-all comparison of the presence of patterns and therefore for a 
sequence comparison between the different locations.
The pattern s/motif sampling method
Ten base patterns were used for this cross-upstream location analysis. The pattern 
sampling method was as follows; The output of the Teiresias patterns similarity results of the 
previous experiment (section 4.2.2, see above) was used. The output file contained a list of 
patterns together with the number of upstream sequences in which each pattern was present. For 
example, there would be such a list for ten base patterns occurring within the set of i4pstreaml 
sequences This list was sampled in a pseudo-random manner First of all the patterns were 
divided into groups which from which were subsequently taken a random sample.
I he patterns to be sampled were first divided into groups that occur within varying 
numbers of the 18,725 upstream sequences. 1 en different occurrence groups were fonned in the 
following ranges:
Rangel: 2 0 0 < x <  151
Rangel: 1 5 0 < x <  101
Ranges: 1 0 0 < x < 9 1
Range4: 9 0 < x < 8 1
RangeS: 80 < X < 71
Range6: 70 < X < 61
Range?: 6 0 < x < 5 1
RangeS: 5 0 < x < 4 1
Range9: 40 < X < 31
RangelO: 3 0 < x < 2 1
The X value is the number of upstream sequences in which patterns occur. For example, 
ranges refers to patterns that were present in at least 40 and at most 49 different
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upstream 1Kb sequences out of die dataset of 18,725. 50 patterns were sampled from each 
range, giving a total of 500 patterns sampled, from each of the five upstream datasets; 
upstream l-io-upstrcamS.
These range values refer to patterns present within x number of upstream sequences 
out of the whole dataset. Within each range, patterns were randomly sampled. Fift>' patterns 
were taken from each of the above-given ranges. This brought the total of sampled patterns to 
five hundred, for each positional dataset. The random sampling was carried out using the C 
random number generating function rand( )  (see appendix E.5 for more information). Each 
sampled pattern was replaced' after sampling.
Measuring pattern occunence/'frequency and processina the data
Now each of the patterns in the sample set taken from one upstream location was 
scanned for matches against each of the other upstream segment datasets. This was carried out 
using a pattern matching program, COMMPATTS (see appendix E.4 for more details). For 
example, each of the 500 sampled patterns taken from upstream! was scanned gainst all
18,725 1Kb sequence fragments of each of the other four datasets; upstream2-to-upstrea.m5. An 
average value for frequency of pattern matches in an upstream segment was worked out for the 
five hundred patterns. This would be the average number of matches of a pattern sampled from 
one dataset (e.g. upstream!) and tested against another (e.g. upstream!).
Pattern representation and processing tlie data
As well as the frequenc) of patterns, their representation was also worked out for 
each individual upstream sequence dataset. For each pattern, the theoretical (or expected) 
frequency within the upstream was first calculated The representation of the pattem was 
considered to be the ratio of actual pattem matches as a proportion of the theoretically expected 
matches. The expected frequency of pattem matches was calculated by considering the 
sequence composition of the pattem and that of the upstream dataset. This was done in the 
following way;
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1. The upstream dataset sequence composition was worked out:
Tlie A, T, C, aiid G nucleotide content of tlie upstieani dataset being considered (e.g. 
upstream!) was taken. This was then given as a proportion value of the total number 
of nucleotides; pA, pr» Pc, and pG respectively.
2. The pattem sequence composition:
For the (10 base pattem), the number of A's, T's, C's and G's was taken. These 
values are referred to as; Oa, nj, nc, and nc.
3. The expect proportion ( £ , ) of pattemy in the upstream dataset:
El -  (p.\) X (pt) X (pc) X (pg)
4. The representation (p\) of patterny was calculated as follows:
Px = Rx / Ex
Rx is the real proportion of pattemy in the upstream sequence dataset, i.e. out of the 
total number of possible patterns and Ey is the random expect proportion, given the 
nucleotide composition of the pattern and the upstream dataset.
Pattem occurrence and representation for R/Y and W/S sequences:
The same upstream datasets {upstreamI-xo-upstream5) were used as described 
above. These sequences were translated into; 1. R/Y sequences and 2. W/S sequences. 
Iherefoie ihis yielded Iwo new analogous upsUeam sels, llie  fiequency and lepresenlalioii of 
patterns was tested witliin tliese two new upstream datasets in order to carry out tlie same cross­
dataset sequence comparisons that have been described above for the original datasets.
There was however, a difference in the procedure. For these R/Y and W./S datasets 
the patterns used for the sequence match analysis were twenty bases in length. The patterns 
were taken from the Teiresias output of common patterns, from the Teiresias analysis of R/Y 
and W/S upstream sequence datasets. The random sampling of the patterns followed the same 
procedure as for the original (ATCG) datasets.
The same procedure of pattem scanning against the upstream dataset was carried out 
as for the original (ATCG) sequences and the identical system of data processing utilised. For 
the pattern representation witliin the upstream sequence sets the same calculation was used, only
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this time there are two letters (or nucleotides) to consider instead of four. For example, for an 
Ry'Y twenty base pattem the calculation was as follows;
1. The upstream dataset sequence composition was worked out:
The R and Y nucleotide content for all of the upstream dataset were worked out,
where the proportion of R and Y is; p% and p  ^ respectively.
2. The pattem sequence composition:
For the (20 base) pattem, the number of R and Y ; n^ and ny
3. The expect proportion of the pattem in the upstream dataset:
Ex -  (P r ) X (P v )
The representation value of the pattem was calculated as described for the oiiginal 
(ATCG) sequence sets. The sampling of patterns from each of the upstream positional datasets 
and the subsequent scanning of them for matches in all the other datasets (all-against-all dataset 
scan) was carried out as before.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Similarity of sequences within different upstream locations
Common patterns for sequence viewed as comprising ATCG
The results of this experiment show that there is a change in the profile of common 
patterns and therefore levels of sequence similarity within the upstream segments from the 5’-to- 
3* end. Tlie upstream 1 dataset (which would usually contain llie promoter) is distinct regaiding 
the occurrence of coimnon patterns (see figure 4.3). There are fewer conunon patterns in 
upstream! than in the rest of the upstream segments, upstream2-to-upstream5. The plots for 
upstream2-Xo-upslream5 are fairly bunched together on the graph because they have a relatively 
similar profile of common patterns, although there is a slight increase in the number of common 
patterns from upstream2-to-upstream5^ in the upstream direction.
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Figure 43: Graph presenting results of sequence similarity experiment 
This logarithmic plot shows common (20 base) pattem frequency in the upstream dataset 
The number o f common patterns was plotted against the number of upstream 1Kb 
sequence fragments (out of the whole dataset of 8,725) that contain them.
As the number of common patterns being considered increases, the number of upstream 
sequences containing them decreases. This is the case with aU five datasets.
When the five plots are compared, it is evident that upstream I is markedly different to the 
others. Here there are fewer upstream sequences (out o f the entire dataset) that contain 
common patterns. Therefore with respect to 20 bases motifs, the set of upstreaml 
sequences possesses the lowest level of sequence similarity in comparison to the other 
upstream segments.
The analysis of common twenty base patterns within the dataset of 18,725 1Kb 
upstream sequences shows tiiat (for each of the segments, for example upstreaml) as there is an 
increase in the number of common patterns considered there is a decrease in the number of 
upstream sequences containing them. Another way to explain this is to view the result as a 
profile of the number of upstream sequences containing identical patterns/words. Therefore 
there is a relationship between the numbers of upstream sequences that contain these identical 
words. This relationship is evident fi-om die logarithmic plots.
The individual profiles for each of the five upstream segments were then cross- 
compared. If the plot for upstreaml is compared to upstreaml, it is seen that at identical values 
along die x-axis, the upstreaml y-value is usually liiglier Üian its equivalent upstreaml value.
For example, if the number o f upstream sequences containing common patterns for 
upstreaml is considered, there are 535 different patterns that may be present in any 20 of the 
upstream sequences. For upstreaml, there are 875 patterns. Therefore, in general it can be said 
that for the upstreaml dataset, a higher number of its sequences contain identical words than for 
the equivalent upstreaml dataset.
What does an increase or decrease in common patterns actually mean? The more 
common patterns there are, the higher the similarity (in this respect) there is between the set of 
sequences, since this is a method of comparing the sequences on a large scale. Therefore this 
implies that the upstreaml dataset possesses a higher level of similarity within its set of 18,725 
sequences than does the upstreaml dataset. Tliis also means tliat upstreamS sequences are more 
similar to each other than the sequences in the upstream4 region, followed closely by
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upstreamS, and then upstreamS. However these differences are far less pronounced than those 
between upstreaml and the other upstream regions. The results described above are for twenty 
base conunon patterns. Similar trends were seen though for fifteen and ten base conunon (see 
Appendix C. 1 for full details, graphs and tables).
The results of this experiment provide an insight into the sequence similarity' within 
each of the sets of five different 1Kb portions of the 5Kb upstream region. It is possible to 
conclude that there is a trend of decreasing sequence similarity across the 5Kb upstream 
(towards the TSS), especially for upstreaml.
Common patterns for sequence viewed as comprising o f (or translated to) R/Y and W/S
The pattem similarity experiment, when carried out on upstream sequence datasets, 
converted to weak and strong bases, produced similar results to the original (ATCG) datasets 
(see figures 4.3 and 4.4). Tliis was insofar as tliere are fewer conunon patterns in tlie upstreaml 
region sequences than in the further upstream segments or windows (see figure 4.4(b)). Also, 
there was a slight decrease in common patterns within the datasets from upstream5-Xo- 
upstreamS in the downstream orientation. However, upstreaml was again the most distinctly 
different of the upstream locations.
This result suggests that within the dataset of upstreaml sequences there is a lower 
level of general sequence similarity than the further upstream locations. Therefore when the 
sequence is viewed as consisting of W/S (translated) bases the profile is similar to that seen with 
tlie original sequence. This is not surprising, since why would it be any different?
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Figure 4.4: Results of the sequence similarity experiment for upstream sequences that are 
viewed as; (a) R/Y -translated sequences, (b) W/S -translated sequences.
This logarithmic plot shows common (20 base) pattem frequency in the upstream dataset. 
The number of common patterns was plotted against the number of upstream 1Kb 
sequence fragments (out of the whole dataset of 18,725) that contain them.
I his experiment and the details of the plots are the same as the graph above.
(a) R/Y graph:
There are more common patterns in the sequences of the upstreaml dataset than for the 
further upstream datasets. Therefore the intra dataset sequence similarity is highest fur 
upstreaml,
(b) W/S graph;
This result is similar to the result seen above for the original (ATCG) dataset (see figure 
4.3), and is the opposite of that of the R/Y data. Here there are a lower number of common 
patterns within upstreaml in comparison with the further upstream datasets.
In comparing the R/Y and W/S graphs it is obvious that there is an opposing trend of 
sequence similarity across the 5Kb upstream sequence.
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However, in contrast, when the sequence was viewed as comprising of purine and 
pyrimidine bases, the results showed tliat there were more conunon patterns witliin upstreaml 
than the further upstream datasets (see figure 4.4(a)). This suggests that the upstreaml 
sequences have a higher level of similarity than the further upstream segments, only when the 
sequence is viewed as R-T. This result is the exact opposite to the original (ATCG) and W/S 
datasets regarding sequence similarity trends across the upstream. Therefore opposing trends are 
observed for R/Y and W/S (translated sequences) across the upstream. See appendix C.2 for fiill 
data tables.
The results shown so far have been for repeat-containing sequences. ITie general 
changes in sequence similarity across the five 1 Kb sequence datasets was found to be similar for 
repeat masked and unmasked datasets. This was true for the R/Y- and W/S-translated sequence 
datasets which displayed the same general trends. The repeat-free sequences though contained 
more noise. See ^pendix C.4 for full details o f the R Y  and W/S results. The changes in pattem 
similarity for the original (ATCG) repeat-masked sequence proved too noisy to discern and 
clear differences between the five upstream sequence datasets (see appendix C.3).
4.3.2 Sequence similarity between the different upstream locations
Paltein coinuaiison for ATCG seouenccs: Frequency
fhe results of this next set of experiments show the relative similarities (or differences) 
between the upstream segment datasets as opposed to within each segment. The results reveal 
liial pallenis derived iioin a pailiculai region are preseiil al a liiglier frequency in llial region 
tlian in tlie oilier regions. For example, ten-base patterns derived from upstreaml are present at 
the highest frequency in that region (i.e. their native region), and at a gradually decreasing 
fret]uency towards the furthest {upstreamS) region. There are almost 45 pattem matches on 
average of upstreaml-àçnvQà patterns within that dataset (see figure 4.5), followed by 35 
patterns in the upstream2 dataset, then 33 in upstream3, etc This suggests that the datasets 
become more homogenous further upstream.
Patterns derived from upstream2 are present at the highest frequency (45 patterns) in 
their native region. 1 hey are present at a lower frequency in upstream3-upstreamS (41 patterns), 
and at a lower frequency still in upstreaml (37 patterns). This result suggests that upstreanû 
possesses distinct sequence features. Also it seems that upstream2 is more similar to upstreamS- 
io-upstreamS tlian it is to upstreaml.
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Figure 4.5
These are plots of pattern matches within each of the five upstream segments. The patterns were taken from each 
of the segments (denoted by the purple arrows), and the results of the pattern matches are show n in each graph (on 
the.v-ÆviV) for the patterns derived from that particular region against all of the other regions, including itself (the 
x-axis)»
The graph on the far right, for example, shows the number of pattern matches (for the average pattern motif) 
within each of the upstream sequence datasets, upstream I-to-upstreafnSy for patterns that were derived from 
upstreaml.
The number of matches is highest in upstreamJy which is the native region, followed by upstreamly and then 
upstreamSy upstream4 and upstreamS, Therefore upstreaml is more similar to its neighbouring region upstreanû 
than it is to the further upstream datasets and the datasets appear to become more homogenous further upstream. 
In each of the graphs we see that the native region contains the highest number of pattern matches. Each of the 
upstream segments appears to possess some uniqueness with respect to its native patterns. We see also that 
upstreaml appears the most ’different' in its pattern match score and that upstream2-io-upstream5 segments are 
more similar to each other than they are to upstreaml.
The pattern frequency plots for patterns derived from upstreamS, upstream4, and 
upstreamS show similar results, in that for each region the patterns derived from it are present at 
the highest frequency in tlie native region. This frequency is then lower m the remaining 
datasets, which display a similar frequency of patterns. The lowest frequency of patterns is 
always seen in upstreamJ.
This means that upstreaml is distinct from the other regions with respect to larger 
patterns and not just dinucleotides as previously observed. It is not just upstreaml that is 
distinct from the other regions, but also the other sequence portions have their unique sequence 
features when compared to the other regions, although to a lesser extent than upstreaml. 
Iberefore positional imique sequence features can be detected across the 5' upstream even in 
upstream2-io-upstream5, altliough tliis uniqueness is diminished tlie furtlier upstream tlie 
sequence. I.e. The sequence becomes increasingly homogenous with respect to adjacent 
locations (although not entirely) in the upstream direction.
Pattem comparison for Ry/Y- and W/S -translated sequences: Freauencv
The pattem frequency matches results for twenty base W/S or R/Y patterns show 
similar trends across the different upstream segments as for the ATCG results (see figure 4.6). 
Pattem sequences that are derived from a particular region are present at a higher frequency in 
dial (native) region llian in llie oilier regions, as expected.
W/S results were different to R/'T primarily with regards to the upstreaml region. For 
the W/S data, when the native region was either; upstreamS, upstreamS, upstream^, or 
upstrreamS, the frequency of pattems was much lower in the upstreaml than it was in any other 
of the regions in other words the upstreaml sequence was markedly different to the other 
segments for W/S. This was not the case for the R/Y data, whereby the frequency of upstreaml 
pattems did not stand out in this way.
Clearly, the relative presence of W/S and R/Y' (20 base) pattems arc different; 
particularly in upstreaml. The frequency plots for W/S and RA' pattem matches show that the 
W/S plots arc in general more similar to the ATCG pattem plots. This suggests that the W/S 
base arrangement affects the overall ATCG arrangement of bases more that the R^A 
arrangement in this respect.
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Figure 4.6:
These are plots of pattern matches within each of the five upstream segments. The patterns were 
taken from each of the segments (denoted by the purple arrows), and the results of the pattern 
matches are shown in each graph (on the for the patterns derived from that particular
region against all of the other regions, including itself (the av-æxîs).
R/Y results:
In each of the R/Y graphs we see that the native region contains the highest num ber of pattern 
matches. Therefore each of the upstream segments appears to possess some uniqueness in relation 
to the other segments.
W/S results:
The W/S results are in essence similar to R/Y. However, we see here that the pattern differences 
between the segments are more dram atic or accentuated those for R/Y. Also, for the W/S sequences 
upstreaml seems to stand out from the other segments being the most different or distinct.
Pattem comparison for ATCG sequences: Representation
The results of the last experiment was a sequence comparison of the five different 
portions of the 5 Kb upstream sequences by showing the fi’equency of patterns derived from a 
particular region across all the other different regions. The following results are plots of the 
identical data. However, instead of showing frequencies, a ratio of pattems is given that takes 
into consideration the random expected frequency of the pattems. This eliminates or controls for 
the effect of tlie change in base composition across the upstream.
The results for the original (ATCG) sequences show that pattems derived from 
upstreaml are over-represented in that region, as expected. These same pattems are also over­
represented in the rest of the upstream, but to a lesser extent. The pattems are less over­
represented in upstream2, closely followed by upstream3-upstream5 (see figure 4 7). The 
pattems derived fi"om upstreaml also show a similar trend in that they are most over­
represented in upstreaml, then to a lesser extent in upstreaml, followed by upstreamS- 
upstream5. Tlierefore pattems derived from a particular region are most enlianced in tliat region, 
i.e. they occur in that region at a proportion that is higher than is randomly expected. Their 
presence in the other regions is also enhanced, but to a lesser extent.
Tlie representation plots for patterns native to upstreaml, upstream4, upstreamS are 
similar to each other in that the pattems are slightly more enhanced in their native region than in 
the rest of the upstream. These pattems are also over-represented in the other regions, but to a 
lesser extent. The representation values in all of the non-native regions are more-or-less the 
same, including upstreaml and upstreaml. Therefore, in general these plots appear similar.
All in all this experiment shows that pattems that are derived from a particular 
segment of the upstream are more enhanced in that region than in any of the other upstream 
regions. This implies a certain measure of sequence uniqueness to each of the upstream portions 
analysed implying uniqueness of stmcture and function
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These graphs are representation plots of patterns taken from each of the five different 1 Kb 
regions of the upstream sequence. The average representation of patterns (y^Kis) from a 
particular region within all the other regions (x-ojc/ÿ) was plotted. Hence this shows a 
comparison of sequence derived from a particular upstream (lortioii (e.g. upstreaml) with all 
the other portions {upstream2~to-upstream5). The origin of the native patterns is indicated for 
each graph by a purple arrow.
The representation values take into consideration the composition and thereby changes in 
composition in the different upstream segments. This allows for a sequence comparison to he 
made whilst ’controlling’ for changes in the nucleotide composition.
Each graph shows that patterns native to a particular region are relatively enhanced in that 
region. This is the case for all five upstream segments tested. Each of the five upstream 
segments possesses unique sequence features that are not simply the result of changes in 
sequence composition and in fact transcend the issue of changing composition across the 
upstream.
Pattem Comparison for R/ Y and W/S -translated sequences: Représentation
The results of this experiment show that representation trends of R/Y sequences are 
very similar to those of the original ATCG sequences (see figure 4.8). i.e. it is observed that the 
patterns are more enhanced in their native region than they are in the other regions. Again, 
upstreaml and upstreanû are more distinct than the further upstream portions. This confions 
the relative importance of the role of R/Y pattems (and of course ATCG) in this region in that 
they confer uniqueness on likely promoter region.
The tt ends for pattem representation of the W/S sequence ai e veiy different to the 
equivalent data for ATCG and R/Y. This result is not in line with the expectation. For pattems 
derived from upstreaml, their representation of these pattems is lowest in the native region and 
gets slightly higher in the other regions progressively towards upstreamS.
This is unexpected since it seems that if pattems are derived from a particular region 
they should on average be more enhanced in that region. This is also counter-intuitive, since in 
the previous section it was seen that upstreaml possessed a higher frequency of W/S pattems 
than the other regions.
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F igure 4.8
These graphs are representation plots of patterns taken from each of the five different 1Kb regions of the upstream sequence. The 
average representation of pattems (>»-(iws) from a particular region within all the other regions (x-axis) was plotted. These 
experiments and the layout of the results and graphs are the same as those seen in figure 5.5 of the last section, except that the 
experiments was carried out one equivalent RA' and W/S upstream sequences.
R/Y result: These results are very similar to the result for the AJVC/G experiment (see figure 5.5). Patterns derived from a 
particular region are relatively enhanced in that region, in all the upstream segments. This suggests that each of the five upstream 
segments possesses unique sequence features that are not solely due changes in sequence composition.
W/S result: These results are very different to those seen for R/Y (and A/T/C/G), which is evident in the graphs. If we ignore the 
upstreaml result, we see that for all the other segments, pattems that are derived from a particular region are more enhanced in 
its native region in comparison with the others. Upstreaml though is completely different. Its native patterns are relatively 
suppressed compared with all other regions. Also, pattems from all other regions are relatively enhanced in upstreaml. This 
relative representation of patterns for the upstreaml W/S sequence dataset is the exact opposite of that observed for all other 
upstream datasets.
4.4 Conclusions & Discussion
4.4.1 Similarity of sequences within different upstream locations
Common patterns for the onginal ( ATCG) sequence
It is concluded that there is an increase in sequence divergence for the set of 
upstream sequences of human genes towards the TSS. This is unexpected since towards the TSS 
the density of regulator}' sequence is high and also it is thought to be the more highly functional, 
as previously explained.
Why is sequence similarity lowest in the TSS direction? How could this come 
about? It seems intuitively that a more highly functional region that contains the promoter and 
regulatory sequences would possess a higher sequence similarity than regions of so-called lower 
trinctionality. The sequence motifs responsible for regulation would in theory confer a greater 
sequence similarity due to control modules and similarity of function. Alternatively it may be 
that the regulatory elements and their diversity confer this apparent divergence towards the start 
site region.
This seems an unlikely explanation though since gene regulation occurs in networks 
and that there must be some type of similarit}’ between regulator}' elements in different genes. 
There is unlikely to be a unique transcription factor for each gene, since this would mean half of 
the genes in the human genome would code for transcription factors alone. This does not make 
much sense when many genes act together in cell processes Also, the regulator}' elements must 
possess a 'language' of sorts albeit a complex one (that is not well understood), which confers 
some level of similarity between these sequences.
Another interpretation is as follows; the greater sequence similarity further upstream 
(in the intergenic sequence) is perhaps due to the presence of common structural elements or 
elements that confei stability on tlie DNA double helix. It may be tliat there is more similaiity 
furtlier upstream because the structural requirement of DNA in general results in a preference 
for certain elements, which are common to these sequences. Regardless of this possible 
explanation, it is difficult to account for the fact that the upstream sequence becomes 
increasingly divergent towards the sequence that contains the promoter and has the highest 
density of regulatory sequences.
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Common patterns for sequence viewed as comprising of R/Y and W/S
This R7Y result of increased sequence convergence (or similarity) would have been 
expected in the first place for the original (ATCG) sequence. It would be more understandable if 
all the sequence types showed the same tendency or profile since the R /\' and W/S (translated) 
sequences are in fact derived from the ATCG sequence. Based on the expectation that the 
upstream become more convergent towards the TSS due to tlie role in regulation, this would in 
theory hold true regardless of whether the sequence is viewed as R/Yor WVS.
These observations beg two obvious questions; 1. Why would there be a higher level 
of sequence similarity towards the TSS with respect to the R/Y-translated sequence and 2. Why 
would the exact opposite be seen for W/S-translated (and original ATCG)? ft was in the first 
place expected that the TSS region would possess a higher level of similarity due to regulation, 
which in theory would require similar elements across the board. Networks of gene expression 
mean that sunilar elements are required m the upstream sequence of different genes.
One possible interpretation is that perh^s purines and pyrimidines and the motifs 
that they form are particularly important towards the TSS, because they confer a relatively high 
level of similarity between sequences of diffwent genes at this location. I.e. cause an increased 
convergence of the sequence. This may be associated with regulation and may be due to either 
with the regulatory motifs or possibfy the sequences flanking them. A\Tiy would the W/S 
sequence similarity profile be similar to that of ATCG? It may be that the over-riding influence 
over the actual ATCG sequence comes fi’om W/S in this respect. This would explain why the 
ATCG profile is similar to that of W/S
It is apparent that identical sets of sequence can show reciprocal trends across the 
upstream (from the 5' end to the 3’ end) with respect to the two different types of base property, 
RyY and W/S. The first question is; how is sequence similarity interpreted? Sequence similarity 
is generally regarded as an implication of closer relationship of structure and function. It seems 
reasonable that a more similar sequence set may be regarded as one tliat possesses a more 
specialized function or that is more highly functional. However, as already mentioned there 
seems to be a paradox here regarding the R/Y and WVS sequences. So the second question is; 
how is it possible to interpret that the same sequence displays seemingly opposing trends?
It could be that a higher level of similarity does not necessarily correlate with a more 
specialized or higher level function Perhaps more specific function can in some cases cause a 
divergence of sequence. The problem in interpreting these results is that in fact there are 
opposing trends with respect to R/Y and W/S. This relationship is likely to be very important. It
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seems reasonable to conclude that R/Y and W/S possess different levels of functional 
significance across the upstream depending on location.
4.4.2 Comparison to the distance from randomness analvsis
The link between distance from randomness and sequence similarity
In chapter^ results revealed that the upstream sequence becomes more distant from 
randomness towards the I SS, only when tlie sequence is viewed from tlie R/ Y perspective. In 
contrast, for W/S (and ATCG), the dinucleotides are closer to the random model toward the start 
site. Thereby, R/Y displayed the opposite trend across the 5' upstream to W/S (and ATCG).
WTicn sequence similarity across the upstream segments is considered, an opposing 
trend between R ,^ and W/S (and ATCG) also exists. How are these two R/^ Y and W/S opposing 
trends in distance from randomness and sequence similarit)^ connected? Since R/Y sequence 
similarity increases and distance from randomness decreases towards the TSS, it would seem at 
face value that R/Y motifs (or the arrangement of these bases) are more important here than 
further upstream The equivalent W/S (and ATCG) results show the opposite trend. Also, it is 
interesting that where an increase in sequence similarity is observed, the sequence also becomes 
less random. Where sequence similarity is decreased the sequence in that location is more 
random. This makes sense intuitively.
li is possible llien to infer llial llie R/Y sequence is in some way more impoilanl, 
relative to W/S close towards tlie TSS. Tlie implication is tliat tlie sequence can be more liiglily 
functional or possess a more specific function and that this may be reflected in the sequence 
with respect to one category of base property (R/Y) and not the other (W/S). Also, RA'^  and W/S 
possess a different level of emphasis across the upstream.
In what way could the R/Y sequence be of particular importance (relative to W/S) 
close to the TSS? Since this region is relatively dense with regulatory sequence, it could be that 
tlie R/Y arrangement is more important here. The importance of the R/Y dinucleotides in 
determining structure has already been discussed in chapter] and may explain these observed 
trends. Since the R/Y sequence is a greater determinant of structure, perhaps the increased 
sequence similarity towards the start site relates to a need for greater structural similarity in this 
direction. This may be due to legulatoiy regions tliat require similar structural motifs in the 
DNA. If this R/Y similarity is due to regulatory regions and more specifically to protein binding
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motifs, these structural elements may in turn be necessary for protein docking since this initial 
step of protein-DNA is very much dependent on DNA structure and flexure.
The W/S sequence on the other hand seems to be a source of greater sequence diversity 
close to the TSS than further upstream. This W/S influenced increased diversity may be related 
to regulatory sequences and may be important for their functioning. This relative diversity' of 
W/S pattems may be related to probing by regulatory proteins which possibly require a diversity 
of sequence for this process to be discriminatory for individual proteins. It is important to note 
that the changes in R/Y and W/S divergence and convergence of sequence across the upstream 
are not necessarily due to protein binding regulatory motifs.
Functionality of uenomic reuions and SNP data
At this stage the issue of whether a higher level of sequence similarity and greater 
distance from randomness is associated widi and implies higher or more specific functionality 
may be addressed. The densit>' of SNP's in the human genome is higher in coding regions than 
in non-coding regions (Subramanian et al, 2003). Why would this be if coding sequences are in 
theory be more highly conserved? Also, more SNPs found in promoter region than further 
upstream. These observations seem counterintuitive. This is in line though with the increased 
divergence of sequence towards the start site for the ATCG original sequence datasets seen in 
this experiment.
Also, SNP data suggest that transversions increase towards the TSS (Guo et al, 
2005). in fact their increase is greater than that of transition substitutions. Tins is counter to tlie 
observation in tliis work of increased Ry'Y sequence convergence towards tlie TSS. However, it 
is important to remember that these SNPs refer to comparisons between different individuals 
within the species which gives this data a different t>'pe of qualit). This is veiy different to 
sequence comparisons within a genome.
Whilst transitions and transversions increase in the TSS direction for SNP data 
(comparisons between individuals) for the same gene, across the set of genes within the 
genome, comparisons show sequence divergence for the original (ATCG) sequence, but 
convergence for the R/Y sequence.
It is possible to conclude that higher level sequence functionality does not 
necessaiily correlate witli increased sequence convergence for comparisons across genes 
regions. Rather changes in these factors depend on how tlie sequence is viewed. From the
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ATCG and W/S perspective here the change from the less functional to more functional location 
is opposite that observed for the R/Y sequence.
In this project it has been observed that sequence functionality does not to correlate in 
the expected way with distance from randomness values and sequence similarity across the 
datasets. Therefore the original stipulations made regarding these issues were clearly over­
simplified. The situation is more complex.
4.4.3 Sequence similarity between the different upstream locations
There may be certain pattems (in the upstream) that constitute a background type 
sequence which is present throughout the upstream. In addition to these there may also be other 
ty pes of pattern that are unique to a particular region and possibly relate to a structure and 
function that pertains more to that particular location.
This experiment was intended as a way to compare the sequences of the different 
positional upstream segments on a large scale. These sequences were arbitrarily divided into 
1Kb portions. The results show that whilst there are many similarities there are also some 
differences that make each location unique, upstreaml being the most unique.
The ATCG and R/Y datasets follow the intuitive expectation; that patterns derived 
from a particular region are present at a higher frequency and are also more enhanced in that 
region than in any other region. The W/S results are also in line with this general observation 
for regions; upstream2-io-i4pstream5. However, for upstreaml tlie W/S sequences do not follow 
the expectation.
W/S sequence pattems native to upstreaml are relatively suppressed in that region 
in comparison to the other regions. This is unusual since pattems are expected to be relatively 
enhanced in their native location. In order to address this issue it is necessary to break down the 
general question into parts.
Firstly, why would pattems native to a particular region be relatively suppressed in 
that region? It could be that these pattems (or their presence) must be more controlled for in the 
native region than in the other regions. In other words, suppression is favourable in such an 
instance despite the fact that the general trend is that patterns native to a region are relatively 
enlianced within that region.
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It may be for example, that these patterns or sequences are very important to the 
native region as structural/functional elements, but their nature is such that it is better that they 
are scarce and the opposite would be detrimental in that region only and not in other locations. 
This may be true of gene regulatory elements, since enhancing them may be detrimental to the 
process of gene expression. Therefore the presence of tlrese elements must be controlled so-to- 
speak.
Why are W/S patterns native to upstream! relatively suppressed in that region and 
patterns derived from the other regions relatively enhanced in the upstream H  It has been 
mentioned that relative suppression of native patterns is luiusual and is probably due to the need 
to 'control' patterns in tliat region. It seems that tliere is sometliing special about upstream! in 
that its native patterns must be relatively controlled or suppressed. Perhaps patterns that are 
native to the other positional segments do not need to be suppressed or controlled in upstream!. 
This makes upstream! a unique location in the 5' upstream sequence of the genes.
Initially it would seem that the uniqueness of patterns o f the W/S upstream! 
sequence (relative to the other upstream segments) is due to a change in sequence composition 
in this region. The increase in strong and decrease in weak bases in the downstream direction 
appears to cause the different pattern frequency. The representation results though highlight an 
additional level of uniqueness.
The uniqueness of motifs in the upstream is not due solely to changes in sequence 
composition. The results show that for both W/S and R/Y sequences there are variations in 
sequence characteristics that cannot solely be attributed to changes in sequence composition.
When nucleotide composition changes as it does across the 5 Kb upstream, a 
comparison o f sequence similarity between the positional segments is expected to yield 
differences that correlate with compositional changes. The greater the compositional differences 
between two locations, the lower the expected sequence similarity. However, if this is 
controlled for, an additional level of information may be attained.
Differences in motif representation between the upstream positional segments imply 
that the formation of the sequence (motifs) is non-random and location specific. Therefore this 
difference in representation suggests unique structural and functional motifs. The changes 
across the upstream (especially between upstream! and upstreami) involve sequence 
arrangement and the formation of specific sequence. It seems that W/S motifs possess a special 
characteristic within upstreami relative to the further upstream datasets. The natui'c o f these 
motifs though is unknown.
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It has been observed (in chuter 2) that dinucleotide composition and representation 
varies across the upstream segments that were studied. In this current section, there has been 
additional support for the idea that there are changes across the upstream, in sequence 
characteristics that cannot be attributed solely to compositional changes. In this experiment 
these changes can be seen at the level of motifs. In addition, each of the 1Kb upstream segments 
possesses some of its own unique characteristics and the level of uniqueness diminishes the 
further upstream you look.
The motifs used here are obviously larger than dinucleotides and their analysis 
therefore present a more sensitive method for determining similarity and differences between 
sequences. In general these results suggest uniqueness of structure and function along tlie 5Kb 
upstream in these arbitrary I Kb sequence positional segments. It is expected that the region 
containing the promoter would be different to other regions; however, here there are differences 
that span beyond the likely promoter location.
Since each 1 Kb segment dataset o f the upstream region that was analyzed possessed 
some level of difference in sequence to all of the other segments, there are likely to be both 
sequence, structural and functional gradients across this upstream region from the 5' to the 3' 
end
In summary the work in this chapter confirms and extends the observation of die 
previous chapter. Firstly, it has been shown that there are increased sequence differences across 
the upstream towards the TSS. Secondly the observation that the R/Y and W/S sequences show 
opposing trends across the upstream is supported and is even more evident.
4.4.4 Limitations of the dataset and the experiments
Sequence similarity within the upstream Dositioiial segments:
The aim of diis experiment was to analyse the relative sequence similarity witliin 
each upstream positional segment. The challenge here was that each one of these segments 
contained a very large dataset of sequences. An analysis of cormnon patterns was used as a basis 
to identify similarities widiin die large dataset instead of alignments. Wliilst aligimient tools are 
very effective in measuring sequence similarity , a pattern analysis is also an accepted method.
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There are however, disadvantages to this patterns analysis. Firstly, the results 
generated were qualitative and not quantitative. In this experiment die relative number of 
common patterns could be seen within each upstream dataset and therefore the relative 
similarity within the set could be determined.
Also, short patterns were used as a basis for analysis of sequence similarity, i.e. ten, 
fifteen, and twenty base patterns. Larger sequence stretches may in some ways be better. Shorter 
patterns are more likely to capture sequence similarities on a large scale, in a large dataset, 
whilst longer patterns would capture rarer similarities within the dataset. Only ten, fifteen, and 
twenty base common patterns were analysed here. This method, however, was simple and 
etïective.
Cross-comparisons of sequence of the different upstream positional segments
This experiment posed an additional challenge to the previous one. Here the 
problem was one of comparing two large datasets of sequences to each other. Short patterns 
were also used here, however they had to be sampled fi'om one dataset and their occurrence 
tested within another dataset.
There was a problem here with sampling patterns from the native dataset. The idea 
was that the sampled patterns should represent the dataset from which they were taken. A major 
limitation was whether the sampled patterns sufficiently reflected the native region. It is 
important to remember that this dataset is very large (18,725,000 bases) and that there are 
patterns within it that are very frequent and those that are very rare as well as a range between 
the two extremes. Therefore patterns were randomly sampled within different ranges. However, 
whether or not these actually represent the entire set is unknown.
A large set of five hundred patterns w ^e sampled from the native upstream region. 
This is a good sample size although it was taken fi’om different ranges. Of course a larger 
sample size of patterns would be more desirable. Patterns sampling fiom the native dataset of 
upstream sequences was only pseudo-random The disadvantage of this is that the pattern 
sampling is biased. The advantage though is that the patterns better reflect the native dataset 
since these patterns are common to the dataset, since enriched patterns are selected for. This 
provides a more powerful tool for large-scale sequence comparison as was carried out here than 
a method of total random pattern sampling.
Whilst this sampling method has its problems it does provide a powerful sequence 
comparison methodology since it makes use of patterns/sequence motifs that are common to the
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sequences within a set, then allowing for cross comparison across adjacent location sequences. 
Clearly there are limitations to this method; however a compromise had to be reached between 
generating an unbiased system whilst at the same time effectively representing a large dataset of 
sequences so that it could be compared to another large set.
In the cross-comparisons of sequence of die different upstream positional segments, the 
representation of sampled patterns was worked out. The method used for this has a limitation. In 
the calculation of the expect proportion ( ) of pattemx in the upstream dataset (Fx “  (Pa) x
(Pt) X (pc) X (pg) the upstream dataset of 18,725 1Kb fragments is treated as if it is a 
continuous random sequence. This of course is not the case and leads to some error in the 
expect value.
4.4.5 The overall message and questions that arise
This result raises an important issue, which is that of sequence functionality and its 
relationship to convergence (or divergence) of an analogous set of sequences with respect to 
genomic location. First the issue of functionality and the assumptions made regarding the 
upstream sequence will be addressed. Secondly the subject of convergence (or divergence) in 
relation to this may be discussed.
The upstream sequence of the human gene contains regulatory sequence in the fonn 
of promoter and possibly enhancer which possess smaller units of regulatory sequence. Aside 
from these stretches of regulatory sequence the upstream contains spacer DNA of unknown 
function. It is known tiiat die sequence contains nucleosome binding sites and may contain 
repeat stretches.
The promoter is usually located within 2Kb of the TSS and so this region may be 
considered the most highly functional (other than the enhancer), in terms of specificity of 
function across the dataset of genes. Therefore although it is true that non-regulatory sequence 
is largely an unknown entity, the assumption made in this work is that this promoter containing 
region is more highly functional.
Sequence divergence between different species can be used as a measure of the 
closeness of these species in an evolutionary sense. This can also be applied to related gene 
sequences within a species. From the divergence of a gene set it is possible to calculate for 
example, how long it has been since a duplication may have been generated among them.
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With the upstream sequence though there are several differences. Firstly, non-coding 
sequence has been used, which is located along the upstream, according to its position. 
Therefore the related datasets have been grouped or divided in this way according to position 
from the start site. This is somewhat different to comparing homologous genes across species 
for relative divergence/convergence.
It is reasonable to e?q)ect that more highly and specific functional sequences should 
be more similar to each other. For instance, it could be that the more highly functional promoter 
containing region possesses a higher variety of sequence motifs which makes this sequence 
appear more divergent than the fruther upstream sequence. This phenomenon is possible 
altliougli it would seem unlikely.
Whilst there are many unknown factors, experiments and their interpreted results 
must be based on theories that may possess inherent assumptions. The assumption here is that a 
greater similarity means a closer relationship or association between the sequences. The closer 
relationship would be due to specific function. If the idea is adhered to that the most highly 
functional region would be the one with highest sequence similarity (lowest divergence) and 
also that the promoter region is the most highly functional, the observed result seems 
contradictory. The result seems paradoxical.
This result showing increased sequence divergence towards the TSS though made 
sense only in light o f the sequence becoming closer to randomness (for ATCG sequences) in the 
same direction. It seems logical that a more random sequence set should also be more divergent. 
The experiment that followed (the R/Y and W/S-translated sequence analysis) added an 
interesting new twist to the observations, and also strengthened what was seen for the 
(dinucleotide) distance from randomness analysis.
When the upstream positional segments were cross-compared for sequence 
similarity, it was found that each one possessed unique sequences. This result implies that these 
upstream 1Kb positional segments each vary in sequence and this probably means that this 
results in differences in structure also. This adds to the results seen in chapter2 whereby 
dinucleotide composition and representation suggest structural changes across upstream.
I his uniqueness of sequence though is relatively greater towards the TSS. Overall 
the result shows that the upstream sequence is not a homogenous structure and that probably the 
sequence contains varying specificity along its length which is likely to be related to functional 
requirements. The specific differences between the positional segments and the result these 
differences in tenus of structure and/or function are unknown. For tlie objectives set out in tliis
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project general trends were of interest rather than the identification of specific sequence 
differences.
Larger motifs are a more sensitive method for detecting similarities and differences 
in sequences than are dinucleotides. In particular the increased R/Y-translated sequence 
similarity and distance from randomness towards the start site suggests a greater emphasis on 
structure (and structural similarity) in this direction.
Whether or not the changes in sequence similarity across the upstream can be 
attributed specifically to the regulatory (transcription factor binding site) sequences is still 
imknown. The differences in the R/Y and W/S-translated upstream sequence trends with respect 
to changes sequence similarity greatly supports tlie results of tlie previous chapter. The issue of 
the role of transcription factor binding sites is the subject of the next set of experiments.
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5. Transcription Factor Binding Motifs: 
Avoidance of Random Binding of Regulatory Proteins
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Representation of the regulatory elements in the DNA sequence
DNA sequence motifs to which regulatory proteins bind tend to be up to twenty 
bases in length (Wingender et al, 2001). Regulatory elements are therefore made up of short and 
also specific sequences, fliis is true despite the fact tliat these sequences contain redundancies 
and that only some of the nucleotides within the motif may be specific. This means that in 
theory, equivalent sequence motifs (to those that bind regulatory protein) may occur t y  chance’ 
in the 5' upstream non-coding regions of genes. As already mentioned, transcription factors are 
thought to bind any DNA sequence containing their target motif. Also, regulatory regions may 
span over very long DNA sequence stretches. Considering all of these factors, how do the 
regulatory proteins avoid binding to these sequences randomly or inappropriately, particularly 
in genomic regions where they exert their influence?
One possible answer is that regulatory elements are suppressed in order to prevent 
random binding. It could be for example, that these protein-binding motifs are present at a 
higher frequency in the upstream sequence than in the rest of the genome since this is the place 
in which they are required for their biological function. Also, their presence may be enhanced 
within specific locations of the upstream where they are required.
Regulatory motifs are tliouglit to be over-represented in tlie promotor region (Long 
et al, 2004). Regulatory elements that act in other contexts, such as splice site elements are also 
foimd to be over-represented in those regions (Majewski et al, 2002). Therefore in general, it 
seems that regulatory motifs are over-represented in the regions in which they function.
A global analysis has been carried out of the distribution of transcriptional regulatory 
elements in human genomic fiinctional elements (Zhang et al, 2007). This was carried out in 
ENCODE regions, within which the transcription regulatory elements were found to be present 
in clusters. In particular, these regulatory elements were found to be located in the region of 
known genes. Also they were enhanced near both transcription start and end sites. It has been 
suggested that the enhanced presence of the transcription regulatory elements near transcription 
end sites may be due to their function as regulatory elements (or promoters) for non-coding 
transcripts.
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5.1.2 Mechanisms for avoidance of random binding of regulatory 
protein to the DNA
However, this story may not be so simple. For example, it may be that where the 
DNA is not exposed (due to chromatin formation etc...) the representation of these elements in 
any case is irrelevant. I.e. tliere would not be any binding, random or otlierwise. Tlie 
mechanism(s) o f avoidance of inappropriate binding is unknown. Although in theory it may be 
explained in two simplified ways:
1 The first mechanism would involve marking the regulatory regions in some 
way so that they can be distinguished from other regions. This mechanism may include 
two general categories:
(i) The first is that there would be specific signal sequences in the upstream DNA to 
which proteins bind. These may differentiate between regulatory sequence and spacer 
sequence (see figure 5.1a). This dependence on another signal sequence greatly reduces 
the chances of non-specific binding. The problem with this idea is that no such signal 
has yet been identified despite much study of tliis region.
(ii) The second mechanism is that spacer sequence would be in some way protected 
from binding by regulatory proteins (see figure 5.1b). This may occur via ’masking’ the 
non-regulator}' regions. For example, the chromatin structure may produce this type of 
effect.
Both of these categories require the existence of specific motif sequences or signals 
within the DNA, albeit at unknown intervals and of an unknown nature. This introduces 
additional sequence features that may occur within (or surrounding) these distinct 
regulatory regions. Tlierefore spacer sequence and regulatory sequence are likely to 
contain distinct characteristics that are related to their different functions.
2. This would involve the representation of regulatory element motifs witliin the 
DNA sequence. By controlling the presence of the short sequences that are identical to 
those o f the regulatory elements, it may be possible to avoid random binding of 
regulatory proteins in locations where this is detrimental (see figure 5.1c). Since 
regulatory proteins recognise and bind to specific elements on the DNA and these 
constitute short sequences, the proteins may in theory be able to bind to exposed DNA 
of identical sequence. If this were not a ’real’ regulatory element, the situation would be 
at the very least wasteful and at most detrimental. Therefore, it could be that in such 
situations motifs identical to those of regulatory elements are suppressed in the DNA.
It is thouglit to be tlie case tliat tlie upstream transcription factors bind to any
available sequence that is suitable. Therefore avoidance of in^propriate binding would be
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essential. In reality a combination of different mechanisms may be involved. Although the 
above-outlined models are likely over-simplified they are nevertheless useful.
5’
Regulatory Signal 
element sequence Sequence identical to 
Regulatory element
y
a. This depicts the binding of a protein particle to a specific signal sequence (yellow box). 
In this model regulatory proteins can bind to the regulatory sequence only if this 
regulatory particle binds to its signal sequence first. Therefore it may be that regulatory 
DNA contains one or more of these signals that marks it as regulatory. This is one 
possible explanation for the prevention of inappropriate binding of regulatory proteins to 
the DNA. Alternatively, this signal may operate via a different mechanism than the 
binding of a protein particle.
3’
Regulatory
element
Sequence identical to 
Regulatory element
b. Alternatively it may be that spacer sequence is in some way protected from the 
inappropriate binding of regulatory proteins whereas the regulatory element would be 
exposed. This is represented in the diagram by discs on the surface of the spacer DNA. 
The protection may be the result of DNA méthylation, protein binding, nucleosome 
arrangement or some other conformational changes.
y
Regulatory
element
Sequence identical to 
Regulatory element
c. If there would be no signal and no spacer masking this third model may be relevant. 
Avoidance of inappropriate binding of proteins on the DNA (to sequences identical to the 
regulatory elements) would probably occur via a mechanism of the representation of those
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elements. This may be described as a mechanism insofar as this process is a means by 
which the effect o f random binding is avoided. In other words, in regions where 
inappropriate binding could occur, the regulatory element sequences may be suppressed. 
This means that they are unlikely to be present which would prevent such inappropriate 
binding.
Figure 5.1:
A highly schematic diagram showing three possible theoretical models for the prevention 
of random (or inappropriate) binding of regulatory proteins to the 5’ upstream DNA.
The elements to which regulatory proteins bind tend to be very short This means that 
these motifs may occur randomly in the DNA sequence. The issue is via which mechanism 
inappropriate binding of regulatory proteins to motifs that resemble their target is 
prevented.
5.1.3 Avoidance of random binding; the docking and probing steps
The results of previous experiments of this project have revealed collectively that there 
are very different trends both within and across the R/Y- and W/S-translated upstream sequence 
with respect to dinucleotide composition, distance from randomness and sequence similarity. It 
was concluded that the R/Y sequence is likely to have a greater effect on helical structure and 
that this is particularly important in the upstream DNA. It was furthennore detennined that the 
R/Y sequence is likely to have a greater effect on the docking phase and indirect readout of 
protein-DNA binding and in contrast, that the W/S is likely to effect probing and direct readout 
to a greater extent.
Transcription factor binding sites (TFBS’s) are motifs to which regulatory proteins bind, 
therefore the docking and probing steps of binding are of interest with regards to them. It may 
be that there is a relationship between these two phases of protein-DNA binding and the 
sequence properties of the DNA-binding motif, i.e. the TFBS.
Regarding avoidance of random/inappropriate binding of regulatory proteins (described 
above); it would be potentially of interest to analyse this in terms of protein docking and 
probing. Since there is a relationship between these two phases and the R/Y and W/S sequence 
properties, an analysis of these properties would be relevant. This would be in order to better 
understand how the TFBS sequence operates within the context of the upstream and genomic 
DNA sequence.
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5.1.4 Aims and experimental design
The way in which regulatory motifs operate is clearly of great importance in the cell. 
Knowledge of the distribution of these motifs in the upstream is a step forward in gaining an 
understanding of how they regulate transcription. The aim of this experiment was to better 
understand this arrangement and also to investigate how inappropriate binding of regulatory 
proteins to the DNA may be avoided in the 5' upstream region of the human gene. This is 
pertinent since regulatory motifs tend to be short and may occur randomly within the genomic 
DNA sequence.
it is already known tliat DNA regulatory motifs tend to be over-represented within tlie 
genomic locations in where they function. The essence of the experiments of this chapter was 
to address the issue of avoidance of random binding of regulatory proteins to short sequences 
equivalent to those of the TFBS (in genomic DNA) specifically with respect to the docking and 
probing phases of protein-DNA binding.
Frequency of TFBS matches in the upstream region
This experiment was designed to show the location of the exact sequence motif that 
belongs to the TFBS across different positional locations along the 5' upstream region. 
Mismatches were not included in this analysis. This allowed for the distribution of sequence 
matches to TFBS to be seen across the 5' upstream positional segments. Specific single TFBS's 
were not of interest but rather the average distribution. This is because the way in which 
TFBS's (as a group) operate rather than any specific motif is of interest.
A match for a regulatory protein binding motif would not necessarily define a 
location to which the regulatory protein actually binds, since there are more factors at play for 
this to take place. Indeed, protein binding may be dependent on context such as; location, 
chromatin structure, etc, and not just on the presence or occurrence of the correct motif 
sequence in the genomic DNA.
Another important issue is that of a possible boundary for regulatory sequences 
which was raised in previous experiments. In fact, in the previous experiments the issue of a 
potential boundary was raised only in so far as changes in sequence composition and sequence 
similarity that were seen across the upstream. The changing trends across the upstream 
segments plateaued in a way that was suggestive of a boundary for compositional properties.
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The aim of this experiment was also to ascertain whether the regulatory element sequence 
distribution was in line with these boundary observations
This experiment was done to ascertain where in the upstream region the regulatory 
element matches would be most prominent. The TFBS's used were derived from the promoter 
region. Therefore the highest frequency was expected to be in the sequence closest to tlie TSS, 
since this is where most of the elements seem to have the greatest relevance in the biological 
context. The aim was to answer the following important questions; how are regulatory motif 
sequences distributed across the upstream? Are they present at a higher (or lower) level towards 
the TSS?
Representation of TFBS matches in the upstream region and genome-wide
The next and more important step was to see if regulatory motifs are over- or under­
represented in the upstream sequence, within its different positional segments and also genome- 
wide. In other words; does the genome enhance or suppress the presence of the transcription 
factor binding motifs?
This was done in order to address the issue of inappropriate binding of regulatory 
proteins, previously described. Analysing the relative representation of the TFBS's would reveal 
some basic level information about the way in which binding of elements is avoided; either by
(i) making the TFBS’s sparse (suppressed) generally in genomic DNA, (ii) making the elements 
sparse in certain locations only, (iii) neither of the above, but instead via other mechanisms, for 
example, shielding the sequence e.g. chromatin formation. In this case the TFBS's (i.e. matches 
to them within the DNA sequence) would be present at the randomly expected level.
The results would provide clues about how the TFBS's operate and the issue of 
prevention of random binding would be addressed. The representation of a motif may in simple 
terms show one of three possible outcomes; 1. Representation at the random level, 2. Over­
representation (enhancement), 3. Under-representation (suppression). The expectation was that 
the TFBS's be enhanced in regions where they are required and relatively suppressed in regions 
where they are not required (and also genome-wide), to avoid random binding events.
Since TFBS's consist of short sequences there is a possible risk of inappropriate 
binding of proteins, since identical motifs may occur in genomic DNA and in the upstream. 
How is this inappropriate binding avoided? The mechanism could involve suppression of short 
sequences identical to tlie regulatory binding motifs. Alternatively it could involve a different 
mechanism.
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If within a particular genomic region (or within genomic DNA in general), there is a 
risk of inappropriate binding, tlie expectation is that these motifs be suppressed within tliat 
region Therefore any changes in motif frequency and representation across the upstream 
positional segments was studied as a part of this experiment.
Any differences when the sequence is translated into R/Y and W/S?
An essential dimension of this experiment was a continuation of the previously 
observed results (of other chapters of this project) regarding the importance of the two different 
groups of base characteristics; weak/strong (W/S) versus purine/pyrimidine (R/Y). Therefore 
the frequency and representation of TFBS matches within the upstream DNA was worked out 
for the TFBS and upstream sequences when translated to W/S, and also to R/Y.
This would allow for seeing the prominence of these characteristics of the bases 
within the regulatory elements in the context of the upstream sequence. The general question 
being; does the cell recognise the bases o f these regions more in the form of the W/S property or 
the R/Y property? The objective was to reveal some information about how the cell reads or 
sees these regulatory elements within the upstream. More specifically this would permit the 
analysis of avoidance of random binding and occurrence of TFBS's in the context of the docking 
and probing phases of protein-DNA binding.
The dataset of TFBS's utilised for the analysis
The regulatory sequences for tliis experiment were taken from the TRED 
database (Zhao et al, 2005). This contains cis and tram  acting factors including promoters 
and transcription factor binding sites Motifs in this set are regulatory sequences originating 
from the promoter. Part of the database information included the location of these motifs within 
known promoters. For each motif there are also links to the relevant abstracts (in the Pubmed 
dataset) which describe details for that particular motif.
For this experiment TFBS's were utilised. The 1249 TRED elements ranged 
from -4-90 bases (very few motifs were longer than this) in length and were represented 
across all the human chromosomes. Since the length of these regulatory sequences was over 
a very wide range with some sequences being relatively long, an effective method had to be
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devised to test their occurrence and representation in the upstream datasets. TFBS’s were 
scanned against the upstream sequence for exact matches.
Tlie methodology used in tliis experiment liad to take into consideration the 
length of the TFBS with respect to the total sequence (upstream) to be scanned for matches. 
The chance of finding at random a motif of length n within a stream of alphabet of z letters 
is given by; P(m) = 1/z". For an (ATCG) DNA sequence;
Motif length 5; P(m) = 9.8 x 10^
Motif length 10; P(m) = 9.5 x 10'^
Motif length 15; P(m) = 9.3 x 10-10
Motif length 20; P(m) = 9.1 x 10"'^
The length of the upstream DNA sequence sampled for matches is 18,725,000 (1.8 x 
10') bases in total. The sample space is even lower than this since the upstream sequence is not 
continuous. Since the likelihood o f finding a motif at random decreases with increased motif 
length, the length of the TFBS motifs must be considered against the length of the entire 
upstream sequence space. The objective was to use as many of the motifs fi'om the primary 
TRED dataset whilst at the same time not utilising motifs that are so long that they would not be 
reflected (or represented randomly) within the sample space. Therefore TFBS's were selected 
that ranged between 5-10 bases in length for the ATCG experiments. For the R/Y- and W/S- 
translated sequences, TFBS of length 10-20 bases were selected for the same reason.
There is also another issue regarding the longer (greater than 20 base) motifs. 
This relates to the fact that these do not necessarily reflect a discrete binding domain for 
regulatory proteins. Longer motifs probably contain stretches of intemiediary sequences 
that are not involved in binding. I.e. a ninety base sequence (at the extreme end of the 
binding motif dataset) probably contains a collection of smaller motifs that specifically bind 
to proteins. Alternatively, the actual binding site(s) may occur over a narrower sequence 
space. In fact most binding motifs are thought to be up to twenty bases in length 
(Wingender et al, 2001).
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5.2 Methods
Transcription factor binding motifs (TFBS) were taken and each of these motifs was 
individually scanned against different positional segments along the 5' upstream sequence of the 
human gene and also the entire genome for matches.
5.2.1 The upstream sequence dataset
The DNA sequences for this project were obtained from the NCBl human genome 
database, build 35. The lOkb 5’ upstream sequence of the gene was utilised. These human 
upstream DNA sequences were identical to those used in chapter! (see chapter 2, methods 
section 2.2.1 for details). Five of the 1Kb upstream portions were used for the experiments 
described here; upstreaml-to~upstream5, thereby sparuiing a lengtli of 5Kb in total iimnediately 
upstream of the TSS. Each of the upstream datasets consisted of 18,725 1Kb sequence 
fragments. Also the human genome-wide sequence was utilised in the same way as described in 
chapter 2, section 2.2.1.
5.2.2 The Transcription Factor Binding Motif Dataset
Oriuin of the binding motifs
The regulatory sequences for this experiment were taken from the TRED database 
(Zhao et al, 2005). This contains cis and trans acting factors including promoters and 
transcription factor binding sites. For this experiment (protein) TFBS's were taken from the 
database. These were 1249 motifs in total from the human dataset and they constituted the 
primary dataset from which motifs were selected for this experiment.
Length of the motif sequences
TFBS motifs were selected from the TRED database tliat ranged between 5-10 bases 
only and otlier elements were excluded. Tlie removal of identical/duplicated motifs was tlien 
carried out, by testing the motif sequences against each other and redundant motifs were 
removed. I  his together with the selection described above left 154 motifs which were to be 
used as the test dataset of regulatory motifs.
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5.2.3 Frequency of TFBS Matches (ATCG)
For each of the upstream positional segments; upstream l-to-upstream5, the 
frequency of matches of the TFBS's was individually determined. Each of the TFBS’s from the 
sample set of 152 was taken and tested for exact sequence matches against a particular upstream 
dataset. The motif matches were scanned separately against the two DNA strands of the 
upstream sequence and the results for frequency of matches were recorded separately. The total 
number times tliat a particular sequence match was present an entire dataset of 18,725 1Kb 
upstream sequence fragments was recorded. Tliis process was repeated for all 152 patterns. 
This was carried out using a program called COMMPATl'S (see appendix E.4, for details).
I he results were then processed. An average (median) was then worked out for the 
152 patterns within each upstream dataset of sequences. This would be the average niunber of 
times that a binding motif (of length 5-10 nucleotides) is present or 'matched' in the entire (e.g 
upstreami) dataset. This average value would allow for the different upstream segments to be 
compared for the presence of TFBS matches. The process of calculating the number of matches 
for these 152 binding motifs was repeated for each of the other upstream datasets; upstream2- 
Xo~upstream5. A comparison of changes in motif distribution across the 5Kb upstream region 
could then be made.
5.2.4 Frequency TFBS Matches (R/V- and W/S- translated sequence )
This TFBS searching experiment was also carried out for upstream datasets 
(identical to those described above) except that the DNA (ATCG -original) sequences this time 
were first translated into (i) R/Y TFBS sequences and (ii) W/S TFBS sequences. This therefore 
yielded two separate datasets of TFBS's. The primary TRED dataset was searched for sequences 
that ranged from 10-20 nucleotides in length. All other motifs either longer or shorter were 
excluded.
For each of tliese two TFBS datasets an all-against-all sequence comparison was 
made in order to eliminate duplicates/identical motifs. Tliis left the total number of TFBS in the 
final datasets as follows; (i) The R/Y -translated dataset; 286 TFBS motifs, and (ii) the W/S -  
translated dataset; 224 motifs. The W/S dataset contained a lower number of motifs than the
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R/Y dataset (despite being derived in an identical way from the same primary dataset) due to a 
higher number o f duplicates in the W/S motif sequences.
The above-described scan for TFBS matches against the upstream sequences was 
repeated. However, this time the R/Y-translated dataset of 10-20 base TFBS motifs were 
scanned for matches against the equivalent R/Y- translated upstream and also R/Y- translated 
genome-wide DNA sequences. The W/S -translated 10-20 base TFBS were also tested for 
matches against the W/S -translated upstream sequences and genome-wide DNA, in the same 
way The results were then processed as described above for the original (ATCG) dataset
5.2.5 Representation of TFBS (ATCG)
The representation of each o f the TFBS motif matches (e.g. for the original ATCG 
dataset of 152 TFBS's) was worked out for the upstreami sequence dataset. This involved using 
the real frequency of matches of die particular regulatory motif in question and then calculating 
it’s expect frequency in the upstreami dataset
Both the number of matches o f that TFBS in upstreami and its expect frequency 
were considered within the entire dataset. In other words, the total frequency of matches in the
18,725 1Kb sequences was recorded (as opposed to die numbei of matches in each 1Kb 
sequence taken separately) and the expect value was also worked out for the entire upstream 
dataset. The expect frequency and the representation value were calculated as described in 
chapter 4, section 4.2.3.
The representation values were averaged out (using the median) across the datasets 
of 152 binding motifs, to give an average representation value of TFBS's (of length 5-10 
nucleotides) in the upstreami dataset. Tliis process was repeated for each of the upstream 
datasets: upstream2-Xo-upstream5. A  comparison of TFBS representation across the different 
upstream segments could then be made.
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5.2.6 Representation of TFBS (RA - and W/S- translated sequences)
The representation values for the TFBS were calculated using the same method 
described above for the;
(i) R/Y (translated sequence) dataset of 286 binding motifs, against the equivalent 
upstreaml-io-upstream5, R/Y converted sequences.
(ii) W/S (translated sequence) dataset of 224 binding motifs, against the equivalent 
upstream 1 ~to-upstream5, W/S converted sequences.
The expect values and the TFBS representation were worked out as described in 
chapter 4, section 4.2.3. The representation values were then averaged (median) across each 
dataset of TFBS for the R/Y -translated and W/S -translated separate sequence datasets. This 
provided an average representation value of TFBS (of length 10-20 nucleotides) in each dataset 
which could be compared across the 5’ upstream positional segments.
5.2.7 Genome-wide representation of TFBS
Each o f tlie TFBS's (e.g. of tlie original ATCG dataset of 152 TFBS's), was taken 
and scanned for sequence matches against the whole genonm sequence. The frequency of 
matches was noted and then the expect frequency could be worked out for this particular motif 
in the whole genome sequence. This was done for each chromosome individually and then an 
average (mean) value taken across the cliromosomes.
This motif frequency matching was carried out for each motif against each 
chromosome. Therefore the number of times that motif was present in all the contig sequences 
of that given chromosome was recorded. The expect frequency of that TFBS was also calculated 
within the same chromosome. The representation of the TFBS within that chromosome could 
then be calculated. The representation values for that particular motif in the different 
chromosomes were then averaged out to give the representation of the motif within the whole 
genome. This process was repeated for each of the 152 regulatory motifs.
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An average (median) value of representation was then calculated across the entire 
set of 152 sequences to give the average representation of motifs of length 5-10 bases in the 
whole genome. This process was then repeated for the R/Y- and WS -translated datasets of 
TBFS's against an equivalent translated genome sequence.
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5.3 Results & Conclusions:
5.3.1 Binding motifs (ATCG): Frequency
The results for the frequency of real regulatory sequences across the 5Kb upstream 
show that the frequency of the elements is highest within upstreami. An average regulatory 
motif sequence may be found within 651.5 (out of around nineteen thousand) upstream! 
sequences, that is approximately 3.4% of the dataset (see figure 5.2).
Frequency of Regulatory B ernent S equences 
In the Upstream (ATCG)
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upstream
region upstreamS upsiream4 upstreami upstreami upstreami
frequency 315.0 319.0 340.5 327.5 651.5
Figure 5^: graph and data table
Shown here is the number of regulatory motif matches in the entire dataset of (18,725, 
1Kb) upstream sequences on the sense strand. The median number of matches for the set 
of regulatory motifs is given within each upstream positional segment. The results reveal 
that there are more than twice as many matches on average within upstreami, than each 
of the other locations {upstream2-to-upstream5). Upstream2-to-upstream5 each possess a 
number of matches within a similar range: matches found between 315 to 340.5. This 
suggests that for these regulatory motifs, the main location for function is within 
upstreami.
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This frequency is then reduced by more than 50% for upstream2 (327.5 out of
18,725 or -1.7% of the dataset), and remains more or less constant at the other locations. This 
is as expected, since the region of tlie upstream that is closest to tlie TSS and contains the 
promoter, is thought to possess the highest density of regulatory sequence. It is therefore not 
surprising that the sample of regulatory motifs generates more matches in this region compared 
to the further upstream datasets. However, the likely promoter location is witliin 2Kb upstream 
of the TSS and these motifs are most prevalent within 1Kb. The matches for the regulatory 
sequences within each of uptsream2~Xo-upstream5 are at about the same level. The values range 
from around 300 to 350 (on average) motif matches. Therefore in this respect these regions are 
relatively homogenous.
It is not necessarily true that a sequence match for a regulatory element is actually a 
place where the sequence acts as a real regulatory element (to which the regulatory proteins 
bind etc...). It is important to remember that a regulatory element likely exists on the DNA 
molecule within a specific context. As already mentioned in the introduction, it is possible that 
the sequence that corresponds to a particular regulatory element could occur randomly in the 
upstream or anywhere else in the genome. This is the case because they are short sequences.
There may be two general possibilities for avoidance of random binding; 1. 
Avoidance or suppression of sequences identical to regulator}' motifs. 2. Other methods that 
make the context of the specific sequence into a real regulatory sequence, such as position, 
surrounding DNA structure, etc... The actual situation is probably a combination of both.
Around 650 upstreami 1Kb sequences out of 18,725 possess any one of the 
regulatory sequences on average. This appears a fairly high value if it were assumed that they 
were all real, since it would mean that about 3.4 % of the entire set of genes tested (on average) 
contains a regulatory motif. However, if they are not all real, how is inappropriate binding of the 
regulatory protein(s) that would attach to that sequence avoided? This question becomes more 
pertinent when it is considered that in a region such as the upstream!, the DNA is likely to be 
more exposed to such proteins during transcription.
Now the further upstream regions may be considered in light of these results. If it is 
assumed that the regulatory sequence matches to the upstream sequences are real, then around 
350 genes possess an identical element sequence. What is more, this is the case in each of the 
1 Kb portions; upstream2-to-upstream5, which span up to 5Kb upstream of the TSS.
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The results given so far describe data from an experiment that tests the number of 
upstream sequences (out of the whole dataset) that contain a regulatory motif match. 154 
regulatory sequences were tested ranging from 5-to-10 bases in length. For a full breakdown of 
these results for different motif lengths see appendix D.l. The issue of whether the matches 
found for the regulatory sequences were in fact real has been raised above.
The occurrence of a particular motif within genomic DNA depends (among other 
things) on the length of that motif. In general the smaller the motif the higher the likelihood of 
its occurrence in the DNA sequence. Therefore smaller motifs in theory are more likely to be 
found randomly.
In order to address this issue a breakdown of the matches found for the different 
lengths of regulatory sequence has been presented (see figure 5.3). The number of specific bases 
involved in regulation is very relevant to this question, since the longer the regulatory sequence, 
the lower the likelihood of random occurrence. When the regulatory motifs were separated 
according to their length it could be seen that the longer the motif the less it would be 
encountered in the upstream. This follows a logarithmic relationship.
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Figure 53: Graph and data-tables;
The occurrence of a particular motif depends on the length of that motif. In general the 
smaller the motif the higher the likelihood of its presence in the DNA sequence. When the 
regulatory sequences were divided according to their length it could be seen that the 
longer the motif the less it would be encountered in the upstream sequence. This 
relationship is logarithmic (as shown in the graph).
A large difference can be seen in the percentage of upstream sequences containing 
matches for the motifs of length 5bp and lObp. This means that larger sequences can be 
better discriminated and that for the most part it would seem intuitively that regulatory 
elements of more than 7bp would be more useful in for regulation, if there were no other 
mechanism for the cell to specifically target them, whilst excluding other sequences.
For the upstreami dataset, the percentage of upstream regions containing a 5bp 
motif is 71%. For a lObp motif this value drops to only 0.3%. For the upstreami dataset; this 
value for a 5bp motif is 69%, and lObp is 0.2%. A large difference in motif frequency is evident 
from 5bp to lObp. If these results are used to extrapolate for motifs that are longer it would be 
the case that 15bp motifs would occur in only 53 upstreami sequences based in a gradient value 
of -0.463. 20bp motifs would occur in 0.025 of the upstream fragment sequences.
This means that larger sequences can be better discriminated and that for the most 
part it would seem intuitively that sequences of more than 7bp would be more useful for 
regulation as they are less likely to occur randomly. This though would depend on the type of 
regulatory sequence.
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Some may be widespread among many genes whilst others would be present only 
within a small subset. For example, if a regulatory sequence would be needed only to regulate 
the activity of thirty genes in the genome it seems that lObp or more of motif is required. This 
observation is of course not taking into consideration the representation of such an element, 
since it could be tiiat a analler elanent would in theory also be effective if its presence were 
suppressed in the sequence, or if some other mechanism were enacted to prevent tliis random 
binding.
There are some other important factors to be considered. It may be that the sequence 
involved in regulation is not a continuous stretch. This would mean, for example, that whilst in 
theory a Tbp sequence may be essential there would be gaps containing bases that are not 
essential. Within regulatory elements not all the bases are necessarily crucial for correct 
binding.
An extension of this idea is seen with composite elements which are two elements 
fimctioning together for gene regulation (Kel-Margoulis et al, 2000). Therefore it is not simply 
the length of the regulatory sequence that matters but also its context and probably its proximity 
to other elements. This adds a discriminating factor to these sequences and means that whilst for 
example, a >10bp regulatory sequence may be essential to discriminate thirty genes; this 
sequence may be split into two. Another way of looking at this is issue is that a shorter sequence 
may be utilized only if it acts in conjunction with another element.
5.3.2 Binding Motifs (R/Y- and W/S- translated): Frequency
This section contains results for the sub-division of the four bases into their two 
different classes of property; R/Y and W/S. The results are for the number of regulatory 
sequence matches within the datasets of different upstream regions (see figure 5.4) as was done 
for the previous experiment, only this time 10-20 base regulatory sequences were utilised.
When the upstream sequence is viewed as (translated to) W/S a similar trend is seen 
across the upstream sequence as was seen with the original ATCG data. There is a sharp drop in 
the number of matches between upstreami and upstream2. Unlike the original sequence though, 
there is a more gradual but only slight drop in the number of matches between upstreanû and 
upstreamS. In upstreami the frequency of regulatory sequence matches is 2688 ( 14.1% of the 
whole dataset). This value falls by almost half in upstreami, to 1547.5 (- 8.1% of the whole
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dataset). From upstream2-to-upstream5, the number of matches is then slightly reduced until it 
reaches 1333.5 in upstreamS.
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Figure 5.4: graph and data-table:
This graph and data table contain the results for regulatory motif matches in the 
upstream sliding window datasets on the sense strand.
The values on the graph and data-table are the number of regulatory motif matches 
within the entire upstream dataset. Regulatory sequences were tested (ranging from 10-20 
bases in length) and the median value is given here, across the dataset of regulatory motifs. 
For the R/Y (translated sequence) data the number of matches is more or less the same 
from upstream I-to-upstreamS. The actual numbers range from 2600-to-2702 (which means 
a match in approximately 14% of the entire upstream dataset).
The W/S (translated sequence) plot however, is very different For upstreami the average 
number of matches is 2688. This value falls to almost half of diis in upstream2y to 1547.5. 
From upstream2-upstream5^ the number of matches is then slightly reduced until it reaches
1333.5 in upstreamS,
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In contrast, when the sequence is composed of R/Y, the frequency of motifs is about 
constant across the sliding windows. The frequency of matches range between 2600-to-2702, 
within each segment, which is approximately 14% of the upstream dataset.
When ccmipmring the R/Y- and W/S- translated sequence results, it is seen that in 
upstream I, the frequency for these two different readings of the sequence is ahnost identical 
(R/Y; 2676 matches, W/S; 2688 matches). However, for the rest of the upstream, the W/S 
matches were greatly reduced, whereas for R/Y they were not reduced. Instead the R/Y matches 
for the elements remained about constant. Therefore, in upstream2-upstream5 there is a gap of 
around one thousand matches between the R/Y and W/S data, this being due to the sharp drop 
between upstream I and upstream2 values for the W/S data.
How is it possible to make sense of this? When the upstream sequences and motifs 
are viewed as W/S bases, the el^nents tend to be present at a higher frequency in upstream]. 
This tha^elbre confab a type o f uniqu^iess on upstream! and suggests that this is the most 
important region for regulation with respect to these W/S elements. However, when the same 
sequences are comprised of R/Y, the upstream! region no longer appears to be unique regarding 
the presence of the regulatory sequaices, from this viewpoint.
Therefore, it would appear that the role of the regulatory elements across the 
upstream sequence is most important in a relative sense in the upstream! region for W/S 
sequences only. I.e. that the regulatory sequences are most prevalent in the upstream! reflects 
their increased presence and function in this region. This off course is assuming that the 
relatively high abundance of motifs tested reflects the presence of real, functional elements.
The results for the R/Y -translated sequences are much harder to interpret. It is clear 
when considering tlie set of regulatory motifs composed of R/Y tliat tlieir presence and tlierefore 
their importance in the sequence is different to that of the W/S bases. According to these results 
the R/Y property of the bases has a different emphasis on the process of regulation than the W/S 
property. The nature of this is harder to understand. It may be though that the W/S sequence is 
more discriminatory for regulatory elements across the upstream sequence.
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5.3.3 Representation of binding motifs in the upstream and genome- 
wide (ATCG)
The regulatory motifs were found to be over-represented in upstream 1 (see figure
5.5 and table 5.1). It could be that in the upstream] region, regulatory motifs are present at a 
higher frequency than is randomly expected since this is the region where they are most 
required for gene regulation. In contrast, in upstream2 the representation of the elements is 
roughly at the random level which may be due to the fact that on the whole the regulatory 
elements are not required in this region.
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Figure 5.5; Graph and data table
This graph and data-table show the average (median) representation values of regulatory 
motifs across the upstream sliding windows on the sense strand and also in the whole 
genome. A value of zero denotes representation at the random leveL
The graph shows that the regulatory motifs are under-represented for R/Y translated 
sequences throughout the upstream. The motifs become slightly less under-represented in 
the downstream direction.
Genome-wide these regulator) motifs are also under-represented, but less so than they are 
in the upstream (see the data-table).
For the W/S- translated sequences the regulatory motifs are generally under-represented 
although less so than R/Y - translated sequences. The W/S result shows a fluctuation of the 
motif representation values from upstream5~to-upstreaml. For upstream! the result 
appears to be close to the random level Within upstreaml the motifs are on average more 
under-represented.
For the ATCG sequences, the motif representation values increase across the upstream in 
the downstream direction. For upstream! the value appears close to the random 
expectation and in upstreaml the motifs are on average over-represented.
Representation of Regulatory Element within the upstream and whole genome sequences
\  Genomic 
Region
Representatiohv
upstreamS upstreaml UpstreamS upstream! upstream] whole_genome
ATCG 0.3831 0.363 0.365 0.301 0.023 0.382
R/Y 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.013 0.010 0.012
W/S 0.602 0.670 0.496 0.129 0.008 0.603
Table 5.1: Summary of results for significance testing (t-tests) of regulatory motif matches 
between the real datasets and the random model
P -values are given and those that are highlighted are for datasets significantly different to 
the random expectation.
For the original ATCG sequences there is a significant difference between the actual 
frequency of regulatory motif matches and the random expectation for matches only in 
upstreaml. For upstreamlAo-upstreamS and Ae whole genome sequence there is no 
significant difference between the real and random datasets.
The same result is evident for the occurrence of regulatory motif matches in the W/S- 
translated sequence datasets.
In contrast for R/Y -translated sequences, there is a significant difference between the real 
and random datasets in all the regions tested.
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In upstream4 and upstream5, the regulatory motifs appear under-rqn^esented, 
aeeordmg to die average refwresentation o f motifs results. However, a statistical analysis o f die 
actual frequency of m iches versus the random expectation shows in fact that only in upstreaml 
is there a s i^ fican t difference between the real and random datasets. For all the other upstream 
positional segments diere was no significant difference between real and random datasets.
The regulatory motifs are expected to be relatively over-represented in regions 
where they are needed. At the same time they are expected to be relatively suppressed in regions 
where they are not used or required, in order to prevent non-specific binding of proteins. 
Alternatively, in regions where the elements are not needed, their sequences may be present at 
die random level, if  non-specific binding would not be an issue. This may occur, for instance if  
alternative mechanisms are in place.
The results of this experiment showed that on average die regulatory sequences that 
w ^e tei^ed w®e highly over-r^guesmted m upstream] -, die r«presentati<m value is 0.175. This 
means that on average the actual frequency of the regulatory motif matches is 17.5% higher than 
the expectation. For a fiill breakdown o f these results for different motif lengths see appendix 
D.3.
The motif representation in the whole genome is on average at the random level. 
This was supported by die statistical analysis (see table 5.1) which idiowed no significant 
difference between the real and random datasets. See also appendix D.6 for a more detailed 
breakdown of the genome-wide results. The representation of these sequences genome-wide 
may be regarded as background level (or noise) since it is reasonable to assume that these 
elements are gena*ally neidio* o f a structural nor functional requirement g«iome-wide.
How can these motif representation results be inteipreted? Since for upstream2-to- 
upsireamS, the regulatory motif matches were close to the random level, it could be that 
suppression o f these motifs is not used as a mechanism via which inappropriate binding of 
proteins is avoided. If the upstream2-to-upstream5 matches had been under-represented, this 
would have suggested that inappropriate binding of proteins to the DNA is avoided by 
suppression o f the sequences that correspond to the regulatory sequences.
This also seems to be the case in the genomic DNA in general in which the motifs 
were randomly represented. In a sense the entire genomic DNA sequence can be regarded as a 
control since the regulatory proteins do not possess a relevant function here. In other words the 
representation of regulatory motifs is not an issue here and tlierefore they are present at tiie 
random level.
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5.3.4 Representation of binding motifs in the upstream and genome- 
wide (R/Y- & W/S" traaslated sequences)
When the sequences are viewed as W/S bases, tlie regulatory motif matches show 
that in upstreaml they are under-represented. The representation value is -0.176 which means 
that on average the motif matches are 17.6% lower than the random expectation (see figure 5.5).
In upstream2~to~upstream5, the regulatory motifs are present at the random level. 
Although the motifs seem to be imder-represented, particularly in upstream4, the statistical 
analysis has shown that only within upstreaml is diere a significant difference between real and 
random datasets. For upstream2-to-upstream5 and the whole genome sequence, there was found 
to be no significant difference between the real and random datasets. Therefore, again the 
upstreaml positional region stands out from the others.
The R/Y (translated sequence) regulatory motif matches reveal a very different 
representation profile. Here the motifs are far more under-represented or siqjpressed in all o f the 
upstream segments than they are for the equivalent W/S- translated sequences. Within 
upstreaml the R/Y regulatory motifs are under-represented, and the average representation 
value is -0.195. This means that the actual frequency of motif matches is 19.5% lower than the 
random expectation (see figure 5.5). The level of under-representation then increases only 
slightly and gradually further upstream, with the upstreamS representation value at -0.230.
Within the R/Y- translated whole genome die regulatory motifs are also under­
represented (representation value: -0.131). This effectively means that the R/Y motifs are 
generally suppressed everywhere, in all the tested regions. Also, tlie statistical analysis sliowed 
that there is a significait difference between the real frequency of motif matches and the 
random expectation throughout the upstream and genome-wide.
The motif representation trend across the 5 Kb upstream sequence was found to be 
similar in repeat masked and non-repeat masked sequences. This is true for the R/Y- translated, 
the W/S-translated and also the original (ATCG) sequence. For a comparison with grqihs and 
charts see appendix D7. Also the motif representation trend across the upstream was similar in 
the transcribed and non-transcribed strand, see appendix D. 8.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Binding motif frequency
Let us assume tiiat a higher number o f regulatory sequence matohes in a specified 
region over other regions relates to the increased occurrence and actual use of regulatory 
elements. It could then be inteipreted that upstreaml is the most important positional region in 
the original (ATCG) sequence. This seems to be a reasonable assumption, since a higher 
presence is likely to relate to real regulatory sequence.
However, when this experiment is taken a step further, so as to see the arrangement 
of elements within the context of the two different properties of the bases (i.e. W/S and R/Y) 
two different parts o f the entire picture are observed. When the sequence is translated into W/S 
bases, the result is in line with the observation made for the original (ATCG) bases. Therefore 
this property of the bases (the ability to be weak or strong) is probably the predominant property 
that exists within the sequence of these regulatory elements and it also discriminates them 
within the upstream sequence.
In contrast, the _R/Y property displays a different level of importance and role in 
regulation. When viewed from this perspective, the prevalence of the TFBS motifs is the same 
across the 5Kb upstream. This indicates that from the R/Y perspective, upstreaml is no more 
important as a region of regulation than the other upstream segments.
Another important factor to consider is the nucleotide composition of the regulatory 
elements. Weak and strong base composition changes dramatically across the upstream. If the 
base composition of the regulatory elements tends towards a bias for more strong bases and less 
weak bases, this would explain the higher frequency of matches within upstream L  However, it 
is important to note that if  this is the case, it may nevertheless be o f functional significance.
I f  the TFBS motifs are in fact high m CG and low in AT, this would explain the 
observation that their fi*equency becomes relatively higher in upstreaml (than the finthe- 
upstream sequence segments) only when viewed as translated to W/S, but not when sequence is 
viewed as R/Y. If in fact the regulatory sequences have a high CG content, the question arises 
whether the observed change in sequence matches (for W/S translated sequence data) is due to 
an increase in random matches within upstreaml because of this change in W/S composition. In 
other words, does this change across the upstream reflect a meaningful change in frequency o f 
these TFBS motifs across the positional se^ en ts , or is it simply due to random sequence 
matches due to compositional changes?
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ITiese two factors are of course not necessarily mutually exclusive. It may be that 
the increased density o f regulatory sequences in the upstream l  region is in actu^ty the reason 
for its markedly increased C/G composition. The following experiment takes into consideration 
the random expectation o f sequence matches, and it will therefore become evident whether the 
observed increase in matches in the upstreaml is due solely nucleotide compositional changes 
across the 5’ upstream.
5.4.2 Binding motif representation
The results beg two important questions; How can the difference between the W/S- 
and R/Y-translated sequence representation profiles for the TFBS motifs be understood in terms 
of biological function? Also, what do the representation values and their relative changes across 
the upstream positional segments actually m ^n?
Regulatory protein binding to DNA depends on the presence o f a specific binding 
site with the correct sequence and correct location and context within the genomic DNA. 
Protein-DNA recognition involves the two-step process o f docking and probing. As previously 
described, indirect readout is thought to be the major contributor to protein-to-DNA binding and 
this relates to the docking phase.
The results for regulatory sequence representation may be considered in terms of the 
different possible outcomes; i.e. enhanced motifs, suppressed motifs or motifs present at the 
random level. Since regulatory elements function via the recognition and binding of proteins, 
involving docking and probing, tlie interpretation o f tliese results sliould be in terms of these 
factors. In addithm to this, for regulatory elem ^ts, location and context are also important and 
so any changes in representation can also be interpreted with these issues in mind. Therefore, it 
is useful to compare the results across the upstream sliding windows and genome-wide.
When a TFBS is suppressed, the implication is that there is an avoidance of its 
presence for a biological reason. In the case o f transcription factor binding sites, the avoidance 
of this motif in the DNA (either in general or within certain locations) is likely related to the 
prevention o f inappropriate protein binding.
When the TFBS motifs are enhanced within a particular location but not in other 
locations, this implies a positional preference of function. If a particular motif type is globally 
enhanced, this implies a wide-spread functional requirement. This may occur, for example, with
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certain structural features. This is not expected to be the case for regulatory sequences though, 
since only certain genomic locations are responsible for gene regulation.
If on the other hand TFBS motifs occur at the random level (either generally or in 
specific locations), this implies by default that neither suppression nor enhancement are 
necessary. This suggests no biological requirement or issue. In tlie case of regulatory motifs 
random occurrence also implies that there would be no need to avoid in^propriate protein- 
DNA binding.
Bearing in mind these ideas it is possible to compare the different results and 
interpret them considering protein docking and probing and also positional context. Since the 
R/Y -translated TFBS motifs are globally' suppressed, there seems to be a general need to avoid 
them in DNA. This is probably in order to prevent random binding. The results for W/S 
sequences are very different. A close to random profile is seen everywhere except for 
upstreaml, where the regulatory sequences are suppressed. This result implies that in every area 
tested e x c ^  for upstreaml, there is no need to avoid random binding from the W/S 
pCTspective. Also, the results show that although within W/S -translated upstreaml sequences, 
the TFBS motifs are suppressed, for R/Y this suppression is on average greater in upstreaml.
Why are the R/Y- and W/S-translated sequence representation profiles so different? 
This question is of great importance, since the analysis of these datasets (derived fi"om identical 
DNA sequences) has turned out very different results. The reason for the very different 
representation profiles is most probably due to differences in these properties of the bases and 
their effect and role within the regulatory regions and genomic DNA in general.
lit chapter 3 and chapter 4 it was determined and discussed that the R/Y property of 
tlie base sequence most probably affects sequence structure more tlian does tlie W/S sequence, 
due to the R/Y influence on DNA flexibility verses rigidity. This is likely to affect the way in 
which the protein generally fits with the DNA sequence, thereby affecting the process of 
indirect readout and docking. The W/S property o f the sequence may affect (to a greater extent 
than R/Y) direct readout, thereby influencing the process o f probing. The results seen here also 
support this idea and seem to add strength to this argument.
The TFBS motifs are suppressed globally when the DNA is viewed as an R/Y 
sequence. For W/S sequences this is not the case. This apparent global suppression only for R/Y 
is possibly due to the role of the R/Y prc^ierty of the bases in avoidance of in^propriate 
binding. It could be that R/Y motifs equivalent to regulatory elements must be suppressed in the 
DNA in general in order to prevent this. It is perhaps necessary to suppress these sequences 
'everywhere' in order to generally avoid docking attempts by these proteins onto the DNA.
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This brings us to the second phase o f protein-DNA binding, that o f probing. With 
the exception o f the upstreaml region, tiie TFBS motifs in W/S -translated sequences are 
present at the random level. Perhaps in these regions there is no need to avoid inappropriate 
binding o f  iM'Ot^s di the direct readout level. Since docking comes first and also represents the 
majority of tlie protein-DNA interaction, the event of probing depends on the success of 
docking. Therefore there seems to be little need to suppress W/S motifs. Avoidance of the R/Y 
motifs (and protein docking) may just be enough.
The avoidance o f inappropriate binding in genomic sequences in general can be 
described (according to these results) in terms o f avoiding docking via the R/Y sequences. The 
W/S result which shows suppression of regulatory motifs only for upstream! requires further 
discussion.
Why for the W/S (translated sequence) results are the TFBS motifs suppressed in 
upstreamn In a place where a sequence is required for biological function, it would sœm 
intuitively that it should be present above the randomly expected level. Yet here the opposite is 
true. The matches for W/S (translated) regulatory elements are twice as frequent in upstreaml 
as the other positional segments. This suggests that their biological activity is predominantly in 
(bis region Yet at the same time, in upstreaml these same motifs are suppressed. Their 
suppression implies non-random presence.
It may be that within upstreaml, further avoidance of incorrect binding is achieved 
by suppressing the presence of W/S motifs identical to regulatory elements. This would be an 
added measure beyond tiiat o f the general suppression o f the R/Y motifs. This added measure 
may be in place since incorrect or inappropriate binding of regulatory protein (even weak or 
transient binding) to the DNA at this location may present a critical problem.
This further avoidance would be achieved by suppressing W/S regulatory motifs to 
avoid the probing step. In the further upstream sequence and the entire genome, only the 
avoidance of protein docking may be necessary. Therefore within upstreaml where the activity 
of these regulatory sequences seems most important an extra and more specific measure may be 
required.
It is possible that in upstreaml, the binding of regulatory proteins to the DNA can 
lead to very important changes in the level o f transcript that is produced and thM getting this 
right is crucial to the cell. Upstream2-to-upstream5 may therefore be of a lesser importance for 
regulation. This could be the case for two related reasons; 1. Upstreaml exists within the likely
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promoter region and generally may have a much more prominent influence on transcription. 2. 
Upstreaml may be generally more exposed to regulatory protein binding.
In conclusion, the relative differences seen in representation between R/Y- and W/S- 
translated sequences across the upstream are likely due to the different roles of these base 
properties play in tlie regulatory sequences with respect to tiie process of regulatoiy protem- 
DNA target binding.
It is now possible to conclude that the representation of TFBS motifs may actually 
be responsible (at least in part) for the process of avoidance of random binding of proteins to 
genomic DNA. Also, it seems that the representation of the regulatory sequences results in 
avoidance of inappropriate binding of regulatory proteins in specific regions where tlieir 
biological function is likely to be most prevalent, namely upstreaml.
The prevention of random binding may now be explained in terms of avoidance of 
protein docking (see figure 5.6), Generally docking may be prevented via suppression of certain 
R/Y motifs; namely those that resemble the regulatory elements. This suppression would result 
in an avoidance of the docking step.
DNA with 
Suitable R Ï 
sequence 
for docking wwssRYYR
DNA with 
suitable It'S 
sequence for 
probing hut 
docking Ik is  
not occurred
Correct RY sequence for docking and correct sequence for probing: 
Results in successful protein-DNA binding
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Figure 5.6:
This schematic diagram illustrates a possible model for regulatory protein-DNA docking 
and probing that depends on R/Y motifs and W/S motifs.
The arrangement of purine and pyrimidine bases in the DNA may determine die 
propensity for the DNA to allow protein docking. A suitable R/Y motif provides for the 
possibility o f a protein to dock due to general fit interactions and the correct 'bend-ability* 
of die DNA.
A suitable W/S m otif would allow for the second step o f protein-DNA binding to take place
i.e. probing. This is because a suitable W/S (together with the suitable R/Y) sequence 
promotes the more intricate binding interactions and in particular hydrogen bonding 
between amino acids and the nucleic acids. However, if  docking has not taken place, a 
suitable W/S sequence for probing is ineffective.
Only if  the correct R/Y sequence is present so that docking would occur will probing 
begin. Therefore, it i& a combination o f the correct R/Y sequence with the correct 
overlapping W/S sequence that results in successful docking and probing respectively. 
This means tiiat the suitable ATCG sequence gives rise to successful protein-DNA binding.
This means that the majority o f the events o f protein-DNA binding is eliminated 
since docking constitutes 2/3 o f  the bonding forces between protein and DNA. Also, critically 
docking is the first step in protein-DNA binding without which there cannot be a second step,
i.e. probing. Most of the battle is thereby won (in any single protein-DNA binding event) when 
it comes to avoiding inappropriate binding.
This docking step is therefore generally avoided throughout the upstream and indeed 
throughout the genome. So the DNA tries to nnnimize non-specific binding by suppressing the 
presence of R/Y elements tliat provide die ability of die protein to dock and diis is likely die 
main aspect that prevents random binding.
This experiment highlights the importance of different locations along the 5' 
upstream in the process o f transcription regulation and transcription factor binding. It may be 
that the suppression o f regulatory sequences within the DNA may provide a mechanism for 
avoidance of inappropriate binding and that this may either be general or location specific 
depending on whether the docking or probing steps are considered. This of course does not 
negate the possibility for the use of other mechanisms.
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So far, it has been discussed how the R/Y and W/S properties of the sequeice may 
affect the binding of regulatory proteins to the DNA and how the process of inappropriate 
binding may be avoided. Now, these results will be consolidated with the ATCG results to 
produce a final model for this experiment (see figure 5.7).
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a. Representation of R/Y motifs:
The first step is protein docking. According to the idea that R/Y motifs are more 
responsible for docking, it is seen that the real occurrence o f these motifs is lower than 
expected in the whole of the upstream and in the whole genome. This could in theory be 
due to a need to prevent general large-scale docking events.
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b. Representation of W/S motifs:
The second step is probing. Once docking has taken place, it is possible for the more 
intricate process of probing to occur. For this the correct W/S motifs may be more 
important. Some of the W/S sequence motifs overlap with the R/Y sequence that allowed 
for docking whilst others do not. In the case where the R/Y motif is present, the protein in 
theory could dock (as shown). Where this R/Y sequence is absent docking would not be 
possible, as shown.
In upstreaml the regulatory motifs are present at a lower level than is randomly expected, 
whereas in the upstream2-to-upstreamS and in the whole genome they are present at the 
random leveL The random occurrence of W/S motifs in upstream2-to-upstream5 and m the 
whole genome may be due to the fact that there is no need to suppress them since docking 
has already been suppressed via the R/Y motifs. Without docking there can be no probing.
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In upstreaml furtfeer suppression may be necessary in order to avoid the chance event of a 
correct W/S motif overlapping with a R/Y motif forming an unneeded regulatory element. 
In A is region such a situation would pose a critical problem.
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c. Representation o f ATCG motifs:
In upstreaml the motifs are present at a higher level than the random expectation.
The likelihood of an R/Y motif and a W/S motif occurring together to form the correct 
ATCG sequence for a regulatory sequence is lower than their actual occurrence in 
upstreaml. In upstream2-to-upstream5 and the whale gename they occur at the random 
level.
Figure 5.7: A highly schematic diagram depicting a model for the avoidance of 
inappropriate protein-DNA binding and promotion of correct binding in the 5' upstream 
region of human genes. This model is based in the results of regulatory sequence 
representation in the upstream and genome-wide. This model describes that the 
regulatory motifs are relatively suppressed or enhanced in the different regions and how 
this may affect protein-DNA binding. The model is founded on the idea that R/Y motifs 
may be more important for docking whilst W/S motifs are more important for probing. 
This diagram helps to see the relative representation of the regulatory motifs m  different 
locations and how this may relate to docking and probing. The area labelled expect 
illustrates the expected random occurrence of the regulatory motifs, whereas the area 
labelled real depicts their actual occurrence.
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5.4.4 The overall message and naestions that arise
In die inlrodnction mid aiins o f this project questions were asked regarding the 
upstream regulatory s^uences, so the question now is have they been answered and if so to 
what extent? The initial questions were as follows:
1. Is avoidance of in^)propriate binding o f regulMory proteins to DNA mediated 1^ the 
representation o f motifs in the upstream sequence?
2. What is the region o f the upstream that is most important for regulation i.e. how far 
upstream and is there any indication o f a boundary?
These questions appear simple, but the results proved to be complicated. The initial 
(ATCG) analysis o f regulatory motif representation suggested thM genome-wide, random (or 
in^propriate) binding to motifs that are equivalent to regulatory sequences does not pose a 
problem at all. This conclusion was drawn because the motifs are present at the random 
expected level. In other words, there is no apparent attempt to avoid or suppress diese motifs. 
This is not at all surprising since these motifs are not expected to possess any function as real 
regulatory elements in genomic DNA. However, the analysis of the upstream positional 
segments revealed an interesting insight into gene regulation.
This conclusion is based on the assumption that inappropriate binding would be a 
problem or a damaging event in these upstream regions. The enhancement of the regulatory 
s«juence motifs in upstreaml simply implied that this is where their biological activity is most 
prevMait, the non-rmidom value implying biological relevance.
The interpretation o f  biological meaning for rcpresait^ion o f motifs is o f tire 
essaice here. So wliat is tlie real meaning o f regulatory sequence rqiresaitation? The answer to 
this lies in the theories behind the inteipretation o f under- /over- /random-rqiresentation of 
motifs in the DNA sequence. The above-given possibilities for representation and the linked 
biological requirement of the sequences are based on certain assumptions:
1. The first assumption is that sequences required biologically are enhanced. Although this 
seems intuitively to be true, it is not necessarily the case. In addition to this whilst enhancement 
may correlate with biological activity this activity may not necessarily relate directly to 
regulation. However, it is reasonable to assume that observations made for a set of regulatory 
elements do relate to the biological function o f gate regulaticm.
2. Motifs that are suppressed (in the context o f regulatory elements on the DNA within the 
upstream) are suppressed in order to avoid random binding by proteins.
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3. protein docking relates more to die R/Y seqnaace and probing relates to the W/S 
sequence.
The conclusions drawn for these experiments were therefore based on the 
inteipretations that were rooted in the above-giv«i assumptions. Although the general 
assumptions themselves seem reasonable, their truth is difficult to verify in practise.
Further insight was then obtained by looking at the sequences from two 
perspectives, namely, the R/Y and W/S properties o f the bases. In chapter4 it was seen that die 
R/Y -translated sequence is more distant from randomness than die equivalent W/S -translated 
sequence with respect to its dinucleotide content, within the upstream and genomic DNA. This 
is likely due to the R/Y sequence being a more decisive proponent of DNA structure as 
previously discussed. The structural influence was proposed to become greater towards the TSS 
where regulatory sequences are more prevalent. This idea was put forward since the regulatory 
sequence structure is very importent if  that qiecifrc DNA sequence elanent will interact and 
permit protein docking. Also, indirect readout is tiiought to constitute the majority of the DNA- 
protein int^action.
It is important to note that for the regulatory element to operate effectively its 
sequence must be correct with respect to its R/Y bases, and also its W/S bases. Therefore if  a 
particular sequence on the geaomic DNA possesses the correct or identical R/Y sequence to a 
particular regulatory element, this does not mean diat it will operate as a regulatory element 
(even in the slightest sense). This experiment is simply an attempt to understand the role of 
these two different properties of the bases within the regulatory elements and how this changes 
across the upstream.
Therefore when for example, frequaicy and rqiresentation of a W/S sequaice 
(equivalent to real elements) within the genomic sequence is analysed, it is off course present 
many more times than the real ATCG sequence. This analysis though helps to see where this 
W/S sequence is avoided or oihanced, which then permits for deductions about the biology.
The recognition code for protein-DNA specificity remains elusive. It is known that 
for the regulatory proteins the majority of interactions occur within the major groove. Potential 
recognition patterns illustrate how the possibility for bonding is indeed greater in the major 
groove. Although recognition patterns reveal information about potential bonds formed within 
the major and minor groove, it ranains unknown how docking and probing specifically occur 
with respect to the DNA sequence.
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Other mechanisms for avoidance o f maoproiMiate bmding:
Regarding the issue of avoidance of random regulatory protein binding, there are 
likely to be mechanisms in place other than under-rq)resentation of regulatory motifs. 
Chromatin appears to p l^  a role in transcription since transcriptionally active chromatin 
possesses an open structure. This probably gives tiie machinery access to active genes.
The closed chromatin structure may therefore in contrast prevent the access of tiiis 
machinery including the upstream transcription factors. This may be regarded as a type of 
physical masking of the DNA. Therefore it would seem that chromosomal proteins m ^  play a 
part in the transcriptional activity of genes. However, the widespread abundance of histones 
makes it unlikely that they are directly responsible for this specific role. Whilst they may be 
involved, it is likely that this is secondary, i.e. the consequence of a more specific event.
Despite the suppression of regulatory element motifs thare may still be sequences 
that are identical to the regulatory elements that either occur randomly or that form a component 
of other elements, for example structural motifs. The transcription machinery and its specificity 
is o f great importance and the mechanisms guarding it are likely complex.
One possible safeguard would be the existence o f composite elements for gene 
regulation (Kel et al, 1995, Donaldson et al, 2007). These are elements that act together and are 
up to eighty bases apart. Therefore an element would require the existence of an additional 
signal in ordo" to function. This would greatly reduce the likelihood of inqipropri^e binding, 
thereby strengthening specificity.
5A,5 Limitations o f the dataset and procedure
There is a question of defining the regulatory element and what constitutes a discrete 
binding domain. Since here the occurrence and distribution o f regulatory motifs is tested and of 
particular interest are transcription factor binding regions of the DNA it is important to 
understand what the regulatory element actually contains. There are two issues;
1. Firstly, an elanent may not necessarily constitute a discrete binding domain to a 
protein. For example a larger element may contain some spacer sequence to which {notein does 
not bind. I.e. a discrete binding domain may not have been isolated for the DNA element and 
therefore not all o f the sequence necessarily constitutes a binding region.
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2. The second issue is that o f the nature o f protein-DNA contacts. Within m  element that 
ccmstitutes a diso"ete protein binding domain (or regitm) there may be bases that come into 
contact with the protein whilst others do not. Furthermore some bases in the helix may be 
essential for the protein to bind whilst others may not be. Clearly protein-DNA contacts are 
highly complex.
Although the motifs used here ranged between five to ten bases in length, and this 
reduced the likelihood of spacer sequence being present, this problem may not have been 
eliminated. The second issue of necessary versus unnecessary bases presents an unknown 
problem. There are though nucleotides within or surrounding a regulatory element that do not 
interact directly with amino acids fi’om the regulatory protein but do influence the activity of the 
element and its binding to the regulatory protein (Koudelka et al, 1987).
This dataset o f regulatory motifs is not ideal. The perfect dataset would be a set of 
elmnents whereby the significance o f each base in the element would be known. In othar words, 
the specific interaction between the element and amino acids of the regulatory sequence would 
be defined, including its boundaries. It would be useful to know the significance of each base 
with respect to mutations within the regulatory element. This would also allow for motif 
searches to be carried out with mismatches, something that could not be done here.
It would have been preferable to have a larger dataset o f regulatory motifs. Although 
there were 154 motifs, these varied from five to ten bases in length. It would have been better to 
have a larger dataset over a more extensive range of motif lengths and to carry out statistical 
analysis on separate groups according to Imgth o f sequence. Die W/S and R/Y datasets of 
motifs were ten to twenty bases in length. Therefore whilst these could be compared to each 
other regarding their distribution within the upstream they could not be compared directly to tiie 
ATCG motifs which were shorter.
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6. Summary, Perspectives & Further Work
In this chapter a comparison and consolidation of the different results and conclusions 
will be made in order to see how tliey may relate to tlie bigger pictuie. Potential furtlier work 
will be outlined in response to questions that have been raised. Following each of the results 
chapters there was potential to investigate further along different paths of inquiry. Certain 
questions were followed up in this project whilst others were not. Some of those other possible 
trajectories of further work will also be described. The main emphasis though will be along the 
specific path of this project and its four major results sections.
6.1 Conclusions Summarised
The analysis of dinucleotide composition and representation showed that there were 
changes in these properties across the 5’ upstream sequence of the human gene. Dinucleotide 
representation changes could be grouped into three coherent categories. 1. Dinucleotides that are 
suppressed in the upstream and become more suppressed towards the TSS. These all were found 
to contain one purine and one pyrimidine. 2. CpG is the only dinucleotide that becomes less 
suppressed towards the TSS. 3. Dinucleotides that are over-represented and become more 
enhanced towards the TSS. These all contain either two purines or two pyrimidines.
The upstream sequence was found to possess non-random char acteristics with respect to 
dinucleotides. The trends in dinucleotide composition and representation across the 5’ upstream 
sequence could be clearly categorized into purine-pyrimidine changes and into weak-strong 
changes. These trends and their groupings have an effect on DNA structure and suggest overall 
alterations in this structure towards the TSS.
Work carried out by El Hassan and Calladine, 1996 and Hunter 1993 shows the roll and 
slide angle ranges of DNA tracts and the resultant tendency of certain base steps to adopt A- / 
B-form DNA. This work outlined the tendency of DNA steps to produce flexible, rigid or 
bistable structures in accordance with roll and slide angle tendencies. Utilizing this (El Hassan 
and Calladine's experiments) together with the results of this project, it is concluded that there is 
a general increase in DNA rigidity and bistability and a simultaneous decrease in DNA 
flexibility towards the TSS.
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Three types of dinucleotide were characterized from El Hassan and Calladine's 
experiments, namely; 1. Rigid dinucleotides, 2. Flexible dinucleotides and 3. Bistable 
dinucleotides. The rigid dinucleotides are those with narrow-range roll and slide angles. The 
flexible dinucleotides generally comprising of a pyrimidine and a purine base possess a wider 
range o f roll and slide angles. These produce flexible tracts in that their potential conformations 
are between the A-form and B-form with multiple intermediates. In contrast, the bistable 
dinucleotides are able to adopt either high slide or low slide conformations but without die 
intermediates. They are therefore neither rigid (narrow-ranging) nor flexible (wide ranging) in 
there conformations, rather tiiey are able to adopt two possible 'extreme' structures. These 
bistable dinucleotides are composed of two strong bases.
In genomic DNA there is a general tendency for flexible dinucleotides to be suppressed. 
In the upstream sequence this suppression is increased towards the TSS. In contrast stiff 
dinucleotide steps are seen to become increasingly enhanced towards the TSS. Bistable (SpS) 
steps are greatly increased in proportion and are increasingly enhanced towards the TSS.
This possibility to categorise changes in dinucleotide representation across the 10Kb 
upstream in a coherent manner according to purine-pyrimidine and weak-strong changes led to a 
separation o f these properties for all subsequent expmiments. Therefore die DNA sequence was 
translated from an ATCG sequ^ce into two diff^ait types of sequaice; namely 1. Purine and 
pyrimidine (R/Y) and 2. Weak and strong (W/S). Analyses o f sequence were subsequently 
carried out on these two translations separately. This was carried out with the following 
question in mind; How does the cell read' and recognise' the upstream sequence and more 
specifically does die cell see the upstream sequeice as a purine/pyrimidine sequence or as a 
weak/strong sequence in certain contexts?
The analyses that followed showed that die overall non-random characteristics o f the 
upstream sequ^ce changed in die TSS direction. This change was dependent on whether the 
sequence was viewed as a purine/pyrimidine (R/Y) sequence or as a weak/strong (W/S) 
sequence. It was found that the R/Y (translated) upstream sequ^ice is more distant from 
randomness than the W/S (translated) sequence, throughout the 10Kb upstream. In addition, the 
R/Y sequence becomes more distant from the random model towards the TSS, whereas the W/S 
sequence becomes closer to the random model.
These results show a different level of significance for the R/Y and W/S sequence in the
upstream. It is concluded that the R/Y sequence is more important in the 10Kb upstream region
than the W/S sequence and that this importance increases towards the TSS. It has been
suggested that the R/Y upstream sequence is less random than the equivalent W/S sequence due
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to its role in determining the relative flexibility/stiffiiess of DNA. This in turn affects the 
process of protein docking to DNA. In the upstream sequence this structural role is especially 
pertinent.
The R/Y sequence has a greater influence over helical structure than the W/S sequence. 
Indirect readout constitutes the majority of the protein-DNA interaction and relies very much on 
helical structure. The determinants o f DNA structure may therefore become even more 
important towards the TSS in the location where regulatory sequences are especially dense. The 
R/Y sequence therefore likely affects the ability of proteins to dock onto the DNA and affects 
the process of indirect readout to a greater extent than the W/S sequence.
It is also concluded that the W/S sequence is likely to be a generally greater determinant 
of direct readout and the R/Y sequence a greater determinant of indirect readout This would 
explain the observation that the R/Y sequence is generally less random in the upstream than the 
W/S sequence. It also explains why the R/Y sequence becomes even more distant from 
randomness towards the TSS whereas the W/S becomes close" to randomness.
From die flexible, rigid and bistable dinucleotide properties it was fiirth«r deduced that 
the combination o f these is likely to play a  key role in the recognition o f regulatory proteins and 
their binding to the DNA. Flexible DNA has a higher teidency to bind jHOteins (e.g. 
nucleosomes). This is prob^)ly due to the greater ease with which proteins are ^ e  to initially 
dock to the DNA. Flexible dinucleotides (or base steps) were generally suppressed in the 
genomic DNA. Towm^ds the TSS these wo"e found to be ev«i more sup^essed indicating a 
general prevaition' o f protein docking in this region, to which transaiption factors bind.
The otiier major difference between the intergenic DNA and the region close to the TSS 
was the great increase and «ihancement (b^ond randomness) of the bistable dinucleotides. 
Therefore it could be concluded that bistability is an important property of the DNA in relation 
to regulatory protein interaction.
Since rigidity is enhanced and flexibility suppressed towards the TSS, in general there 
should be less propensity for protein binding; therefore how do the regulatory proteins bind to 
the DNA close to the TSS? It was concluded that bistability may play a major role in tins 
process, since the bistable steps allow for a transition of the DNA from high to low slide and 
critically without adopting the intermediate structures that are possible with the flexible 
dinucleotides. Tins bistable property may allow for a ’compensation' o f the decreased flexibility 
o f the DNA close to the TSS, making it possible for regulatory proteins to bind. Moreover, it is
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likely that the bistability of this regulatory region DNA may be required specifically for 
regulatory protein binding and may even select specifically for these proteins.
The following general rules have been derived from the dinucleotide composition, 
representation and distance from randomness experiments of this project in conjunction with El 
Hassan's and Calladine's expaiments described above;
• The R/Y sequence (of dinucleotides) has a greater influence over helical structure 
than the W/S sequence. Therefore die R/Y translated sequence likely affects the ability 
of proteins to dock onto the DNA and die process o f indirect readout to a greater extent 
than the W/S sequence.
• It has also been proposed that the W/S sequence affects direct readout to a greater 
extent. This is supported by the H-bonding patterns within dinucleotide steps that are 
distinguished by their W/S arrangement within the minor groove and may also be 
partially true for the major groove.
• The SpS dinucleotide is exceptional since it generates bistability, i.e. this set of 
dinucleotides affect helical structure in a specific way (described above) regardless of 
dieir purine and pyrimidine content. This set of dinucleotides is very prevalent in 
regulatory regions.
In conclusion the W/S sequence is likely to be a greater determinant of direct readout 
and the R/Y sequence a greater determinant of indirect readout, with the exception of the SpS 
dinucleotides for which there are overtyping properties.
As a follow-up to the experiments described so far, sequence similarity across the 
upstream region was studied using a patterns analysis. Any changes in sequence similarity 
across the upstream towards the TSS would in theory indicate changes in level o f fimctionality 
amongst the set o f upstream sequences o f human genes. Therefore it was expected that across 
the dataset o f human genes the similarity o f the sequence would increase towards the TSS.
Since the upstream sequence displayed different distance from randomness trends
depending on whether it was viewed as the original (ATCG) sequence or translated into an R/Y
and W/S sequence, this translation was also carried out for the sequence similarity experiments.
It was discovered that as with distance from randomness trends across the upstream for the R/Y
and W/S translations, sequence similarity trends were opposing. The R/Y sequence was found
to become more similar towards tlie TSS across the set of upstream sequences. In contrast tlie
W/S became less similar. This greatly strengthened the distance from randomness observation.
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In addition, the sequence similarity result prov&l tiiat the link between similarity and level of 
fimctionality is not simple.
Collectively therefore it could be concluded that the R/Y sequence is more important 
towards the TSS direction, since it becomes les random and more similar (or convergent) across 
the set of human genes. In contrast the W/S sequence becomes less important in this direction as 
it becomes more random and more divergent. Therefore it was reaffirmed that the W/S and R/Y 
translated sequence has different relative properties that are likely related to différait (W/S and 
R/Y) fimctions across the upstream sequence towards the TSS. Since these changes towards the 
TSS occur in an opposing manner, tiiis may be attributed to regulatory sequence therein.
So far it is evident tiiat there are different and opposing trends in distance from 
randomness and sequence similarity across the upstream towards the TSS for the equivalent 
R/Y and W/S translated sequence. Since changes in these properties were observed towards the 
TSS and this could be attributed to the increased presence of regulatory sequence at this 
direction, the next step was an analysis of regulatory sequences. TFBS and tiieir motifs were 
utilized.
It has already been stated that the R/Y sequence is likely to affect the process of protein 
docking to DNA to a greater extent and that the W/S sequence likely to affect protein probing to 
a greater extent. The TFBS motifs are DNA sequences to which regulatory proteins bind, i.e. 
these are locations where protein docking and probing occur.
The distribution and representation of these TFBS motifs in the upstream region of the 
gene is of particular interest since tiiis would help reveal information on random or 
inappropriate binding of proteins to the DNA and how this is avoided. The essential and added 
dimension is the study of TFBS distribution and representation following translation of the 
sequence into R/Y and W/S. This is because it permits a separation of tiie analysis into the 
docking and probing steps of regulatory protein-DNA interaction.
The results revealed that for the R/Y (translated) upstream sequence the TFBS motifs 
were present at a much suppressed level throughout the upstream sequence. In contrast, for the 
W/S (translated) upstream sequence, the motifs were present at the random level with the 
exception of the sequence closest to the TSS where the motifs were suppressed.
It was concluded from this that avoidance of random binding of regulatory proteins in
the upstream, likely occurs via the avoidance o f the docking step. This is because the R/Y
sequence equivalent to the TFBS motifs is generally avoided and the R/Y sequence is that
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which primarily affects DNA flexure/stif&iess. If docking, the initial step in protein-DNA 
interaction fails to occur; protein binding to DNA is altogether avoided. Since the W/S sequence 
equivalent to the TFBS motif is only suppressed close to the TSS and occurs at the random level 
elsewhere, probing the second step in protein-DNA binding is avoided only closest to the TSS.
These experiments in their totality revealed much information about the upstream 
sequence o f the human gene. Sequence analysis and changes across the 10Kb upstream were 
utilised to draw conclusions about structure and function. This led to an understanding that the 
equivalent R/Y and W/S sequences (inherent within the ATCG sequence) possess a different 
level of importance to each other in the upstream region, especially towards the TSS. 
Furthermore it was possible to draw conclusions about the nature of transcription regulatory 
regions and their motifs. Most importantly the R/Y and W/S division of analysis has led to 
insight into how the regulatory DNA sequence may be 'read' and recognised by proteins with 
respect to docking and probing.
6.2 Outline of key issues & further work
Key issues that emerge from this project include;
• Changes in DNA sequence and structure across different positional regions of the 
upstream.
• The relative use or function o f the R/Y and W/S nucleotides within the upstream.
• The distribution o f regulatory elements within the upstream.
• The method of avoidance o f inappropriate binding by regulatory proteins to the DNA 
and the process o f specificity of regulatory protein binding to regulatory sequences.
• The possible relationship between indirect and direct readout during protein-DNA binding and 
the R/Y and W/S sequence arrangement in regulatory elements.
These issues are inter-related and in general terms the upstream region of human 
genes and their regulatory regions were o f interest. Therefore the description of further work 
will be in response to these and will be presented as possible ways of addressing these issues.
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6.2.1 Analysing sequence composition of the promoter and regulatory 
elements
The essential next experiment would be a more detailed sequence analysis of the 
promoter and regulatory elemaits. This would be in a similar vein to the work in this project, 
including a mononucleotide and dinucleotide analysis. This time though the promoter would be 
divided into regulatory binding site sequences, spacer sequences and also boundary riio n s . 
This would also provide an answer to the question of whether changes in sequence properties 
across the upstream in the downstream direction are due to the regulatory sequences or spacer 
sequences within the promoter.
The results of the dinucleotide composition and representation across the 
different positional segments of the upstream suggested that there are structural changes. It was 
concluded that there is a general reduced flexibility and increased bistability towards the start 
site region of the upstream sequence. Is there a difference between the binding site and spacer 
sequences in this respect?
Within the promotor there are regions that possess different functions. The 
promotor region approximately (on average) 300 to 501q) upstream of the TSS is thought to be 
the core region (Cooper et al, 2006). The region around 1000 to SOObp upstream of the start site 
is thought in many cases to contain negative elements. A division of the promotor into such 
regions may also be carried out and tiieir analysis together with binding site and spacer 
sequence could provide clues as to structural differences.
Comparisons of human and mouse have revealed homologous blocks within 
promoters (Suzuki et al, 2004). The G/C content inside and outside o f these blocks was found to 
be different. These types of analysis are a beginning to understanding promotor structure 
through the sequence.
Regulatory elements and specific binding site regions may be studied for their 
dinucleotide content. For example, it would be of interest to determine whether there is a 
tendency for certain structural features (such as a tendency for stiff and bistable dinucleotide 
steps) and whether these features are different to the sequences immediately surrounding the 
binding sites. If this is the case the stiuctural features of the binding sites may be important in 
their targeting by regulatory proteins. Also, structural features are helpfiil for understanding 
protein-DNA interactions. All of the analyses described so far may also be repeated for 
enhancer elements.
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6.2.2 More extensive analysis o f regulatory motif distribution and 
representation within the upstream sequence
In chapter 5 the distribution and representation of regulatory motif matches across 
different positional segments o f the upstream was studied. An extension of this would be to test 
the distribution o f matches in conjimction with mismatches in the elements. These can be 
divided into those mismatches (or substitutions) that are known to cause loss (or reduction) of 
function and those that do not cause loss o f function. The results could then be compared.
This experiment would be usefiil in producing more refined results because essential 
nucleotides within the regulatory element could be considered and differentiated from the non- 
essential. The results would be more complex to analyse, but nevertheless produce important 
results.
The regulatory motif distribution and representation experiment in the upstream 
sequence were carried out with promoter-derived regulatory motifs. A similar study may be 
repeated for enhancer-derived motifs in order to attempt to identify their possible distribution 
and representation in the upstream sequence. However a test sequence space far beyond the 
10Kb upstream would be required for this.
6.2.3 Docking and Probing: R/Y verses W/S regulatory sequences
It has been proposed that the R/Y sequence has a greater effect on indirect readout 
whilst the W/S sequence affects direct readout to a greater extent. In this section will be 
discussed ways to distinguish between these base properties within the target DNA on direct 
and indirect readout. This type of study would determine the validity of the above hypotliesis.
Analysis of protein-DNA binding may include several dimensions. The first is the 
properties of the DNA target motif. The second is the amino acid binding site. The third is the 
specific amino-acid base interaction.
Studies of protein-DNA interactions have focused on specific bonds between the 
individual amino acids and the bases. For example, H-bonds and Van der Waals bonds formed 
between an individual amino acids and a particular nucleotide have been ascertained.
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Furthermore, the effect o f amino acid mutations on protein-DNA interactions have been studied 
(Luscombe et al, 2002).
An analysis of DNA regulatory sequence mutations and the effects of these 
mutations on direct and indirect readout interactions may prove to be of great use in 
understanding these protein-DNA interactions. In order to distinguish direct and indirect 
readout. Van der Waals interaction and H-bonds may be considered, both the specific and non­
specific binding to DNA. The amino acid interactions with specific bases would be of interest 
and the particular amino acid involved would be of lesser interest for this experiment
In order to test the hypothesis of the relative influences of the R/Y and W/S 
sequences over indirect and direct readout, transition and transversion mutations of the target 
DNA sequence would have to be carried out and their effect on these interactions would be 
tested. The following is an outline o f the experimental steps that may be involved;
1. Any amino acid interactions with specific bases in the regulatory sequence; Both H- 
bonds and Van dw Waals bonds formed should be ascertained (as widi work by 
Luscombe et al, 2001). Bonds formed with the phosphate backbone would be 
determined and differentiated from the more specific bonds formed with the base edges.
2. Nucleotide mutations would be carried out, ideally all possible mutations o f target 
regulatory sequences, and the H-bonds and Van der Waals bonds formed should be 
ascertained.
3. The results can then be analysed to see the relative effects of transition and 
transversion mutations on H-bond formation and Van der Waals bonds, comparing 
specific and non-specific interactions. This may be done so that the net effect of 
transitions on these bonds would be compared to the net effect of transversions.
4. Following this the same results may be analysed but this time taking into 
consideration nearest neighbour effects.
The problem is that once docking is diminished probing is also diminished. This 
means that in theory if  indirect readout is disrupted via target sequence mutation, the more 
specific process o f direct readout may not take place. Therefore the following rules may be 
applied:
1. A target DNA sequence transition substitution should cause little or no change in 
protein docking, but should affect and reduce probing interactions:
2. A target DNA sequence transversion substitution should affect and disrupt both 
docking and probing.
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This type of testing is far from perfect since the proof is obtained via indirect means, 
i.e. via a process of elimination that is incomplete. Another problem is that perhaps not all the 
bases in the target sequence are of (equal) importance for binding. It may even be that some 
bases (depaiding on their location) affect indirect readout more whilst others affect direct 
readout.
The last and most important issue to consider is that whilst protein-DNA interactions 
are subdivided into direct and indirect readouts, it may be that a diminishing of one type of 
interaction may undermine the other. Therefore hypothetically if direct readout interactions are 
disrupted, it may that the entire complex would be destabilised and it would be impossible to 
accurately determine indirect readout interactions. The occurrence of this in practice though 
may be avoided at least in part for the purpose of this experiment because only one base would 
be substituted at a time. This would probably minirnise any destabilising effect.
This outlined methodology, via a process of elimination would reveal the relative 
importance o f the individual nucleotides (and dinucleotides) and their R/Y and W/S properties 
on the docking and probing phases of protein-DNA binding. Therefore a large scale study of the 
binding patterns between regulatory proteins and regulatory elements combined with mutations 
o f the bases would bring forth essential information about how these interactions occur.
6.2.4 Changes in other sequence property across the upstream
In this project changes in sequence composition, sequence similarity and regulatory 
m otif distribution were analysed across the different positional regions of the upstream 
sequence, from the 5' to 3' end, up to the TSS. Odier sequence properties can also be analysed in 
this way in order to better understand this region of the human genome.
For example, it is possible to ascertain the occurrence of different types o f repeats in 
the upstream region of genes. Both direct repeats and other repeats such as LINES and Alus 
may be examined. This may be done to see if there is any particular order to repeat arrangement 
across the upstream sequence. The results may help to explain the possible roles of different 
repeat sequences in the 5' upstream region of genes. The structural aspects of these different 
repeat types may be studied utilising the dinucleotide composition and representation. Another 
example would be a similar an analysis of MARS and SARS.
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6.2.5 Comparing the 5* upstream sequence of human and mouse and 
other eukaryotes
In order to gain a better understanding of the 5’ upstream region of genes, human 
and mouse sequences may be compared. Do mouse upstream regions show similar tr«ids across 
the upstream as were seen in this prqjœt for the human sequences? Although there is less data 
for the mouse it may be possible to study its sequences. General comparisons may be made, for 
example, differences in overall mononucleotides and dinucleotides between the mouse and the 
human.
Non-coding sequences (even regulatory) are known to be less highly conserved than 
coding sequences between the mouse and the human (Brickner et al, 1999). It may be possible 
to carry out a comparison of the 5’ upstream region of a set human and mouse homologous 
genes. A nucleotide comparison and also a largCT motif analysis can be applied. It would also be 
relevant to carry out such studies on primate genome and odier eukaryotic genomes.
6.3 Overall Discussion
6.3.1 Regulatory sequences and their recognition by regulatory 
proteins
The way in which the amino acids of regulatory proteins recognize and read the 
specific nucleotides in DNA sequences to which they bind remains elusive. There are many 
possibilities for primary protein sequences folding to form a 3D protein, and there are many 
possible combinations of DNA sequence. Despite this the protein particle does in fact directly 
read ouf the nucleotide sequence. Therefore there is likely to be some type of language (even if 
it varies between the protein classes) or rules via which the protein particle 'reads' in order to 
distinguish the motif to which it should bind over other sequence. This though is clearly 
complex.
There are different steps that can be taken in order to further the knowledge of how 
this process works. These methods include both practical and bioinformatic techniques. Perhaps 
taken together, these will yield a clearer picture. The way in which inappropriate regulatory 
protein to DNA is avoided is obviously a related topic. In order to better understand this it is 
necessary to also study the context in which regulatory sequences exist and operate in the 
genomic DNA.
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In this project the upstream region was the subject of interest as a means of gaining a 
better understanding o f transcription regulation. The DNA sequence was analysed so as to attain 
this objective. More specifically changes in the sequence properties at across different positions 
in the upstream regimj ware looked at. The idea was to understand sequence composition which 
affects structure, sequence similarity wifiiin and across the different positional region, and the 
distribution and role o f  regulatory motifs therein.
63.2 Different layers of information within the DNA sequence
DNA is the molecule that holds the program for the building blocks of the cell and 
die complete organism. This is true since contained within it is the code for proteins which are 
the building blocks of the cell and Mso regulate its biochemical reactions. This information is 
stored within the genes in the form of the triplet code.
In addition to diis are regions bodi upstream and downstream of the gene that 
determine its activity by regulating expression. This entire system is dependent on the 
recognition o f the base sequoice o f the DNA molecule (in various ways, depending on whedier 
coding, non-coding etc.. .) by other biomolecules. In other words the cell must be able to read 
the DNA ^propriately. This is true not only for the coding regions but also the non-coding 
regions. Therefore the same molecule possesses different regions along its length, which the 
cell, via the biomolecules is able to distinguish and then read and interpret accurately in very 
different ways.
The chemical bases found at tiiese different regions are the same but the language' 
or code so-to-speak must be different. Biomolecules therefore read and interpret the DNA and 
there must be some common factors regarding their recognition and binding to the DNA 
molœule, depending on location.
In this project the investigation o f die R/Y and W/S base properties o f the upstream 
sequence was a consequence o f some interesting and unanticipated results from the dinucleotide 
analysis across different positional regions o f the upstream. This theme was then continued 
throughout the project in order to investigate further the observed changes regarding R/Y and 
W/S bases.
The four bases of the DNA molecule possess some level of overlapping properties. 
There are two different types of sub-division of bases; a base may be either a purine or 
pyrimidine, which depends on its ring structure. The second property is tiiat of its hydrogen
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bonding capability. If the base is weak, it can only form two hydrogen bonds with its 
complementary base, whereas if  it is strong it can form three hydrogen bonds. Also the weak 
and strong base-pairs produce different potential H-bonding patterns in the major and minor 
grooves of the helix. Therefore there are two different classes of property, each class contains 
two possibilities, and therefore there are four different combinations of chemical base that are 
generated from these two classes of property.
In a sense these can be regarded as two different sequences within a single sequence. 
It is the combined effect of these characteristics that makes each of the four bases unique and 
yet an individual base is not entirely unique because it shares each one of its two characteristics 
with another base.
This may seem simple, but perh^s this very simplicity and therefore these 
overlapping properties affect the way in which the DNA is read' by the cell machinery. This 
may be the key to the way in which DNA works. It is evident from this project that these 
properties play different roles in the sequence depending on location, context and function.
The process of protein binding to DNA is thought to occur in two steps; docking and 
probing. The first may involve some indirect readout and the second direct readout. It has been 
proposed that the R/Y and W/S sequence (at the dinucleotide level) affect differently the way in 
which protein-DNA binding occurs differently, R/Y having a greater influence on docking 
whilst W/S affecting probing.
6.3.3 Final remarks
These experiments have provided information about the R/Y and W/S arrangement 
within the sequence. It was seen that the different properties of the bases are not equally 
significant within and across the upstream sequence of the human gene and indeed within some 
other genomic regions.
The human genome possesses specific organisation and structure. Trends and 
changes in sequence properties across the 5’ upstream sequence were observed in this work. 
These reflect structural and functional alterations. This project has also revealed important 
sequence features related to regulatory motifs to which proteins bind. The topic of regulatory 
protein-DNA binding is a subject of high level biological interest. Future work would comprise 
extending these experiments in order to understand better tlie 5' upstream region and regulatory 
sequences, their organisation and how they may frmction in terms of protein-DNA interactions.
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Appendix A
A,1 Mononucleotides: descriptive statistics
Summary charts provide the results of a descriptive statistics analysis for each of 
mononucleotide content (composition) in the 5' upstream region of human genes. There are 10 
datasets; upstream I-to-npslream 10, spanning 10Kb upstream of the start site of transcription 
(TSS), iipstreami being closest to the TSS. Each dataset (upstream 1-to-upstream 10) contains 
18,725, 1Kb DNA sequence fragments from sequence upstream of 18,725 different mRNA's.
Upstreaml
A T C G
Mean 0.240 0.239 0.260 0.261
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.240 0.237 0.257 0.256
Standard Deviation 0.0571 0.0587 0.0596 0.0589
Skewness 0.071 0.144 0.332 0.473
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream2
A T C G
Mean 0.270 0.271 0.230 0.230
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.272 0.272 0.225 0.225
Standard Deviation 0.0532 0.0527 0.0498 0.0493
Skewness 0.008 -0.037 0.668 0.762
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamS
A T c G
Mean 0.274 0.275 0.226 0.225
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003
Median 0.275 0.276 0.221 0.221
Standard Deviation 0.0537 0.0527 0.0480 0.0476
Skewness 0.062 0.065 0.714 0.634
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream4
A T C G
Mean 0.275 0.276 0.225 0.224
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.275 0.276 0.220 0.220
Standard Deviation 0.0542 0.0537 0.0481 0.0482
Skewness 0.111 0.117 0.773 0.662
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
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upstreamS
A T C G
Mean 0.276 0.276 0.224 0.224
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.276 0.276 0.220 0.219
Standard Deviation 0.0550 0.0548 0.0482 0.0483
Skewness 0.136 0.120 0.723 0.750
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamô
A T C G
Mean 0.276 0.276 0.224 0.224
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.275 0.276 0.220 0.219
Standard Deviation 0.0563 0.0549 0.0482 0.0483
Skewness 0.210 0.136 0.788 0.726
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream?
A T C G
Mean 0.276 0.276 0.225 0.224
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.275 0.275 0.220 0.219
Standard Deviation 0.0565 0.0555 0.0488 0.0482
Skewness 0.230 0.170 0.782 0.662
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamS
A T C G
Mean 0.277 0.276 0.223 0.224
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.276 0.275 0.219 0.219
Standard Deviation 0.0572 0.0556 0.0482 0.0479
Skewness 0.239 0.208 0.724 0.671
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream9
A T C G
Mean 0.276 0.276 0.224 0.224
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Median 0.276 0.275 0.219 0.219
Standard Deviation 0.0569 0.0557 0.0481 0.0483
Skewness 0.214 0.206 0.704 0.750
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream 10
A T C G
Mean 0.276 0.276 0.223 0.224
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Standard Error 
Median
Standard Deviation 
Skewness 
Count 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001
0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
0.275 0.276 0.219 0.219
0.0567 0.0564 0.0480 0.0485 
0.236 0.194 0.644 0.756
18725 18725 18725
0.001 0.001 0.001
A.2 Mononucleotides: Quantitative statistics
An ANOVA (single factor) analysis was carried out for the occurrence (or proportion) 
of a given mononucleotide within the ten upstream datasets; upstream 1-Xo-upstreamlO. The 
ANOVA shows a comparison of mononucleotide content across the upstream segments.
Null hypothesis, Ho: the samples (upstream l-to~upstream 10) are drawn from the same 
underlying probability distribution
Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions for upstream 1-io- 
upstreamlO are not the same for all samples. I.e. at least one of the populations has a mean not 
equal to the others.
The result reveals tliat tlie null hypotliesis is rejected at tlie 5% level of significance for 
each of the four mononucleotides (see the summary table below). Therefore within the ten 
datasets, upstream 1-to-upstream 10, at least one of the datasets was significantly different to the 
others.
ANOVA summafy table: factor im M i  at 5% level of alfeiiricaiice
For ten uotiroam datasets: u|»treaml-to-u|lslTeamlO
Mononucleotide Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -  (inference)
Adenine 0.000000 Reject Different
Thymine 0.000000 Reject Different
Cytosine 0.000000 Reject Different
Guanine 0.000000 Reject Different
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The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the ANOVA results 
given the sununary table above for each of the individual four mononucleotides.
Adenine: A \ ( ) \  A Single Factor analysis
Source o f Variation S3 Df MS P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
614.56
548.17
1162.7
9.000
187240
187249
68.284
0.003
23324 0.000 1.8799
rhvniine: ANON’.V Single Factor analysis
Source o f Variation SS MS P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
23.23
568.33
591.6
9.000
187240
187249
2.581
0.003
850 0.000 1.8799
( ytosine: A N O \ V Single Factor analysis
Source o f Variation SS MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
21.09
460.68
481.8
9.000
187240
187249
2.343
0.002
952 0.000 1.8799
Ciiianiiie: A \ ( ) \  A Single Factor analysis
Source o f Variation SS Æ . MS P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
23.07
457.92
481.0
9.000
187240
187249
2.564
0.002
1048 0.000 1.8799
T-tests of the mononucleotide content of adjacent upstream positional segments were 
used to determine whether two samples are likely to have come from the same two underlying 
populations that have the same mean. In other words, upstreaml was compared with 
upstream2, upstream2 with upstrreamS etc...It was not assumed that the populations contained 
an equal variance. These T-tests were two-tailed and carried out at the 5% significance level. 
Null hypothesis, Ho: the samples from the two postionally adjacent upstream (upstream^ and 
upstreamx+i) datasets are drawn from the same underlying probability distribution.
Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions are not the same for these 
two adjacent sets of samples.
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SUM M ARY TA B LE: C om parison of A djacent upstream  segments: two-tailed T-tests a t 5%  level.
P values highlighted are for pairs o f  upstream datasets found to be significantly different
\ .  Adjacent 
Nv upstream 
\datasets
D in u c leo tid ^ \
os
1
00
E
1
§■ os I
1
on
i/s
1 o' SO
E
1
o" vs
1 1 I
A 0.2439 0.2685 0.0437 0.8909 0.6938 0.0994 0.0424 0.0000 0.0000
T 0.8116 0.9205 0.8538 0.9319 0.6469 0.8987 0.1933 0.0000 0.0000
C 0.9333 0.5382 0.0232 0.8628 0.7386 0.3081 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
G 0.2435 0.417 0.7583 0.9114 0.7897 0.4812 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
The summary table above shows the results for these T-tests of adjacent segments 
across the 10Kb upstream. For all four mononucleotides the comparison between pairs of 
datasets revealed that;
• upstreaml and upstream2 are significantly different.
• upstream2 and upstreamS are significantly different.
Also, the descriptive statistics showed that there is an increased difference between the 
upstream segments towards the TSS. It therefore appears from these results that the three 
datasets derived from adjacent upstream regions {upstreaml, upslream2, upstreamS) are 
different to each other with respect to all four mononucleotides and that this is increasingly the 
case in the direction of the TSS.
The remaining seven sequence datasets (spanning a total of 7Kb), when analyzed in 
this adjacent location, pair-wise manner, in most cases showed that the datasets were the same. 
Hence the null hypothesis was accepted for these comparisons. Therefore for the most-part this 
6Kb sequence possesses similar mononucleotide content. There is though one exception for 
two of the mononucleotides. For both adenine and cytosine the pair-wise comparison of the 
upstream? with the upstreamS dataset revealed that these were significantly different.
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the T-test results (shown 
in the summary table above) for each of the individual four mononucleotides.
Adenine
Results for two-tailed T-tests of upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level of significance____________________________
2 1 0
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstream 10 0.2439 accept same
IJPSTREAIM8 / upstream9 0.2685 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.0437 reject différait
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.8909 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.6938 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.0994 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.0424 reject différait
UPSTREAM! / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM 1 / upstream! 0.0000 reject different
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent upstream datasets: 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstream 10 0.8116 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9205 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.8538 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.9319 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.6469 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.8987 accqit same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.1933 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream3 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM 1 / upstream! 0.0000 reject different
1 Cytosine
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent upstream datasets 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreaml 0 0.9333 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.5382 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.0232 reject different
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.8628 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.7386 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.3081 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.0552 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream3 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstremn! 0.0000 reject different
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent upstream datasets 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept)
datasets - 
same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.2435 accept ^ same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.4170 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.7583 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.9114 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.7897 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.4812 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.0705 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream3 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM 1 / upstream! 0.0000 reject different
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A 3 Dinucleotide composition: Descriptive statistics
Summary charts provide the results of a descriptive statistics analysis for each of 
dinucleotide content (composition) in the 5' upstream region of human genes. There are 10 
datasets; upstream l-to-ups1ream 10, spanning 10Kb upstream of the start site of transcription 
(TSS), upstreaml being closest to the TSS. Each dataset {upstream 1-to-upstream 10) contains 
18,725, 1Kb DNA sequence fragments from sequence upstream of 18,725 different mRNA’s.
Upstreaml
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.071 0.049 0.048 0.073 0.042 0.070 0.060 0.067
Standard Error 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.068 0.046 0.047 0.072 0.039 0.066 0.059 0.066
Standard Deviation 0.0317 0.0241 0.0106 0.0142 0.0224 0.0323 0.0130 0.0151
Skewness 0.487 0.719 1.233 0.820 0.844 0.617 0.844 0.877
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstreaml
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.067 0.071 0.083 0.039 0.060 0.048 0.069 0.083
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.067 0.071 0.078 0.032 0.059 0.048 0.066 0.078
Standard Deviation 0.0134 0.0141 0.0351 0.0304 0.0135 0.0110 0.0275 0.0356
Skewness 0.661 0.587 0.818 1.001 1.321 1.726 0.718 0.884
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005
Upstream!
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.084 0.062 0.050 0.073 0.053 0.085 0.060 0.072
Standard Error 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.083 0.061 0.050 0.072 0.052 0.083 0.060 0.072
Standard Dev iation 0.0329 0.0231 0.0105 0.0152 0.0225 0.0329 0.0137 0.0135
Skewness 0.387 0.536 1.835 1.637 0.573 0.380 1.062 1.520
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstream!
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.066 0.018 0.060 0.050 0.053 0.066
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.013 0.059 0.050 0.051 0.061
Standard Deviation 0.0126 0.0150 0.0285 0.0167 0.0144 0.0107 0.0192 0.0282
Skewness 1.314 0.559 1.326 2.685 2.561 2.853 1.094 1.320
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
2 1 2
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.086 0.065 0.050 0.073 0.055 0.086 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.084 0.064 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.060 0.073
Standard Deviation 0.0340 0.0231 0.0106 0.0149 0.0226 0.0335 0.0140 0.0128
Skewness 0.428 0.522 2.386 0.486 0.610 0.428 1.297 0.854
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
UpstreamS
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.073 0.074 0.064 0.015 0.060 0.051 0.051 0.064
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.073 0.073 0.059 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.059
Standard Deviation 0.0129 0.0153 0.0272 0.0141 0.0137 0.0103 0.0181 0.0268
Skewness 1.781 0.756 1.310 3.229 0.836 1.535 1.068 1.239
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0.0004
Upstream4
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.086 0.065 0.050 0.073 0.055 0.086 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.084 0.064 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.074
Standard Deviation 0.0342 0.0240 0.0107 0.0150 0.0235 0.0344 0.0138 0.0131
Skewness 0.451 0.912 1.568 0.606 0.981 0.478 0.890 1.224
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstream4
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.074 0.073 0.063 0.014 0.060 0.051 0.051 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.074 0.073 0.059 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.059
Standard Deviation 0.0128 0.0150 0.0274 0.0137 0.0137 0.0108 0.0180 0.0268
Skewness 0.935 0.466 1.596 3.115 1.177 1.997 1.003 1.232
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
UtfStreamS
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.066 0.050 0.073 0.055 0.087 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.085 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.073
Standard Deviation 0.0350 0.0236 0.0107 0.0151 0.0232 0.0349 0.0141 0.0132
Skewness 0.474 0.684 1.675 0.543 0.898 0.475 0.869 1.256
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
UpstreamS
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
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Mean 0.074 0.073 0.063 0.014 0.060 0.050 0.051 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.073 0.073 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.058
Standard Deviation 0.0130 0.0153 0.0272 0.0140 0.0139 0.0109 0.0183 0.0270
Skewness 0.873 0.453 1.389 3.333 0.994 1.774 1.068 1.357
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
Upstreamô
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.066 0.051 0.073 0.055 0.086 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.073
Standard Deviation 0.0357 0.0238 0.0111 0.0151 0.0233 0.0348 0.0142 0.0134
Skewness 0.554 0.607 2.051 0.497 0.876 0.507 0.903 1.495
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Ccmfidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstreamô
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.074 0.073 0.063 0.014 0.060 0.050 0.051 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.074 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.048 0.058
Standard Deviation 0.0132 0.0154 0.0272 0.0138 0.0140 0.0111 0.0182 0.0272
Skewness 1.295 0.464 1.473 3.342 0.979 2.379 1.055 1.331
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
Upstream?
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.066 0.051 0.073 0.055 0.086 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.084 0.059 0.074
Standard Deviation 0.0360 0.0240 0.0115 0.0151 0.0236 0.0354 0.0142 0.0130
Skewness 0.572 0.889 2.451 0.476 1.086 0.527 0.967 0.568
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstream?
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.074 0.073 0.063 0.014 0.060 0.050 0.051 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.074 0.073 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.059
Standard Deviation 0.0136 0.0155 0.0277 0.0139 0.0139 0.0108 0.0183 0.0268
Skewness 1.597 0.463 1.534 3.448 0.945 1.117 1.030 1.265
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
UpstreamS
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.066 0.051 0.073 0.055 0.086 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.085 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.055 0.084 0.059 0.074
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Standard Deviation 0.0365 0.0238 0.0111 0.0151 0.0233 0.0355 0.0139 0.0137
Skewness 0.562 0.632 1.395 0.568 0.780 0.539 0.712 1.379
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Lcvcl(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
UpstreamS
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.074 0.073 0.062 0.014 0.060 0.050 0.050 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.074 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.048 0.058
Standard Deviation 0.0132 0.0153 0.0273 0.0136 0.0139 0.0114 0.0183 0.0266
Skewness 0.782 0.344 1.503 3.344 1.062 1.989 1.049 1.200
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
Upstream9
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.066 0.051 0.073 0.055 0.086 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.085 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.084 0.059 0.074
Standard Deviation 0.0363 0.0237 0.0112 0.0151 0.0232 0.0356 0.0140 0.0136
Skewness 0.552 0.545 2.387 0.384 0.642 0.546 1.000 1.844
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstream9
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.074 0.073 0.062 0.014 0.060 0.051 0.051 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.074 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.058
Standard Deviation 0.0134 0.0153 0.0269 0.0135 0.0140 0.0116 0.0183 0.0271
Skewness 1.375 0.533 1.269 3.273 0.862 2.876 1.046 1.358
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
UpstreamlO
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.066 0.050 0.073 0.055 0.087 0.060 0.074
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.074
Standard Deviation 0.0361 0.0241 0.0111 0.0154 0.0235 0.0360 0.0139 0.0136
Skewness 0.547 0.809 1.702 0.885 1.074 0.548 0.876 1.392
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
UpstreamlO
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.074 0.073 0.062 0.014 0.060 0.051 0.051 0.063
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
Median 0.073 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.048 0.058
Standard Deviation 0.0133 0.0153 0.0267 0.0138 0,0142 0.0113 0.0184 0.0271
Skewness 0.970 0.408 1.232 3.422 1.555 1.971 1.091 1.316
Count 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
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Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
The following charts and their associated data-tables show the changes in dinucleotide 
proportions across the 10Kb upstream sequence (as separate datasets; upstream 1-to- 
upstreamlO). The results are shown for each of the sixteen individual dinucleotides.
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Dinucleotide proportions (median) for different upstream positional segments 
Di nucleotides
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Upstream 
Sequence ^
UpstreamlO 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.074
Upstream9 0.085 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.084 0.059 0.074
UpstreamS 0.085 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.055 0.084 0.059 0.074
Upstream? 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.084 0.059 0.074
Upstreamô 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.073
Upstreamô 0.085 0.065 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.073
Upstream4 0.084 0.064 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.059 0.074
UpstreamS 0.084 0.064 0.050 0.072 0.054 0.085 0.060 0.073
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Upstreanû 0.083 0.061 0.050 0.072 0.052 0.083 0.060 0.072
Upstreaml 0.068 0.046 0.047 0.072 0.039 0.066 0.059 0.066
Dinucleotide proportions (median) for different upstream positional segments
S .  Din ucleotides
CpA
Unstream X .
CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
sequence X ^
UpstreamlO 0.073 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.048 0.058
Upstream9 0.074 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.058
UpstreamS 0.074 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.048 0.058
Upstream? 0.074 0.073 0,058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.059
Upstreamô 0.074 0.072 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.048 0.058
UpstreamS 0.073 0.073 0.058 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.058
Upstream4 0.074 0.073 0.059 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.059
UpstreamS 0.073 0.073 0.059 0.011 0.059 0.050 0.049 0.059
Upstream? 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.013 0.059 0.050 0.051 0.061
Upstreaml 0.067 0.071 0.078 0.032 0.059 0.048 0.066 0.078
A 4 Dinucleotide composition; Quantitative statistics
Anova Results: A comparison of dinucleotide content across the upstream segments
An ANOVA (single factor) analysis was carried out for the occurrence (or proportion) 
of a given dinucleotide within the ten different upstream datasets; upstreaml-Xo-upstream 10. 
Null hypothesis. Ho: tlie samples of dinucleotide proportion are drawn from the same 
underlying probability distribution for upstreaml-Xo-upstreamlO.
Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions are not the same for all 
samples. I.e. at least one of the populations (of upstreaml-Xo-upstream 10) has a mean not equal 
to the others.
The ANOVA (single factor) analysis revealed that the null hypothesis was rejected at 
the 5% level o f significance for fifteen out of the sixteen possible dinucleotides (see the 
summary table below). Therefore within the ten datasets, upstreaml-Xo-upstream 10, at least 
one o f the datasets was significantly different to the others with respect to these fifteen 
dinucleotides.
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The one exceptional dinucleotide was ApG for which the null hypothesis was accepted. 
Therefore the underlying distribution was the same for all ten upstream datasets with respect to 
ApG content only. This means essentially that the ApG compositon is uniform across the ten 
1Kb upstream sequence segments.
ANOVA sum m ary table: sM afactor am M b at 5% level of^mMcance
For ten umlream datasets; uOÊtitmn 1 -to-ppitream 10
Dinucleotide Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
ApA 0.0000 reject different
ApT 0.0000 reject different
ApC 0.0000 reject different
ApG 0.1469 accept same
TpA 0.0000 reject different
TpT 0.0000 reject different
TpC 0.0000 reject different
TpG 0.0000 reject different
CpA 0.0000 reject different
CpT 0.0000 reject different
CpC 0.0000 reject different
CpG 0.0000 reject different
GpA 0.0014 reject different
GpT 0.0000 reject different
GpC 0.0000 reject different
GpG 0.0000 reject different
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the ANOVA results for 
each o f the individual sixteen dinucleotides shown in the summary table above.
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
W ithin Groups
4.14
227.67
9.000
187240
0.460
0.001
378 0.000 1.8799
Total 231.8 187249
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
4.62
105.41
9.000
187240
0.513
0.001
911 0.000 1.8799
Total 110.0 187249
Source o f  Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
0.13
22.36
9.000
187240
0.015
0.000
123 0.000 1.8799
Total 22.5 187249
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Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0 .00 9.000 0.000 1 0.147 1.8799
Within Groups 42 .33 187240 0.000
Total 42 .3 187249
n n i n
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 2.91 9.000 0.323 606 0.000 1.8799
Within Groups 99 .99 187240 0.001
Total 102.9 187249
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
4 .67  9 .000 
2 2 3 .5 3  187240
0.519
0.001
435 0.000 1.8799
Total 22 8 .2  187249
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0.01 
Within Groups 36 .05
Total 36.1
9.000
187240
187249
0.001
0.000
5 0.000  1.8799
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
0.85
34.16
9.000
187240
0.095
0.000
521 0.000 1.8799
Total 35 .0 187249
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
0 .80
32.30
9.000
187240
0.089
0.000
518 0 .000 1.8799
Total 33.1 187249 j
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
0.06
42.94
9.000
187240
0.007
0 .000
29 0 .000 1.8799
Total 43 .0 187249
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
6.51
148.96
9.000
187240
0 .724
0.001
910 0 .000 1.8799
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Total 155.5 187249
Soi4rce o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 9.80 9.000 1.089 3996 0.000 1.8799
Within Groups 51.02 187240 0.000
Total 60.8 187249
Source o f Variation D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0.01 9.000 0.001 3 0.001 1.8799
Within Groups 36.24 187240 0.000
Total 36.2 187249
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0.09 9.000 0.010 86 0.000 1.8799
Within Groups 22.63 187240 0.000
Total 22.7 187249
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 5.85 9.000 0.650 1716 0.000 1.8799
Within Groups 70.90 187240 0.000
Total 76.8 187249
m m m m
Source o f Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
6.90
147.34
154.2
9.000
187240
187249
0.766
0.001
974 0.000 1.8799
Significance testing: A comparison of dinucleotide content across pairs of adjacent upstream 
segments
T-tests of the dinucleotide content of adjacent upstream positional segments were used 
to determine whether the two samples were likely to have come from the same two imderlying 
populations that have the same mean. In other words, upstreaml was compared with 
upstream2^ upstream2 with upstreamS etc... It was not assumed that the populations contained 
an equal variance. These T-tests were two-tailed and carried out at the 5% significance level.
2 2 0
Null hypothesis, Ho: the samples (of dinucleotide proportion) from the two adjacent upstream 
datasets (upstreamx and upstreamx+i) are drawn from the same underlying probability 
distribution.
Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions are not the same for these 
two positionally adjacent sets of samples
The summary table below shows the results for these T-tests of adjacent segments 
across the 10Kb upstream. For all sixteen possible dinucleotides the comparison between 
adjacent pairs of datasets revealed that;
• For 15/16 of the dinucleotides upstreaml is significantly different to upstream2
• For 12/16 upstream2 is significantly different to upstreamS
• For 5/16 upstreamS is significantly different to upstream4
• For only 1/16 upstream4 is significantly different to upstreamS
• For 2/16 upstream? is significantly different to upstreamS
Tlierefore for tlie majority of tlie dinucleotides differences between tlie datasets are seen up 
to upstreamS. Any differences between adjacent datasets furdier upstream only occur for a 
minority of the sixteen possible dinucleotides.
The descriptive statistics showed that there is an increased difference between the upstream 
segments towards upstreaml. It therefore appears from these results that the three datasets 
derived from adjacent upstream regions {upstreaml, upstream2, upstreamS) are different to 
each other with respect to most dinucleotides and that this is increasingly the case in the 
direction of the TSS. For the most-part the remaining 7Kb sequence possesses similar 
dinucleotide content.
SUM M ARY TA BLE: C om parison  of A djacent upstream  segments: two-tailed T-tests a t 5%  level. 
P values highlighted are for pairs o f  upstream datasets found to be significantly different
\ .  Adjacent 
upstream 
\datasets
D inucleotidcs\
3:
I
oo
1 . L I L L 1
c5
L L
ApA 0.6503 0.1889 0.0176 0.9294 0.9265 0.0409 0.4690 0.0000 0.0000
ApT 0.7083 0.2995 0.2474 0.8341 0.6237 0.5772 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
ApC 0.0976 0.6111 0.9255 0.6585 0.1285 0.9203 0.9768 0.5980 0.0000
ApG 0.9259 0.3326 0.8987 0.7919 0.8385 0.7894 0.8619 0.0822 0.0007
TpA 0.5010 0.2411 0.3513 0.8788 0.6384 0.8979 0.0158 0.0000 0.0000
TpT 0.3158 0.8087 0.9240 0.8508 0.4598 0.8163 0.7897 0.0000 0.0000
TpC 0.8512 0.3910 0.0524 0.5937 0.9056 0.2671 0.5334 0.9836 0.0002
TpG 0.7675 0.9189 0.1544 0.4756 0.4950 0.9061 0.3351 0.0000 0.0000
CpA 0.0532 1 0.4493 0.5556 0.9806 0.3686 0.6098 0.0108 0.0000 0.0000
2 2 1
CpT 0.7636 0.7894 0.0836 0.8589 0.5233 0.4140 0.0614 0.0203 0.0000
CpC 0.8260 0.8194 0.0369 0.6516 0.5355 0.1557 0.1278 0.0000 0.0000
CpG 0.9997 0.4747 0.1861 0.9275 0.8572 0.7439 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
GpA 0.9191 0.8898 0.3140 0.9896 0.8503 0.5129 0.8155 0.0181 0.1674
GpT 0.7225 0.6018 0.2345 0.7094 0.9198 0.1412 0.9199 0.1314 0.0000
GpC 0.9575 0.3348 0.1747 0.6382 0.3852 0.8020 0.0202 0.0000 0.0000
GpG 0.9938 0.6212 0.5195 0.7075 0.9505 0.2384 0.1195 0.0000 0.0000
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown o f the T-test results for 
each o f  the individual sixteen dinucleotides (ApA, ApT, ApC, ApG, TpA, TpT, TpC, TpG, 
CpA, CpT, CpC and CpG) that were shown above in the summary table.
ApA
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets; 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.6503 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.1889 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.0176 reject different
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.9294 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.9265 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.0409 reject different
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.4690 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream l 0.0000 reject different
A p T
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.7083 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.2995 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.2474 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.8341 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.6237 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.5772 accept same
UPSTREAM) / upstream4 0.0002 reject different
UPSTREAM! / upstream) 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM 1 / upstream l 0.0000 reject different
ApC
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.0976 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.6111 accept same
UPSTREAM? / UpstreamS 0.9255 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.6585 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.1285 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.9203 accept same
UPSTREAM) / upstream4 0.9768 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream) 0.5980 accept same
UPSTREAM 1 / upstream! 0.0000 reject different
ApG
2 2 2
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets; 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.9259 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreani9 0.3326 accept same
UPSTREAM? / UpstreamS 0.898? accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream ? 0.7919 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.8385 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.7894 accept same
UPSTREAM3 /  upstream4 0.8619 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.0822 accept same
UPSTREAMl /  upstream l 0.0007 reject different
T k k m ,"  'I.
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.5010 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.2411 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.3513 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream ? 0.8788 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream ô 0.6384 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.8979 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream 4 0.0158 reject different
UPSTREAM2 / upstream 3 0.0000 reject different
IIPSTREAMI / upstream l O.O(KK) reject different
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.3158 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.8087 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.9240 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.8508 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.4598 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstreamS 0.8163 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.7897 accept same
UPSTREAM l / upstream3 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream l 0.0000 reject different
TpC'  ^c
Results for two-taiiea T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.8512 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.3910 accept same
UPSTREAM7 / upstreamS 0.0524 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.5937 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.9056 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.2671 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.5334 accept same
UPSTREAM l / upstream3 0.9836 accept same
UPSTREAMl / upstream l 0.0002 reject different
TpG
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets:
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.7675 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9189 accept same
UPSTREAM7 / upstreamS 0.1544 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.4756 accept same
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UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.4950 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.9061 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.3351 accept same
UPSTREAM2 /  upstreamS 0.0000 reiect different
UPSTREAM l /upstream 2 0.0000 reject different
CpA
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.0532 accept same
UPSTREAMS /  upstream 9 0.4493 accept same
UPSTREAM ? / upstream S 0.5556 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.9806 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream ô 0.3686 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstream S 0.6098 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream 4 0.0108 reject different
UPSTREAM2 / upstream S 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM l /u p stream 2 0.0000 reject different
CpT
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.7636 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.7894 accept same
UPSTREAM? /  upstream S 0.0836 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.8589 accept same
UPSTREAMS /  upstream ô 0.5233 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstream S 0.4140 accept same
UPSTREAM3 /  upstream 4 0.0614 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstream 3 0.0203 reject different
UPSTREAM l / upstream 2 0.0000 reject different
CpC
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.8260 accept same
UPSTREAMS /  upstream 9 0.8194 accept same
UPSTREAM ? /  UpstreamS 0.0369 reject different
UPSTREAMÔ /  upstream ? 0.6516 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream ô 0.5355 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstream S 0.1557 accept same
UPSTREAM3 /  upstream 4 0.1278 accept same
UPSTREAM2 /  upstream 3 0.0000 reject different
U PSTREAM l /  upstream 2 0.0000 reject different
CpG
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM 9 / upstream lO 0.9997 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.4747 accept same
UPSTREAM ? /  upstreamS 0.1861 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.9275 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.8572 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstreamS 0.7439 accept same
UPSTREAM3 /  upstream4 0.0001 reject different
UPSTREAM2 /  upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM l / upstream 2 O.O(KK) reject different
GpA
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Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM 9 / upstream lO 0.9191 %x;ept same
UPSTREAM S / upstream 9 0.8898 accept same
U PSTREA M ? /  upstream S 0.3140 accept same
U PSTREA M 6 /  upstream ? 0.9896 accept same
UPSTREAM S / upstream 6 0.8503 accept same
U PSTREA M 4 /  upstream S 0.5129 accept same
UPSTREA M 3 /  upstream # 0.8155 accept same
UPSTREAM 2 /  upstream S 0.0181 reject different
U PSTR EA M l /  upstream 2 0.1674 accept same
GpT
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREAM 9 / upstream lO 0.7225 accept same
UPSTREAM S / upstream 9 0.6018 accept same
UPSTREAM ? /  upstream S 0.2345 accept same
UPSTREAM 6 /  upstream ? 0.7094 accept same
UPSTREAM S /  upstream 6 0.9198 accept same
UPSTREAM # / UpstreamS 0.1412 accept same
UPSTREAM 3 /  upstream # 0.9199 accept same
U PST R E A M l /  upstream 3 0.1314 accept same
U PSTR EA M l /  u p s tream ! 0.(KK)0 reject different
G p C 1- - - a '  "
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5 %  level o f  significance
ProbabiKty Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREA M 9 / upstream lO 0.9575 accept same
UPSTREAM S /  upstream 9 0.3348 accept same
U PSTREA M ? /  upstream S 0.1747 accept same
UPSTREAM 6 /  upstream ? 0.6382 accept same
UPSTREAM S / upstream 6 0.3852 accept same
UPSTREAM # /  upstream S 0.8020 accept same
UPSTREAM 3 /  upstream # 0.0202 reject different
U PST R E A M l / upstream 3 0.0000 reject different
U PSTR EA M l /  u p s tream ! 0.0000 reject different
O p G
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f  upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level o f  significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -inference
UPSTREA M 9 / upstream lO 0.9938 accept same
UPSTREAM S / upstream 9 0.6212 accept same
U PSTR EA M ? / upstream S 0.5195 accept same
U PSTR EA M 6 / upstream ? 0.7075 accept same
U PSTREA M S /  upstream 6 0.9505 accept same
U PSTR EA M # / upstream S 0.2384 accept same
U PSTR EA M 3 /  upstream # 0.1195 accept Same
U P S T R E A M l /  upstream S 0.0000 reject Different
U P S T R E A M l /  upstream ! 0.0000 reject Différait
A.5 Dinucleotide representation: Descriptive statistics
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The following charts and their associated data-tables show the changes in dinucleotide 
representation (odds ratio: pxy = fxy/fxfy) across the 10Kb upstream sequence (as separate 
datasets: upstreaml-to-upstreaml0). The results are shown for each of the sixteen individual 
dinucleotides.
ApA ApT Ape ApG
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Dinucleotide distance from randonmess (odds ratio-1, median) for different upstream
positional segments 
N. Dinucleotides
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Upstream
sequence
UpstreamlO 0.094 -0.153 -0.163 0.207 -0.292 0.093 -0.011 0.232
Upstream9 0.093 -0.154 -0.161 0.207 -0.292 0.093 -0.009 0.234
UpstreamS 0.095 -0.152 -0.162 0.205 -0.291 0.093 -0.012 0.236
Upstream? 0.093 -0.154 -0.163 0.208 -0.292 0.093 -0.010 0.233
Upstreamô 0.093 -0.153 -0.161 0.208 -0.292 0.094 -0.009 0.230
UpstreamS 0.096 -0.155 -0.162 0.208 -0.293 0.096 -0.008 0.230
Upstream4 0.096 -0.157 -0.162 0.210 -0.292 0.0% -0.009 0.228
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Upstream3 0.100 -0.161 -0.161 0.208 -0.294 0.102 -0.011 0.225
Upstream2 O.IIO -0.170 -0.164 0.206 -0.295 0.115 -0.006 0.202
Upstreaml 0.167 -0.189 -0.202 0.198 -0.308 0.162 0.007 0.117
Dinucleotide distance from randomness (odds ratio-1, median) for different upstream 
positional segments 
Dinucleotides
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Upstream 
sequence ^
UpstreamlO 0.231 0.208 0.201 -0.775 -0.009 -0.163 0.000 0.198
Upstream9 0.231 0.208 0.199 -0.773 -0.008 -0.162 0.000 0.199
UpstreamS 0.231 0.210 0.200 -0.775 -0.009 -0.164 -0.003 0.202
Upstream? 0.230 0.211 0.199 -0.774 -0.009 -0.163 -0.003 0.203
Upstreamô 0.230 0.207 0.200 -0.773 -0.009 -0.163 -0.005 0.204
Upstreamô 0.230 0.210 0.196 -0.774 -0.010 -0.165 0.000 0.203
Upstream4 0.231 0.209 0.200 -0.774 -0.008 -0.162 -0.005 0.204
UpstreamS 0.225 0.209 0.200 -0.767 -0.010 -0.164 -0.002 0.203
UpstreamS 0.209 0.204 0.195 -0.735 -0.008 -0.168 -0.007 0.205
Upstreaml 0.119 0.198 0.173 -0.497 -0.003 -0.195 0.003 0.169
A.6 Dinucleotide representation; Quantitative statistics
Charts of statistics testing real composition verses the random expectation
For each o f the sixteen dinucleotides their real proportion in the upstream sequence 
was compared with its theoretical expected proportion for a random sequence of equivalent 
nucleotide composition. This comparison was made in order to see if there was a significant 
difference between the real and random sequences.
T-tests were carried for each dinucleotide within each individual upstream dataset 
comparing the real proportion of that dinucleotide in each sequence sample with the equivalent 
expected value. The T-tests were two-tailed with no assumption made regarding equal variance 
and carried out at the 5% level of significance.
Null hypothesis, Ho: The samples of dinucleotide proportion within a given upstream region 
(such as upstreaml) are from the same underlying distribution as the randomly expected 
proportion.
Alternative Hypothesis, H,: The real and random distribution of dinucleotide proportions are 
different.
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The following summary table shows that the majority of the dinucleotides (13/16) are 
present at a level that is different to the random expectation in all the upstream segment 
datasets {upstreaml-Xo-upstream 10). Three of the dimicleotides are present in the upstream 
sequence at the random level These are TpC, GpA and GpC.
Real verses Random Summary Table: Two-tailed T-tests at 5%  level of significance 
For ten upstreain datasets: upstream 1-to-upstream 10:
P values highlighted are for pairs o f upstream datasets found to be significantly different
\  Adjacent 
upstream o O', oo 'O iri 3- c-l
^ ja ta s e ts 1 I I I § 1 § 1 1 11a. 1CL 1CL 1a. 1CL 1a. 1CL 1CL 1CL
D inucleotides\ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
ApA 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ApT 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ApC 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ApG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
TpA 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
TpT 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0134 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
TpC 0.1577 0.3988 0.3593 0.3830 0.5288 0.7825 0.2831 0.1674 0.8778 0.1154
TpG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
CpA 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
CpT 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
CpC 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
CpG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
GpA 0.5736 0.2876 0.3300 0.5585 0.7330 0.8402 0.5254 0.4503 0.6910 0.7475
GpT 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
GpC 0.5805 0.3614 0.1920 0.3139 0.1123 0.9271 0.1713 0.3263 0.0292 0.4046
GpG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the T-test results which 
show whether the dinucleotides content for each upstream segment {upstreaml-Xo-upstream 10) 
is significantly different to the random expectation at the 5% level of significance.
U pstream l: C om paring  Real and (theoretical) Random  Distributions for Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-tailed a t  5%  level of significance
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1154 0.0000
Ho lejecl reject reject reject reject reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7475 0.0000 0.4046 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject rgect accept reject accept reject
Distribution non- non- non- non- random non- random non-
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ra n d o m  ran d o m  ra n d o m ra n d o m ran d o m ra n d o m
Upstreaml: Comparing Real and (theoretical) Random Distributions for Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-tailed at 5% level of significance _____
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
ApA
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApT
0.0000
reject
non-
random
CpT
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApC
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.8778 0.0000
reject reject reject accept reject
non- non- non- non-
random random random random random
CpG GpA _jGpT_ GpC
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.6910
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.0292
reject
non-
random
0.0000
Reject
non-
random
UpstreamS: Comparing Real and (theoretical) Random Distributions for Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-tailed at 5% level of sWdBcance_____________________ ______ __________
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1674 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject reject reject reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
CpA CpT Q»G ___GpA GpT GpC GpG
T-TEST o.booo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4503 0.0000 0.3263 d.oood
Ho reject reject reject reject accept reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
Upstreani4: Comparing Real and (theoretical) Random Distributions for Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-tailed at 5% level of sigmÈRcance
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0280 0.2831 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject reject reject reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
CpA QlT CÿC CpG GpA GpT Q^C GpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5254 0.0000 0.1713 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject reject accept reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
UpstreamS: Comparing Real and (theoretical) Random Distributions for Each Dinucleotide
T-TEST: Two-tailed at 5% level of significance
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7825 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject reject reject reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
C^T CfeC CfeG GpA GpT GpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 o.booo 0.0000 0.8402 0.0000 0.9271 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject reject accept reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
Upstreamô: Comparing Real and (theoretical) Random Distributions for Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-tailed at 5% level of significance _____________________________
ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
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ApA >
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.5288
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
qpA CpT CpC QpG GpA GpT GpG
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
0 .0000  
reject 
- non- 
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
0.7330
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.1923
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
U pstream ?: C om paring  Real and  (theoretical) R andom  D istributions fo r Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-taUcd a t 5%  level o f significance
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
ApA
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
ApT
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
ApC
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApG
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
TpT
0.0134
reject
non-
random
TpC
0 .3830
accept
random
TpG
0.0000
reject
non-
random
CpA CbT CpC ChG GpA GpT GpC GpG
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.5585
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.3139
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
U pstream S: C om paring  R eal an d  (theoretical) R andom  Distributions for Each Dinucleotide 
T-TEST: Two-taUed a t 5%  level o f significance
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
ApA
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
ApT
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
ApC
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApG
0 .0 0 0 0
rqect
non-
random
TpA
0.0000
reject
non-
random
TpT
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
TpC
0.3593
accept
random
TpG
0.0000
reject
non-
random
CpA w qpC O pG GpA GpT GpC GpG
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0 .0000
reject
non-
random
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
0.3300
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
0.1920
accept
random
0.0000
reject
non-
random
U pstream 9: C om paring  Real and  (theoretical) R andom  Distributions fo r Each Dinucleotide 
T -TEST: Tw o-tailed a t 5%  level o f significance
T-TEST
Ho
Distribution
ApA
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
ApT
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApC
0.0000
reject
non-
random
ApG
0 .0 0 0 0
reject
non-
random
TpA
0.0000
reject
non-
random
TpT
0.0000
reject
non-
random
TpC
0 .3 9 8 8
accept
random
TpG
0.0000
reject
non-
random
CpA Q>T CpC CjpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
T-TEST Ô.0000 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .2876 0 .0000 0 .3614 0 .0000
Ho
Distribution
reject
non-
random
reject
non-
random
reject
non-
random
reject
non-
random
accept
random
reject
non-
random
accept
random
reject
non-
random
T-TEST: Two-tailed at 5% level of significance
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
T-TEST 0.0000 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0 0 0 0 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .1577 0.0000
Ho reject reject reject reject reject reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
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CpA CpT CbC CpG CÿA GpT GpC GpG
T-TEST 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0000 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .5736 0 .0000 0 .5805 0 .0 0 0 0
Ho reject reject reject reject accept reject accept reject
non- non- non- non- non- non-
Distribution random random random random random random random random
A.7 Repeats: Proportion of masking in upstream sequence
There are 10 datasets; upstreaml-io-upstream 10, spanning 10Kb upstream of the start 
site of transcription (TSS), upstreaml being closest to the TSS. Each dataset {upstream 1-to- 
upstreamlO) contains 18,725, 1Kb DNA sequence fragments from sequence upstream of
18,725 different mRNA's.
The overall effect o f repeats on sequence composition across the 10Kb upstream
These tables show the proportion of masking or presence of repeats in the ten 1Kb 
upstream sequence datasets; upstream 1-to-upstream 10, All of the 18,725, 1Kb DNA sequence 
fragments from each of these ten datasets was masked for repeats. In the following table is 
shown the number of upstream fragments (out of 18,725 for each dataset) against the niunber of 
repeat masked nucleotides.
Sequence Length
-num ber of nucleotides 
remaining after 
Repeat masking
Number upstream of sequence fragments 
(out o f a dataset o f 18,725)
upstream lO upstream 9 upstream 8 upstream 7 upstream 6
X = 0 * 1486 1516 1450 1396 1342
0 > X <= 50 1421 1345 1387 1391 1338
5 0 > x < = 1 0 0 805 784 823 743 720
100 > X <= 150 689 685 678 709 730
150 > X <= 200 649 643 723 693 703
200 > X <= 250 676 706 677 676 698
250 > X <= 300 707 708 646 764 693
300 >  X <= 350 734 728 702 724 754
350 > X <= 400 801 736 761 757 778
400 > X <= 450 750 775 759 776 800
450 >  X <= 500 781 762 769 795 795
500 >  X <= 550 782 783 825 775 754
550 > X <= 600 772 774 709 809 782
600 > X <= 650 743 755 772 758 781
650 > X <= 700 967 964 964 918 1009
700 >  X <= 750 771 847 842 803 764
750 > X <= 800 668 693 674 703 678
800 >  X <= 850 715 658 659 710 713
850 > X <= 900 646 686 670 687 683
231
900 > X <= 950 677 698 679 639 666
950 > X <= 1000 2485 2479 2556 2499 2544
**TotaI number of
sequences 18725 18725 18725 18725 18725
Mean sequence length 489.5037 492.9266 493.7003 493.6853 498.0185
Sequence Length 
-num ber of nucleotides 
remaining after 
Repeat mfsJdng
Number upstream of sequences 
(out of a dataset of 18,725)
upstream 5 upstream 4 upstream 3 upstream 2 upstream 1
*x = 0 
0 > X <= 50 
50 > X <= 100 
100 > X <= 150 
ISO >  X <= 200 
200 > X <= 250 
250 > X <= 300 
300 > X <= 350 
350 > X <= 400 
400 > X <= 450 
450 > X <= 500 
500 > X <= 550 
550 > X <= 600 
600 > X <= 650 
650 > X <= 700 
700 >x<= 750 
750 > X <= 800 
800 > X <= 850 
850 > X <= 900 
900 > X <= 950 
950 > X <= 1000 
**Total number of 
sequences
Mean sequence length
1193
1316
797 
727
658 
676 
727 
733 
812
798 
765 
806 
816 
756 
1014 
834 
646 
663
659 
690 
2639
18725
503.8203
1040
1287
690
655
668
685
743
726
796
816
803
779
814
823
1035
891
689
723
757
710
2595
18725
516.4733
846
1134
669
649
677
683
735
739
814
812
776
802
816
862
1011
870
729
788
775
723
2815
18725
533.9108
547
759
510
562
565
628
650
759
819
790
823
834
862
844
1067
944
811
850
855
902
3344
18725
583.6993
66
135
119
131
169
240
262
342
466
552
545
725
863
896
1281
1144
1130
1347
1527
1609
5176
18725
750.4481
*The sequence is entirely masked (i.e. all repeat) 
**The total number of sequences is 18725
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A.8 Repeats: Mononucleotides -descriptive statistics
Mononucleotide composition for masked and unmasked upstream sequences
Upstream
positional
segment
A T c G
« 1 1 « 1 1 « 1 2sS II 1I I 1 n I H ss3 S§
upstreamlO 0.283 0.275 0.284 0.276 0.210 0.219 0.210 0.219
upstream9 0.283 0.276 0.284 0.275 0.210 0.219 0.211 0.219
upstreamS 0.284 0.276 0.284 0.275 0.210 0.219 0.211 0.219
upstream? 0.282 0.275 0.283 0.275 0.212 0.220 0.211 0.219
upstreamô 0.282 0.275 0.284 0.276 0.211 0.220 0.209 0.219
upstreamS 0.284 0.276 0.285 0.276 0.210 0.220 0.209 0.219
upstream4 0.284 0.275 0.285 0.276 0.210 0.220 0.211 0.220
upstreamS 0.283 0.275 0.284 0.276 0.211 0.221 0.211 0.221
upstream? 0.278 0.272 0.278 0.272 0.217 0.225 0.217 0.225
upstreaml 0.234 0.240 0.232 0.237 0.263 0.257 0.262 0.256
Table showing the nucleotide proportions of repeat masked and unmasked upstream 
sequences, upstream 10-to-upstrcaml. These proportions are the median values across each 
dataset.
For both repeat masked and unmasked sequences the proportion of A and T decreases in 
the downstream direction towards upstreaml fie. towards the TSS), while the proportion 
of C and G increases.
The difference between the masked and unmasked datasets is that in repeat masked 
sequences the gap between A/T content and C/G content is widened, with A and T being 
present at relatively higher proportions throughout the upstream and C and G at lower 
proportions than the unmasked sequences.
Regarding nucleotide proportion trends or changes across the upstream, for both 
repeat masked and unmasked sequences the proportion of A and T decreases in the downstream 
direction towards upstreaml, while the proportion of C and G increases. Also, the A and T 
proportion is higher than C and G throughout the upstream for both masked and unmasked
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sequences, except for upstreaml. In upstreaml the C/G content is higher than A/T for both the 
repeat masked and unmasked datasets.
The difference between repeat masked and unmasked sequences is in the relative 
gap between A/T content and C/G content. In the repeat masked sequences this gap is widened, 
with A and T being present at relatively higher proportions throughout the upstream and C and 
G at lower proportions than the unmasked sequences. For example, within upstreamlO 
unmasked sequence; C=0.219 and G=0.219. In the repeat masked sequence; C=0.210 and 
G=0.210. Within upstreamlO unmasked sequence; A=0.275 and T=0.276. In repeat masked 
sequence; A=0.283 and T=0.284.Within upstreaml, this gap is also widened, with the C/G 
content being higher than A/T in the repeat masked sequence than in the unmasked sequence.
Although there are differences between the masked and unmasked datasets, the 
overall trend across the 10Kb upstream is the same, with the upstream sequence showing 
constant nucleotide proportions, except for the 1-3Kb portion {upstreaml-io~upslream3) closest 
to the start site of transcription. Therefore the apparent changes in nucleotide composition 
(increase in C/G content and decrease in A/T) in the upstream sequence toward the start site are 
not due to the presence of repeats.
The following summary charts provide the results of a descriptive statistics analysis for 
each of mononucleotide content (composition) in the repeat masked 5' upstream region of 
human genes. There are 10 datasets; upstream 1-Xo-upstreamlO, spanning 10Kb upstream of the 
start site of transcription (TSS), upstreaml being closest to the TSS. Each dataset {upstreaml- 
to-upstreamlO) contains 18,725, 1Kb DNA sequence fragments from sequence upstream of
18,725 different mRNA’s.
Upstreaml
A T C G
Mean 0.238 0.237 0.262 0.263
Standard Error 0 .0004 0 .0004 0 .0005 0.0004
Median 0.234 0 .232 0 .263 0.262
Standard Deviation 0.0575 0 .0602 0 .0618 0 .0606
Skewness 0.268 0 .352 0.027 0.134
Count 18404 18404 18404 18404
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream2
A T C G
Mean 0.238 0 .237 0.262 0.263
234
Standard Error 0.0004 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004
Median 0.234 0.232 0.263 0.262
Standard Deviation 0.0575 0.0602 0.0618 0.0606
Skewness 0.268 0.352 0.027 0.134
Count 18404 18404 18404 18404
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamS
A T C G
Mean 0.280 0.281 0.220 0.219
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.283 0.284 0.211 0.211
Standard Deviation 0.0590 0.0583 0.0582 0.0584
Skewness -0.089 -0.038 0.539 0.514
Count 16063 16063 16063 16063
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream4
A T C G
Mean 0.281 0.282 0.219 0.219
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.284 0.285 0.210 0.211
Standard Deviation 0.0592 0.0596 0.0586 0.0592
Skewness -0.082 -0.014 0.561 0.526
Count 15689 15689 15689 15689
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamS
A T C G
Mean 0.281 0.282 0.219 0.218
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.284 0.285 0.210 0.209
Standard Deviation 0.0597 0.0604 0.0592 0.0593
Skewness -0.066 -0.020 0.585 0.540
Count 15393 15393 15393 15393
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamô
A T C G
Mean 0.280 0.282 0.219 0.219
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.282 0.284 0.211 0.209
Standard Deviation 0.0605 0.0603 0.0593 0.0598
Skewness 0.002 -0.036 0.573 0.553
Count 15309 15309 15309 15309
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Upstream?
A T C G
Mean 0.280 0.281 0.219 0.219
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.282 0.283 0.212 0.211
Standard Deviation 0.0608 0.0604 0.0599 0.0589
Skewness 0.012 -0.014 0.529 0.527
Count 15181 15181
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15181 15181
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamS
A T C G
Mean 0.281 0.281 0.218 0.219
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.284 0.284 0.210 0.211
Standard Deviation 0.0609 0.0601 0.0591 0.0590
Skewness -0.015 0.004 0.528 0.497
Count 15048 15048 15048 15048
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstream9
A T C G
Mean 0.280 0.281 0.218 0.220
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.283 0.284 0.210 0.211
Standard Deviation 0.0612 0.0604 0.0593 0.0597
Skewness 0.005 -0.010 0.519 0.544
Count 15062 15062 15062 15062
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
upstreamlO
A T C G
Mean 0.280 0.282 0.219 0.219
Standard Error 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Median 0.283 0.284 0.210 0.210
Standard Deviation 0.0613 0.0610 0.0592 0.0599
Skewness 0.019 -0.016 0.534 0.551
Count 14995 14995 14995 14995
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Tlie following are charts and data-tables tliat show tlie changes in tlie median and inter­
quartile range across the 10Kb upstream for each of the mononucleotides. For the repeat 
masked sequences, the inter-quartile range decreases (from upstream 10-to-upsireaml) towards 
the start site region. This is the opposite to the trend seen in unmasked sequences where the 
inter-quartile range increased towards the TSS. This difference though between the masked and 
unmasked datasets may be due to the reduction in repeat content of the sequence towards the 
TSS.
Adenine
Upstream
segment
upstream 10 
upstream_9
Upper quartile lower quartile median Inter-quartile range
0.349 0.237 0.283 0.112
0.348  ^ 0.237 0.283 0.111
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upstreamS 0.348 0.237 0.284 0.111
upstream ? 0.347 0.238 0.282 0.109
upstream ô 0.345 0.237 0.282 0.107
upstreamS 0.343 0.240 0.284 0.103
upstream_4 0.341 0.239 0.284 0.102
upstreamS 0.337 0.238 0.283 0.099
upstreamS 0.326 0.234 0.278 0.092
upstream l 0.280 0.1% 0.234 0.084
Thymine^
Upstream
segment
upstream 10 
upstream_9 
upstreamS 
upstream? 
upstreamô 
upstreamS 
upstream_4 
upstreamS 
upstream_2 
upstream l
Upstream
segment
upstreamlO
upstream_9
upstreamS
upstream?
upstreamô
upstreamS
upstream_4
upstreamS
upstreamS
upstream l
upper quartile lower quartile median Inter quartile range
0.349 0.238 0.284 0.111
0.349 0.238 0.284 0.110
0.348 0.238 0.284 0.110
0.347 0.239 0.283 0.107
0.346 0.239 0.284 0.107
0.345 0.240 0.285 0.105
0.342 0.240 0.285 0.102
0.337 0.240 0.284 0.097
0.327 0.234 0.278 0.093
0.280 0.193 0.232 0.087
Inter quartile range
er quartile lower quartile median
0.293 0.174 0.210 0.118
0.292 0.174 0.210 0.117
0.292 0.174 0.210 0.118
0.291 0.174 0.212 0.117
0.288 0.175 0.211 0.114
0.286 0.175 0.210 0.111
0.283 0.175 0.210 0.108
0.279 0.176 0.211 0.103
0.276 0.181 0.217 0.096
0.308 0.217 0.263 0.091
Upstream
segment upper quartile lower quartile median
Inter quartile range
upstreamlO 0.294 0.175 0.210 0.119
upstream_9 0.293 0.175 0.211 0.118
upstreamS 0.293 0.175 0.211 0.118
upstream ? 0.289 0.174 0.211 0.115
upstream ô 0.289 0.174 0.209 0.115
upstreamS 0.287 V 0.175 0.209 0.113
upstream_4 0.283 0.174 0.211 0.109
upstreamS 0.279 0.175 0.211 0.104
upstreamS 0.276 0.181 0.217 0.095
u pstream l 0.307 0.218 0.262 0.089
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A.9 Repeats: Mononucleotides -quantitative statistics
Anova Results: A comparison of mononucleotide content across the upstream repeat masked 
segments
An ANOVA (single factor) analysis was carried out for the occurrence (or proportion) 
of a given mononucleotide within the ten different upstream datasets; upstreaml-to- 
upstreaml 0.
Null hypothesis. Ho: the samples (upstream 1-to-upstream 10) are drawn from the 
same underlying probability distribution
Alternative Hypothesis, Hit the underlying probability distributions are not the same for all 
samples. I.e. at least one of the populations (upstream 1-to-upstream 10) has a mean not equal 
to the others.
The ANOVA (single factor) analysis revealed that the null hypothesis was rejected at 
the 5% level of significance for each of the four mononucleotides (see the summary table 
below).Therefore within the ten datasets, upstream 1-to-upstream 10, at least one of the datasets 
was significantly different to the others at the 5% level of significance. The ANOVA result for 
all four mononucleotides within repeat masked sequences is identical to that seen for the 
mmiasked sequences.
ANOVA sum m ary table: d w #  factor waljHtis at 5% level ofgnMcance
For ten tW ream  reoMl masked datasets: nM bmml -to-uB#moml 0
Mononucleotide Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets -  (saiiie/difTereiit)
Adenine 0.000000 reject different
Thymine 0.000000 reject different
Cytosine 0.000000 reject different
Guanine 0.000000 reject different
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The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the ANOVA results for 
each of the individual four mononucleotides.
A d e n in e :  A N O X 'A  S ing le  f a c t o r  a n a K s is
Source o f Variation SS Æ . MS P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
28.85
564.23
593.1
9.000
158023
158032
3.206
0.004
898 0.000 1.8799
I h v m in e : ANON .X S ing le  F a c to r  an a ly s is
Source o f Variation SS MS P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
31.26
567.85
599.1
9.000
158023
158032
3.474
0.004
967 0.000 1.8799
( A  to s in e : ANON A S in g le  F a c to r  an a ly sis
Source o f Variation SS MS P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
29.46
556.82
586.3
9.000
158023
158032
3.273
0.004
929 0.000 1.8799
(« i ia n in e :  A N O N  A S ing le  F a c to r  an a ly sis
Source o f  Variation SS Æ . MS P-value F  crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
Total
30.67
556.30
587.0
9.000
158023
158032
3.407
0.004
968 0.000 1.8799
T-test Details: A comparison of mononucleotide content across pairs of adjacent upstream 
repeat masked segments
T-tests of the mononucleotide content of adjacent upstream positional segments were 
used to determine whether two samples are likely to have come from the same two underlying 
populations that have the same mean. In other words, upstreaml was compared with 
upstream2, upstream2 with upstream3 etc...It was not assumed that the populations contained 
an equal variance. These T-tests were two-tailed and carried out at the 5% significance level. 
N ull hypothesis, Ho: the samples (of mononucleotide proportion) from the two adjacent 
upstream datasets (upstreamx and upstreamx+i) are drawn from the same underlying probability 
distribution.
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Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions are not the same for these 
two positionally adjacent sets of samples
The summary table below shows the results for these T-tests of adjacent segments 
across the 10Kb upstream. For all four mononucleotides the comparison between pairs of 
datasets revealed that;
• upstreaml and upstreaml are significantly different.
• upstream2 and upstreamS are significantly different.
The remaining further upstream adjacent pairs of datasets were all found to be 
significantly different to each other at the 5% level of significance. The remaining datasets 
spanned a total of 7Kb.
This result for the repeat masked sequences is sliglitly different to that of the mmiasked 
sequences. In tlie mmiasked sequences there were some additional differences furtlier upstream. 
For instance, for Adenine in mmiasked sequences, a significant difference was fomid between 
upstreamS and upslream4 and also between upstream? and upstreamS. Therefore, it seems that 
masking the sequences has resulted in a limiting of significant differences found to 
upstreaml/upstream? and upstream2/upstreamS, showing that the boundary of mononucleotide 
difference across the segments is up to upstreamS.
SU M M A RY  TA B LE: C om parison of ad jacen t repeat masked upstream  segments: tw o-tailed T- 
tests a t 5%  level.
P values are fo m an  o f  datasets found to  be «gBlftaiBtly dilferent
Adjacoit 
\  upstream 
\datasets
D inucleo tides\
1
00
1
S' O S g'oc
s6
1
o' so 3
1 1
S'en s ' fS
A 0.9238 0.6857 0.5823 0.9083 0.5016 0.9088 0.2597 0.0000 0.0000
T 0.9194 0.7606 0.9696 0.5677 0.7376 0.8552 0.3170 0.0000 0.0000
C 0.8843 0.9868 0.1377 0.6813 0.6624 0.8434 0.1898 0.0000 0.0000
G 0.8817 0.9281 0.3730 0.9596 0.5595 0.8992 0.4041 0.0000 0.0000
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the T-test results for 
each of the individual four mononucleotides.
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Adenme
Results for two-tailed T-tests of upstream adjacent datasets: 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept)
datasets - 
same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.9238 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.6857 accept same
UPSTREAM? / UpstreamS 0.5823 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.9083 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.5016 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.9088 accept same
UPSTREAMS /  upstream4 0.2597 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream l 0.0000 reject different
Thymine
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent upstream datasets: 
5%  level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept)
datasets - 
same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.9194 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.7606 accept same
UPSTREAM? /  UpstreamS 0.9696 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.5677 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream ô 0.7376 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.8552 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream4 0.3170 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream l 0.0000 reject different
Cytosine ^
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent upstream datasets 
5% level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept)
datasets - 
same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.8843 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.9868 accept same
UPSTREAM? / UpstreamS 0.1377 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream ? 0.6813 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream ô 0.6624 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstreamS 0.8434 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.1898 accept same
UPSTREAM l / UpstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream l 0.0000 reject different
Guanine
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent upstream datasets 
5 %  level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept)
datasets - 
same/different)
irPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.8817 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9281 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.3730 accept same
UPSTREAMÔ / upstream? 0.9596 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamô 0.5595 accept same
irPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.8992 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream4 0.4041 accept same
UPSTREAMl / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
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UPSTREAMl / upstream2 0 .0 0 0 0 re je c t d iffe re n t
A, 10 Repeats: Dinucleotide composition -descriptive statistics
The following summary charts provide the results of a descriptive statistics analysis for 
each of dinucleotide content (composition) in the repeat masked 5' upstream region of human 
genes. There are 10 datasets; upstream J-to-upstreamJ 0, spanning 10Kb upstream of the start 
site of transcription (TSS), upstreaml being closest to the TSS. Each dataset {upstreamI-Xo- 
upstreamlO) contains 18,725, 1Kb DNA sequence fragments from sequence upstream of 
18,725 different mRNA's.
Upstreaml
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.069 0.048 0.047 0.073 0.041 0.069 0.061 0.066
Standard Error 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.065 0.043 0.047 0.072 0.036 0.063 0.060 0.065
Standard Deviation 0.0324 0.0251 0.0110 0.0149 0.0237 0.0339 0.0135 0.0156
Skewness 0.645 0.754 0.586 0.434 0.851 0.742 0.449 0.644
Count 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002
Upstreaml
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.066 0.072 0.083 0.039 0.061 0.048 0.070 0.084
Standard Error 0.0(X)1 0.0001 0.0(X)3 0.0(X)2 0.0(X)1 0.0001 0.0(X)2 0.0(X)3
Median 0.066 0.071 0.081 0.034 0.060 0.047 0.068 0.081
Standard Deviation 0.0137 0.0148 0.0359 0.0306 0.0137 0.0113 0.0285 0.0363
Skewness 0.437 0.400 0.374 0.710 0.590 0.901 0.400 0.451
Count 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404 18404
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005
Upstream!
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.087 0.065 0.050 0.073 0.056 0.087 0.061 0.071
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.086 0.065 0.049 0.072 0.055 0.085 0.060 0.070
Standard Deviation 0.0366 0.0265 0.0124 0.0178 0.0269 0.0374 0.0160 0.0157
Skewness 0.377 0.222 0.795 0.391 0.304 0.441 0.446 0.492
Count 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889
Confidence Lcvcl(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0002 0.0002
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Upstream2__________________________________________________________________________
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.071 0.073 0.064 0.016 0.060 0.050 0.049 0.064
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.057 0.010 0.060 0.049 0.044 0.057
Standard Deviation 0.0149 0.0176 0.0336 0.0178 0.0161 0.0123 0.0224 0.0335
Skewness 0.461 0.253 0.921 2.592 0.591 0.951 0.988 0.877
Count - 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889 16889
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005
UpstreamS
ApA ApT ApC ApC TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.089 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.058 0.089 0.061 0.072
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.087 0.068 0.049 0.071 0.058 0.088 0.060 0.071
Standard Deviation 0.0379 0.0271 0.0127 0.0184 0.0276 0.0377 0.0167 0.0157
Skewness 0.363 0.162 1.030 0.290 0.250 0.404 0.525 0.432
Count 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
UpstreamS
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0 072 0 073 0 061 0 013 0 060 0,050 0 046 0061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.(KK)3 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.054 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.054
Standard Deviation 0.0156 0.0185 0.0332 0.0152 0.0167 0.0126 0.0216 0.0329
Skewness 0.630 0.302 0.936 3.068 0.510 0.882 0.960 0.915
Count 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063 16063
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005
Upstream4
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.089 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.059 0.089 0.061 0.072
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.087 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.088 0.060 0.072
Standard Deviation 0.0381 0.0277 0.0126 0.0186 0.0284 0.0387 0.0165 0.0159
Skewness 0.356 0.137 0.865 0.329 0.254 0.440 0.478 0.493
Count 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0 0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0,0004 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
Upstream4
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.012 0.060 0.050 0.046 0.061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.054
Standard Deviation 0.0156 0.0184 0.0333 0.0149 0.0166 0.0127 0.0216 0.0332
Skewness 0.403 0.305 0.979 3.028 0.551 0.966 0.948 0.936
Count 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689 15689
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005
UpstreamS
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ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.089 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.059 0.089 0.061 0.072
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.088 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.088 0.060 0.071
Standard Deviation 0.0386 0.0276 0.0127 0.0188 0.0282 0.0392 0.0168 0.0160
Skewness 0.433 0.184 0.850 0.321 0.242 0.464 0.482 0.501
Count 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
'
UpstreamS
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.012 0.060 0.050 0.047 0.060
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
Standard Deviation 0.0159 0.0185 0.0337 0.0154 0.0168 0.0128 0.0221 0.0332
Skewness 0.418 0.276 1.042 3.186 0.515 0.947 1.007 0.924
Count 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393 15393
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005
Upstreamô
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.088 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.059 0.089 0.061 0.072
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.086 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.059 0.088 0.060 0.072
Standard Deviation 0.0390 0.0279 0.0127 0.0187 0.0286 0.0390 0.0168 0.0161
Skewness 0.481 0.165 0.736 0.325 0.287 0.481 0.484 0.356
Count 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
Upstreamô
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.012 0.060 0.050 0.047 0.061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
Standard Deviation 0.0157 0.0186 0.0338 0.0153 0.0169 0.0128 0.0221 0.0339
Skewness 0.448 0.303 1.012 3.148 0.517 0.800 0.982 1.004
Count 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309 15309
Confidence Lcvcl(95.0%) 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005
Upstream?
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.088 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.059 0.089 0.060 0.072
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.087 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.087 0.059 0.072
Standard Deviation 0.0393 0.0278 0.0128 0.0184 0.0286 0.0390 0.0170 0.0159
Skewness 0.494 0.174 0.935 0.228 0.304 0.454 0.476 0.312
Count 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
Upstream?
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.012 0.060 0.050 0.047 0.061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
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Median 0.071 0.072 0.054 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
Standard Deviation 0.0159 0.0188 0.0341 0.0154 0.0165 0.0127 0.0221 0.0334
Skewness 0.443 0.280 0.987 3.221 0.381 0.834 0.960 0.938
Count 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181 15181
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005
UpstreamS
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.089 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.058 0.089 0.060 0.073
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.088 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.087 0.059 0.072
Standard Deviation 0.0394 0.0279 0.0128 0.0185 0.0287 0.0393 0.0166 0.0161
Skewness 0.463 0.147 0.905 0.323 0.281 0.503 0.431 0.413
Count 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
UpstreamS
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.060 0.012 0.061 0.050 0.047 0.061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.072 0.072 0.053 0.008 0,060 0.049 0.042 0.054
Standard Deviation 0.0158 0.0185 0.0334 0.0150 0.0166 0.0130 0.0221 0.0331
Skewness 0.387 0.225 0.919 3.108 0.431 0.871 0.987 0.884
Count 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048 15048
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005
Upstream9
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.089 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.058 0.089 0.060 0.073
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0,087 0.068 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.087 0.059 0.072
Standard Deviation 0.0395 0.0280 0.0127 0.0184 0.0289 0.0394 0.0167 0.0162
Skewness 0.446 0.170 0.922 0.307 0.290 0.479 0.466 0.545
Count 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
 ^ t n u m r  ■' ■ '• • -,
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.060 0.012 0.060 0.050 0.047 0.061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.060 0.049 0.042 0.053
Standard Deviation 0.0157 0.0184 0.0336 0.0150 0.0167 0.0129 0.0223 0.0336
Skewness 0.472 0.235 0.926 3.080 0.470 1.056 0.944 0.928
Count 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062 15062
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005
UpstreamlO
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
Mean 0.089 0.068 0.050 0.072 0.058 0.089 0.060 0.072
Standard Error 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
Median 0.087 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.088 0.059 0.072
Standard Deviation 0.0398 0.0280 0.0128 0.0187 0.0286 0.0395 0.0166 0.0161
Skewness 0.518 0.142 0.952 0.409 0.270 0.458 0.510 0.452
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Count 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995
Confidence Levcl(95.0%) 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
■' " ■ IW-i PI ..!■■■ I ■I'll! ■ II I I I   Ill " I . ■■ " " I V  III "T - " -
UpstreamlO
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Mean 0.072 0.073 0.060 0.013 0.060 0.050 0.047 0.061
Standard Error 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
Median 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
Standard Deviation 0.0158 0.0186 0.0334 0.0155 0.0167 0.0128 0.0224 0.0338
Skewness 0.440 0.330 0.924 3.213 0.648 0.798 1.012 0.936
Count 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995 14995
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004 0.0005
The following charts and their associated data-tables show the changes in dinucleotide 
proportion across the 10Kb upstream repeat masked sequence (as separate datasets: upstreaml- 
Xo-upstream 10). The results are shown for each of the sixteen individual dinucleotides.
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Dinucleotide proportions for different upstream positional segments 
Dinucleotides
U pstream ^s.
sequence
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
upstream 10 0.087 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.088 0.059 0.072
upstream 9 0.087 0.068 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.087 0.059 0.072
upstream^ 0.088 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.087 0.059 0.072
upstream_7 0.087 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.087 0.059 0.072
upstream^ 0.086 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.059 0.088 0.060 0.072
upstreamS 0.088 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.088 0.060 0.071
upstreamJl 0.087 0.069 0.049 0.072 0.058 0.088 0.060 0.072
upstream 3 0.087 0.068 0.049 0.071 0.058 0.088 0.060 0.071
upstream_2 0.086 0.065 0.049 0.072 0.055 0.085 0.060 0.070
upstream l 0.065 0.043 0.047 0.072 0.036 0.063 0.060 0.065
Dinucleotide proportions for different upstream positional segments 
Dinucleotides
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT
Upstream 
sequence
upstream 10 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049
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GpC GpG
0.042 0.053
upstream^ 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.060 0.049 0.042 0.053
upstreamS 0.072 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.060 0.049 0.042 0.054
upstream? 0.071 0.072 0.054 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
upstreamô 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
upstreamô 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.053
upstream_4 0.071 0.072 0.053 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.054
upstreamS 0.071 0.072 0.054 0.008 0.059 0.049 0.042 0.054
upstream_2 0.071 0.072 0.057 0.010 0.060 0.049 0.044 0.057
upstream l 0.066 0.071 0.081 0.034 0.060 0.047 0.068 0.081
A. 11 Repeats: Dinucleotide composition -quantitative statistics
Anova Results: A comparison of dinucleotide content across the upstream repeat 
masked segments
An ANOVA (single factor) analysis was carried out for the occurrence (or proportion) 
of a given dinucleotide within the ten different upstream datasets; upstream I-Xo-iipstreamlO.
Null hypothesis. Ho: the samples o f dinucleotide proportion are drawn from the same 
underlying probability distribution for upstreaml-to~upstreamlO.
Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions are not the same for all 
samples. I.e. at least one o f the populations has a mean not equal to the others.
The ANOVA (single factor) analysis revealed that the null hypothesis was rejected at 
the 5% level o f significance for all o f the sixteen possible dinucleotides (see the summary table 
below). Therefore within the ten datasets, upstream!-to-upstreaml 0^  at least one of the datasets 
was significantly different to the others with respect to all sixteen dinucleotides.
The difference between these ANOVA's for repeat masked sequences and those of 
unmasked sequences is only for one dinucleotide, ApG. In the unmasked upstream datasets the 
ApG proportion was found to be the same across the ten datasets. The results for all the other 
dinucleotides were synonymous between masked and unmasked datasets.
A N O V A  su m m ary table: sfagÿc factor amUym# at 5% level of iigalficance
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For ten upstream reoBftt masked datasets: mMhtmml - to - u n ln m 10
Dinucleotide Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
ApA 0.000000 reject different
ApT 0.000000 reject different
ApC 3.6E-123 reject different
ApG 0.007109 reject different
TpA 0.000000 reject different
TpT 0.000000 reject different
TpC 0.000104 reject different
TpG 0.000000 reject different
CpA 0.000000 reject different
CpT 3.53E-11 reject different
CpC 0.000000 reject different
CpG 0.000000 reject different
GpA 0.007776 reject different
GpT 3.75E-88 reject different
GpC 0.000000 reject different
GpG 0.000000 rejwt different
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the ANOVA results 
for each of the individual sixteen dinucleotides.
Source o f Variation SS .  D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
6 .1 5
2 2 7 .9 2
9 .0 0 0
15 8 0 1 3
0 .6 8 3
0.001
4 7 3 0 .0 0 0 1 .8 7 9 9
Total 234.1 1 5 8 0 2 2
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
6 .7 0
11 7 .8 4
9 .0 0 0
15 8 0 1 3
0 .7 4 5
0.001
9 9 9 0 .0 0 0 1 .8 7 9 9
Total 12 4 .5 15 8 0 2 2
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F  crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
0 .0 9
2 4 .6 2
9 .0 0 0
1 5 8 0 1 3
0 .0 1 0
0 .0 0 0
67 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Total 2 4 .7 1 5 8 0 2 2
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 
Within Groups
0.01
5 1 .6 8
9 .0 0 0
15 8 0 1 3
0.001
0 .0 0 0
3 0 .0 0 7 1 .8799
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Total 5 1 .7 1 5 8 0 2 2
I pA: ANON A Single Factor analysis
Source ofVarialion SS D f MS F P-value F cril
Between Groups 4 .8 8 9 .0 0 0 0 .5 4 2 7 0 3 0 .0 0 0 1.8799
Within Groups 1 2 1 .8 4 1 5 8 0 1 3 0.001
Total 12 6 .7 1 5 8 0 2 2
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F cri t
Between Groups 6 .4 7 9 .0 0 0 0 .7 1 9 4 9 2 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 2 3 1 .0 3 1 5 8 0 1 3 0.001
Total 2 3 7 .5 1 5 8 0 2 2
Source o f  Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0.01 9 .0 0 0 0.001 4 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 4 1 .9 8 1 5 8 0 1 3 0 .0 0 0
Total 4 2 .0 1 5 8 0 2 2
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crû
Between Groups 0 .6 4 9 .0 0 0 0.071 281 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 40 .01 1 5 8 0 1 3 0 .0 0 0
Total 4 0 .6 1 5 8 0 2 2
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0 .4 8 9 .0 0 0 0 .0 5 3 22 2 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 37.71 1 5 8 0 1 3 0 .0 0 0
Total 3 8 .2 1 5 8 0 2 2
m m H H H H
Source o f  Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0 .0 2 9 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 2 8 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 5 1 .4 5 1 5 8 0 2 2 0 .0 0 0
Total 5 1 .5 158031
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 16514894 9 .0 0 0 1834988 1679 0 .0 0 0 1.8799
Within Groups 2.05E+08 1 8 7 2 5 0 1093
Total 2.21E+08 1 8 7 2 5 9
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 11 .66 9 .0 0 0 1 .2 9 5 4021 0 .0 0 0 1.8799
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Within Groups 
Total
5 0 .9 0
6 2 .6
1 5 8 0 2 2
158031
0 .0 0 0
Source o f  Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 0.01 9 .0 0 0 0.001 2 0 .0 0 8 1.8799
Within Groups 4 2 .0 6 15 8 0 2 2 0 .0 0 0
Total 42.1 158031
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F F-value F crit
Between Groups 0 .0 7 9 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 8 48 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 2 4 .9 6 1 5 8 0 2 2 0 .0 0 0
Total 2 5 .0 158031
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 8 .4 3 9 .0 0 0 0 .9 3 7 1786 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 8 2 .8 8 1 5 8 0 2 2 0.001
Total 9 1 .3 158031
Source o f Variation SS D f MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 8 .4 2 9 .0 0 0 0 .9 3 6 821 0 .0 0 0 1 .8799
Within Groups 1 8 0 .0 9 1 5 8 0 2 2 0.001
Total 1 8 8 .5 158031
T-test Details; A comparison o f dinucleotide content across pairs of adjacent repeat masked 
upstream segments
T-tests of the dinucleotide content of adjacent upstream positional segments were used 
to determine whether the two samples were likely to have come from the same two underlying 
populations that have the same mean. In other words, upstream 1 was compared with 
upstream2, upstream2 with upstreamS etc... It was not assumed that the populations contained 
an equal variance. These T-tests were two-tailed and carried out at the 5% significance level.
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Null hypothesis. Ho: the samples (of dinucleotide proportion) from the two adjacent upstream 
datasets (upstreamx and upstreamx+i) are drawn from the same underlying probability 
distribution.
Alternative Hypothesis, Hi: the underlying probability distributions of the positionally 
adjacent datasets for dinucleotide proportion are not the same for these two sets of samples.
The summary table below shows the results for these T-tests of adjacent segments 
across the 10Kb upstream. For all sixteen possible dmucleotides the comparison between 
adjacent pairs o f datasets revealed that;
• For 14/16 of the dinucleotides upstream 1 is significantly different to upstream2
• For 11/16 upstream2 is significantly different to upstream3
• For only 2/16 upstreamS is significantly different to upstream4
Therefore for tlie majority o f the dinucleotides differences between the datasets are seen up 
to upstream3. For very few dinucleotides (only two out o f sixteen) a significant difference is 
seen between tlie upstream3 and upstream4 datasets. For tlie remaining furtlier upstream 
adjacent sequence comparison no significant difference exists between the datasets, with the 
exception o f upstream?I upstreamS for which two dinucleotides were significantly different in 
proportions between these datasets.
In general the results for the masked and umnasked datasets were similar. The main 
difference between then, was that in the masked sequence, significant differences between 
adjacent upstream segments, were more limited to the first three segments; upstream 1, 
upstream2 and upstream3. In other words in the unmasked sequence significant differences 
were also found further upstream. Therefore as with the mononucleotides we see that masking 
limits somewhat significant differences to more downstream regions.
SUMMARY TABLE: Comparison of Adjacent upstream segments: two-tailed T-tests at 5% level. 
P values highlighted are for pairs of upstream datasets found to be significantly different
Adjacent
upstream
\datasets
DinucleotidcsX.
o\
L
00I I3* 00 1 1 , I3
cn
I, I3  m 13* (S
ApA 0.9599 0.7509 0.5426 0.6380 0.2690 0.8756 0.7838 0.0000 0.0000
ApT 0.8356 0.7554 0.7516 0.6211 0.6792 0.5469 0.0259 0.0000 0.0000
ApC 0.9350 0.6427 0.2148 0.8497 0.5454 0.5455 0.0400 0.3398 0.0000
ApG 0.3811 0.8579 0.3419 0.9244 0.2945 0.5660 0.3204 0.0158 0.1135
TpA 0.9249 0.9395 0.6898 0.6843 0.7342 0.5151 0.0660 0.0000 0.0000
TpT 0.7247 0,5954 0.9802 0.5337 0.5043 0.9459 0.4899 0.0000 0.0000
TpC 0.9036 0.9916 0.1936 0.4273 0.9239 0.5641 0.5864 0.9027 0.1472
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TpG 0.7158 0.7122 0.0249 0.3846 0.8287 0.3406 0.5468 0.0000 0.0000
CpA 0.8333 0.4896 0.4951 0.9889 0.7266 0.7296 0.7634 0.0001 0.0000
CpT 0.7470 0.8033 0.4840 0.8019 0.7387 0.7604 0.1372 0.1344 0.0000
CpC 0.9279 0.9955 0.1172 0.4102 0.6916 0.8679 0.4259 0.0000 0.0000
CpG 0.6156 0.6119 0.5353 0.9880 0.3980 0.7051 0.0541 0.0000 0.0000
GpA 0.4921 0.6739 0.0380 0.9813 0.4192 0.4259 0.9750 0.2507 0.0217
GpT 0.6044 0.9761 0.4455 0.5772 0.9854 0.6172 0.8891 0.7929 0.0000
GpC 0.8880 0.6506 0.9419 0.7391 0.7011 0.3118 0.3633 0.0000 0.0000
GpG 0.8227 0.9645 0.8405 0.7312 0.2375 0.2618 0.3760 0.0000 0.0000
The following data-tables show a more detailed breakdown of the T-test results for 
each o f the individual sixteen dinucleotides (ApA, ApT, ApC, ApG, TpA, TpT, TpC, TpG, 
CpA, CpT, CpC and CpG).
ApA
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5%  level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstream  10 0.9599 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.7509 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.5426 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream ? 0.6380 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.2690 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.8756 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.7838 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
ApT
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5 %  level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstream 10 0.8356 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.7554 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.7516 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream ? 0.6211 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.6792 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.5469 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.0259 reject different
UPSTREAM2 / upstream3 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
A p C
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5 %  level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept)
datasets - 
same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.9350 accept same
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UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.6427 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.2148 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.8497 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.5454 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.5455 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.0400 reject different
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.3398 accept same
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
ApG
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.3811 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.8579 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.3419 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.9244 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.2945 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.5660 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream4 0.3204 accept same
UPSTREAMl / upstreamS 0.0158 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.1135 accept same
TpA ;& at
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.9249 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9395 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.6898 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.6843 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstreamO 0.7342 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.5151 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream4 0.0660 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.7247 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.5954 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.9802 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.5337 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.5043 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.9459 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream4 0.4899 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream! 0.0000 reject different
TpC
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level o f significance
2 5 4
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstream lO 0.9036 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.9916 accept same
UPSTREAM ? /  upstream S 0.1936 accept same
UPSTREAM6 /  upstream ? 0.4273 accept same
UPSTREAMS /  upstream 6 0.9239 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstream S 0.5641 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream 4 0.5864 accept same
UPSTREAM 2 / upstream S 0.9027 accept same
UPSTREAM l / upstream ! 0.1472 accept same
TpG
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 /  upstream lO 0.7158 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.7122 accept same
UPSTREAM ? / upstream S 0.0249 accept same
UPSTREAM6 /  upstream ? 0.3846 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 6 0.8287 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstream S 0.3406 accept same
UPSTREAM3 /  upstream 4 0.5468 accept same
U PSTREAM ! / upstream 3 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAM l / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
C p A
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 /  upstream lO 0.8333 aecept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.4896 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstream S 0.4951 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream ? 0.9889 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 6 0.7266 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstream S 0.7296 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream 4 0.7634 accept same
UPSTREAM ! / upstream 3 0.0001 reject different
UPSTREAM l / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
C p T  S '  »
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5% level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM 9 / upstream lO 0.7470 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream 9 0.8033 accept same
UPSTREAM ? / upstream S 0.4840 accept same
UPSTREAM 6 / upstream ? 0.8019 accept same
UPSTREAMS /  upstream 6 0.7387 accept same
UPSTREAM4 /  upstream S 0.7604 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream 4 0.1372 accept same
U PSTREAM ! / upstream 3 0.1344 accept same
UPSTREAM l / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
CpC
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets:
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5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.9279 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9955 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.1172 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.4102 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.6916 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.8679 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream4 0.4259 accept same
UPSTREAM2 / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5%  level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.6156 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.6119 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.5353 accept same
LPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.9880 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.3980 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.7051 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.0541 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 reject different
GpA
Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5%  level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.4921 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.6739 accept same
UPSTREAM? / UpstreamS 0.0380 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.9813 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.4192 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.4259 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.9750 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream3 0.2507 accept same
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0217 reject different
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets: 
5%  level o f significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.6044 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9761 accept same
UPSTREAM? / UpstreamS 0.4455 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.5772 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.9854 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.6172 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.8891 accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream3 0.7929 accept same
UPSTREAMl / upstream! 0.0000 reject different
GpC
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Results for two-tailed T-tests of adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets; 
5% level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.8880 accept same
IIPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.6506 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.9419 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.7391 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.7011 accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.3118 accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.3633 accept same
irPSTREAMZ / upstreamS 0.0000 reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream! 0.0000 rqect different
Results for two-tailed T-tests o f adjacent repeat masked upstream datasets; 
5%  level of significance
Probability Ho (reject/accept) datasets - same/different)
UPSTREAM9 / upstreamlO 0.8227 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream9 0.9645 accept same
UPSTREAM? / upstreamS 0.8405 accept same
UPSTREAM6 / upstream? 0.7312 accept same
UPSTREAMS / upstream6 0.2375 Accept same
UPSTREAM4 / upstreamS 0.2618 Accept same
UPSTREAM3 / upstream4 0.3760 Accept same
UPSTREAM! / upstream3 0.0000 Reject different
UPSTREAMl / upstream ! 0.0000 Rqect different
A.12 Repeats: Dinucleotide representation -descriptive statistics
The following charts and their associated data-tables show the changes in dinucleotide 
representation (odds ratio; pxy = fxy/6cfy) across the 10Kb upstream repeat masked sequence 
(as separate datasets: upstream 1-to-upstreani 10). The results are shown for each of the sixteen 
individual dinucleotides.
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Dinucleotide distance from randomness (odds ratio-1) for different upstream positional 
segments 
Dinucleotides
Upstream
sequence
ApA ApT ApC ApG TpA TpT TpC TpG
upstreamlO 0 .0 7 6 - 0 . 1 6 0 - 0 . 1 5 7 0.220 - 0 .2 9 4 0 .0 7 6 0 .0 1 6 0 .2 2 8
upstream_9 0 . 0 7 4 - 0 .1 6 1 - 0 . 1 5 8 0 .2 2 6 - 0 .2 9 4 0 .0 7 6 0 .0 1 6 0 .2 2 9
upstream 8 0 . 0 7 4 - 0 .1 5 8 - 0 . 1 5 8 0.222 - 0 .2 9 6 0 .0 7 3 0 .0 1 6 0 .2 2 8
upstream 0 .0 7 5 - 0 .1 6 1 - 0 . 1 5 8 0 .2 2 6 - 0 .2 9 2 0 .0 7 3 0 .0 1 6 0 .2 2 7
upstream 6 0 . 0 7 2 - 0 . 1 6 0 - 0 . 1 5 6 0 .2 2 3 - 0 .2 9 0 0 .0 7 5 0 .0 1 9 0.222
upstream 5 0 . 0 7 8 - 0 .1 6 3 - 0 . 1 5 9 0 .2 2 5 - 0 .2 9 3 0 .0 7 6 0 .0 1 9 0 .2 2 3
upstream_4 0 .0 7 8 - 0 .1 6 2 - 0 .1 6 1 0 .2 2 6 - 0 .2 9 2 0 .0 7 7 0.020 0 .2 1 9
upstreamS 0 .0 8 3 - 0 .1 6 3 - 0 . 1 5 6 0 .2 1 9 - 0 .2 9 4 0 .0 7 9 0 .0 1 7 0 .2 1 6
upstream 2 0 .0 9 5 - 0 .1 7 5 - 0 .1 6 2 0 .2 1 8 - 0 .2 9 6 0 .0 9 5 0.020 0 .1 9 3
upstream l 0 .1 5 7 - 0 .1 9 9 - 0 . 2 0 6 0 .2 1 3 - 0 .3 1 8 0 .1 5 7 0.022 0.100
Dinucleotide distance from randomness (odds ratio-1) for different upstream positional 
segments
i nucleotides
CpA CpT CpC CpG GpA GpT GpC GpG
Upstream 
sequence
upstreamJO 0 .2 2 3  0 .2 2 3  0 .1 8 3  - 0 .8 1 5  0 .0 2 0  - 0 .1 5 8  - 0 .0 5 1  0 .1 8 3
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upstream 9 0.222 0.229 0.184 -0.814 0.023 -0.158 -0.050 0.177
upstreamS 0.225 0.225 0.186 -0.815 0.023 -0.158 -0.051 0.183
upstream? 0.224 0.225 0.182 -0.816 0.018 -0.157 -0.054 0.188
upstream_6 0.222 0.221 0.182 -0.815 0.019 -0.158 -0.056 0.187
upstream 5 0.220 0.224 0.183 -0.818 0.020 -0.158 -0.053 0.185
upstream 4 0.219 0.223 0.186 -0.817 0.018 -0.159 -0.058 0.190
upstreamS 0.218 0.225 0.185 -0.812 0.015 -0.159 -0.055 0.192
upstream_2 0.201 0.218 0.186 -0.780 0.012 -0.164 -0.055 0.197
upstream l 0.112 0.204 0.160 -0.482 0.012 -0.199 -0.014 0.159
A. 13 Dinucleotide representation: Sequence assembly and mutations
Analysis for DNA sequence from entire genome
So far we have seen that individual dinucleotides may be over-/under-represented 
in the upstream sequence and also in other genomic regions. Also, this dinucleotide 
representation may change across the upstream sequence for the individual dinucleotides.
In this section, based on these results, there will be a discussion as to how the 
sequence may have come to be the way that it is with respect to dinucleotide representation. 
The mechanisms via which this process may have taken place will be analysed. This will be 
done for the genomic DNA in general and then the changes seen across (10Kb) 5' upstream will 
be considered.
Under-Zover-represented dinucleotides: two different potential models
The under-represented dinucleotides were found to be so in all the genomic 
regions studied. This was true for five out o f the possible sixteen, namely; CpG, TpA, ApT, 
ApC, GpT. Also previous studies have shown that these same dinucleotides are under­
represented in genomic DNA of many species. It is true to say that if a set of dinucleotides is 
under-represented in a sequence, there must also be a set of over-represented dinucleotides.
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Theoretically, the sum of proportions of the set of under-represented dinucleotides equals that 
of the over-represented set.
The dinucleotide is the simplest motif and may be used to study basic sequence 
properties. A sequence is distant from randomness if  its dinucleotides are present at a higher or 
lower proportion than is expected considering its composition. This situation may come about 
in two different possible ways;
1. Mutation that is biased:
This would involve the existence of a ‘theoretically random’ sequence that 
then undergoes biased mutation and becomes non-random. Biased mutation means 
that point mutations, base changes or insertions tend to occur with specific bases 
in proximity to a specific base.
In theory under-representation o f a dinucleotide may result from a tendency of 
a base to mutate depending on its neighbouring base. Tliis mutation tlien results in 
a new dinucleotide, wliich is over-represented in tlie sequence, if  it remains stable. 
Tlierefore it would be possible, in tlieory, tliat tlie over-represented and under­
represented dinucleotides were once all at the random level and that biased point 
mutations resulted in differential representation which is observed in the s^uence 
today.
This biased mutation refers to a point mutation that depends on its nearest 
neighbour. For example, it could be that the nucleotide Y of XpY has a tendency 
to mutate to Z, yielding new dinucleotide XpZ.
2. Inherent tendency of the DNA to assemble in a particular way:
The assembly o f the DNA double helix may result in a non-random sequence. 
The formation o f dinucleotide steps may favour the pairing of certain nucleotides 
for structural and energetic reasons. This means that if  the conditions were suitable 
for the formation of DNA steps from their constituent nucleotides, there may be 
tendency for more XpY pairing to form a step (for example) than X paring with 
the other nucleotides.
Mutation model for genomic DNA sequence
2 6 0
The reality (existing human DNA) is probably a combination of these two factors 
conjoined. Specified function (or higher level fimctionalily ) of the sequence adds an additional 
level of complexity and a possible added deviation fi"om the random model. These are the likely 
reasons for any genomic DNA sequence being non-random with respect to its constituent 
dinucleotides. I.e., there is probably a basic 'stable' structure onto which is superimposed 
alternative sequence requirements (and different mutational tendencies) depending on the 
sequence. The greater the distance fi'om randomness, the higher the occurrence of mutations or 
the greater the possible bias in sequence assembly.
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Mutated Dinucleotides
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Figure showing under- -represented dinucleotides and their potential transition products 
in the human genomic DNA:
If a dinucleotide is under-represented in the genomic DNA this may be due to a tendency 
for one of its bases to mutate. This then results in a new dinucleotide, which is over­
represented in the sequence, if  it remains stable.
This diagram shows the five under-represented dinucleotides in the genomic sequences 
that were analyzed and their theoretical mutation products.
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The mutated dmucleotides shown are the result o f a single base mutation that is either a 
purine-to purine or pyrimidine-to-pyrimidine change, i.e. a transition substitution. 
Therefore each o f the under-represented dmucleotides yields two theoretical mutation 
products, one resulting from a change in its first base, and the other resulting from a 
change in its second base. The comments next to the mutation products indicate whether 
in fact those particular dmucleotides are under-represented, over-represented or normal 
(close to randomness) in the genomic sequences.
The theoretical mutation products o f TpA and CpG are over-represented in the genomic 
sequences. This implies that a transition substitution may lead to die under­
representation o f TpA and CpG. The under representation of ApT, ApC and CpT cannot 
be explained by this type o f mutation.
In genomic DNA, the most common type of mutation is thought to be a point 
mutation or single base substitution. Also, theoretically the most likely substitution is a 
transition; purine-to-puiine change or a pyrimidine-to-pyrimidine change (Zhao et al, 2002). 
Tliis is tliouglit to be tlie case because die majority of SNPs are either purine-to-purine or 
pyriniidiiie-to-pyriniidiiie changes. Tliese changes are referred to as 'transitions'. If eitiier of die 
two bases in a dinucleotide can mutate in this way, two possible dinucleotides result, one 
resulting from a change o f its 5' base, and the odier resulting from a change of its 3' base.
If such mutations occur, are wide-spread and stable, the 'new' dinucleotides are then 
expected to be over-represented in the DNA sequence and the 'old' ones under-represented. For 
example CpG (an under-represented dinucleotide) may mutate to CpA or TpG. Both CpA and 
TpG are in actuality seen to be over-represented in the DNA sequences. A similar situation is 
observed with the mutation products o f TpA, also an under-represented dinucleotide. However, 
of the five under-represented dinucleotides only these two (CpG and TpA) have over­
represented mutation products o f this type i.e. transition substitutions.
The other under-represented dinucleotides (ApT, ApC, GpT) contain theoretical 
transition substitution products that in the experimental results of this work are either 'normal' 
(close to randomness) or are under-represented. The under-representation of these three 
dinucleotides therefore cannot be explained by a simple and typical transition mutation.
An interesting sequence feature in all the genomic regions studied was the purine 
and pyrimidine bias of the under- and over-represented dinucleotides. The under-represented 
dinucleotides all contained one purine and one pyrimidine base. In contiast to tliis tlie over­
represented dinucleotides (except for TpG and CpA tliat are tlie tlieoretical mutation products
of CpG and TpA) were composed of either two purine or two pyrimidine bases. Therefore the
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under-representation of ApT, ApC and GpT cannot be explained in terms of simple transition 
mutations. The mechamsm via which tins may take place (i.e. the mechanism via which this 
type o f sequence has been generated) is unknown.
It is therefore impossible from these results to explain that these sequences arose 
solely as a result o f point mutations that are 'transitions'. This is the case even if  the mutations 
are non-biased i.e. random. Even if  mutations were not biased in that they may not depend on 
their nearest neighbour, purines would still be required to mutate to purines and pyrimidines to 
pyrimidines for this type of transition mutation model.
Therefore it may be that an alternative form of mutation generated the present day 
sequence. It could be that transition (purine to pyrimidine point mutations) or vice versa have 
resulted m this observed over- and imder-representation of dinucleotides. Since these are far 
less common than transitions, this would also seem to be an unlikely explanation for the 
observed results.
What does SNP data show?
In a study whereby approximately 2.5 million SNPS were investigated it was 
found that the relative proportions o f transition substitutions was 65.58% and transversions; 
34.42% (Zhao et al, 2002). This means that the transition rate would be much higher than 
transversion, although there is an added complication. Transition and transversion occurrence is 
biased by the nearest neighbouring nucleotide (Morton, 1995, Morton et al, 2005, 23iang et al, 
2004). For example, it has been shown that in rice and maize chloroplast non-coding DNA, the 
type of substitution is dependent upon the A+T verses C+G content of neighbouring bases 
(Morton, 1995). When both the 5' and 3' flanking are eitiier C or G, 75% of substitutions are 
transitions and 25% are transversions. When both 5’ and 3' flanking bases are either A or T, 
43% of substitutions are transitions and 57% are transversions. Therefore we see that 
transversions whilst altogether less common than transitions, could in theory occur at a higher 
rate in locations that are flanked by two weak residues.
This means that a mutation model for the DNA sequence based on these base 
substitutions is complex. It is known from the dinucleotide representation results that all under­
represented dmucleotides are composed of one purine and one pyrimidine base. In order to 
explain this representation effect in tenus o f mutation, tliis result must be attributed (at least in 
part) to transversion substitutions, hi addition, tlie occurrence of transversions would probably
have to be in excess o f transitions, as will be explained.
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The balance of theoretical transitions verses transvftrRiong
- ' Traasitions
-0.76 CpG 
-0.26 TpA
lït î't ir i
TpG +0.21
CpA +0.21
Total = -1.02 Total = +0.42
Under-Represented >  Over -Re|>resented 
NO BALANCE!
t' Transversions
- 0.12
-0.17 ApC
-0.17 CpT
ApG +0.16 
CpT +0.16 
CpC +0.24 
GpG +0.24 
TpT +0.12 
ApA +0.12
Total = -0.44 Total = +1.04
Grand Total = +1.46
Under-Represented < Over —Represented 
NO BALANCE!
Under-Represented = Over-Represented 
BALANCE EXISTS!
Grand Total = +1.46
Diagram showing a balance sheet of substitution mutations as a way explaining the 
existence of over-represented and under-represented dinucleotides within the whole 
genome sequence.
The left side of the balance sheet shows the under-represented dinucleotides and on the 
right side are the over-represented dinucleotides. Purine bases are shown in red and 
pyrimidines in blue.
Theoretical mutation products of the under-represented dinucleotides are shown with 
their representation values. These single base substitutions may be in the form of either 
transitions or transversions.
The balance sheet shows that for the possible transition events, the proportion of under­
representation is higher in total than diat for over-representation. In contrast, for
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transversions the opposite is true. The proportion o f over representation is higher than 
that for under representation.
The original question was; how has the present day sequence come to be the way 
that it is, i.e. with certain dinucleotides suppressed whilst others are enhanced; did this occur 
via base substitution or via some other mechanism? The results of this experiment show that all 
of the under-represented dmucleotides are composed of one purine and one pyrimidine and the 
majority of over-represented dinucleotides are composed of either two purines or two 
pyrimidines. This means that any substitution mutation model (based on these results) would 
have to allow for transversions.
The next question is; what proportion of substitutions would be due to transitions 
and what proportion to transversions? The dinucleotide genome-wide representation results 
show that the sum of distance from randomness values for all imder-represented dinucleotides 
is -1.46. The equivalent for over-represented dinucleotides adds up to +1.46. Based on this 
mutation model it is assumed tliat the existence of all under-represented dinucleotides and tlieir 
proportion o f representation below the expected value are due to base substitutions. In otiier 
words, under-represented dinucleotides are in total present in tlie real DNA sequence at -1.46 
times their expected level. The opposite would be true for over-represented dinucleotides.
Only the existence of two of the over-represented dinucleotides (TpG and CpA) 
can be explained in terms of transition substitutions, since these each contain one purine and 
one pyrimidine and would be the mutation products of CpG and TpA . However, the sum of the 
distance from randomness values for these over- and under-represented dinucleotides do not 
balance out. TpG=+0.21, CpA=+0.21, CpG=-0.76, and TpA=-0.26. Therefore for the sum of 
transition mutations there is an excess o f under-representation. This is a well-known problem in 
genomic DNA across the species.
All o f the remaining over-represented dinucleotides (ApG, CpT, CpC, GpG, TpT, 
ApA) are composed of either two purines or two pyrimidines and therefore could only have 
arisen as a result o f transversions. However, within this category too, there is a lack of balance 
in over- and under-representation values. The representation values for these over-represented 
dinucleotides in total is =+1.04, and for the under-represented dinucleotides the total is, -0.44. 
Therefore for these transversion mutations there seems to be an excess of over-representation in 
terms o f the magnitude of the representation values.
Since in total (for both transitions and transversions) there is an equal balance for
over- and under-represented dinucleotides, this lack of balance for the transversions and
transitions individually could possibly be attributed to transversion products for CpG and TpA.
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In other words, perhaps diese dmucleotides undergo transversion substitutions and not just 
transitions. Either way, dinucleotides that would be the products of transversion substitutions 
possess a total distance from randomness ratio in excess of +1.04 whereas the equivalent for 
transitions is +0.42. This implies that the occurrence of transversions may be more than twice 
as high as transitions in the human genomic DNA since these are values taken from the entire 
genome.
It is known from SNP data (outlined above) that in general transitions constitute 
65.58% of substitutions whilst transversions constitute 34.42%. So do the relative proportions 
of transitions verses transversions estimated from this representation experiments fit in with 
those from the SNP data? The answer to this question is no. The SNP results show that overall 
transitions are almost twice as likely as transversions. The representation data in this project 
implies that transversions are more than twice as likely as transitions. The two observations 
would therefore seem contradictory.
Tlie SNP data diougli is more complicated tlian the overall transition/transversion 
percentages given above. For example, SNP data shows tliat tliere as an increased occurrence of 
transversion substitutions if  both flanking bases are either A or T to 57%. It seems unlikely 
though that transveisions could account for the relative representation values of the 
dinucleotides. This draws on the likelihood for the existence of other mechanisms that have 
brought ^ o u t the present-day genomic DNA s^uence.
Is the present dinucleotide representation of the sequence due to substitution 
mutations or something else? When the discrepancies between the SNP data and the 
representation of dmucleotides are considered, it would seem that the likely occurrence of 
transversions (according to the SNP data) may not be sufficient to explain the representation of 
dmucleotides in the genomic DNA. Therefore it is possible that other mechanisms are 
responsible.
It may be for example, that biased single base insertions have occurred in the DNA 
sequence specifically in sites that yield a greater number of purine only or pyrimidine only 
dmucleotides. However, this also seems unlikely. Another alternative is that the over­
represented dmucleotides at least in part have arisen not from the mutations described above, 
but from direct repeats or repeat expansions that tend to include (for some unknown reason) 
either purine only dmucleotides or pyrimidine only dinucleotides. This would possibly explain 
tlieir over-representation arising witliout mutation.
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An alternative explanation is that perhaps the observed representation of 
dinucleotides is due to a tendency for the DNA to assemble in a particular way and is not 
entirely due to mutations. This means that perhaps DNA sequence had a tendency for assembly 
in such a way that suppressed steps with a purine neighbouring a pyrimidine and enhanced the 
assembly of steps with wither two purines or two pyrimidines.
This type o f tendency for base steps may be essential to the most basic structure of the 
DNA helix and its stability. Any variation within genomic DNA therefore is likely to still 
harbour this basic property, the variation itself altering the structure but only to a certain 
degree. This would provide a possible explanation as to why the representation of dmucleotides 
cannot be entirely accounted for by the most likely mutation events that have been described 
above. The SNP data may be more indicative o f mutational tendencies of the DNA than the 
dinucleotide representation data.
Analvsis for DNA sequence across the upstream
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Diagram showing a summary balance sheet of substitution mutations within the 
upstreamlO and uptsreaml regions. This is presented a way explaining the existence of 
over-represented and under-represented dmucleotides. (The balance sheet is similar to 
the avoe figure except that the representation values of the individual dinucleotides is not 
shown)
The balance sheet shows that for the possible transition events, the proportion of under­
representation is higher in total than that for over-representation. In contrast, for 
transversions the opposite is true. The proportion of over-representation is higher than 
that for under representation. Therefore this imbalance is similar that seen for the whole 
genome.
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This diagram shows the theoretical transition and transversion substitutions and the 
differences for Aese between upstreamlO and upstreaml. This provides one possible 
viewpoint for changes in mutational tendencies across the 10Kb upstream region.
Widiin the transitions category the over-represented dmucleotides decrease is 
proportions from upstreamlO (+0.46) to upstreaml (+0.24). This is a dramatic difference 
in proportions. There is also a decrease in the magnitude of under represented 
dmucleotides within the transitions category in the downstream direction. This suggests 
that transitions decrease tin the direction of the start site region.
Within the transversions category there is an increase in magnitude of both under- and 
over-represented dinucleotides from upstreamlO to upstreaml. This difference for the 
transversions is much lower than the transitions, but nevertheless implies a possible 
increase in transversions towards the start site region.
The overall or total balance between over- and under-represented dmucleotides in both of 
these upstream regions, is not as exact in magnitude as was seen for the whole genome 
result. However, there does appear to be an overall decrease in theoretical substitutions 
from UpstreamlO to upstreaml in the downstream direction.
So far the discussion has been based on results for the whole genome sequence. 
Now the same principles for a mutations model may be applied for the upstream region. This 
would provide some insight into changes diat may occur across the 10Kb upstream region. In 
general, the same discrepancies described above for the genomic DNA sequence also apply to 
the upstream sequence regarding the balance (or imbalance) of representation values for 
transitions and transversions.
The dinucleotide representation data across the 10Kb upstream sequences suggest 
that transition substitutions decrease towards the start site of transcription, whereas 
transversions increase. However, this same data also implies that in total the level of these 
theoretical substitutions decrease in the downstream direction, towards the start site.
According to SNP data analysis (Guo et al, 2005), the total number of 
substitutions increases in the direction of die start site. Also, according to these results, towards 
the start site a higher proportion of SNPs are transversions in comparison with the more 
upstream sequence.
This is in agreement with the changes in dinucleotide representation seen in this 
experiment and their imphcations for transitions and transversions across the upstream 
sequence. It appears therefore that the R/Y sequence becomes less conserved towards the TSS. 
The reason for this is unknown.
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Appendix B
B.1 Distance from randomness: the effect of repeats on the ATCG
upstream sequence
Distance From Randomness of Dinucleotides in the 6" 
Upstream Repeat Masked and Unmasked Sequence
0.195
0.185 -
0.18 -
0.175
0.165
0.16 -
0.155
■ masked 
M unmasked
.cf ^  ^  ^
upstream sequence
Table of distance from randomness values across the upstream repeat 
masked sequence
Upstream region distance from ra
upstreamlO 0.193
upstream_9 0.193
upstreamS 0.193
upstream? 0.193
upstream^ 0,192
upstream 5 0.194
upstream_4 0.194
upslream_3 0.193
upstream^ 0.192
upstreaml 0.170
This graph shows the distance from randomness values of the different upstream 
positional segments both for repeat masked and unmasked sequence datasets. The median 
value is given for each dataset of sequences. The general trend is that the sequence 
becomes closer to randomness in the downstream direction for both the repeat masked 
and unmasked datasets.
The difference between the masked and unmasked sequences is that the repeat masked or 
repeat-free sequences (in all the upstream positional segments) are more distant from 
randomness than the unmasked equivalent. It is expected that the elimination of repeats 
should make the sequences less random.
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Within the 10Kb upstream, the sequence becomes closer to randomness in the 
downstream direction (towards upstreaml) for both the repeat masked and unmasked datasets. 
This is the general trend for die unmasked sequence and it remains unchanged for repeat 
masked sequences.
The difference between the masked and unmasked sequences is that the repeat 
masked sequences are more distant from randomness than the unmasked equivalent. This is the 
case in all the upstream positional segments. For example, within upstreamlO, the distance 
from randomness value for repeat masked data is 0.193 and for unmasked, 0.189. At the other 
end, within upstreaml, the distance from randomness value for repeat masked data is 0.170 and 
for unmasked, 0.169. The difference though between the masked and unmasked distance from 
randomness value is lower in the upstreaml region than in the other upstream sequence 
portions. This makes sense since the upstreaml (as previously observed) contains fewer 
repeats.
This result suggests that the repeats make the sequence more random, since 
removing (or masking) them makes the sequence less random. This makes sense in light of 
what is already known about repeats and overall sequence fimctionality. Repeats are it seems 
relatively 'simple' sequences with what seems to be a lower level functionality. Therefore it is 
expected that they should be more random and that their increased presence should confer 
random-like characteristics on the sequence. See appendix for statistical analyses on the 
difference between real and random datasets across the 10Kb upstream sequence as was done 
for the unmasked datasets.
B.2 Distance from randomness: The effect of repeats on the R/V, W/S 
and K/M upstream sequence
Distance from randomness values are given for the R/Y, W/S and K/M sequence 
translations o f the original ATCG sequence. The K/M sequence refers to a conversation of A 
and C to X, and T and G to Y. K/M is used here as a non- R/Y and a non- W/S control. 
Distance from randomness results (average relative abundance dinucleotide profiles) show that 
all three types are generally non-random. However, identical sequences possesses different 
relative distance from randomness values depending on the translation (i.e. K/M, W/S and 
RTf).
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The results suggest a higher order association of purines and pyrimidines in the 
formation of dinucleotides. This in turn shows an importance of the R/Y sequence. The weak 
and strong bases do not show this same level of association. The K/M control lies between the 
two in this respect. Therefore there is a greater level of R/Y sequence importance in the 10Kb 
upstream, which increases in the TSS direction.
E
1
2
Io>
ë
I
Unmasked Upstream Sequence
0.16
0.14 -
0.12  -
0.08 -
0.06 -
0.04 -
0.02  -
KÆ/I
•W/S
■R/Y
D istance from  random ness- Unmasked datasets
K/M W/S R/Y
u p stream lO 0.091 0.067 0.123
upstream_9 0.091 0.066 0.124
u pstream S 0.090 0.061 0.128
u p s tre a m ? 0.070 0.032 0.134
upstream 6 0.000 0.000 0.000
u pstream S 0.000 0.000 0.000
upstream_4 0.000 0.000 0.000
upstream 3 0.091 0.067 0.123
u p s tre a m l 0.091 0.066 0.124
upstream_l 0.090 0.061 0.128
Graph and data-table of distance from randomness for K/M, W/S and R/Y unmasked 
upstream sequences. A value of zero is expected for a random sequence.
The W/S and K/M sequence becomes increasingly closer to the random expectation 
between upstreamS and upstreaml^ in the TSS direction. The opposite is true for R/Y 
where the sequence becomes less random towards the TSS.
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Also, throughout the 10Kb upstream the R/Y sequence is the least random, followed by 
the K/M sequence and then the W/S.
The distance from randomness trends across the upstream are the same for unmasked 
and masked sequences. For repeat masked sequences, the R/Y distance from randomness 
profile is similar as for the equivalent unmasked upstream sequence. For the repeat masked 
upstream, the K/M and W/S distance from randomness profile is almost identical across the 
upstream datasets and only varies for upstreaml and upstreaml. This is different to the 
unmasked data for which the K/M and W/S distance from randomness values are different. 
This is the only distinction between the masked and unmasked results. Despite this, the overall 
trends across the upstream are the same for masked and unmasked datasets.
Repeat Masked Upstream Sequence
0.16
0.14-
tnV)o
c 0.12  -
EoTJ
C
2 0.08 -E
2
0.06 -o
o
ca 0.04 -«
TJ
0.02 -
'  yvy yv /  yv>
Distance from randomness 
~ It masked datasets
K/M fV/S R/Y
upstreamlO 0.125 0.082 0.084
upstream 9 0.126 0.082 0.085
upstream 8 0.131 0.074 0.085
upstream 7 0.139 0.038 0.066
upstream 6 0.000 0.000 0.000
upstreamS 0.000 0.000 0.000
upstream 4 0.000 0.000 0.000
upstream 3 0.125 0.082 0.084
upstream_2 0.126 0.082 0.085
upstreaml 0.131 0.074 0.085
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■ m  
-W/S 
-K/M,
Graph and dato-table o f distance from randomness (average relative abundance 
dinucleotide) for K/M, W/S and R/Y repeat masked upstream sequences. A value o f %ro 
is expected for a random sequence.
The W/S and K/M sequence becomes increasingly closer to die random expectation 
between upstreamS and upstreaml^ in the TSS direction. The K/M and W/S distance from 
randomness profile is almost identical across the upstream datasets and only varies for 
upstreaml and upstream2. For R/Y the sequence becomes less random towards the TSS.
B3: Individual dinucleotide proportions: R/Y, W/S and K/M  
unmasked upstream sequences
The following are graphs and data-tables of R/Y, W/S and K/M dinucleotide 
proportions in the ten 1 Kb unmasked upstream datasets. For the R/Y datasets, RpR increases in 
the TSS direction, whilst YpY remains roughly constant. YpR and RpY show decreased levels 
in the TSS direction. For the W/S datasets, there is a decrease in WpW, WpS mid SpW and an 
increase in SpS proportions towards the TSS. The K/M sequence shows a decrease in MpM / 
KpK and a increase in MpK / KpM proportions towards the TSS.
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Dinucleotide proportions across the upstream sequence
R p R
0.29 
0.288 
0.286 
0.284 
0 2 8 2  
0.28 
0 278 4 
0.276 
0.274 
0.272 4 
0.27
0.288
0.286
0.284
0.278 -
0.276
0 274
u p s t r e a m  s a q u a n o e u p s tre a m  se q u e n c e
YpR RpY
0.218 T----------------
u p stream  se q u en ce
0.218
0.217
0.216 -
0.215
0.214
0.213 -
0.212
u p s tr e a m  s e q u e n c e
Unmasked upstream datasets
Individual DINUCLEOTIDES: jwnpertiww (median)
upstream_10
upstrcam_9
upstream_8
upstream?
upstream_6
upstream 5
upstream#
upstream]
upstream!
upstream_l
RpR
0.281
0.282
0.282
0.281
0.281
0.281
0.28
0.28
0.282
0.285
RpY
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.216
0.214
YpR
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.217
0.216
0.214
YpY
0.282
0.281
0.281
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.283
0.283
0.282
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Dinucleotide proportions across the upstream sequence
WpW SpS
upstream sequence
<o <o V ' b ' V * '
/Z Z Z /Z Z Z Z Z
upstream sequence
WpS SpW
0.27
0.265
0.26
0.255
0.25
0.245
0.24
0.235
0.23
K
upstream sequence
% % A < b « 3 V ‘b ‘V \
Z Z /Z Z Z Z Z Z '
upstream sequence
Unmasked upstream datasets 
Individual DINUCLEOTIDES: ions (medianl
upstreamlO
upstream_9
upstream 8
upstream?
upstream_6
upstreamS
upstream_4
upstream]
upstream!
upstreaml
WpW
0.298
0.297
0.298
0.296
0.297
0.297
0.294
0.293
0.286
0.224
WpS
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.257
0.248
SpW
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.259
0.257
0.248
SpS
0.178
0.178
0.178
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.180
0.183
0.190
0.262
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Dinucleotide proportions across the unmasked upstream sequence
M pM KpK
0274  
0273 
0272 
0271 
027 
0208 
0 268 
0267
0^-t
0 ^
0264
0.274
upstream sequence
MpK
0232
0.231
023
0229
0228
0227
0228 
0225 
0224 
0.223 
0222y>v <6 A  «1 <s b> ?) "Vy y y y y / /
upstream  sequence
^  ^  ^  ^  
upstream sequence
KpM
0232
0231
0.23
0229
0228
0227
0226
0.225
0224
0.223
0.222
upstream  sequence
Unmasked upstream datasets 
Individual DINUCLEOTIDES: median)
upstream_10
upstream_9
upstreamS
upstream?
upstream_6
UpstreamS
upstream_4
upstream_3
upstream_2
upstreaml
MpM
0.272
0.272
0.273
0.272
0.273
0.272
0.272
0.272
0.272
0.267
MpK
0.226
0.226
0.225
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.231
KpM
0.226
0.226
0.225
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.226
0.231
KpK
0.273
0.273
0.273
0.272
0.272
0.272
0.273
0.273
0.273
0.266
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B4; Individual dinucleotide proportions: R/Y, W/S and KJM repeat 
masked upstream sequences
The following are graphs and data-tables of R/Y, W/S and K/M dinucleotide 
proportions in the ten 1Kb repeat masked upstream datasets. For the W/S and K/M datasets, the 
dinucleotide proportion trends are similar for the repeat masked and the unmasked sequences.
For the R/Y datasets, the RpR proportion increases in the TSS direction, as does the 
YpY proportion. This is different to the unmasked sequence wherein the YpY proportion 
remains roughly constant across the 10Kb upstream. YpR and RpY proportions remain 
constant across the 10Kb upstream for the repeat masked sequence. This is also different to the 
unmasked sequence in which RpY and YpR are seen to decrease.
R EPEA T M A SK ED  upstream  datasets 
I ind iv idual D IN U C LEO TID ES: # B g # rtio n s  (m ed ian )
R pR  RpY Y pR  YpY
upstream JO  0.2762 0.2132 0.2137 0.2766
upstream_9 0.2773 0.2133 0.2136 0.2773
upstream_8 0.2772 0.2134 0.2138 0.2770
upstream_7 0.2770 0.2134 0.2137 0.2776
upstream_6 0.2760 0.2132 0.2136 0.2787
upstream_5 0.2773 0.2130 0.2135 0.2787
upstream_4 0.2779 0.2132 0.2136 0.2789
upstream_3 0.2778 0 2 1 3 2  0.2136 0.2801
upstream_2 0.2805 0.2128 0.2130 0.2812
upstream_l 0.2840 0.2126 0.2127 0.2830
R EPEA T M A SK ED  upstream  datasets 
Individual D IN U C LEO TID ES: (m edian)
W pW  W pS SpW  SpS
upstream JO  0.3108 0.2539 0.2540 0.1472
upstream_9 0.3102 0.2546 0.2545 0.1486
upstream_8 0.3117 0.2546 0.2545 0.1477
u p s tre a m j 0.3089 0.2544 0.2545 0.1504
upstream_6 0.3092 0.2545 0.2547 0.1497
u p s tre a m j 0.3133 0.2542 0.2545 0.1481
u p s tre a m j 0.3139 0.2546 0.2547 0.1505
u p s tre a m j 0.3107 0.2550 0.2550 0.1527
u p s tre a m j 0.3010 0.2544 0.2545 0.1644
upstream 1 0.2105 0.2466 0.2465 0.2731
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REPEAT MASKED upstream datasets 
Individual DINUCLEOTIDES: propoitioBS (median)
MpM MpK KpM KpK
upstream_10 0.2665 0.2249 0.2250 0.2684
upstream_9 0.2669 0.2250 0.2250 0.2684
upstream_8 0.2668 0.2247 0.2248 0.2685
upstream_7 0.2673 0.2249 0.2249 0.2677
upstream_6 0.2670 0.2250 0.2251 0.2685
upstream_5 0.2675 0.2251 0.2252 0.2678
upstream_4 0.2679 0.2250 0.2251 0.2684
upstream_3 0.2685 0.2251 0.2251 0.2690
upstream_2 0.2691 0.2257 0.2257 0.2698
upstream_l 0.2656 0.2316 0.2316 0.2647
B5; Individual dinucleotide representations: R/Y, W/S and K/M 
unmasked upstream sequences
The following are data-tables of representation values for all possible individual 
dinucleotides in the R/Y, W/S, and K/M unmasked sequences. All the R/Y dinucleotides 
become more distant from the random sequence expectation (zero value) in the TSS direction. 
In contrast all W/S and K/M dinucleotides become closer to the random expectation in the 
same direction.
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Unmasked upstream datasets
ludividual DINUCLEOTIDES: (ODDS Ratio-1)
RpR RpY YpR YpY
upstreamlO 0.1200 -0.1234 -0.1234 0.1204
upstream_9 0.1201 -0.1236 -0.1235 0.120?
upstreamS 0.1201 -0.1235 -0.1235 0.119S
upstream? 0.1205 -0.1239 -0.1239 0.1209
upstream_6 0.1209 -0.123S -0.123? 0.1200
upstream_5 0.1210 -0.1244 -0.1244 0.120?
upstream 4 0.1219 -0.1246 -0.124S 0.1210
upstreamS 0.123S -0.1260 -0.1260 0.121S
upstream_2 0.126? -0.1303 -0.1303 0.125S
upstreaml 0.1320 -0.1359 -0.1360 0.1335
Unmasked upstream datasets
Individual DINUCLEOTIDES: (ODDS Ratio-1)
WpW WpS SpW SpS
upstreamlO -0.0503 0.0666 0.0666 -0.0S56
upstream_9 -0.0510 0.06?2 0.06?3 -0.0S5S
UpstreamS -0.0502 0.06?0 0.066S -0.0S63
upstream? -0.050S 0.0666 0.066S -0.0S56
upstream_6 -0.0506 0.0661 0.0662 -0.0S4?
upstream_5 -0.0504 0.0666 0.0665 -O.OS53
upstream_4 -0.0509 0.0666 0.0666 -0.0S55
upstream 3 -0.0502 0.0651 0.0650 -0.0S29
upstream? -0.04?3 0.0602 0.0601 -0.0?54
upstreaml -0.03 IS 0.0330 0.0323 -0.030?
Unmasked upstream datasets
Individual DINUCLEOTIDES: (ODDS Ratio-1)
MpM MpK KpM KpK
upstreamlO 0.0900 -0.0919 -0.0919 0.0S95
upstream_9 0.0901 -0.0919 -0.0919 0.0S96
upstreamS 0.0901 -0.0921 -0.0923 0.0902
upstream? 0.0S9S -0.0920 -0.0920 0.0900
upstream_6 0.0S9? -0.0919 -0.0919 0.0S9?
upstreamS 0.0S96 -0.0919 -0.09 IS 0.0S93
upstream_4 0.0901 -0.0923 -0.0920 0.0900
upstream] 0.0902 -0.0920 -0.0920 0.0S96
upstream_2 0.0SS9 -0.0915 -0.0915 0.0SS2
upstream 1 0.0690 -0.0? IS -0.0? IS 0.06SS
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Dinucleotide representation across the unmasked upstream sequence
MpM KpK
0.1
0.085
0.08
0.085
0.06
0075
0.07
0.085
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0.075
0.065
up«tr««m s«q«Mnc«
K pM
A % % A
upctrtam sequtno*
MpK
-0065
-0.075
-0006
upsbeam sequence upstream sequence
B6: Individual dinucleotidc representations: R/Y, W/S and K/M 
repeat masked upstream sequences
The following are data-tables of representation values for all possible individual 
dinucleotides in the R/Y, W/S, and K/M repeat masked sequences. All the R/Y dinucleotides 
become more distant from the random sequence expectation (zero value) in the TSS direction. 
In contrast all W/S and K/M dinucleotides become closer to the random expectation in the 
same direction. Therefore repeat masked sequence show similar trends across the 10Kb 
sequence to unmasked sequences with respect to the dinucleotide representation.
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R E PE A T  M ASKED upstream  datasets
Individual D IN U CLEO TID ES; (ODDS Ratio-1)
R pR RpY Y pR YpY
upstream lO 0.1142 -0.129S -0.12?4 O.llSO
upstream_9 0 .114S -0.1 S02 -0.128S 0.116?
upstream S 0.114? -0.1 SOS -0.128S 0.116S
up stream ? 0.1140 -0.1296 -0.12?S 0.1162
uprtream_6 0.1 IS? -0.1S02 -0.1282 O .llS l
upstream S 0.1166 -0.1S18 -0.1 SOO 0.116S
upstream_4 0.1181 -O.lSSl -0.1S12 0 .11?6
upstream S 0.1192 -0.1S41 -0.1S29 0.119S
upstream_2 0.12S0 -0.1S?9 -0.1 S64 0.12S0
upstream_l 0.1SS9 -0.14SS -0.14S2 O.lSSl
REPEA T M A SK ED  upstream  datasets
Individual D IN U C LEO TID ES: (ODDS Ratio-1)
W pW W pS SpW SpS
upstream_10 -0.064S 0.0?82 0.0?89 -0.11S6
upstream_9 -0.0661 0.080S 0.080S - O i l s ?
upstream_8 -0.06S1 0.0?9? 0.0?9? -0.1140
u pstream ? -0.06S1 0.0792 0.0?92 -O.llSS
upstream 6 -0.06S4 0.0?84 0.0?8S -0 112S
upstream S -0.06S6 0.0?84 0.0?86 -0.1149
upstream_4 -0.062S 0.0?6? 0.0?? 1 -O .llS l
upstream 3 -0.0628 0.0760 0.0?64 -0.1111
upstream_2 -0.0S82 0.069S 0.0696 -0.099?
u p s tre a m l -0.0418 0.03?S 0.0S68 -0.0S?0
REPEA T M A SK ED  upstream  datasets
Individual D IN U C LEO TID ES: (ODDS Ratio-1)
M pM M pK K pM K pK
upstream lO 0.0?68 -0.089S -0.0888 0.0?8S
upstream_9 0.0?S8 -0.088S -0.0882 0.0??6
upstream_8 0.0769 -0.0896 -0.0890 0.0?90
u p stream ? 0.0769 -0.0892 -0.0886 0.0?8S
upstream_6 0.0768 -0.0891 -0.0882 0.0?80
upstream S 0.0768 -0.0891 -0.0888 0.0?86
upstream_4 0.0773 -0.0902 -0.089? 0.0?92
upstream S 0.0787 -0.0910 -0.0909 0.080S
upstream_2 0.0802 -0.0904 -0.0904 0.0808
upstream_l 0.0620 -0.069S -0.069S 0.0619
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Appendix C
C .l Common patterns within ATCG upstream (unmasked) sequence
The following are tables and graphs of number common patterns in upstream 
sequences entire datasets each containing 18,725 sequences. The results show the changes in 
sequence similarity via a patterns analysis across the five upstream datasets; upstreaml-to- 
upstream5. It is seen that sequence similarity decreases in the downstream directions and is 
markedly lower in upstreaml. This is true when 20, 15 and 10 base common patterns are 
searched in the upstream datasets. The distinction in levels of pattern similarity becomes 
greater between the upstream datasets {upstreaml-to-upstream5) the longer the pattern length, 
i.e. 20 base patterns show the best distinction in levels of similarity.
A A ^ G :  20 B - SL  : > ! " TRNS
Number of different common to (x) number of «g#$M*m #e%mences
iJo of upstream 
^ u e n o e s  (x)
upstream
region \  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Upstreaml 2245 1736 1394 1303 1432 773 716 612 532 543
Upstreaml 3869 3142 2449 2154 2138 1645 1470 1328 1201 1416
UpstreamS 4243 3866 2720 2392 2062 1851 1555 1502 1448 1666
Upstream4 4468 4077 3138 2598 2201 1848 1612 1435 1324 1925
UpstreamS 4734 4537 3208 2569 2197 2055 1769 1835 1507 1275
I of upstream
i(x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstream2 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
535 580 680 411 294 277 222 242 183 175
875 800 703 678 592 543 539 458 406 379
919 908 820 773 646 599 576 444 498 396
1021 917 768 754 682 643 592 579 520 460
1068 1012 846 765 740 632 646 610 506 442
o f upstream
(x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
201 190 134 131 114 124 113 112 79 118
405 323 335 306 286 245 225 224 200 197
376 347 362 320 351 286 284 247 242 254
437 436 399 363 366 255 255 214 214 188
467 395 418 351 323 281 288 288 238 215
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No of upstream
luences(x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
40 41
110 109
189 174
199 220
207 215
198 205
42
104
171
178
178
212
43
90
162
169
162
204
44 45
74 108
144 129
175 183
137 141
158 161
46
76
128
149
138
166
47
55
110
127
140
146
48
53
121
140
142
134
49
47
103
129
135
119
No o f upstream
upstream
region 56
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
38
105
111
114
93
46
92
95
122
122
38
88
103
117
107
23
99
94
113
120
50
104
128
71
106
36
93
114
88
113
45
84
90
99
100
41
77
78 
83 
88
26
63
85
101
90
41
62
79
98
77
A r/C  G: BASE PA T f * ïiX S
Number of different patterns common to (x) number of upstream sequences
fo of upstream
,(x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
10 11
3227 2623
4829 3951
5148 4699
5563 4761
5666 5093
12
1861
2933
3316
3500
3810
13
1731
2684
2776
3023
3155
14
1858
2388
2503
2659
2722
15
1137
1890
2053
2247
2361
16
1040
1639
1832
1994
2107
17
960
1582
1803
1701
2025
18
761
1440
1674
1543
1784
19
783
1680
2025
2136
1562
of upstream
[uences (x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
724 737 813 582 483 407 367 306 300 304
1163 939 833 802 707 647 610 616 636 520
1237 1107 985 839 802 674 666 597 656 594
1218 1106 972 936 828 815 774 664 631 592
1287 1179 1080 1006 901 798 798 709 683 625
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u p s tre a m
ie q u » 3 c e s (x )
upstream
region \  30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
Upstreaml 275 206 239 223 217 170 208 189 147 168
UpstreamS 475 414 413 399 358 337 336 342 256 298
UpstreamS 521 513 525 438 419 395 318 312 306 297
UpstreamA 535 468 489 419 435 356 349 353 353 326
UpstreamS 632 541 533 517 446 411 361 332 330 312
No o f upstream 
s ^ u e n c e s  (x)
upstream
region 4840 42
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
UpstreamA
UpstreamS
151
261
278
303
289
139
250
261
291
257
150
205
249
229
247
120
200
273
222
258
95
210
206
225
259
133
186
207
194
202
112
154
167
191
218
102
176
167
200
208
82
160
159
166
192
79
149
154 
172
155
No o f  upstream
upstream
region
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
UpstreamS
UpstreamA
UpstreamS
70
136
181
156
153
87
146
182
141
120
62
136
161
158
143
56
124
131
135
124
58
118
134
147
132
65
114
117
152
139
68
108
108
119
133
60
109
113
111
124
58
122
109
99
125
45
113
98
111
127
^/T/C/G: 1 BASi
Number of different pmWwmm common to (x) number of upitream se p E e W
^  of upstream 
Sequences (x)
upstream
region \  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Upstreaml 38734 36696 34941 33081 30940 29221 27271 25342 23364 21851
UpstreamS 27277 26595 25903 25704 25037 24436 23743 22666 21629 20585
UpstreamS 24613 24347 24086 24000 23950 23493 22857 21875 20876 20482
UpstreamA 23966 24046 23939 23730 23407 23154 22577 21984 21062 19910
UpstreamS 23908 23990 24261 23664 23377 23349 22415 21718 21039 19941
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of upstream 
equenccs (x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
20042 18417 17051 15526 14555 13620 12602 11344 10786 9785
19482 18381 17299 16242 15363 14310 13338 12251 11396 10576
19037 18211 16917 15993 15056 14499 13199 12298 11538 10699
19108 18167 17159 16061 15032 14185 13112 12511 11439 10659
19025 18148 17230 15734 14841 14044 13046 12430 11212 10714
of upstream
ces(x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
9146 8310 7741 7200 6695 6116 5862 5548 4988 4654
9962 9137 8519 7965 7501 7010 6403 5898 5485 5096
9861 9367 8586 8060 7509 6839 6440 5986 5489 5260
9736 9351 8570 7994 7483 6917 6287 5897 5526 5215
9963 9185 8562 8002 7489 6915 6404 5993 5447 5207
No of upstream 
^uences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
4393 4063 3785 3425 3240 3031 2906 2743 2474 2354
4766 4505 4199 3779 3652 3489 3158 2978 2707 2620
4903 4368 4150 3962 3694 3402 3194 2999 2856 2463
4754 4457 4167 4082 3659 3537 3160 2974 2715 2630
4750 4431 4169 3868 3662 3359 3176 2918 2847 2586
No of upstream 
equences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
2283 2058 2023 1863 1779 1695 1521 1481 1384 1374
2444 2325 2122 1907 1885 1790 1608 1525 1524 1248
2452 2274 2076 2037 1934 1822 1656 1563 1536 1464
2508 2279 2130 2029 1886 1819 1646 1539 1514 1341
2447 2229 2193 2010 1836 1741 1641 1589 1513 1339
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L ogarith m ic  P lo t o f C om m on  P a tte rn  O ccu rren ce  
(20 b a se )  in th e  U pstream  D a ta se ts
Logarithmic Plot of Common Pattern Occurrence 
(15 base) In the Upstream Datasets
Logarithmic Plot of Common Pattern Occurrence 
(10 base) in the Upstream Datasets
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G raphs showing an analysis o f common patterns within each of the five 1Kb upstream  datasets: upstreaml-to-upstream5. 
The results show that common patterns become lower in the downstream  direction and that upstreaml contains the lowest 
level of common patterns. This means that in the upstream  sequence tow ards the TSS, sequence similarity decreases .
This is true when 20,15, and 10 base common patterns are determined.
C.2 Common patterns within R/Y, W/S and K/M upstream 
(unmasked) sequence
The following data-tables are for common patterns (20 base) found in upstream 
sequences translated into R/Y and W/S bases. In addition results are shown for an K/M 
translation. Here an A and C in the original sequence is converted to M, and T and G is 
converted to K.
Number of different y t te m s  common to pù  number of
No of upstream 
Jœuences (x)
imuençfâ
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
21278 19011 17076 15124 14016 12369 11136 10167 9307 8362
19212 17165 15209 13618 12344 10913 9860 8977 8203 7389
19147 16737 14929 13330 11974 10751 9415 8575 7863 7125
18854 16654 14906 12985 11857 10803 9661 8579 7651 7057
18685 16550 14678 13042 11758 10336 9552 8556 7662 6984
No of upstream 
luences (x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml • 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
7521 7027 6370 5611 5357 4870 4574 4127 3717 3437
6646 6073 5570 4962 4692 4255 3973 3662 3432 3069
6528 5938 5285 4840 4460 4122 3895 3513 3204 3118
6266 5819 5382 4796 4330 4031 3755 3423 3114 2926
6223 5832 5218 4878 4410 3951 3630 3386 3171 2898
No of upstream 
)u^ces (x)
upstream
region \  40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
Upstream] 3311 3031 2845 2684 2460 2302 2194 2064 1956 1830
Upstreaml 2881 2698 2470 2309 2198 2043 1945 1793 1694 1559
UpstreamS 2799 2493 2333 2293 2135 1904 1853 1686 1609 1510
Upstream4 2809 2556 2443 2242 2114 2125 1882 1657 1598 1532
UpstreamS 2730 2511 2314 2203 2109 1991 1807 1770 1638 1564
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No of upstream
(x)
upstream
region \  50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
Upstreaml 1690 1560 1513 1422 1345 1188 1142 1137 1045 1051
Upstreaml 1533 1352 1368 1308 1221 1164 1082 1028 922 898
UpstreamS 1406 1405 1310 1236 1150 1087 999 937 921 828
Upstream4 1451 1323 1236 1240 1178 1135 1098 1005 951 867
UpstreamS 1407 1428 1322 1238 1127 1083 1049 967 916 872
No of upstream
upstream
region 60 63
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream-4
UpstreamS
949
851
854
827
816
877
804
790
757
809
883
758
725
735
764
792
687
672
718
689
735
640
671
648
655
703
644
663
626
633
669
656
621
631
649
640
593
610
585
538
651
572
525
529
568
592
489
470
528
556
W/S: 20 BASE PATTERNS
Number of difkiœnt###ernsjcommpn I
No of upstream 
^uences (x)
upstream 
region 
Upstreaml 
Upstreaml 
UpstreamS 
Upstream4 
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
20358 18054 15876 13984 12647 11131 10079 9047 7998 7320
20977 19176 17100 15296 13866 12599 11306 10334 9189 8422
19928 18152 16230 14780 13532 12181 11113 9924 9323 8316
19998 17718 15967 14564 13337 11963 10773 10080 8872 8150
19735 17805 16186 14245 13116 11833 10849 9701 9051 8125
No of upstream 
lences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
6657 5907 5520 4913 4591 4155 3745 3559 3284 3118
7591 6829 6278 5789 5374 4838 4503 4150 3752 3606
7604 7061 6403 5836 5428 5103 4555 4329 3958 3713
7621 6936 6271 5989 5389 4873 4634 4290 3937 3726
7568 6798 6318 6004
289
5283 4912 4635 4280 3808 3675
No of upstream
luences (x)
upstream
region \  40 4L 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
Upstreaml 2826 2793 2530 2400 2214 2165 1975 1851 1791 1750
UpstreamS 3293 3018 2854 2662 2498 2361 2183 2044 1906 1682
UpstreamS 3390 3080 2868 2699 2427 2353 2203 2052 1908 1719
Upstream4 3369 3081 2861 2635 2457 2300 2226 2078 1998 1827
UpstreamS 3448 3148 2968 2820 2577 2379 2219 2143 2008 1811
No o f  upstream 
juences(x)
upstream
region 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
Upstreaml 1611 1483 1357 1307 1191 1182 1074 1052 957 949
Upstreaml 1737 1646 1549 1439 1375 1272 1234 1174 1092 1099
UpstreamS 1644 1633 1570 1466 1381 1362 1272 1202 1120 1154
Upstream4 1774 1681 1523 1463 1387 1333 1235 1191 1119 1069
UpstreamS 1744 1647 1563 1447 1329 1336 1278 1203 1145 1143
No o f  upstream
^ N ^ ^ e n c e s  (x)
upstream
region 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
Upstreaml 809 803 697 692 697 651 623 606 555 540
Upstreaml 1035 988 993 969 900 831 878 762 751 675
UpstreamS 1092 990 989 954 867 830 814 762 785 753
Upstream4 1047 1042 984 884 885 834 784 756 729 707
UpstreamS 1056 1034 1041 959 927 882 858 828 786 702
Number of different p fü tm f common to (x) number of
No o f  upstream 
jM uences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
39773 34664 30152 26094 22289 18950 16477 13856 11973 9965
33449 29246 26028 22503 19860 17083 14839 13051 11248 9706
31866 28174 24534 21800 18973 16289 14300 12486 10858 9371
31760 28261 24533 21554 18765 16573 14318 12332 10763 9387
31684 27832 24849 21533
290
18533 16218 14413 12332 10929 9355
upstream
region \  30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
Upstreaml 8529 7409 6166 5401 4562 3834 3479 2926 2599 2166
Upstreaml 8538 7549 6396 5684 5032 4322 3788 3323 2967 2685
UpstreamS 8252 7142 6323 5572 4939 4254 3829 3367 3045 2711
Upstream4 8275 7230 6404 5589 4826 4203 3805 3324 3058 2668
UpstreamS 8104 7143 6352 5526 4935 4327 3767 3306 3086 2636
No of upstream 
(x)
upstream
region \  40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
Upstreaml 2017 1722 1616 1422 1235 1091 999 895 852 724
Upstreaml 2369 2139 1934 1703 1514 1344 1180 1154 1040 972
UpstreamS 2444 2106 1947 1712 1624 1502 1343 1198 1095 1042
Upstream4 2397 2139 1954 1774 1532 1451 1351 1245 1125 1020
UpstreamS 2443 2174 1938 1717 1579 1485 1304 1227 1133 1065
No of upstream 
(x)
upstream
region \  50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
Upstreaml 665 601 558 512 461 406 390 376 375 323
Upstreaml 854 802 737 687 613 625 555 517 486 469
UpstreamS 974 880 834 747 686 628 604 541 557 506
Upstream4 904 888 856 782 694 664 623 548 522 491
UpstreamS 947 890 828 795 752 686 622 595 546 519
No of upstream 
equcnces(x)
upstream
region
Upstreamj
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
319 280 289 268 242 196 226 209 186 179
426 394 399 433 382 343 334 294 288 252
448 442 448 388 373 370 307 333 259 274
509 454 423 392 353 342 366 301 295 322
472 478 399 396 398 359 358 296 279 283
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Sequence similarity in Unmasked Upstream Sequence
R/Y Upstream Datasets W/S Upstream Datasets K/M Upstream Datasets
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Three graphs showing the results of a common patterns analysis for the five 1Kb upstream  datasets; upstreaml-to-upstreamS. 
G raph A shows common patterns for R/Y (translated) sequences, graph B for W/S sequences and graph C for K/M sequences. 
K/M sequences refer to a conversion of A and C into *M' and T and G into *K\
The results show that when the sequence is viewed from the W/S and K/M perspective common patterns decrease from 
upstreamS to upstreaml (in the downstream direction). From the R/Y perspective the opposite is true. This means that for R/Y 
the sequence becomes more similar across the 5Kb region towards the TSS. In contrast for W/S and K/M the sequence 
becomes less similar. The result suggests that purines and pyrimidines associate to form sequence in a more specific way 
towards the TSS than the equivalent W/S base association. The K/M sequence is utilised here as a control, showing an 
association that is neither R/Y or W/S.
C.3 Common patterns within ATCG upstream sequence: 
REPEAT MASKED
The table and graph show results for the common pattern analysis on repeat masked 
sequences. The results reveal no clear distinction between the five upstream datasets 
{upstream I-io~upstream5) with respect to pattern similarity. This is due to noise. Therefore it is 
not possible to conclude that there is a difference in sequence similarity for the upstream 
positional repeat masked datasets. This leaves an uncertainty as to whether there is a true 
difference between equivalent masked and unmasked sequence datasets. The R/Y, W/S and 
K/M datasets thought proved less noisy and therefore it was possible to make such comparisons 
(see sections that follow).
At '/T/G; 20 BASS p A i TKRNS
to fx) number of upttream
• of upstream
luences
i^uences (x)
upstream
region ^ \  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Upstreaml 675 615 96 115 129 134 93 165 178 264
Upstreaml 292 775 61 94 94 121 120 201 302 487
UpstreamS 241 592 86 115 188 144 173 144 134 463
Upstream4 258 697 126 146 219 145 236 660 91 54
UpstreamS 286 714 134 102 226 120 216 622 73 68
I of upstream
(x)
upstream
region ^ \  20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
Upstreaml 156 125 205 111 56 42 44 39 31 26
Upstreaml 227 74 70 91 71 66 72 38 48 37
UpstreamS 157 56 59 48 41 66 49 54 73 27
UpstreamA 62 60 39 71 60 50 50 58 27 33
UpstreamS 41 84 47 45 42 49 70 78 37 44
I of upstream
(X)
upstream
region ^ ^  30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
Upstreaml 52 47 13 30 20 18 25 37 6 26
Upstreaml 38 20 45 46 13 25 7 14 8 15
UpstreamS 21 56 49 25 56 16 20 11 37 26
UpstreamA 41 31 52 52 19 18 20 3 17 6
UpstreamS 71 90 42 24 20 23 24 27 18 19
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No of upstream 
(X)
»
^uences
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream-i
UpstreamS
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 4931 31 35 12 12 44 17 1 0 09 10 19 11 4 13 5 1 1
0
1
013 18 21 7 21 14 1 012 7 5 5 10 1 0 1 2 08 9 15 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
No of upstream 
ences (x)
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 590 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Logarithmic Plot of Common Pattern Occurrence 
(20 base) in the REPEAT MASKED 
Upstream Datasets
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Graphs showing an analysis of common patterns within each of the five 1Kb repeat 
masked upstream datasets: upstreaml-to-upstream5. The results are noisy and show no 
obvious distinction in common patterns levels between these five datasets.
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C.4 Common patterns within R/Y, W/S and K/M upstream sequence: 
REPEAT MASKED
The following tables and graphs show common pattern results for the five upstream 
datasets (upstream l-to-upstream5). The datasets include sequences translated into R/Y, W/S 
and K/M each for which common patterns were analysed. The results revealed that the repeat 
masked sequences display similar trends in relative sequence similarity across the 5Kb 
upstream as the unmasked sequences. In the downstream direction (and particularly for 
uptreaml) there is increased R/Y sequence similarity. In contrast, for W/S and K/M there is 
decreased sequence similarity in the downstream direction. Therefore the overall trends across 
the upstream are the same for repeat masked and unmasked sequences.
Number of différent patterns common to (x) number of upstream sequences
No of upstream 
lences(x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
10103 8540 7429 6564 5749 4998 4660 4060 3651 3230
10079 8815 7647 6569 5725 5079 4405 4009 3538 3100
10207 8783 7640 6563 5690 5019 4387 3800 3422 2990
10161 8893 7587 6533 5751 5106 4498 3873 3535 3189
10140 8484 7481 6420 5667 4889 4360 3988 3402 3081
No of upstream 
luences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
2863 2615 2273 2069 1887 1800 1591 1456 1378 1226
2824 2598 2269 2130 1889 1805 1585 1421 1283 1141
2731 2459 2194 2001 1740 1680 1548 1394 1164 1126
2806 2372 2202 1989 1837 1657 1513 1346 1225 1091
2791 2512 2164 1956 1830 1556 1489 1357 1277 1115
No of upstream 
uences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstrcam4
UpstreamS
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
1117 1040 977 839 768 725 664 643 522 547
1088 1011 849 786 720 664 623 572 517 519
1061 933 899 812 703 623 636 543 523 497
1035 939 791 740 658 611 536 546 504 445
940 909 827 792 684 686 559 561 471 479
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No of upstream
(X)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
50
510
437
456
402
402
51
465
418
378
393
341
52
414
394
419
389
344
53
372
364
380
326
330
54
359
319
342
316
327
55
324
346
315
287
303
56
304
261
292
289
273
57
287
307
298
289
282
58
288
276
244
267
262
59
280
240
263
248
233
No of upstream 
luences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
60
212
272
238
199
251
61
219
225
236
205
196
62
228
231
174
228
211
63
221
215
174
196
193
64
223
182
196
200
202
65
210
194
201
172
173
66
164
174
186
174
151
67
187
175
166
139
140
68
160
168
157
159
159
69
167
144
158
164
148
W/S: 20 BASE PATTERNS 
REPEAT MASKED SEQUENCES 
_Nu™ber oXdifFerent patterns common to 6ft Dumber ofi
No of upstream 
^uences (x)
Itream aMuences
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
20
8297
10346
10109
10244
10291
21
7064
8900
8880
8994
8892
22
6261
7661
7814
7614
7638
23
5477
6459
6712
6696
6723
24
4841
5804
5860
5864
5723
25
4288
5010
5098
5091
5128
26
3949
4308
4452
4381
4515
27 28 29
3394 2991 2798
3827 3356 3058
4037 3637 3083
4000 3592 3193
3908 3557 3147
No of upstream 
N^equences (x)
upstream
region 3630 32
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
2483
2711
2860
2871
2789
2179
2463
2503
2625
2586
1977
2282
2357
2431
2417
1849
2164
2169
2227
2145
1688
1976
1995
1994
1992
1492
1850
1891
1929
1833
1378
1774
1720
1777
1732
1339
1686
1650
1639
1633
1187
1525
1454
1537
1499
1110
1377
1407
1447
1438
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No of upstream
lences (x)
upstream
region \  40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
Upstreaml 956 912 860 789 801 737 736 727 646 639
UpstreamS 1205 1258 1104 977 899 852 775 696 623 590
UpstreamS 1349 1213 1190 1092 989 935 821 747 652 651
Upstream4 1352 1222 1226 1167 975 953 893 809 706 664
UpstreamS 1373 1261 1169 1084 1027 972 874 798 770 649
No o f  upstream
upstream
region 53 58
Upstreaml
Upstream2
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
580
508
575
600
625
609
477
545
552
563
590
418
456
511
549
487
380
429
435
447
472
365
418
406
415
494
299
343
392
375
474
319
337
317
341
438
275
268
302
338
438
300
282
277
299
367
248
273
235
285
No o f upstream 
^ ^ e n c e s  (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
409 337 339 292 274 278 226 227 207 195
229 235 199 248 210 195 204 225 210 170
232 186 207 195 182 162 176 161 151 183
216 233 190 183 178 165 157 140 146 174
270 230 206 207 184 220 171 165 182 168
Number of different — ttcrns common to number of uMtream sequences
No o f  upstream 
jM uences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
9188 7050 5256 4120 3155 2500 1973 1539 1290 1028
10572 8270 6599 5085 3987 3242 2558 1990 1557 1347
10798 8544 6570 5184 4046 3186 2585 1931 1654 1259
10872 8429 6641 5080 4019 3204 2480 2018 1517 1305
10731 8251 6612 5097
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4006 3235 2480 1974 1607 1338
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
830 731 594 508 426 379 315 294 247 238
1035 906 731 591 510 455 422 344 286 271
1044 875 648 573 474 435 321 306 239 221
1039 813 717 556 488 418 346 297 242 217
1123 809 719 586 500 429 371 303 295 239
No of upstream 
uences(x)
upstream
region \  40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
Upstreaml 220 183 181 114 120 103 85 112 89 93
Upstreaml 211 175 151 147 118 113 107 86 101 75
UpstreamS 164 166 175 145 110 109 113 108 122 96
Upstream4 197 189 131 130 115 94 99 85 87 71
UpstreamS 209 174 170 153 140 124 115 90 95 91
No of upstream 
equences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
78 68 60 66 54 65 43 50 39 38
75 68 70 57 52 54 54 34 49 43
79 85 58 61 53 60 48 41 36 46
69 73 47 59 62 35 48 38 43 28
82 73 68 44 62 47 30 38 43 24
No of upstream 
uences (x)
upstream
region
Upstreaml
Upstreaml
UpstreamS
Upstream4
UpstreamS
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
26 21 32 22 21 30 22 17 20 13
33 32 37 27 30 28 22 18 12 11
41 34 20 22 18 18 18 16 17 13
42 40 31 19 26 36 23 28 19 15
32 28 26 21 21 19 23 18 7 13
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Sequence similarity in Masked Upstream Sequence
R/Y Upstream Datasets W/S Upstream Datasets K/M Upstream Datasets
to
10000 -,
1000
100
10000
3c
1000I
I
100
10000
1000
100
-upstreaml 
-upatream2 
upstream 3 
■upstream4 
-upstreamS
number of upstream sequences num ber of upstream  se q u e n c e s number of upstream sequences
Three graphs showing the results of a common patterns analysis for the five IK h repeat masked upstream datasets; 
upstreaml-to-upstreamS.
G raph A shows common patterns for R/Y (translated) sequences, graph B for W/S sequences and graph C for K/M sequences. 
K/M sequences refer to a conversion of A and C into ‘M ’ and T and G into *K%
Results reveal that when the sequence is viewed from the W/S and K/M perspective common patterns decrease from 
upstreamS to upstreaml (in the downstream direction). From the R/Y perspective the opposite is true. This means that for R/Y 
the sequence becomes more similar across the 5Kh region towards the TSS. However, the R/Y results are noisy.
These results indicate that the trends for sequence similarity (for R/Y, W/S and K/M) are the same for repeat masked upstream 
sequences as they are for the equivalent unmasked sequences.
R/Y Upstream Datasets
1000 1
ë
&
o
E
Eou
100
 upstreami
 upstream2
 upstreams
upstreams 
Log. (upstream i) 
Log. (upstream2) 
Log. (upstreamS) 
Log. (upstream4) 
Log. (upstreamS)
number of upstream  sequences
*Note; the coloured lines labeled Log(upstream ) are best fit lines for the logarithmic plots.
The R/Y pattern similarity plots for the upstream datasets are noisy. A closer 
examination though of the R/Y common patterns results reveals that upstreami contains 
the highest number of common patterns When best fit lines are plotted for the upstream 
dataset results, it is clear that upstreami has a higher pattern similarity than the other 
upstream datasets.
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Appendix D
D.l Regulatory Sequence Motifs (ATCG): Frequency
The following are descriptive statistics summary charts for the regulatory motif set of 
sample sequences. These show the frequency o f matches o f regulatory motifs in each of the 1Kb 
upstream positional regions; upstream l-Xo-upstream5. These statistics are given for each set of 
regulatory motifs o f given length. The motif lengths vary from 5-10 bases, thereby providing a 
breakdown o f descriptive statistics for each group of patterns; 5,6,7,8,9, and 10 bases in length.
When cross-comparisons were made between the five different upstream positional 
segments (as shown in the main body o f the text) die different lengths of regulatory motifs where 
grouped together since this was the same (and therefore standardized) across the upstream datasets.
FIVE BASE MOTIFS
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstream2 upstreami
Mean 17261 17434 17448 17880 21528
Standard Error 4666 4738 4787 4890 5696
Median 13656 13784 13537 13174 13461
Standard Deviation 13997 14214 14360 14671 17087
Skewness 0.819 0.822 0.880 0.963 1.430
Count 9 9 9 9 9
Confidence Level(95.0%) 10759 10926 11038 11277 13134
SIX BASE MOTIFS
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstream2 upstreami
Mean 4397.59 4424.17 4460.10 4743.10 7096.17
Standard Error 720.59 729.44 729.13 734.16 1095.01
Median 3320 3269 3438 3719 4413
Standard Deviation 3880.49 3928.13 3926.50 3953.58 5896.79
Skewness 0.804 0.830 0.823 0.740 1.154
Count 29 29 29 29 29
Confidence Level(95.0%) 1476.06 1494.18 1493.56 1503.86 2243.02
SEVEN BASE MOTIFS
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstream2 upstreami
Mean 981.69 1014.44 1010.56 1029.63 1516.75
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Standard Error 191.37 199.56 203.51 201.94 444.06
Median 916 888 908 903 1153
Standard Deviation 765.48 798.23 814.03 807.77 1776.26
Skewness 1.416 1.532 1.762 2.073 3.351
Count 16 16 16 16 16
Confidence Level(95.0%) 407.89 425.34 433.77 430.43 946.50
EIGHT BASE MOTIFS
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstreamS upstreami
Mean 306.15 308.83 315.34 340.75 668.05
Standard Error 54.05 54.76 54.74 56.45 131.41
Median 102 92 99 136 354
Standard Deviation 415.14 420.62 420.45 433.59 1009.42
Skewness 2.609 2.648 2.414 2.235 3.678
Count 59 59 59 59 59
Confidence Level(95.0%) 108.19 109.61 109.57 112.99 263.06
NINE BASE MOTIFS
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstreamS upstreami
Mean 222.29 233.88 240.29 286.88 660.65
Standard Error 73.38 7775 79.41 89.34 239.38
Median 90 84 96 142 142
Standard Deviation 302.55 320.57 327.41 368.38 987.00
Skewness 2.201 2.082 2.180 1.666 2.643
Count 17 17 17 17 17
Confidence Level(95.0%) 155.55 164.82 168.34 189.40 507.47
TEN BASE MOTIFS
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstreamS upstreami
Mean 73.17 71.57 78.17 94.65 348.48
Standard Error 19.76 19.97 20.08 24.63 128.16
Median 25 26 35 34 65
Standard Deviation 94.75 95.76 96.31 118.10 614.64
Skewness 1.423 1.633 1.469 1.293 2.380
Count 23 23 23 23 23
Confidence Level(95 .0%) 40.97 41.41 41.65 51.07 265.79
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Frequency of Regulatory Motif Matches Across the Upstream Positional Regions
Five base
13900
13600
13400
13100
13000
12800
/ / /
Eight base
Six base
Nine base
1400
Seven base
y  y
Ten base
Frequency of Regulatory Motif Matches Across the Upstream Positional regions 
(ugtstreamS-ixMipstnaml^
Frequency: median values for each set of regulatory motifs
Upstream region
ten nine eight seven six five
UpstreamS 25 90 102 915.5 3320 13656
upstream4 26 84 92 888 3269 13784
upstreamS 35 96 99 907.5 3438 13537
upstreamS 34 142 136 903 3719 13174
upstreami 65 142 354 1153 4413 13461
The plots and data-table above show the frequency of regulatory motif matches across 
the upstream datasets. Each plot contains the number of matches of regulatory motifs of 
specified length (in bases) within each upstream dataset. The median number of matches is 
given across the dataset of motifs. For all the motif lengths, except for five base, the frequency 
of matches increases on average from upstreamS-Xo-upstreaml in the downstream direction. 
Upstreami is the most distinctive for motif matches.
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D«2 Regulatory Sequence Motifs (R/V and W/S>; Frequency
The following are descriptive statistics summary charts for the regulatory motif set of 
sample sequences. These show the frequency of matches of regulatory motifs in each of the 1Kb 
upstream positional regions; upstreami-Xo-upstreamS. The regulatory motifs here were of varying 
length, between 10 and 20 bases long. Unlike the results for ATT/C/G regulatory motif matches 
given above, whereby a breakdown was provided for the different motif lengths, here the data show 
is for the entire set of motifs.
R/Y
descriptive data summary table for regulatory motif matches
upstreami upstream2 upstream3 upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 6829 6799 6816 6760 6757
Standard Error 1094 1108 1123 1102 1097
Median 2702 2600 2672 2664 2676
Standard Deviation 17265 17484 17719 17392 17313
Skewness 6.042 6.137 6.215 6.192 6.130
Count 286 286 286 2486 286
Confidence Level(95.O^ o) 2155 2182 2212 2171 2161
W/S
descriptive data summary table for regulatory motif matches
upstream! upstream! upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 7986 3444 2992 2889 2894
Standard Error 1346 362 310 299 300
Median 2688 1548 1421 1365 1333
Standard Deviation 20157 5425 4644 4467 4496
Skewness 6.793 3.138 3.034 3.042 3.042
Count 224 224 224 224 224
Confidence Level(95.0%) 2654 714 612 589 592
D.3 Regulatory Sequence Motifs (A/T/C/G): Representation
The following are descriptive statistics summary charts for the regulatory motif set of 
sample sequences. These show the representation of regulatory motifs in each of the 1Kb upstream 
positional regions; upstreami-Xo-upstreani5. These statistics are given for each set of regulatory 
motifs of given length. The motif lengths vary from 5-10 bases, thereby providing a breakdown of 
descriptive statistics for each group of patterns; 5,6,7,8,9, and 10 bases in length.
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When cross-comparisons were made between the five different upstream positional 
segments (as shown in the main body of the text) the different lengths of regulatory motifs where 
grouped together since this was the same (and therefore standardized) across the upstream datasets.
FIVE BASE MOTIFS
upstreami upstream2 upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 1.107 1.138 1.148 1.156 1.148
Standard Error 0.276 0.348 0.358 0.360 0.357
Median 0.771 0.676 0.688 0.699 0.691
Standard Deviation 0.828 1.045 1.075 1.080 1.070
Skewness 1.344 1.284 1.269 1.235 1.255
Count 9 9 9 9 9
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.637 0.803 0.827 0.830 0.823
SIX BASE MOTIFS
upstreami upstream2 upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 1.408 1.227 1.183 1.183 1.180
Standard Error 0.197 0.178 0.178 0.179 0.177
Median 0.889 0.903 0.907 0.952 0.929
Standard Deviation 1.059 0.957 0.956 0.966 0.955
Skewness 0.825 0.618 0.666 0.709 0.651
Count 29 29 29 29 29
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.403 0.364 0.364 0.367 0.363
SEVEN BASE MOTIFS
upstreami upstream2 UpstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 1.242 0.997 0.993 1.002 0.968
Standard Error 0.314 0.267 0.285 0.282 0.271
Median 1.007 0.802 0.781 0.833 0.801
Standard Deviation 1.254 1.070 1.139 1.129 1.084
Skewness 3.307 3.294 3.321 3.214 3.189
Count 16 16 16 16 16
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.668 0.570 0.607 0.601 0.577
EIGHT BASE MOTIFS
upstreami upstreamS upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 2.166 1.664 1.569 1.522 1.547
Standard Error 0.366 0.284 0.277 0.270 0.271
Median 1.119 0.783 0.545 0.664 0.594
Standard Deviation 2.808 2.184 2.125 2.074 2.085
Skewness 2.705 2.012 2.147 2.265 2.162
Count 59 59 59 59 59
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.732 0.569 0.554 0.541 0.543
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NINE BASE MOTIFS
upstreami upstream2 upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 7.143 6.310 5.754 5.650 5.492
Standard Error 2.392 2.050 1.991 1.973 1.909
Median 2.002 1.968 1.950 1.541 1.608
Standard Deviation 9.864 8.454 8.207 8.135 7.870
Skewness 2.380 1.478 1.893 1.869 1.928
Count 17 17 17 17 17
Confidence Level(95.0%) 5.072 4.346 4.220 4.183 4.046
TEN BASE M O T IFS
upstreami upstream! upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 13.756 9.866 9.002 8.433 8.761
Standard Error 4.752 2.735 2.432 2.458 2.477
Median 2.866 2.323 2.207 1.440 1.598
Standard Deviation 22.788 13.115 11.665 11.787 11.881
Skewness 2.291 1.296 1.339 1.519 1.397
Count 23 23 23 23 23
Confidence Level(95.0%) 9.854 5.671 5.044 5.097 5.138
Representation o f Regulatory Motif Matches Across the Upstream Positional Regions
Six baseFive base
15
S -Û5-Û5
-1,5-1,5
upslraain ragion
Eight b ase
1,6
0,5
S  -0 5
-1,5
Seven base
S °2 - 0 ,5  
2 -1 
-1.5 
-2
/ / / / y
Nine base
upatraam ragkm
upstraam ragkMi
Ten base
/ / / /
upstream ragton
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Representation of Regulatory Motif Matches Across the Upstream Positional regions 
itwstreaiÊî5-xo-uvstreaml'i
Frequency; median values for each set of regulatory motifs
^^^_^M otif length 
Upstream regioiT^^^^
ten nine eight seven six five
upstreamS 0.598 0.608 -0.406 -0.199 -0.071 -0.309
upstream4 0.440 0.541 -0.336 -0.167 -0.048 -0.301
upstreamS 1.207 0.950 -0.455 -0.219 -0.093 -0.312
upstreamS 1.323 0.968 -0.217 -0.198 -0.097 -0.324
upstreami 1.866 1.002 0.119 0.007 -0.111 -0.229
The plots and data-table above show the representation of regulatory motifs across the 
upstream datasets. Each plot contains the number of matches of regulatory motifs of specified 
length (in bases) within each upstream dataset. The median number of matches is given across 
the dataset of motifs.
For the majority of the motif lengths, except for the six base motifs, the representation 
increases on average from upstream5-Xo-upstreamI in the downstream direction. This effect is 
more pronounced with the larger motif lengths, i.e. nine and ten base motifs.
D.4 Regulatory Sequence Motifs (R/Y and W/S); Representation
The following are descriptive statistics summary charts for the regulatory motif set of 
sample sequences. These show the representation of regulatory motifs in each of the 1Kb upstream 
positional regions; upstream I-Xo-upstream5. The regulatory motifs here were of varying length, 
between 10 and 20 bases long. Unlike the results for A/T/C/G regulatory motif matches given 
above, whereby a breakdown was provided for the different motif lengths, here the data shown is 
for the entire set of motifs.
R/Y
descriptive data summary table for regulatory motif representation_____________
____________________  upstreami upstream2 upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS
Mean 1.552 1.534 1.531 1.522 1.528
Standard Error 0.258 0.276 0.284 0.278 0.277
Median 0.805 0.783 0.783 0.776 0.771
Standard Deviation 4.077 4.353 4.476 4.389 4.364
Skew ness 11.529 11-947 12.031 12.101 11.980
Count 286 286 286 286 286
3 0 7
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.509 0.543 0.559 0.548 0.545
W/S
descriptive data summary table for regulatory motif representation
upstreami upstream2 upstreamS upstreamA UpstreamS
Mean 2.058 2.033 1.922 1.857 1.962
Standard Error 0.340 0.338 0.303 0.271 0.307
Median 0.899 0.994 0.928 0.886 0.926
Standard Deviation 5.088 5.066 4.528 4.056 4.592
Skew ness 8.466 8.680 8.400 8.037 8.230
Count 224 224 224 224 224
Confidence Level(95.0%) 0.670 0.667 0.596 0.534 0.605
D.5 Regulatory M otifs M atches in the upstream; Real verses Random
For each o f the regulatory motifs its real frequency in the upstream sequence was 
compared with its theoretical expected frequency for a random sequence of equivalent nucleotide 
composition. This comparison was made in order to see if there was a significant difference 
between the real and random sequences.
Ttests were carried to compare the real frequencies of matches within each individual 
upstream dataset with the expected value for the random sequence. The Ttests were two-tailed with 
no assumption made regarding equal variance and carried out at the 5% level of significance.
Null hypothesis. Ho: The frequency of regulatory motif matches within a given 
upstream region is from the same underlying distribution as the frequency of matches 
in an equivalent random sequence.
Alternative Hypothesis, H*: The real and random distributions of regulatory sequence 
matches are different.
The following data-tables show the Ttest results for the motif matches in real and 
random upstream regions; upstreaml-Xo-upstream5. Three separate tables are presented for the 
A/TC/G, R/Y and W/S sequence results.
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Comparing Real and Random Distributions of regulatory motif matches 
TTEST: Pairwl, Two-tailed at 5% level of s^ntflcance
upstreami upstream2 upstreamS upstream4 
TTEST 0.023 0.300 0.365 0.363
Ho reject accept accept accept
Distribution non-random random random random
upstreamS
0.383
accept
random
Compaiing Real and Random Distributions of regulatory motif matches 
TTEST: Paired, Two-tailed at 5% level of significance
TfEST
Ho
D istrib u tio n
upstreami
0.010
reject
non-random
upstreami
0.013
reject
non-random
upstreamS
0.014
reject
non-random
upstream4
0.014
reject
non-random
W/S datasets
Comparing Real and Random Distributions of regulatory motif matches 
TTEST: Paired, Two-tailed at 5% level of significance
TTEST
Ho
Distribution
upstreami
0.008
reject
non-random
upstreami
0.129
accept
random
upstreamS
0.500
accept
random
upstream4
0670
accept
random
upstreamS
0.013
reject
non-random
upstreamS
0.603
accept
random
D.6 Regulatory Motifs Matches in the whole senome: Real verses Random
For each of the regulatory motifs its real frequency in the whole genome was compared 
with its theoretical expected frequency for a random sequence of equivalent nucleotide 
composition. This was carried out and the results (in the table below) are presented chromosome- 
by-chromosome. The comparison was made in order to see if there was a significant difference 
between the real and random sequences.
Ttests were carried to compare the real frequencies of matches within each individual 
chromosome with the expected value for the random sequence. The Ttests were two-tailed with no 
assumption made regarding equal variance and carried out at the 5% level of significance.
Null hypothesis. Ho: The frequency of regulatory motif matches within the 
chromosome is from the same underlying distribution as the frequency of matches in 
an equivalent chromosome with a randomized sequence.
Alternative Hypothesis, Hg: The real and random sequence distributions for 
regulatory motif matches are different.
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The following data-tables show the Ttest results for the motif matches in real and 
random chromosomes. Three separate columns are presented for the A/TC/G, R/Y and W/S 
sequence results. Each column shows the Ttest statistic.
For the A/T/C/G sequences the results of the Ttest reveal that at the 5% level of 
significance the null hypothesis can be accepted for all of the twenty chromosomes. Therefore 
the regulatoiy sequence matches occur at the level that is expected in the random sequence, i.e. 
at the random level. The W/S sequence results are the same, in that the motif matches occurring 
at the random level in all the chromosomes. The R/Y results on the other hand are very 
different. Here the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% level of significance and it can be 
concluded that for all chromosomes the real and randomized sequence distributions are 
significantly different.
Comparing Real and Random Distributions of regulatory motif matches 
I I  EST: Paired, Two-tailed at 5% level of significance
. _ T  C/G
  chromosome ____  -Ttest
1
W/S
-Ttest
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22 
X 
Y 
Ho
D is tr ib u tio n
0.360
0.355
0.379
0.369
0.372
0.351
0.363
0.356
0.360
0.361
0.343
0.359
0.361
0.360
0.373
0.356
0.348
0.345
0.333
0.330
0.321
0.343
0.378
0.418
accep t
ran d o m
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.006
0.008
0.008
0.010
0.011
0.006
0.013
0.009
0.006
0.010
0.006
0.007
re jec t
n o n -ran d o m
0.885
0.671
0.428
0.561
0.530
0.610
0.997
0.575
0.899
0.657
0.876
0.786
0.697
0.947
0.768
0.954
0.664
0.586
0.544
0.647
0.652
0.890
0.375
0.074
accept
ran d o m
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D.7 Motif representation on the sense strand in repeat-free sequences verses repeat- 
containing sequences
The following results show that the relative motif representation trends across the 5Kb 
upstream sequence generally remains unchanged whether the sequence is masked for repeats or is 
left unmasked. The main difference between repeat masked and unmasked datasets is that in the 
masked datasets all the motif representation values are closer to the random (zero) value. The one 
notable exception is upstreami for which the motif representation is more distant from randomness 
in the repeat-free dataset than the equivalent repeat-containing dataset. Also in the repeat masked 
datasets there is a more pronounced change (for ATCG and W/S sequences) between upstreami 
and the further upstream datasets. Here, between upstream2-‘io-upstream5 the motif representation 
appears at the random level throughout.
Motif representation: 
Unmasked sequence
-0.05
- • — ATCG
WS
-A— RY 
-X— KM
Motif representation in unmasked upstream sequence: 
median value for (odds ratio-1)
upstreamS upstream4 upstreamS upstream2 upstreami
ATCG -0.060 -0.034 0.034 0.020 0.176
WS -0.074 -0.096 -0.072 -0.006 -0.141
RY -0.229 -0.224 -0.217 -0.217 -0.195
XY -0.097 -0.111 -0.113 -0.098 -0.085
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Motif representation:
Repeat masked sequence
e -0.15
■ATCG
WS
RY
KM
- 0.2
/  /  /  /  /
Motif representation in repeat masked upstream sequence: 
median value for (odds ratio-1)
upstreamS upstream4 upstream3 upstream2 upstreami
ATCG -0.018 0.043 0.006 0.026 0.191
WS 0.007 0.007 -0.038 -0.016 -0.078
RY -0.103 -0.105 -0.112 -0.124 -0.140
KM -0.034 -0.030 -0.033 -0.029 -0.042
D.8 Motif representation in the anti-sense strand
So far tlie results shown have been for motif matches at the sense strand. Tlie following 
result is for tlie anti-sense strand (umnasked upstream sequence). In general tlie representation 
trends across the upstream sequences are similar for the two strands. The range of representation 
values are the same. One notable difference is in the W/S upstreami region. For this dataset the 
representation is closer to the random value in the non-transcribed strand than in the transcribed 
strand. This result suggests some asymmetry in the presence of W/S content of motifs between the 
two strands.
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